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Abstract 

This thesis examines the impact of the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition on a 

particular community in Nevv Zealand. The weight of political, religious and socio

economic influences in the milieu of communities in southern Dunedin are analysed 

against the demographic trends revealed by those women who signed the 1893 petition 

and vvho went on to register for the 1893 General Election. New Zealand led the world in 

extending the franchise to its female citizens, a right secured after a lengthy campaign and 

the presentation of three national petitions. The final petition, presented to Parliament on 

28 July 1893, with the signatures of approximately 31,871 affixed, provides the most 

comprehensive list of female supporters of ,vomen's suffrage in this country. Narro\ving 

the focus to a select population of ,.-vomen signatories provides a unique opportunity to 

study the political motivations of a representative group of ,vomen in nineteenth century 

Nevv Zealand. 

Historical research in this area has tended to concentrate on the progression of the 

women's suffrage movement, the aspirations of women who led the can1paign, and the 

national significance of the eventual victory. To date, there has been no substantive work 

on the lives of the women who suppo1ied the movement, the ordinary women of New 

Zealand. This thesis presents the petition itself as a largely unexplored resource for 

suffrage history. By linking signatories to several genealogical sources it explores the 

motives which attracted some women to supp01i the petition and considers the factors 

which halted the affirmation of others. It also considers the relationship between the 

petition and the 1893 General Election through the process of identifying the ,vomen who 

signed the petition and went on to to register to vote, and those who did not. 

It will be argued that cur.rent theories on women's suffrage in New Zealand have 

focused too intently on the national campaign - based on the assumption that support 

generated at a national level was duplicated locally. Further, it is proposed that any 

explanation for women's suffrage in Ne,v Zealand must also incorporate an 

understanding of the society from which it originated. In late nineteenth century New 

Zealand, the can1paign emerged from a society actively questioning the course of its 

moral and political future. It will be seen that amongst the population of southern 

Dunedin, a strong note of response to nevv' aspirations is sounded by those women from 

skilled working-class families. 
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1. Introduction 

A Dunedin newspaper detailing the results of the 1893 General Election offered a 

subdued account ·of New Zealand vvomen's most momentous political event, the first 

general election in this country in which vvomen were able to participate. The report for 

the Caversham electorate began, 

There was ve1y little excitement in this electorate. The only noticeable feature in connection with 
most of the polling booths was that ,vomen went early to the poll. In some instances, they were at 
the booths a considerable time before they opened, and at the main polling booth at the 
Caversham Hall a Mrs Clegg was the first to register her vote. 1 

Little excitement for whom? Surely the 100,000 ,vomen in Nevv Zealand., and indeed 

the 1549 women from the Caversham Electorate who had registered their inaugural claim 

were more than excited. Surely Mrs Clegg was excited. Perhaps the reporter was 

suggesting that the proceedings were conducted in an orderly fashion, that the jeering and 

public humiliation predicted by some, if women were brazen enough to cast their votes in 

public, was not realised. 

Mrs Clegg has achieved her fifteen minutes of fame, but it has taken over a century 

for it to be fully realised. The women's suffrage movement had long intrigued me, and I 

was enticed into my thesis topic by a passing comment which alluded to a largely 

untapped source, the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition. It struck me that the petition is 

pivotal to our ·understanding of the ,vomen's suffrage movement, for it offers the most 

comprehensive list of female suppo1iers for vvomen's suffrage in this country. Previous 

suffrage histories have concentrated on the progression of the women's movement, and 

the actions of its leaders. We have learned what it hoped to achieve, what it eventually 

won: we know who the supporting Parliamentarians were, and most importantly for 

women's history, we have learned about the women who led the fight. There has also 

been some reflection on why the New- Zealand movement was so successful. These 

histories are based on the nevvspaper repo1ts of events, letters to newspapers, Women's 

Christian Temperance Union [WCTU] and Women's Franchise League [WFL] minute 

books, and the personal papers of suffrage leaders. What is still lacking, hmvever, is any 

substantial research on the women it was to benefit, the women of New Zealand. This 

thesis examines the lives of women, in a specific area, who signed the 1893 Women's 

1 Otago /iVitness, 30 November 1893, p.20. 
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Suffrage Petition and ,vent on to register for the 1893 General Election.2 By linking the 

signatories to several sources it seeks to illustrate, in microcosm, some of the predominant 

factors influencing women at the time, and attempts to evaluate the importance of those 

facets, in relation to the suffrage question, in their lives. In short, it offers a fresh 

perspective on suffrage history. The data collected for this thesis provides access to a 

community of women previously forgotten. 3 Instead of relying on the reports of others, 

be they contemporary observers or more recent historians, the aim is to give voice to 

those ,vho vvere never asked. 

It is fair to say that the suffrage victory in 1893 was the pinnacle of 'first wave 

feminism' and the women's rights movement in New Zealand. Public interest in the 

cause peaked at about the san1e time as the then Governor, Lord Glasgow·, signed the 

Electoral Bill and passed it into law. Many of the ,vomen ,vho had been actively involved 

in the suffrage campaign continued to lobby for equal rights and moral reform into the 

new centUiy The formation of the National Council of Women (NCW) in 1896 provided 

the ideal forum in vvhich former suffragists could join ,vith a younger generation of 

activists to press for reform. Despite having an agenda which concentrated solely on the 

rights of women and children neither the NCW, nor any of the other groups in operation 

at the time, were able to sustain the enthusiasm and support generated in the final three 

years of the suffrage campaign. The campaign provides a unique opportunity to study the 

social and political development of women in nineteenth century New Zealand. 

The Ne,v Zealand ,vomen's suffrage movement has been ,vell documented. A flurry 

of first-hand accounts appeared in the years immediately following the victory. 4 Of these 

Willian1 Pember Reeves' account has, unfortunately, become the most ,videly read. 

Reeves viewed the suffrage victory as a gift to the women of New Zealand. His infamous 

account asserts, 

So one fine morning of September, 1893, the ,vomen of New Zealand woke up and found 
themselves enfranchised. The privilege ,vas theirs, given freely and spontaneously in the easiest 
and most unexpected manner in the world by male politicians ... No franchise leagues had fought 

2 The study area is outlined in Map 1. 
3 The Caversham Project holds the majority of sources used in this thesis. I would like to thank the 
project for lending me copies of the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition, the 1893 and 1896 Caversham 
Electoral Rolls, and allowing me access to the church membership lists they have gathered from local 
churches. Gratitude is also due to all of the Caversham research assistants, including some ,vho are no 

):longer employed by the Project, for their help and advice at various stages. "' 
4 See William Pember Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand_, 2 volumes, London, 
1902; William Sidney Smith, Outlines of the Women's Franchise J\1ovement in Ne,11 Zealand, 
Christchurch, 1905. 
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the fight year after year. 5 

Reeves was taken to task with this account by several observers, including William 

Sidney Smith (later W.S. Lovell-Smith), who chastised Reeves' ignorance, claiming that 

he "should have known better. "6 Smith's yersion of events was drastically different from 

Reeves. He accredited the victory to the hard \vork of suffrage leaders, especially Kate 

Sheppard, and also to the political expediency shown by supportive politicians. 

Patricia Grimshavv revived scholarly interest in the subject in 1972 when she published 

Women's Sujfiage in New Zealand. 7 In this ,vork Grimshavv presented a chronological 

account of the campaign, focusing on the progression of the various Franchise and 

Electoral Bills as they moved through Parliament, ·whilst also exploring the relationship 

bet1veen the suffrage leaders within the WCTU and the various Members of Parliament, 

supporters and opponents alike. Rae,vyn Dalziel and Phillida Bunkie have both 

investigated the motives of the women behind the suffrage campaign in their respective 

aiiicles, 'The Colonial Helpmeef and 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New 

Zealand', while Richard Evans placed the Nevv Zealand campaign in an international 

context in his comparative study of feminist movements throughout Britain, the United 

States and Australasia. 8 

Many localised studies of the campaign have also appeared. J.L. Patterson wrote her 

BA(Hons) research essay on the Dunedin campaign, as presented in the various local 

ne,;,,;·spapers from 1890-93.9 Ken Turner also looked at the Dunedin camp,aign, but 

focused instead on New Zealand's most charismatic and vociferous opponent, Henry 

Smith Fish. 10 In 1984 Karen Dreaver completed her MA on women's suffrage in 

Auckland, 11 and one year later Bromvyn Labrum presented her research essay on the 

5 William Pember Reeves, State Experiments in Australia and New Zealand, vol. 1, p.112. 
6 W. Sidney Smith. Outlines ll the TYomen ·s Franchise Afovement in New Zealand, p. 11. 
7 Patricia Grimshaw, Women's Sz!ffrage in New Zealand, Auckland, 1972. A second edition was 
published in 1987. 
8 Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeet: Women's Role and the Vote in Nineteenth Centm-y Ne,v 
Zealand', Ne,11 Zealand Journal of Histmy, 11(2), October 1977, pp.112-123; Phillida Bunkle, 'The 
Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand: The Women's Christian Temperance Union, 
1885-1895', in P. Bunkle and Hughes, B., (eds.), Women in New Zealand Society, Sydney, 1980; and 
Richard Evans, The Feminists, London, 1977; 
9 J.L. Patterson, 'Woman Suffrage in Dunedin, 1890 - 1893', BA (Hons), University of Otago. 1974. 
1° Ken Turner, 'Henry Smith Fish and the Opposition to the Female Franchise in Dunedin, 1890 - 1893'. 
BA (Hons), University of Otago, 1985. 
11 Karen Dreaver, 'Women's Suffrage in Auckland, 1885-1893 ', MA, University of Auckland, 1985. 
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women's rights movement in Wanganui. 12 Returning to the south, an expanded research 

assignment formed the basis of The Ladies Are at it Again, by Rosemarie Smith, a brief 

publication which focuses on the successful Gore campaign and local supporters. 13 More 

recently Caroline Daley and Melanie Nolan celebrated the suffrage centenary year with 

the publication of SuJ.frage and Beyond: International Feminist Perspectives, a collection 

of essays in vd1ich several authors, Grimshaw and Dalziel included, revisited the suffrage 

issue by exploring the successes of a number of southern hemisphere campaigns and 

placing them in an international context. 14 The 1993 celebrations also prompted Sandra 

Coney to reflect on the Ne,v Zealand campaign. In Standing in the Sunshine: A History of 

Women Since they Won the Vote, Coney considers the early success in Nev,r Zealand in 

relation to the feminist ideals of suffrage leaders and the unique social conditions ,vhich 

transpired in Ne,v Zealand society. 15 

History must begin with a narrative, with the telling of the story. The works just 

mentioned have done this, and as such the suffrage story need not be told again. Instead I 

\.Vant to examine the issues central to this thesis, tl1at is, to investigate more thoroughly the 

factors which may have influenced a decision either to support or oppose the suffrage 

can1paign in New Zealand. The discourse of separate spheres has become synonymous 

,yith Victorian society, and histories of nineteentl1 century Nev,, Zealand are no different. 

The environment in ,vhich the suffrage campaign emerged was one in wfach a ,voman 

typically fulfilled tl1e duties expected of her as a wife and mother in the privacy of the 

home. while her husband carried out public duties, as the head of the household, as the 

breadw·inner, and as a citizen. It was also a time when the parameters of that environment 

were changing. l11e pioneering colonial society of the 1860s ,vas superseded in the 

eighties by a predominantly urban culture. Towns flourished, the commercial and 

economic centres prospered, and the industrial, urban landscape which emerged ushered 

in a new phase in New Zealand's social and political development. Women in particular 

·were affected by these changes. For many women in southern Dunedin, as for many 

urban women throughout New Zealand, for example, the divide bet,veen the nvo spheres, 

1
~ Bronwyn Labrnm, 'For the Better Discharge of Our Duties: Women's Rights in Wanganui', 

BA(Hons), Massey University, 1985. 
13 Rosemarie Smith, The Ladies Are At It Again! Gore Debates the TVomen's Franchise, Wellington, 
1993. 
14 Caroline Daley. and Melanie Nolan. (eds.), Suffrage and BeJ1011d: International Feminist . . 
Perspectives, Auckland, 1994. 
15 Sandra Coney, Standing in the Sunshine: a History of FVomen Since They FVon the Vote, Auckland, 
1993. 
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public and private, was perhaps not so great as 01iginally thought, as women broadened 

their private boundaries, through employment and social organisations, and vied for 

greater autonomy. 

Beginning in the 1880s the sex ratio in the urban areas assumed a more normal 

distribution, and a small surplus of women began to appear in the larger tov .. 11s. 16 

Coinciding vvith these changes was a dramatic fall in the fertility rate. Women in the 

1860s were having, on average, 6.5 children while just a decade later, in 1891 this had 

decreased to 4.7 births. This trend was set to continue well into the new century. 17 

Maternal and infant mortality rates also decreased, 18 meaning better health for both 

mother and child. Miriam Vosburgh attributes these changes in family structure to the 

changing social attitudes and socio-economic conditions evident in New Zealand 

society, 19 a view shared by Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque in the their article, 

'TO\,vards a History of the European Family in Nevv Zealand'.20 The primary social 

developments experienced by women in the late nineteenth century were in the areas of 

employment and education, but as \,ve \Vill see below these ,,vere manifestations of a much 

larger trend, known today as 'first-,vave feminism' ,vhich advocated equal rights for 

women and the concomitant moral reform of society. 

As already mentioned, employment opportunities for women increased throughout 

this period, both as a result of the development of the manufacturing industry together 

with economic necessity. As Nevv Zealand struggled through the worldvvide depression 

of the 1880s many women were forced into the workforce. Domestic service continued 

as the main avenue of employment for women, but as the textile industries grew the 

proportions of women entering factory employment also increased. 21 Penelope Isaac 

found that the New Zealand Clothing Factory employed a large number of women, 

providing employers with a cheap source of labour, whilst also offering factory women 

benefits such as shorter hours, higher wages, and the added advantage of being able to 

16 Erik Olssen, 'Towards a New Society', in Rice, G., (ed.), The Oxford History of New Zealand, 2"d 
edition, Auckland, 1992, p.257 . 

. 17 Miriam Vosburgh, The iVew Zealand Fcunify and Social Change: A Trend Analysis, Wellington, 
1978, p.55a. 
18 Erik Olssen, 'Women, Work and Family: 1880-1926', in P. Bunkle & B. Hughes (eds.), f.-Vomen in 
New Zealcmcl Society, Sydney, 1980, p.157. 
19 Miriam Vosbw·gh. The Ne·w Zeahmd Fctmi(v and Social Change, p.161. 
20 Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque, 'Towards a Histmy of the European Family in New Zealand', in 
P. Koopman-Boyden (ed.), Families in New Zealand Society, 1978, p.10. 
21 Erik Olssen, 'Women, Work and Family: 1880-1926'. pp.161-162. 
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continue living in the family home; conditions not shared by their domestic sisters. 22 

The education of New Zealand girls and young women v.ras ,veil advanced by the 

1890s, thanks in large part to the ,vork of Dunedin educationalist Learmonth Dalrymple. 

Dalrymple' s first crusade to secure secondary education for the girls of Otago began in 

1863, when Otago Boys' High School welcomed its first male students. Success crune 

after a seven year campaign, during which Dalrymple petitioned local councillors and 

politicians, wTOte hundreds of letters to leading educationalists and organised committees 

to push for refo1m. In 1871 the girls of Dunedin and Otago ,vere welcomed to the first 

institution of its kind in the southern hemisphere, Otago Girls' High School. Dalrymple's 

energies ,vere quickly re-directed towards the University of Otago where she set about to 

ensure that the University Charter would welcome female students as well as male. A 

petition. with the signatures of 149 Dunedin women, met with the University Council's 

approval, and on 8 August 1871 they voted unanimously to admit w·omen, the first 

university in Australasia to do so. 23 

Some six years later in 1877 in Auckland, Kate Edg~r, became the first female to ?< 

graduate from the University of New Zealand, when she was capped ,vith a Bachelor of 

Arts. Ethel Benjamin became the first ,voman la\vyer in the British Empire ,vhen she 

graduated at the University of Otago in 1897, and Emily Siedeberg defied determined 

opposition from male students and staff to graduate from the Otago Medical School in 

1896.24 Only a small minority of girls went on to secondary schooling and university 

training in this period, so reform in these areas benefited a slim (though rapidly 

increasing) proportion of the population. The 1877 Education Act, which made primary 

schooling compulsory for both sexes, had more general ramifications for the female 

population, ensuring that all girls, regardless of their personal situation would receive a 

basic education. New Zealand women were pem1itted to vote and stand for school boards 

in the same year.25 Other political and legal advances were also secured in the 1870s and 

1880s. The women ratepayers of Otago and Nelson had been able to vote in local 

borough and county councils since the Municipal Corporation Act was passed in 1867, 

2" Penelope Isaac, 'Stir, Bustle and Whir: a History of the New Zealand Clothing Factory, 1873-1905 
\Vith particular reference to the labour process', BA (Hons).. University of Otago, 1996, pp.48, 62. 
23 Dorothy Page, 'Dalrymple, Learmonth White, 1827?-l 906', in Dictionary of New Zec,land 
Biograpl(Y, volume], 1769-1869, 1990, pp.98-99. 
24 Sandra Coney, 'A Leap into the Light: Women's Suffrage Centenary', 1Vew Zealand Cieogrcphic, vol. 
20, October/December 1993, p.26. 
25 Dorothy Page, 'httroduction', in The S'ujfragists: Women FVho Vlorkedfor the T'ote, 1993, p.3. 
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and this ,vas extended to ,vomen throughout the country in 1875. Women were entitled to 

vote and stand for liquor licensing boards in 1881, and in 1885 women were permitted to 

vote in elections for the newly established hospital and charitable aid boards.26 One of 

the most significant legal developments came in 1884 when the Stout/Vogel Ministry 

passed the Married Women's Property Act ,vhich extended legal rights to married women 

and enabled them to hold property in their own right. 27 

These advances ,vere tempered, ho,vever, with growmg disquiet about the 

degradation of society and the demise of fanlily values. Many people linked the 

modernisation and urbanisation process with unemployment, poverty, delinquency and 

alcoholism, and women were sometimes the recipients of harsh political legislation. The 

1869 Crinlinal Diseases Act for instance, discriminated against female prostitutes by 

subjecting any ·women suspected by police to be a prostitute to forcible examination and 

detention. The Act aimed to prevent the spread of venereal disease, but as the law was 

not applied to the male clients it was largely ineffective. 28 The blatant double-standard 

,vhich this type of legislation supported angered many ,vomen, and prompted calls for a 

more equal society where men and women were both treated with respect. The 

Contagious Diseases Act ·was only adopted by two of the country's provincial 

Governments, Canterbury and Auckland, and was in operation in each area for only a 

short period - some twelve years in Canterbury and four in Auckland.29 Despite this, the 

Act ,vas not revoked from the national legislature until 1910, despite repeated lobbying 

from ,vomen's groups since the 1880s. 30 

The s\veating scandal which emerged in Dunedin in 1888 provided further evidence 

that New Zealand society was in strife. Ne,vs of long hours, lm,v wages, and substandard 

conditions spread rapidly throughout the country after Rev. Rutherford Waddell took to 

the pulpit in 1888 to preach on the 'Sin of Cheapness'.31 Working ,vomen were 

theoretically protected under the 1873 Employment of Females Act which restricted them 

26 Patricia Grimshaw, TVomen's Suffrage in New Zealand, 1987, pp.13-14. 
27 Patricia Grimshaw, FVomen's Suffrage in New Zealand, 1987, p.9. 
28 Charlotte Macdonald, 'The Social Evil: Prostitution and the Passage of the Contagious Diseases Act 
(1869)', in B. Brookes, C. Macdonald, and M. Tennant, (eds.), Women in History: Essays on European 
TYomen in New Zealand, Wellington, 1986, p.21. 
2.
9 Charlotte Macdonald, 'The Social Evil', p.22. 

3° Charlotte Macdonald, 'The Social Evil', p.15. 
31 R. Robertson, 'Sweating in Dunedin, 1888-1890', PGDip, University of Otago, 1974, p.8. 
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to eight hours a day and granted them a half-day holiday on Saturday afternoon. 32 Many 

employers openly denounced the lmv, hmvever, and systems of home,vork or piecework 

developed whereby women "\!Vere sent home with extra work at night. The inability of 

working-women to tmite for mutual protection in these early years has been viewed as 

both the cause and the result of 'sweating'. The labour of the homeworker \Vas 

completely unregulated and directly undermined the position of the factory worker. At 

home, women were free from inspection and could work much longer hours, with the 

result that they could produce \vork at lower cost.33 In tum, this pushed the earning 

potential of all \vorking women down; wages decreased as employers .made full 

advantage of the market competition, so much so that many women were forced to take 

additional y1,,-ork home just to make a living. Sweating had also infiltrated male trades. 

The 1890 Sweating Commission reported that young boys \Vere being employed in large 

nun1bers, to the exclusion of skilled and trained workers.34 

It became clear that union protection of women ,vmlld be the only safeguard against 

sweating. In February 1889 Waddell convened a public meeting to discuss the problems 

facing working ,vomen and s,veated labour. A small committee was subsequently formed 

to address the issue and to outline possible solutions. In conjunction \Vith local Dunedin 

contractors the committee drew up a list of prices suited to local conditions which \Vere 

presented to the warehouse firms. Their collective refusal to accept these prices prompted 

Waddell and other concerned citizens to form the Dunedin Tailoresses' Union in July of 

the same year.35 Within six months the Tailoresses' Union had made substantial progress 

in improving the conditions of female employment. Wages had substantially increased, 

working-hours standardised, homework had been largely eradicated and the obvious 

advantages of unionisation swayed the widely held opinion against female organisation. 36 

The SYveating Commission, which was charged with investigating conditions throughout 

the colony, remarked the benefit of unionisation in its final report, noting that there had 

been a marked improvement in female labour, though conditions were still far from ideal. 

The Commission demanded improved legislation for factory workers after they concluded 

the provisions made by the Employment of Females Act were vague and badly defined. 

Further they found that inspectors °\lvere not granted sufficient power to enforce penalties 

3
" Herbert Roth, Trade Unions in Ne,fl Zealand: Past and Present, Wellington, 1973, p.128. 

33 Diana Un,vin, 'Women in New Zealand Industry', MA, University of Otago, 1944, p.35. 
34 Herbert Roth, Trade Unions in 1Vew Zealand: Past and Present, p.11. 
35 Diana Unwin, 'Women in New Zealand Industry', MA, University of Otago, 1944, p.37. 
36 R. Robertson, 'Sweating in Dunedin, 1888-1890', p.30. 
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for breaches of the Act, with the result being that the administration of the Act varied 

considerably. 37 The 1891 Factories Act was passed to address many of these 

recommendations. It aimed to alleviate problems associated with over-crowding and 

improve sanitary facilities, although an amendment in 1894 compensated employers for 

time lost during the half-day holiday on Saturday by increasing the working day for 
. 1 ,8 ,vomen up to mne 10urs. · 

Women's emancipation in the late nineteenth century ,vas, therefore, also inextricably 

linked with the 'moral evils' ,vhich vvere thought to be threatening the very existence of 

society. From this situation there emerged intense scrutiny of what constituted the natural 

order of society and the true and proper role of ,vomen within it. New· emphasis ,vas 

placed on a ,voman's role as mother and ,vife; the home was to become a private domestic 

haven in which the dignity of the family could be restored. Further, women were charged 

,vith being the moral saviours of society. Through their exemplary behaviour order and 

stability would be restored and the excesses of men's behaviour - the drnnkenness, the 

gambling, the bad language and the sexual sin - ,vould be refined.39 Traditional concepts 

of marriage ,vere also challenged, although the degree to which this ,vas happening in 

ordinary New Zealand households is hard to ascertain. Some ,vomen felt that marriage 

should be an equal partnership; where a wife was afforded the same rights and 

opportunities as her husband. Social commentary on the 'moral double standard' which 

judged the actions of men and women according to different sets of rules, and questions 

regarding a woman's right to control her o,vn body began to circulate in certain social 

circles.40 

The ideology of separate spheres became firmly entrenched in New Zealand society 

in the 1880s, finding favour initially ,,,ith the upper-midclle classes, but soon infiltrating 

the vie,vs of the middle-classes and many in the working-classes. 41 The division between 

men and women received both medical and scientific justification. The Plunket Society 

for example, formed in 1907, was founded on the belief that the biological make-up of 

women meant they were psychologically progranuned for marriage and motherhood. The 

aim of Plunket ,vas to ensure that each young mother received suitable training to carry 

37 Appendices to the Journals of the House ofRepresentatives (AIBR), 1890, H-5, pp.iii-iv. 
38 Herbert Roth, Trade Unions in Nevt• Zealand: Past and Present, p.129. 
39 Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeet: Women's Role and the Vote in Nineteenth Century New 
Zealand', New Zealand Journal ofHistory, 11(2), October 1977. pp.118-119. · 
40 Patricia Grimshaw·, FVomen 's S1~ffrage in New Zealand, 1987, p. 7. 
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out this duty. Similarly, the introduction of home science into the CUITiculum for female 

students ensured that every young ,,,,oman "\'1/0uld be properly trained in skills such as 

cooking, sewing and household management when she married.42 

A ·woman's primary role ,vas. firmly fixed 'vvithin the family home, and the majority 

of women accepted their position. However, the reality of separate spheres affected 

women in different \Vays. Many working women ,vere already transgressing the accepted 

boundaries and as such, these arguments held little relevance, apart from emphasising the 

delicacy of the balancing act they already had to preform. For these women a day of paid 

work was follO\ved by hours of catching up with required domestic duties. For other 

v,·omen the increased leisure time, the isolation and limited opportunities to undertal.;:e any 

creative and intellectual pursuits was a spur to seek ways of expanding their domestic 

horizon.43 Many began using their 'natural talents' in a more public role by carrying out 

voluntary charitable work under the guidance of the church. By caring for the sick, 

assisting the poor and destitute, instructing the young at Sunday School, and undertaking 

fund-raising activities run by the church, women found an outlet through ,vhich they 

could make a meaningful public contribution to society without pushing accepted 

boundaries. 

Welfare organisations became a popular social outlet for many middle and upper

middle class Christian women ,vho preached on the evils endemic in society. They 

sought to protect the vvelfare of women and children, and most importantly, to glorify the 

role of motherhood. 44 Local groups, such as the Dunedin Yom1g Women's Christian 

Union (1878), the Ne,v Zealand Mother's Union (1879), the Methodist Ladies' Guild 

(1883) and the Girls' Friendly Society (1883), were set up specifically with these 

aspirations in mind. 45 The WCTU, founded in 1885, ,vas the only national organisation in 

the pre-suffrage years and, as such, was by far the most influential.46 The crusade for 

Social Purity - sexual purity, ,vhere women v,1ould no longer be defined by sex, religious 

41 Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque, 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', p. 7. 
42 Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque, 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', 

fp-8-_9. _ , , , . _ 
Bndget Waldron, 'Representmg Women: A Study ot Selected Womens Magazrnes and pages m the 

1890s', BA (Hons), Otago, 1990, pp.26-27. 
44 Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque, 'Towards a History of the European Family in Nevv Zealand', p.8. 
45 M T .M ·11 Mi . ' 9 argaret ennant · atrons \VI 1 a ss1on·, p ... 
46 Phillida Bunk.le, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand: The Women's Christian 
Temperance Union, 1885-1895', in P. Bunk.le and B. Hughes, (eds.), fVomen in New Zealand Society, 
Sydney, 1980, p.53. 
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purity. in which society would give themselves to the will of God, and political purity, 

where the moral purpose of the Government would be restored - \Vas central to the Union 

cause. 47 Alcohol and sex ,vere primary pollutants in the eyes of Union ,vomen, and the 

affinity shovvn to both by males threatened "the home, the nation, the race. Women's 

purity held the line for civilisation." 48 A ·woman derived power by neutralising male 

sexual desire, and transforming it into reproduction and ne,v life. 49 TI1e WCTU worked 

tirelessly for social reform for women and children throughout this period, and most 

importantly spearheaded the suffrage campaign in this country. Their motives \Vere, 

ho,vever, firmly established ,vithin this wider ideology. 

Nineteenth century feminism was, as evident ,vithin the WCTU. a combination of all 

the factors mentioned above: increased employment opportmlities, educational reform, 

political and legal improvements as well as glorifying the status of women, as wives. as 

mothers and as partners. Shelley Griffiths separates the claims of feminists in the 1890s 

into two main areas. Public feminism worked to remove politic and civil disabilities, 

,vhereas, domestic feminism centred on the family unit and the role of vvomen within it. 50 

Griffiths uses these definitions to explore the impact of feminism on the lives of Ne,v 

Zealand women through the period from 1896 to 1930, and for the purpose of her study 

they provide a useful analytical framework in which to assess the nature of the female 

experience. One must be careful in this thesis, however, not to impose what we may view 

as two separate aspects of first-\'vave feminism onto the women ,vho lived and signed the 

petition within southern Dunedin. Indeed as Griffiths points ot1t, the majority of 

nineteenth and early twentieth century women probably did not view themselves as 

feminist. 51 Bridget Waldron makes an interesting observation in her study of women's 

media in the 1890s ·when she concludes that it ,vas the "definition rather than the 

existence of ,vomen's sphere ... was being challenged" in late nineteenth century New 

Zealand society. 52 Waldron found that even the most liberal of woman's magazines 

circulating in the 1890s were able to reconcile their feminist aims with the domestic role 

ofwomen. 53 

47 Phillida Bunkle, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', pp.62-68. 
48 Phillida Bun.Ide, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.72. 
49 Phillida Bmtlde, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand·, p. 73. 
50 Shelley Griffiths, 'Feminism and the Ideology of Motherhood in New Zealand, 1896-1930'. MA, 
University of Otago, 1984, pp.1-2. 
51 Shelley Griffiths, 'Feminism and the Ideology of Motherhood in Ne\v Zealand, 1896-1930 ·, p.3. 
5
" Bridget Waldron, 'Representing Women', p.178. · 

53 Bridget Waldron, 'Representing Women', p.28. 
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The parameters of first-wave feminism and ,vomen's position ,vithin society have 

been discussed in considerable detail in this introduction, and necessarily so as it ,vas out 

of first wave feminism that the suffrage campaign emerged. It is not the aim of this 

thesis, however, to provide comment on the feminist views of petition supporters in Ne,v 

Zealand, or southern Dunedin for that matter. Rather, to understand ,vhy women may 

have supported suffrage one needs also to understand what may have motivated them. By 

examining the reasons vvhich may have influenced the \.Vomen of southern Dunedin to 

either support or oppose the petition it is also possible to put forward the beginnings of an 

explanation for suffrage support in New Zealand. 

The literature on the \vomen's suffrage campaign in New Zealand has already been 

outlined, but we will return to some of these works to investigate more thoroughly the 

various issues historians have highlighted as being significant in the enfranchisement of 

New Zealand women. Beginning \.Vith Patricia Grirnsha,v, v,;hose ,vork on \VOmen's 

suffrage has called attention to the strong feminist motives behind the \\.·omen's suffrage 

campaign. 54 Grimshaw contends that the w·omen who fought for and supported the 

can1paign did so as a rebellion against the restrictions placed upon their private lives. She 

argues that the WCTU attracted ,vomen who were looking for an opportunity to extend 

their activities beyond the temperance work previously undertaken by the traditional male 

tempera.nee societies. Many Union women, she claims, were convinced that they should 

be able to enjoy greater personal independence to organise and work in areas of specific 

interest to them, w-hile others were attracted by opportunity: to be actively involved in a 

wide range of social issues, such as relief for the poor, and educational and employment 

refonn. 55 

Grimshaw acknowledges the pivotal role the WCTU played in organising the 

suffrage campaign at a national level but emphasises the influence ,:vorking women had in 

the campaign's success at grass-roots level, highlighting the correlation between the 

number of signatures gathered in each area and the strength of the local women's trade 

union. 56 Her argument had shifted since the submission of her MA thesis, where she had 

placed a greater amom1t of emphasis on the advanced state of female education in Ne\v 

54 Patricia Grimshaw, FVomen 's S11ffrage in New Zealand, Auckland, 1972. 
55 Patricia Grimsha,v, FVamen 's S11ffrage in New Zealand, 1987, pp.30-33. 
56 Patricia Grimshaw, TVomen 's S11ffi'age in New Zealand, 1987. p.49. 
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Zealand in the years prior to the suffrage victory. "When considering the advancement of 

,vomen in any other spheres", she wrote in 1962, "of primary importance was the 

evolution \Vhich had been carried out in the education of their sex. "57 Education ,vas still 

central to her 1972 thesis, but she notes "the gradual infiltration of women of the middle 

and upper classes into public employment was seemingly the most novel to the 

b --'18 contemporary o server.· .. 

Rae,vyn Dalziel challenged the liberal assumptions made by Grimshaw in her 1977 

paper, 'The Colonial Helpmeet: Women's Role and the Vote in Nineteenth-Century Nevv 

Zealand', and argues rather that the success of the New Zealand campaign must be 

attributed to the traditional convictions of New Zealand women, and their belief in the 

unique qualities of New Zealand femininity. 59 Dalziel asse1ied that the women who were 

fighting for the extension of the franchise ,vanted to reinforce their position ·within the 

home and family, and \Vere not interested in pushing boundaries which would see ,vornen 

enter ne,v spheres of activity such as the ,vorkplace.60 This focus on the helpmeet role of 

,,vomen fits easily into the notion of domestic feminism as described by Griffiths. In 

doing so it reinforces the division between the two types of feminism and does not allov.· 

for an overlap in ideology. The uneven sex ratio, which plagued the early male colonists 

but provided \vomen ,vith advantageous marriage prospects, is central to Dalziel's thesis. 

She contends that the shortage of women, combined with the significant contributions 

they made to the development of the young nation elevated their status from their o,vn 

perspective also in the eyes of society. The vote was an acknowledgment of the ability 

and intelligence these women displayed within their domestic situations, not within the 

public arena. 61 

In 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand: The Women's Christian 

Temperance Union 1885-1895', Phillida Bunkie largely agrees ,vith Dalziel. 62 She 

congratulated Dalziel for her assertion that women involved in the suffrage campaign 

,vere more interested in consolidating their traditional roles than in challenging them, but 

suggests that the conservative nature of the campaign should be attributed to WCTU 

57 Patricia Grimshaw, 'The Women's Suffrage Movement in New Zealand', MA, University of 
Auckland, 1962, p.7. 
58 Patricia Grimshaw, FVomen 's S4fiY1ge in New Zealand, 1987, p.4. 
59 Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeet', pp.112-123 
60 Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeef, p.113. 
6
: Raewyn Dalziel, 'The Colonial Helpmeef, p.123. 

6
- Phillida Bun.Ide, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', pp.52-76. 
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involvement. 63 Bunkle exammes the ideology of the WCTU, the pnmary movement 

behind the \vomen's suffrage campaign in New Zealand, to demonstrate that the early 

women's movement was deeply rooted in the traditional ideals of temperance ideology. 

Pmity, of self and of others, was an essential part of this ideology: Bunkie insists that the 

campaign for the vote must be understood, not as an attempt to widen the sphere of 

women, but to restore moral purity and godliness in society.64 In terms of public support 

for WCTU issues, Bunkie notes that South Island tmvns were far more receptive to the 

Union than were North Island tmvns, and in particular she concludes that "the Union grew

wherever the Presbyterian church was strong. "65 

Bromvyn Labrurn's ,vork on the ,vomen's rights movement in Wanganui confirms 

the need for more localised studies of the New Zealand suffrage campaign, for while the 

WCTU pushed for social reform for women on a national level this ,vas not duplicated in 

Wanganui.66 Labrnm found that branch activity in Wanganui supported a vigorous 

temperance can1paign but did not extend into areas of social reform; women's issues 

received only minimal attention. Further, she has found that the Wanganui branch was 

more reactive than proactive, with local leaders showing little initiative in developing 

their o,vn social reform programme, content instead to carry out directives from national 

headquarters. She points out that this contrasts ,vith the current perception that the 

WCTU was the primary force in suffrage agitation in New Zealand. 67 

Finally, Richard Evans' interpretation of the women's suffrage movement in New 

Zealand is, like Grimshaw's, an essentially liberal one. Unlike Grimshmv, hov.1ever, he 

removes agency from the women altogether. 68 He argues that the liberal outlook of the 

majority of settlers, coupled with more fluid class divisions, and an immature political 

framework, ensured that social reform, in education, marriage laws, and the vote, was 

achieved at a very early stage. He claims that ''the women of Ne,v Zealand owed the vote 

not least to the fact that the female suffrage bill was going through Parliament at a time 

,vhen the Government was ,veak and the political situation confused."69 

63 Phillida Bunlde, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.53. 
64 Phillida Bunkle, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.64. 
65 Phillida Bun.Ide, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.58. 
66 Bronwyn Labn.un, 'For the Better Discharge of Our Duties: Women's Rights in Wanganui, 1893-
1903', TVomen 's Studies Journal, 6(1/2), November 1990, pp.136-152 
67 Bronwyn Labrum, 'For the Better Discharge of Our Duties', p.137. 
68 Richard J. Evans, The Feminists, London, 1977. 
69 Richard J. Evans, The Feminists, p.217. 
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The current literature on ,vomen's suffrage in New Zealand offers a variety of 

interpretations, from the liberal and feminist motives of Grimshav,:'s women to the 

conservative traditions of Dalziel's and Bunkle's campaign. As it stands, however, the 

petition has not been extensively consulted in any of these studies and as such there has 

been little attempt to understand groundswell support. The assumption thus far seems to 

have been that a study of national support, and of prominent leaders, can suffice, but as 

Bromvyn Labnun's study suggests, national campaigns ,vere not always transferred into 

local action. Labrum realises that our desire to tmcover the origins of the suffrage 

campaign quickly led to assumptions regarding local campaigns.70 It is not always easy 

to uncover the motives of individual action, how·ever. In a mass campaign like vvomen's 

suffrage our understanding of its impact on society is usually dictated by the surviving 

literary sources. TI1ese sources rarely incorporate the views of entire populations. It is 

necessary in these circumstances to press into alternative areas of historical inquiry. By 

presenting a quantitative account of the women's suffrage campaign it is hoped that this 

thesis Yvill add a ne,v dimension to our understanding of the campaign, both at a local and 

national level. 

70 Bromvyn Labrum, 'For the Better Discharge of Our Duties', p.137. 
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Map 1: Southern Dunedin - The Study Area. The shaded areas represent neighbourhing suburbs 
not included in this study. Mornington can be seen north of southern Dunedin and Dunedin 

City, not included in this map, is north again, beyond Mornington. The Pacific Ocean bounds 
the area to the south, and Otago Harbour can just be seen to the east. 
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Appraising the actions of a pmiicular group within society requires a certain degree 

of empathy with their situation, and with the circumstances ,vhich surrounded them. 

Consequently, this thesis is presented as m1 exploration into the lives of nineteenth 

century southern Dunedin ,vomen, and as the beginning of an analysis into the cliometrics 

of suffrage support in New· Zealand. The 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition is also central 

to this thesis, for the degree of success achieved by the petition relied, to a certain extent, 

on the techniques of the canvassers. In total three suffrage petitions were presented to 

Parliament. the first in 1891, follo·wed by one in 1892, then lastly, the successful petition 

of 1893. All three petitions ,vere orgm1ised by the WCTU who hoped they ,vould 

increase public awareness of the campaign, ,vhilst also achieving the added bonus of 

dismissing opponents' claims that the vote was not desired by the general female 

population. Despite the amount of work that has been done on suffrage in recent years, 

details on how the petitions were managed at a local level remains something of a 

mystery. The suffrage page in the Prohibitionist discusses the national distribution of 

petitions, and also comments on their progress, but details on local cm1Vassing techniques 

appear to have been left up to the local district unions. Karen Dreaver found that the 

Auckland WCTU organised maps to be made of the area Yvhich were used to ensure that 

canvassing was systematic. 71 It is highly probable that a similar technique ,vas used in 

Dunedin. 

Dunedin returned the largest number of signatures in all three of the petitions. This 

has been largely attributed to the strength of the local WCTU, and later the Women's 

Franchise League (WFL), and also to the co-operative spirit shared bet,veen the two 

organisations.72 In 1891 Helen Nicol wrote to the Evening Star commenting on the 

success of the 1891 petition. "I am only in a position", she ,vrote, 

to state that the number from Dm1edin and Port Chalmers was 2,832. I may say that this does not 
include all the suburbs. Our largest suburbs, quite near to town, have not been canvassed for want 
of canvassers, but ,:ve are resolved (if necessary) to canvass again on this question. We feel 
confident that we can easily get 5.000 names. 73 

The 1891 petition ,vas plagued by a lack of canvassers throughout the country. William 

Sidney Smith noted in his accolmt, Outlines of the Women 's Franchise Movement in New 

Zealand that an analysis of the Canterbury sheets highlighted the difficulties of obtaining 

71 Karen Dreaver, 'Women's Suffrage in Auckland, 1885-1893', MA, University of Auckland. 1985, 
p.30. 
n W. Sidney Smith, Outlines of the Women's Franchise Movement in New Zealand, pp.70-71. 
73 Evening Star, 25 Jm1e 1891, no page number was given. Cited in J.L. Patterson, 'Woman Suffrage in 
Dunedin, 1890-1893', BA (Hons), University ofOtago, 1974, p.14. 
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signatures from a ,videly scattered population. He found that the results were very 

positive for those areas closest to Christchurch City, but the numbers of signatures 

obtained from the outlying districts ,vas extremely small. 74 The comprehensiveness of the 

canvassing vvas of concern to the WCTU during the 1892 and 1893 petitions. Indeed the 

1893 petition was printed and distributed to district unions in December 1892 so that 

WCTU members and volunteer canvassers could take petition sheets away with them on 

their Christmas holidays to obtain signatures from the more isolated areas. Members 

,vere encournged to start canvassing in plenty of time to ensure that "we shall not find that 

scores of women who ,vould probably have signed, had not even been asked to do so. "75 

The analysis of petition signatories in southern Dunedin, as presented in this thesis, 

demonstrates that by 1893 canvassing ,vas vvell organised and appears to have been 

carried out in a systematic fashion. All of the southern boroughs are represented on the 

petition. and only a small minority of the local streets were found to have been neglected 

by canvassers. The following chapter of this thesis provides a lengthier discussion on the 

petition, itemising the type of information it recorded, ,vhile also illustrating how 

effective the petition was as a tool for historical enquiry. 

Chapter Two provides a detailed discussion on the research strategy and 

methodology employed in this thesis. The ambition of this thesis is to identify women 

known to have signed the petition in order to generate some discussion on support for 

women's suffrage at a grass-roots level. This was achieved by linking several sources, 

and inputting the data from each onto a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet thereby creating a 

unique source of personal information about each signatory. Chapter T,vo begins \Vith an 

in-depth description of the primary sources used to compile the data. It describes exactly 

,vhat infonnation was provided on each source, and also how this information was 

collected. The success of the record-linking process depends mainly on the quality of the 

information provided in the individual sources. As will be seen various problems with the 

some of the sources meant that considerable time ,vas spent clarifying inconsistencies in 

the data. 

Chapter Three turns the focus on to the people of southern Dunedin, reminding us 

that this is a local study. and one which deals ,vith the experiences of a population. Here 

the demographics of the southern population, as presented in the 1891 Census, are 

74 W. Sidney Smith, Outlines of the Women's Franchise Movement in New Zealand, p.61. 
75 The Prohibitionist, 31 December 1892, p.3. 
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discussed, and compared to both regional and national figures. In this context it is 

possible to see the extent to \vhich the southern Dunedin population was typical of the 

wider New· Zealand setting, and also to identify more precisely any special characteristics 

which set them apart from the national populace. 

Chapters Four through Six present the results of the data analysis. Chapter Four 

concentrates on the women who signed the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition, Chapter 

Five considers the women \Vho registered for the 1893 and 1896 general elections, while 

the final chapter compares the tvvo groups, identifying ,:vhich signatories went on to the 

electoral roll and ,vhich signatories did not. The group of ,vomen \Yho registered for the 

· 1893 election but \vho had not signed the petition are also examined, providing some 

comparison between the women who \Vere prepared, and able, to take a public stand in 

favour of the petition and those who were not. The analysis focuses primarily on the 

residential location and socio-economic status of signatories, and uses these to determine 

patterns of suppo11 v.rithin the southern Dunedin community. A more general analysis, 

based on what we learned from the Census about the social demographics of the local 

female population, is also provided, enabling more general conunent on the political 

activism of the southern Dunedin population. 
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[!;o~ .• p;vese~i.ed 'to Pa»liap1en:e .,* uhe fi~srt Slll\$$ion of 1898.J 

~, the Honourable t Speaker ancl Member; 
1
\ • of the House of R resentatives 1n Parlia-
~ ment assembled. , 

E Petition nf the undersigned \Vomen, of the ag<.: of twenty-one years and upwards, n:sident in 
the Colony of New Zealand, humbly shewetl1 :-

HAT large numbers nf \Vomen iu the Colony lum, for ~en.'rnl years petitioned 
Parliament t() extend the franchise to them. 

HAT the justice of the claim, and the expediency of granting it, w:is, during tlw iast s,,ssion of 
Parliament, affirmed by both Hnuscs; but, that for reasons not aff.,cting the principle of \\'omen's 
Franchise, its exercise hus not yet been provided fur. 

HAT if such provi~'ion is not made befur,., the ne:it Genernl Election, your petitioners will, for several 
years, be denied the enjoyment o! what has been admitteJ by Parliament 11, be a just right, and will 
suffer a grievous wrong. 

~,~\HEY ther.efore earnestly pray your Honournhle House to adopt such mensnres as will enable \Vomcn 
w~ ~ to record their votes for M'cmbcrs of the House nf Representatives :\t lhiJ ,·nsuin(; Gmioral Election. 

~~
' HEY further pl'~Y th~t ,YOU. 1·l<J11<>umble House wiH pass no Ekctoral Bill which shall fail to s<"cure 

=,J to ·women tins pnvilege. 
"' And your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

NAME. .\LJD1{ES'.5. 

L,:,., ,1, <1,,. .w_ ~ , 

t1, J,,::/1.t. k./ 
h .... I/. 
J / / ,,. 

\, .A~::1, -. , :,,//_. 

() ~· ) ;y--vP~ 
, ~· 

Figure 2.1: Sheet 1, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 2.2: Sheet 32, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 



· ·HEY ~ eliltDeStly pray your HooG111Uble Howie to adopt. such measures a_s will ~le WOJl!en 
toe :r~ t1ieit votes fix' Meiubers,of th11 Ho- ,;,f Representativt;S at the ensumg General~. 

,. • • h 

HEY !nrtber pi;ay that your HODOl.lrable House will pass no Electoral Bill which shall fail to secure 
to Women this ¢vilegit. 

And,your petitioners, as in duty bound, will ever pray; &c. 
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Figure 2.3: Sheet 34, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington 
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2. Methodology 

The 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition presented to Parliament by Sir John Hall on 28 

July 1893, the last of three petitions, was the final act in a long campaign which 

persuaded Parliament to extend the vote to women. Within two months the women of 

New Zealand were granted that wish. Within another two months, on polling day, 28 

November 1893, they made world history as the first women to participate in the general 

elections of their country. Signed by approximately 31,8711 women (almost 25 per cent2 

of the country's adult female population), the 1893 suffrage petition provides the most 

comprehensive list of female supporters for women's suffrage in this country. 

This study aims, by way of a case study, to identify women who signed the petition 

and whether they then registered to vote in the 1893 election, thus exploring the 

relationship between the petition and women's initial participation in politics. By 

focusing on the suburban boroughs of southern Dunedin the study adopts a localised 

approach, one that provides detail and analysis impossible to offer on a national scale. 

Work on the political participation and voting behaviour of women in New Zealand in the 

years immediately following the suffrage victory is seriously lacking. This study, as a 

1 Parliamentary Debates (PD), vol. 80, 28 July 1893, p.322. This number was reached after a number 
of petitions presented to Parliament in July and August 1893 were added together. The Women's 
Suffrage petition, as transcribed and used in this study, carries a contemporary calculation slightly 
below this of25,519. It appears that Sir John Hall presented 10 other petitions within ·the next fortnight 
all in favour of female franchise extending this number to over 29,500 signatures. Two other petitions 
were also presented, one with just 23 names on it by Mr C.H. Mills, and another with 2,301 names by 
MP for Waitemata, Mr Palmer. The Journals of the House of Representatives in its schedule of public 
petitions section lists details of each of these petitions including information such as the name of the 
person for whom the petition is being presented, abstract of prayer, number of signatures and date of 
report. By comparing the names given in this schedule against the transcribed petition it has been 
determined that the women from these extra 12 petitions are not included in the transcribed list. It is 
not clear who organised the latter two petitions. The WCTU and WFL used Sir John Hall as their 
parliamentary spokesperson for all matters at this time. That these petitions were presented by different 
MPs coupled with the fact that the abstract of prayer was slightly different to those presented by Sir 
John Hall may suggest that they were organised independently of the main petition. Also interesting to 
note is the fact that the petition presented by Mr Palmer was presented on behalf of Gerald L Peacock. 
The transcribed petition uses the first name to appear on sheet one as its person for whom it is 
presented. If such a policy can be extended to these other petitions, then this last petition appears to 
have included male supporters, further distancing itself from the WCTU petition which went to great 
lengths to ensure that only females signed it. Whether these extra petitions still survive, and which 
areas they represent, is unknown. The number of names represented on the petition, as it survives 
today, is slightly lower still, at 23, 853. This discrepancy, as explained in more detail below may be 
because of a number of lost sheets, which were presumed to have been glued into the duplicate petition 
presented to the Legislative Council, but which have not survived. 
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foundation work in the area, begins to explore the political world of ,vomen voters. It 

also allows various explanations for ,vhy women ,vanted the vote to be tested more 

systematically than has previously been attempted. 

The analysis offered in this study is the result of a record-linking exercise, involving 

several sources, which collates information on the residential locations, occupations, and 

religious affiliations of individual woman and posits them once again in one of &ne o] the 
. 

most contentious campaigns in New Zealand history. This chapter sets out to explain the 

methodology involved in compiling the data. Obviously the 1893 Women's Suffrage 

Petition and the 1893 and 1896 electoral rolls are key sources. Stone's Otago and 

Southland Directories, and various other genealogical sources, including local marriage 

registers, have supplemented these. The chapter begins with an in-depth description of 

both the petition and the electoral roll, detailing hovv each is set out and the infonnation 

they provide. A discussion on the supplementary sources follo,vs, providing some 

indication as to v.rhy they ,,1ere chosen and what they have to offer the analysis. The 

process of record linking is described next along with explanations of exactly hmv the 

information from these sources \Vill be used in the analysis. The chapter ends with a 

discussion on the limitations and problems encountered with the tvvo main sources. 3 

1893 Women's Suffrage Petition 

The 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition "comprise[d] 546 sheets of paper, all glued 

2 Some 130,418 adult women were living in New Zealand at the time of the 1891 Census. 
3 Quantitative accounts of historical events, such as this one, have come under considerable criticism 
from many traditional hi~1:orians about the procedures, or lack thereof, employed in gathering and 
compiling their data. In presenting the methodology of this paiticu~ar study it is hoped to demonstrate 
the techniques which were used in collecting and analysing the signatories to the women's suffrage 
petition from southern Dunedin. Miles Fairburn provides a.ii excellent overview of the issues and 
debates surrounding mass quantitative history in Social History: Problems, Strategies and i"viethods. 
New York, 1999. His chapter entitled 'To Count or Not to Count' outlines the arguments both for and 
against cliometrics as well as providing examples of how mass quantification has been used in 
historical studies. Fairburn also provides a guide for fULther reading in the area covering a wide range 
of material. John Tosh also provides an overview of the quantitative approach in The Pursuit of 
History: Aims. Afethoc15, and New Directions in the Study c?f Afodern History, 2nd edition, London, 
1991. Tosh places particular emphasis on areas where quantitative hist01y has made a considerable 
impact. For examples of record linkage see Elizabeth Herr, 'The Census, Estimation Biases, and 
Female Labor-Force Participation Rates in 1880 Colorado', Historical Afethods, 28(4), Fall 1995, 
pp.167-181; Andrejs Plakans, Kinship in the Past: an Anthropology of European Famifcv Life, 1500-
1900, Oxford, 1984, chapter three; Christian Pouyes, Raymond Roy and Francois Maitin, 'The Linkage 
of Census Name Data: Problems and Procedures', Journal of Interdisciplinary History, XIV(I), 
SULmner 1983, pp.129-152. In the New Zealand context Lyndon Fraser's recent study of Irish Catholic 
inunigrants to New Zealand is a good study based on record-linking techniques. See Lyndon Fraser, 
To Tara Via Holyhead: Irish Catholic Immigrants in Nineteenth Century Christchurch, Auckland, 
1997. 
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together to make one continuous roll, 274 metres long" when it was presented to 

Parliament.4 In the late 1980s and early 1990s the petition ,vas transcribed by a team 

overseen by Archives New Zealand staff, and was reproduced in both microfonn and 

hard-copy, with the various versions made available for purchase by research institutions. 

The paper form has been arranged in t'l.vo ,vays: one lists the women in sheet number 

order, the other, in alphabetical order. The microform copy provides an exact replica of 

the original. 

Despite the availability of the transcription, historians have not used the petition 

extensively. It seems that along with woman suffrage in general, the petition has, for 

many yea.rs, been overlooked as a significant research source, apparently deemed 

uninteresting or unimportant After the publication in 1972 of Patricia Grimshavv'' s work, 

Women's Suffrage in New Zealand, many historians may have disregarded ,vomen's 

suffrage, believing that the topic had already been done. Even with the resurgence of 

interest in suffrage in the 1990s, culminating in the 1993 centenary celebrations, little 

mention \Vas ma.de of the petition as a historical source and tool for analysis. Perhaps the 

necessary statistical component of such a study has had a prohibitive effect on many 

historians. 

This study aims to redress this omission. I have set up a spreadsheet using Microsoft 

Excel and have linked information from each of the sources onto a work sheet, giving me 

varying amounts of information about the women who supported the women's suffrage 

petition. In linking the petition to the electoral roll a platform is provided, not only to 

analyse the participation of women in politics, but also to test claims made in the 

literature regarding the nature of support for woman suffrage. These assumptions have 

largely been documented with reference to ne,vspaper reports of events, letters to 

newspapers, WCTU and WFL minute books, and the personal papers of suffrage leaders. 

Unfortunately personal recollections remain locked in with pa.st generations. Record 

linkage enables those people. long forgotten and ignored by the books to re-emerge, and 

finally be acknowledged for their pa.rt in the fight for women's suffrage in Ne,v Zealand. 

It also allows some observations to be made as to which women registered their interest in 

the vote, thus evaluating the success of various groups in attracting women to their cause. 

4 Transcript qf 1893 FVomen 's S1(ffrage Petition, Le 1, 189317a. Archives New Zealand Head Office, 
Wellington. 
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Signatures for the 1893 Petition were collected by one of three methods; systematic 

street canvassing, attracting signatories at public meetings, rai1'vay stations or street 

comer collections. Street canvassing could have included residential and business areas. 

Karen Dreaver in her study of women suffrage in Auckland discovered one business 

\vhich displayed a sign reading "No canvasser for the WFL need call in office hours."5 

While such an example has not been found for Dmiedin, factories employing large 

numbers of women, such as the Roslyn Woollen Mills, Ross and Glendinning and 

Hallensteins Manufacturers \vould have been a natural target for canvassers. Examples of 

residential street canvassing are evident within the petition when a sheet contains heavy 

representation from one or more closely aligned streets or suburbs. Sheet 36, the first of 

the three sheets preceding this chapter provides an example. Signatures have been 

collected from Osmond, Bathgate and Williams Streets, as ·well as Bradshaw Road and as 

can be seen in Map 2 all four of these streets are in close vicinity, forming a small block 

in South Dunedin's No1th Ward. 6 It is also evident on sheet 36 that several family groups 

have been captured at one time, suggesting that the canvasser assigned to this section of 

streets called at a time when the majority of family members ,vere at home. For example, 

the three Miscall women, Susan, Annie and Ellen have added their signatures, one after 

the other, tmvards the bottom of the page. TI1e canvasser called in on the Miscall' s only 

shortly after securing the signatures of Mrs Passmore and her daughter Mary just a few 

houses a,vay on Bradshav,' Street. 

While ne,vspaper reports do not mention whether the petition was present at the 

many public meetings held in support of \Vomen's suffrage this can be safely assumed, 

especially v.rhen the m<1;jority of those attending such meetings ,vere already sympathetic 

to the cause. Street comer collection ,vould have also been very successful in attracting 

support. Tables situated in busy shopping areas, post offices or railway stations would 

have allowed some women, especially those from outlying areas where canvassers may 

not have called, to pledge their support. Sheet 121 (Figure 2.4 on the follmving page) is 

one example of what appears to be a railway station stand. The addresses from this sheet 

are geographically dispersed, ranging from Balclutha in the south, central Dunedin 

suburbs, Middlemarch to the west and Shag Point to the north. The signatures appear on 

the sheet in such a way as to indicate either a northbound or southbound train reaching the 

5 K Dreaver, 'Women's Suffrage in Auckland: 1885-1893 ', pp. 52-53. 
6 Bradshaw Street in partially obscured in Map 2, and can just be seen under the word ·ward' in North 
Ward. Bathgate and Osmond Streets bisect Bradshaw Street, and travel in the opposite direction. 
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Sheet No. Name Address 
121 Minnie R. Macpherson The Moorings, Dowling Street 
121 Ella Famie W<tt<::i:_~treet 
121 MJ.:s D,111ic:l.. .Arthlll:.Stre..e~ 
121 Jane McAuley 
121 Hannah Ewart ...................... 
121 E.: 1a.r:1<.~11s 
121 Kate Conussiong 

121 A.rtI1:.Sn1i~ 
121 Susan Mc Chesney 
121 A.Long 
121 R.,. M: Fe.~riclge 
121 C. McKay 

121 A· c::a.111p~e.11 ..... 
121 ~. E. :Bo'Y1;lle:r 

Melrose 

. S.Y.clllt:)'..~1:f<::e:t, <=.~1:''~1:s}:llllll, ... 
. .... l:ll1:1c:s.l<..iil 

Russell Street 
Arthur Street 
York Place 
lJpper York Place 

.. ;I-J:a,lf'01ayJ3i:tsl:i 
Dowling Street 
Burnside . ............... .. 
Dunedin . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

121 A.g11es McQueen Dunedin 

121 .Mt:sA.::.M:M<::S.'':'.a11 . Riverton 
121 Mrs W. D. Wynn Green Island 
121 Mrs A. G. Wright rVarraonabal 
121 J es.sie. SclnJltag .... 
121 Jane Sutherland 
121 Annie Fo,vler 
121 Sarah Alexander 

Ellen Alex,mder 
M. C. Valentine ....................... 

121 K. Popham 
121 M. Latham 
121 F. Watkins 
121 B. Grigor 
121 M. McKintosh 
121 Mrs Jane Brovm . .. .. 

121 E. McKeich 
121 Eliza Johnstone 
121 F. A. Fisher 
121 J. Wilson 
121 S. A. Austin ...... ·········· ... 

121 S. Reynell 
121 Joan Walker 
121 E. Mileham 
121 J.C. Vine 
121 Jane Paterson 

121 A.g11c:~ J;.;e<:li.rJ.gl1a111 
121 Agnc:s Roxburgh 

...... P.l.. Ma.ryA.:: M.:a.4e 
121 JanePorter 

).2.1. J !ll1e.. J ~).liil.s~C>ll 
121 A. Hitchcock . . ... ········· .... 

.. Jes,sie SonJltag . 
Momington 

.... Mo.~gie.l 
South Dunedin 
South Dunedin 
St Clair . .......... . 
Dunedin 
Caversham 
South Dunedin . .... ....... .. . .. . 

Dunedin 

:tyfo:r[lY P,la.c.~ . 
Middle-march 
Lawrence 
Elm Row 
St Clair 
Berwick 
Balclutha 
Dunedin 

... Xce.i.tl1.S.t:rt:e.\I:)ll11e..cli.t1 .. 
. J:\.t:lclersons)3ay 

Andersons Bay 
Alb.a.Ily.Street 

.... P.uerua. ... 
Monticello 
South Dunedin ............................. 
"Puki.riti" Shag Point 
East Taieri ......... ' ............... . 

...... Q:eorge. St~-c:~t . 
121 E. Pearce High Street 

121 S. Ttu-nbull ..................... Mo.sgit:1. . .... . 
121 I-L :S.e.11 ... ;P.()1·~ C::ll11l111e.i;s. . 
121 A. Mackintosh 
12J .L. Rodda 
121 C. Cam bell 

N.evada Township 
Roslyn 
South Dunedin 

Figure 2.4: Sheet 121, 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition, Transcript 

William Street is also obscured by the vvord 'Ward'. 
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Little is known of those who collected the signatures and the methods that were 

employed. It is apparent that the \Vomen of southern Dunedin \Vere given equal 

opportunity to sign the petition, however. The vast majority of southern streets '"·ere 

represented on the petition, indicating that canvassing was consistently thorough 

throughout the area. The canvassing of the southern streets forms part of the later 

analysis but it suffices here to demonstrate that the canvassing techniques in place for the 

1893 suffrage petition were highly organised. Map 4 displays all of the southern streets 

which appeared on the petition. There are a number of streets in St Kilda which do not 

appear on the petition, but as ,vill be shm"n in the analysis of petition signatories, a 

number of these streets either did not have any residential houses, or had only one or two 

houses built on them. The relatively low population density in St Kilcla in the 1890s is, 

therefore, an important factor when considering the efficiencies of the canvassers. By 

contrast, almost every street in South Dunedin and Caversham Borough is represented on 

the petition. That so many streets in these highly populated areas are represented on the 

petition. and that none of the sub-areas ,vere excluded from the petition, conclusively 

demonstrates that the ,vomen of southern Dunedin were given equal opportunity to sign 

the petition. 

The level of organisation required in such a successful petition indicates that a well

established network must have been heavily involved. TI1e WCTU was the main 

organising force, entries in their page in the Prohibitionist not only encouraged women to 

sign but also served as a forum to motivate canvassers and report on progress. The 

WCTU Franchise Superintendent, Kate Sheppard, was responsible for the collection and 

compilation of all petition sheets before they were passed on to Sir John Hall for the 

official presentation to Parliament and the Legislative Council.7 The forms for the 1893 

petition were printed and distributed to the district Union offices well before the 1892 

Christmas holidays, with the hope that "some members may talrn forms to isolated places 

during the holiday season, where they may do double duty obtaining signatures and 

arousing interest in the Franchise question." No doubt the many complaints from rural 

women who were not given the chance to sign the previous petitions were playing on 

their minds. 8 

7 See Prohibitionist, l July 1893, p.3; 15 July 1893, p.3 and 29 July 1893, p.3. 
8 Prohibitionist. 31 December 1892, p.3. 
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Theirs ,vas not a lone crusade, however. In March 1893, the Canterbury Women's 

Institute appointed a committee responsible for organising a systematic canvass of local 

streets,9 ,vhile in Dunedin the WFL agreed at their January meeting that their principal 

business would be to canvass the city for signatures to the petition. The report of the 

meeting ,vent on to thank all League members and friends who had already volunteered 

their assistance in this cause. 10 This last statement confirms that the success of the 

petition was in no small part due to the cooperative effort of many New Zealand ,.vomen. 

The canvassers were all volunteers obviously interested in promoting the cause, but just 

how many of these women were not already involved in either the WCTU or the WFL is 

not easily determined. Leaders of the WCTU urged all members of the Canterbury Union 

and any other willing friends to collect forms from the Christchmch coffee rooms. 11 In 

1894, Kate Sheppard reported in the Women's Signal that the Union could not have done 

it alone, and attributed the success to the ecumenical cooperation evident \Vithin the Ne,v 

Zealand Women's Movement. She went on to estimate that "at least one-third of women 

who collected the signatures for the ... final suffrage petition were not members of any 

Temperance body."12 While a small nun1ber of sheets include the name of the canvassers, 

Mrs Marion Hatton from St Clair, one of the city's most prominent suffrage leaders, was 

the only woman from southern Dunedin identified as a canvasser (see Appendix Two). 

Each canvasser had numbered sheets, headed with the first part of the prayer to 

Parliament asking for the vote. Each sheet had two columns, one for the name and the 

other for the address. The way in ,vhich the canvassers gathered signatures is also 

unknov,'11, though several plausible methods have already been outlined. One must 

assume, especially once the petition had been circulating for some time, that most women 

had come to k.11m:v· of its existence. The frequency and emotion of letters and meetings 

reported in the newspapers indicates that it ,vas a topic many had an opinion on. Helen 

Nicol stated as far back as 1891 that working women were keen to get the vote as they 

realised the benefits it ,vould bring them in the ,vork place. 13 

9 The Globe, 8 March 1893, p.2. 
10 The Globe, 11 January 1893, p.2. 
11 Prohibitionist, 31 December 1892, p.3. 
1
~ vVomen 's Signal, 26 June 1894, p.432, cited in Ian Tyrrell, Woman's World: FVoman 's Empire. The 

H'CTU in International Perspective, 1880-193 0, Chapel Hill, 1991, p.225 
13 Evening Star, 11 July 1891, supplement, p. l, cited in Patricia Gri.mshmv, TVomen 's Suffrage in New 
Zealand, 1987, p.49. 
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The petition lists six pieces of information, 14 all used in this analysis. First, a sheet 

number was recorded. This was initially kept as an additional means of identification for 

each woman, and became increasingly important as other sources were examined. While 

the petition I \Vas consulting ·was organised by sheet number, it was necessary to create an 

alphabetical listing for further linkage. Recording the sheet number ensured that each 

woman could be easily identified on the petition if mistakes were made during data 

accumulation. 15 Further into the research, the sheet number became increasingly vital 

vvhen trying to create a streetscape of signatories. Street numbers for the nineteenth 

century are absent from all the sources consulted, so identification by general sheet 

locality enabled more precise identification of where signatories lived. This was 

especially significant for long streets, for example Forbury Road, and Main Road, ,vhich 

travel through more than one suburb. Sheet number information also assisted in 

identifying ,vhether certain groups of \vomen signed together. If, for example, a 

particular sheet was returned with vvomen ,vho resided in varying parts of the research 

area, one could see whether the women shared any similarities in occupation or religious 

affiliation, so as to determine ,vhether any group support for suffrage ,vas extant. 

The other pieces of personal information supplied on the petition ,vere marital title, 

first name (and sometimes middle names), surname, street address, and suburb. While 

seemingly straightforward, differences in the way this information was either given or 

recorded has proved frustrating. Very few of the entries provided information for all of 

these categories; indeed just 43 women (3 per cent) proffered information in all five of the 

categories. Title in particular, ,,,as very inconsistent ( 427 women, 31 per cent of 

signatories, indicated their marital title), especially among unmarried ,vomen: where 

given. a first name was often omitted. Alternatively an initial might be given along v,1ith 

the title, but only 143 women (10 per cent) offered both title and forename information. 

The majority of women, some 1089 signatories (79 per cent), gave either their forename 

or initials when signing the petition, and only two women omitted their surnames, but 

certain aspects in the way information was recorded on the petition also proved 

inconsistent. For instance, shortened versions or pet names such as Bella for Isabella, or 

Lizzie for Elizabeth were often recorded in preference to full given names. This did not 

14 Individual sheets from the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition, showing the layout of the petition and 
the information provided, are reproduced at the beginning of each chapter. Appendix 1 provides a 
sample of entries as recorded in my spreadsheet demonstrating hmv the infonnation from the petition, 
and the various other sources, was recorded and used in this study. 
15 I was using a transcript vvhich was in sheet number order. Alphabetical transcripts have also been 
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matter especially until I tried to learn more about these ·women by linking the petition to 

other sources. 

Slightly over 99 per cent of signatories provided some infom1ation as to their 

residential address on the petition. Some 683 ,vomen (49.4 per cent) provided suburb 

infom1ation only, ,vhile a futiher 386 women (28 per cent) signed recording their street 

name only. Mm1y of the street names obviously belonged to the study area and could be 

immediately added to the sample. More confusing instances were those streets which had 

duplicates else,vhere in Dunedin city and other boroughs, and were listed without a 

suburb identifier. These were noted and investigated more closely at a later stage - in 

conjunction Yvith a contemporary street map and Stones' Otago and Southland Street 

Directory. When the street name was not given, a suburb was invariably offered, but few 

(just 22 per cent, some 303 women) entries had both. Indeed ten women did not offer any 

element of their address at all. This caused many troubles ,vhen attempting to link these 

women with other sources. It was smprisingly difficult to correctly identify many women 

and unfortunately any who could not be correctly identified were effectively excluded 

from analysis. It was also hard to determine whether the address noted on the petition 

,vas the residential address of the signatory or ,vhether it was merely their location when 

they signed. Mm1y of the ,vomen were obviously at their residential address but there are 

also clear instances indicating othenvise. The absence of street numbers in the various 

sources has, however, made this difficult to prove. 

A striking example is seen on sheet 212, originating from Christchurch, \vhere 

Mesdames Smyth, Hobbs, Day and Marshall all signed as 171 Salisbury Street. From 

Wises Directmy 1894 (information for ,vhich was collected in late 1893) it can be seen 

that Mrs Smith lived at 171 Salisbury Street, w-hile Mrs Grace Day was at 173. The 

Christchurch Electoral Roll for 1893 listed Margaret Hobbs. housewife, at 177 Salisbury 

Street and Sarah Marshall, midwife, at 175 Salisbury Street. This had significant 

implications in the successful linking to the electoral roll. Uncertainty ,vith addresses 

certainly affected the number of positive matches from one source to the other. The 

column for addresses on the petition often included ditto ("") marks to indicate that the 

address of the signatory was the same as above. Such a convention does not seem to be a 
natural way for someone to sign a petition and may indicate that in some instances this 

made available. 
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part of the petition was actually filled in by the canvassers. If correct, this may strengthen 

the argument that addresses given on the petition were not necessarily residential. 

Electoral Rolls 

Just as historians have ignored the petition, so too have they largely ignored ,vomen's 

participation in the elections of the 1890s and the relationship between the t\vo activities. 

The electoral roll, unlike the petition, Yvas an official document, and as such provides a 

fascinating insight into the role played by the women of New Zealand. An oft repeated 

claim by opponents to the franchise was that women, ,vith the exception of the few 

radicals leading the fight, did not actually want the vote, and as such \Vould not use it. 

The electoral roll determines precisely which women ,vent on to register for the election. 

While one cannot infer from the electoral roll which ,vomen did turn out on polling day, 

by analysing which of the women registered their intention to vote, a demographic 

analysis of the initial participants is possible. 

Electoral rolls provide a wealth of information. Surname and first names, residential 

address, including street address. occupation, and (where relevant) both the property 

qualification and situation of property are all supplied. 16 The information provided in the 

electoral roll was far more consistent that that provided on the petition. In the vast 

majority of cases, all six of the available categories were completed, ensuring that a 

reasonably detailed dossier could be compiled on the individual woman of southern 

Dunedin. The electoral roll number has also been recorded for each woman identified on 

the 1893 Electoral Roll. Initially included as a safety check in case any information was 

lost from the spreadsheet, it was also interesting to see how many women were recorded 

on the main Electoral Roll compared with the Supplementmy Electoral Rolls. Many 

reasons may have existed for not registering in the 1893 election. Most importantly, as 

only ten weeks separated the enactment of vvomen's 'franchise and Election Day, many 

women may have neglected to register in time. This argument is strengthened by 

observations of the St Johns Branch New Zealand Society of Genealogists that "[a] large 

number of \vomen were found on the Supplementary Rolls which indicates last minute 

registrations [took place]."17 Secondly many women, or their husbands, may have felt 

16 Persons who had voted in an electorate where they mvned property, even if they did not reside there, 
could continue to use a property qualification. 
17 Index of First Women Electm:~, produced by St Johns Branch New Zealand Society of Genealogists 
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that it \Vas still too controversial to be seen publicly supporting the electoral process. The 

battle for the vote divided the country as no previous campaign had done. Despite the 

repeated calls from opponents urging the women of New Zealand to register and vote, 

primarily in the hope that it would counter what they thought would be the radical voting 

behaviour of the leading suffragists, many women may have still been reluctant to use 

their newfound political power. Lastly, the influence of apathy must not be discounted. 

Many women may have been more than willing to sign a petition brought to their door 

but ,vere less motivated to take the time to go out of their way to register for the election. 

The 1893 and 1896 elections were open to all persons over the age of 21. An elector 

in the 1890s could also register on the roll under either a freehold qualification or a 

residential qualification. Freehold indicated mvnership of land for at least six months, 

,vhereas the residential qualification included all persons, not already registered in respect 

of a freehold, ,vho had resided in the district for one year or more. 18 The rolls are 

arranged geographically, No1ih Island electorates followed by South Island electorates. 

Each electorate, drnwn up by the Representation Conunission, 19 has up to three rolls, the 

main electoral roll followed by up to two supplementary rolls \vhich include any persons 

who submitted registrations after the main roll had closed. 20 Electors are arranged 

alphabetically within each roll. In 1893 the electoral boundaries in place in the southern 

Dunedin boroughs divided the area in t\vo (see Map 5). Forbury Road formed the basic 

division in 1893, ,vith everything ,vest of this being included in the Caversham Electorate 

and everything east in Dunedin City. Linking the petition signatories to the 1893 

Electoral Roll meant both the Caversham and Dunedin City rolls had to be consulted, a 

more time-consuming task than originally anticipated. In 1896 the Representation 

Conunission altered many of the New Zealand electoral boundaries. Caversham's and 

Dtmedin City's included. The new boundary travelled east\vard from the streets of 

Rockyside tmvards Glen Road then south onto Main South Road, continuing eastward 

until it reached the Otago Harbour. Anything south of this v,1as included in the 

Caversham Electorate meaning that all three of the southern Dtmedin boroughs- the entire 

with support from the 1993 Suffrage Centennial Year Trust Whaakatu Wahine in association witl1 the 
Ne,v Zealand Lotte1y Grants Board, 1993, foreword. 
18 1Vew Zealand Statutes, 1893, no. 18, 57 Viet, pp. 38-39. 
19 For more information on how electoral boundaries were decided upon see., Alan McRobie, lv'ew 
Zealand Electoral Atlas, Wellington, 1989. 
20 The main electoral roll was usually compiled during the \vinter months, and the supplementary rolls 
in spring. See Erik Olssen and Maureen Hickey, 'The Local and the National; an Occupational 
Classification for Caversham', Class and Occupation: the New Zealand Reality, forthcoming. 
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study area- ,vere now included in the Caversham electorate. 

Information regarding the occupations of individual female electors is one of the 

most valuable catego1ies recorded on the 1893 and 1896 electoral roll for use in this 

study. It enables an evaluation of the socio-economic status of southern women who 

supported the petition, and those who did not. This information vvas soon removed from 

the electoral rolls. By the turn of the century the electoral rolls began to mimic the 

divisions apparent in society; men continued to be listed by occupation, but women ,vere 

listed in terms of their marital status, as either married or single. By 1902, the local 

Registrar of Electors had succeeded in listing slightly over 79 per cent of women 

according to their marital status, this had increased by 1922 ,vhen some 99.2 per cent of 

women ,vere listed as such. 21 

The electoral rolls also proved useful for filling gaps in information from the petition. 

In many cases the street addresses of electors, transcribed from the electoral roll could be 

transferred to a petition signatory who had provided suburb information only, thus 

confirming a more precise residential location. Perhaps the last point to be made 

regarding the electoral rolls was the reliability of the information. All genealogical 

sources, vvhether official or otherwise, have the capacity to provide incorrect information. 

In many instances a name will be misspelled or alternatively a change in personal 

circumstance will be not be reflected until ,vell after the event. This is critical ,vith a 

source like the electoral roll which is usually only updated every three years, at the time 

of a general election. That the 1893 election was the first election open to women, 

hovvever, provides some guarantee that the information recorded on it is correct. The 

personal details of all the ,vomen from southern Dunedin, so critical in this thesis, were 

only recorded some ten weeks prior to the election, so the possibility that the personal 

details of the electors had changed was signincantly diminished. 

Supplementary sources 

Stones Directory, the next source to be consulted, was chosen mainly because it is a 

source, much like the electoral roll, which lists personal infom1ation of the residents of 

Otago and Southland. For the purposes of this study it provided information on the 

21 Erik Olssen, Building the New TYorld: FVork, Politics and Society in Caversham J880s-l 920s, 
Auckland, 1995, p.72. 
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names of families living within the study area, street addresses for these families, as ,vell 

as information regarding their occupations. It also proved useful in identifying the 

families of signatories not linked to the electoral roll, to clarify multiple matches from the 

roll, in supplying occupational status and also to track the petitioners through their 

different residential addresses. Unfortunately Stones usually only lists the head of 

households (invariably male) so the number of women found in this source was extremely 

small.22 Stones has nine sections, three of ·which were used in this study. First are the 

street directories. This section, organised by suburb, lists the names of householders 

living in each street. The streets of Dunedin City are listed first followed by Dunedin 

suburbs. The Invercargill and country directories complete the section. The second 

section provides an alphabetical listing of all householders resident in the 

Otago/Southland area and third is the trade and professions directory which lists all 

persons in the directory vvho o,~11ed and operated their business. 

The information for Stones was compiled in the November of the preceding year, so 

the 1894 volume should have provided the most accurate information for the purposes of 

this study. There are inconsistencies in Stones, however, vvith changes in personal 

information often taking several years to be implemented. Five years of Stones, from 

1892 to 1895, were consulted to combat this problem. The information from Stones was 

entered onto the spreadsheet noting the volume edition, and all relevant information. 

Entries \:vere also included for those families not identified in Stones. These notes proved 

,.-e:ry useful as a reminder that no persons of that nan1e were listed in S'tones for that 

period, or alternatively, that while there were no families with a particular name found to 

be living within the study area there were others living in other Dunedin suburbs. 

Address was of prime importance vvhen consulting these directories, especially as the 

,:1/omen were largely excluded so matching was relying on surname only. As several 

years of Stones vvere consulted for this analysis, and results \Vere frequently sought just to 

confirm previous linkages, problems with this source ,vere few. Discrepancies from one 

year could quite often be solved in the next. 

The marriage registers for Otago and Southland were the final source to be linked 

onto the spreadsheet. These were consulted because they provide vital information on the 

2
" Women constitute approximately 20 per cent of all entries in Stones directory. See Erik Olssen and 

Maureen Hickey, 'The Local and the NationaL an Occupational Classification for Caversham', Class 
and Occupation: the l\'ew Zealand Reality, forthcoming. 
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relationships ,C\ithin a family. As well as personal details of the bride and groom, 

marriage registers also note the residential address and occupations of the bridal party as 

well as the personal details of the parents of the bridal couple. The marriage registers 

allowed the many family groups who appeared on the petition to be identified. The 

Dunedin Branch of the New Zealand Society of Genealogists have transcribed the 

marriage registers up to 1920 from various churches in Otago and Southland, thereby 

simplif},ing the work for researchers. These have been placed for the benefit of local 

researchers at several institutions in the area.23 Indexes to the registers for all three 

denominations have also been compiled, and it was the copies of these indexes, as well as 

various individual registers. held in the Hocken Library which were used in this study. 

The indexes provide the forename, surname and age of both the bride and the groom, 

the year of the marriage and the name of the church where the wedding was held. The 

individual church registers provide significantly more information. In addition to the full 

names of both the bride and groom the registers give the date of the marriage, the age and 

occupation of the bridal couple, their place of birth and usual residence, as well as the 

names, address and occupation of both sets of parents, and the maiden name of the 

mothers. The names, occupations and addresses of the nvo official vvitnesses are also 

included. As vvith Stones, the information provided in the marriage registers caused few 

problems. Minor inconsistencies with the spelling of names aside. the information linked 

from the registers often confirmed tentative linkages made between the petition and the 

electoral roll, whilst also clarifying the identities of the many married women who had 

omitted their forenames in preference~ the marital title (Mrs) and surname. 

I started this stage with the Anglican registers and first vvorked through the register 

for St Peter's Anglican Church in Caversham, assuming that the majority of people in the 

study area would have married in the local church. This did not, however, prove to be the 

case. After finishing with St Peter's the Anglican Marriage Index was exrunined and it 

was soon realised that mru1y people from the study area married in other Dunedin 

churches, in particular at St Paul's Cathedral, Dunedin's foremost Anglican church, and 

also at All Saints in North Dunedin, v,1here the charismatic and well-known Rev. Fitchett 

preached. I had initially intended visiting all three repositories to consult the registers for 

23 As the official repository for the Anglican Church of Otago and Southland the Hocken Library in 
Dunedin holds the majority of transcripts for the Anglican churches. The Presbyterian transcripts have 
joined the archives of the Presbyterian Church at Knox College Archives, while the Catholic marriage 
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the individual churches in the Dunedin area, but the amount of time it took to go through 

all the Anglican registers, relative to the amount of useful information I was able to add to 

the spreadsheet meant that this v.7as eventually abandoned. While the information 

ret1ieved from the indexes and registers augmented the infom1ation I had already 

obtained, little in the way of new· information, of use to this analysis, ,,,as offered. At 

best, marriage registers may indicate a broad denominational allegiance of a family, but 

any conclusions must be drm\11 tentatively. There are many other factors \vhich would 

attract a bridal couple to a local church for their marriage, notably, the size of the church, 

and its capacity to seat all of the guests, the aesthetics of the church and grom1ds, and 

especially the proximity of the church to the host family, invariably the parents of the 

bride. Moreover a small proportion of marriages at this time were conducted in registry 

offices (11.8 per cent) and other venues outside of the church's jurisdiction, so not all 

marriages would have been included in the local church marriage registers. 24 

The spread-sheet and record linking process 

I began the research by identifying within the petition any signatories vvho provided 

an address in the study area. Any woman who had given their address as within 

Caversham, South Dunedin, St Clair, Kensington, and St Kilda was included. 25 The 

names of 1381 ,vomen were extracted from the petition and were entered into the first 

column of a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, thus providing the study sample.26 The women 

w·ere initially entered on the spreadsheet in the order in w-hich they appeared on the 

petition. So Sheet 28, the first sheet on which women from the study area appeared was 

entered first, folloyved by sheet 29 and so on. Once completed, a column was inserted at 

the beginning of the work-sheet and each woman was assigned a number running from 1 

to 138 L identifying their position within the original petition. The sample was then 

arranged alphabetically by surname to facilitate the linking process. 

The search for women from the study area on the petition was conducted manually, 

records are retained in the Catholic Archives. 
"

4 Shawn Ryan, 'Preliminary Analysis of Intention to Marriage Certificates, 1893-1912', Caversham 
Working Paper, CWPl 997-2, p.12. In fact only 40.9 per cent of the marriages included in Ryan's 
study were to be conducted within a church. A further 4.6 per cent were conducted in the minister's 
residence, while the vast majority of weddings performed outside of the church were conducted within 
a private residence. Many weddings held in private residences were still perfonned by the minister, 
and thus ,vere included in the local marriage registers. 
"
5 Any names which appeared on sheets that were dominated by addresses from within the study area, 

but were vague in their indication of residential address were also included. but were eliminated from 
the mialysis if they were discovered to be from outside of southern Dunedin. 
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and as such the compiled list may not be complete. T11e transcribed vers1011 of the 

petition I \Vas consulting, did, ho\vever, have an index indicating the general locality of 

each sheet. From this I ·was able to quickly identify which sheets were Dunedin based, 

and from there w-hich streets were dedicated to the southern Dunedin cmwass. It is 

probable however, that small numbers of women signed petition sheets w-hile visiting 

friends or relatives outside of the study area. T11ese \Vomen could easily have been 

missed, depending on the amount of address information they provided. I did attempt to 

search the other Dunedin based sheets but this ·was hindered because of the duplication of 

street names in Dunedin in the 1890s. 27 It svas difficult to clearly identify some of these 

women without going to other sources to determine their residential address. T11is pmved 

to be too time-consuming and subsequently had to be abandoned. 28 

Any additional information linked to vvomen identified from the petition was entered 

in rows across the work sheet. Each piece of information from the petition and electoral 

rolls was entered into separate cell~ enabling a more detailed analysis of the data, one that r 

would not have been possible had all the information been grouped together. For 

example, the follo,ving analysis groups ,vomen according to the streets they lived on to 

evaluate the impo1tance residential location had on the success of the petition. Similarly, 

the different occupations of signatories, as recorded on the electoral roll, have also been 

assessed to see if socio-economic status was an important factor in generating support for 

the ·women's suffrage campaign. 

The process of linking was carried out systematically by comparing the surnames 

that appeared on the alphabetical list of the suffrage petition with those on the electoral 

roll. The 1893 roll was searched first and proved to be much more time-consuming than 

the 1896, inexperience w-ith the computer programme and the source proving problematic. 

Linkage was done manually for all sources used in the analysis to ensure the maximum 

number of matches ,:,,,ere identified. Electronic linking, which was available for the 1896 

26 See Appendix l for an example of the spreadsheet. 
27 There vvere a number of streets and roads ,vithin the southern Boroughs whose names were 
duplicated in Dunedin City and various other Dunedin suburbs. For example Main Road in 
Caversham, vvhich ,;vas often used in preference to Main South road, was duplicated in West Harbour, 
Roslyn and Momington. Stafford Street in South Dunedin was duplicated in City Rise, and Victoria 
Street in Caversham had a similarly named street in Dunedin City and West Harbour. A number of 
these southern streets vvere renamed in 1905, presumably because of amalgamation vvith Dunedin City, 
to prevent ongoing confusion. 
28 Unfmtunately the number of women affected is unknown as they were removed from the spreadsheet 
before numbers could be compiled. 
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electoral roll, 29 was not a feasible option as the linking programme \vould not have been 

able to cope with the many inconsistencies from the petition. The supplementary rolls of 

both rolls, listing names of people who had submitted late registrations, were also 

searched. 30 A notes field was used to record people who I could not positively identify as 

the person on the petition, or I thought may be related in some way to the signatory, but 

did not appear on the petition. 

Whilst identifying women from the 1893 electoral roll, I also noted any possible 

male members of the household. This ,vould have been, in many cases, the husband or 

the father of the woman I ,vas trying to identify. This ,vas primarily done to determine 

whether there were any patterns in the socio-economic status of the women who had 

signed the petition, and gone on to register for the election, because almost all men lrad an 

occupation listed whereas the majority of \Vomen in nineteenth century New Zealand 

were not gainfully employed, and subsequently ,vere described as domestic duties or :>< 

housewives. Occupations can provide a lot of information about a person. In particular, 

if the occupation required a certain degree of skill to complete, it could be suggested that 

a higher level of education was required. Alternatively, one can categorise the different 

occupations and rank them from the most prestigious occupations at the top and the least 

prestigious at the bottom. From this one can surmise the relative wealth and socio

economic standing of the family. Given that many women at this time did not undertake 

formal, paid work, this analysis had to be conducted largely using the husband or father's 

occupation listing. This was necessary because, as already noted, many Yvomen on the 

electoral roll were listed as having the occupations of domestic duties, household duties 

or housekeeper. It was sometimes unclear from this \Vhether the woman concerned was 

,vorking as a member of the paid \Vorkforce, or whether this \vork ,vas undertaken as part 

of her accepted duties as daughter, wife or mother. Secondly, it is much easier to trace 

males through most sources during this period. 

Problems and limitations 

Many of the limitations of the petition only became apparent whilst linking ,vith the 

electoral roll. Reconciling differences in the Yvay information was presented proved both 

frustrating and problematic. Many ,vomen lacked sufficient identifying details in the 

29 The Caversham Project has compiled electronic versions of these sources in their database. 
30 There are usually two supplementary rolls for each electorate. 
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petition and could not be matched. In total some 682 women, or close to 50 per cent of 

petition signatories were not linked to the 1893 electoral roll. That so many ,vomen who 

had previously believed in the principle of suffrage and had signed the petition ,vere nmv 

absent from the electoral roll Vv'as certainly unexpected. Before embarking on this stage 

of record linkage it ,vas necessary to put a few guidelines in place to ensure that valid 

matches ,vere made when confronted with difficult data. The two sources, as mentioned 

above, were very different. There is a maximum of four pieces of linkable infonnation: 

forename, surname, street address and suburb. Matches often had to be made Yvith a 

minimun1 of two pieces of linkable data, the surname and suburb. When confronted with 

duplicate or uncertain matches a safeguard ·was adopted vvhich required a minimum of 

three pieces of directly linkable data. 31 Anything less than this was omitted. This ,vould 

ensure that those linkages ,vere fairly acceptable matches. Unfortunately the nature of the 

linking process makes it impossible to distinguish betyveen those vvomen '"·ho were not 

linked because of lack of information from the petition and those women who ,vere 

simply not identified on the electoral roll. 

The mam problem in linking the petition to the 1893 Electoral Roll was the 

identification of multiple possible matches. These could take two main forms. First, 

confusion occurred when t\vo or more females from the same fan1ily could be linked from 

the electoral roll to one signature on the petition. Many families shared similar first 

names which meant that it was not always possible to correctly identify which one had 

actually signed. As this study utilises addresses and socio-economic information about 

the family to construct a model of initial political participation, details from these families 

are still relevant. It ,vas decided to record all possible matches, but to link them all back 

to the san1e signature to ensure that they were only counted as one ,voman. This was to 

ensure that the number of positive links ,vas not over-represented in the final analysis. 

These matches could often be confirmed later on when the supplementary sources were 

consulted. 

Whilst transcribing the petition, the staff at Archives New Zealand also noted that 

certain sequences of nrunes ,vere repeated. They felt that this ,vas probably due to the fact 

that some sheets from the parallel Legislative Council petition were inadvertently glued 

31 Possible matches that did not meet this requirement were also recorded if it was felt to be a fairly 
confident match. Further linkage to Stones and the marriage registers often confinned these educated 
guesses. If no further, more conclusive, information v,;as found to confinn these matches, they were 
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into the House of Representatives petition. This assumption \Vas affirmed when closer 

inspection revealed that a fo,v sheets \Vere headed '".rith the prayer addressed to the 

Legislative Council rather than the one to the House of Representatives. 32 However, in 

the area personally inspected. a straightfonvard repetition of names from one sheet to 

another was not evident. Instead, I discovered that while multiple names were recorded 

on the petition only one match was found on the electoral roll. A lengthier study, 

enabling linkage to more sources, especially birth and death records, vvould likely 

uncover additional details about each family, and be able to demonstrate more 

conclusively \vhether duplications did occur or not. As many families during this period 

passed names from generation to generation. with children often sharing parents' and. 

grandparents' first and middle names, some uncertainty over how many were potential 

duplicates remains. 

An example of suspected duplicate signing is shovvn beloYv. Six \Vomen, all \vith a 

surname of Boult, were extracted from the petition. The first six columns display the 

personal information transcribed from the petition. The remaining five columns provide 

the details of the individual Yvomen as recorded on the electoral roll. 

Table 2.1: Exam11le of duplicate signing: Boult family 

PETITION 1893 ELECTORAL ROLL 
•sheet title forename surname street suburb ERno. forename surname street suburb 

34 Eliza Boult Percy Ave Dnll73 Eliza Boult Percy Ave Kensington 
111 Eliza Boult Percy Ave Dnll74 Eliza Boult Percy Ave Kensington 
34 Lizzie Boult Percy Ave Dnl175 Elizabeth Boult Percy Ave Kensington 

111 Lizzie Boult Percy Ave 

34 Rachel Boult ...... P.~r.c;yAve . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Dn1176 Rachel Boult .I'~rc;Y.AY~ .. I<::en.~i11g t():Il . ...... 
43 Mrs Boult Kensington 

It can be seen that three ,vomen from the Boult family, Eliza(l), Lizzie(l}, and 

Rachel had all signed sheet 34 together. Eliza(2) and Lizzie(2) had signed sheet 11 L 

w-hile Mrs Boult had signed sheet 43 on her own. A familial relationship was assumed 

because of the common address. Mrs Boult signed with only a suburb identifier -

Kensington - but consultation \Vith Stones confirmed that Percy Ave did come within the 

Kensington ward. The electoral roll did not, however, produce perfect matches. A total 

of four females with the surname of Boult, all living at Percy Ave, Kensington were 

excluded from the analysis. 
3
" Transcript of 1893 iVomen 's 5'ujfrage Petition, Le 1. 1893/7 a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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located. As can be seen, Rachel Boult presented no problems and a perfect match was 

recorded. Problems did arise with the duplicate appearances of Eliza and Lizzie on the 

petition. Two Eliza Boult's were found on the Electoral Roll, and both ,vere recorded. It 

,vas confidently assumed that the Lizzie on the petition ,vas the Elizabeth on the electoral 

roll. However, only one of the Lizzie's was linked. It was discovered in Stones that the 

head of the household was Mrs Eliza Boult, Percy Ave. It appears, therefore, that some 

duplication of signatures did occur. While it is common to have one daughter named 

after the mother, nvo daughters ,vith the same first name is unlikely. Given that a 

duplication in the signature of Elizabeth Boult also occurred it is my assun1ption that two 

of the daughters, Eliza and Lizzie signed the petition on two separate occasions. Without 

searching through birth records to clarii).' the members of this family, the anomalies ,vith 

the linkage \Vill remain. 

Mrs Isabella McLaren from Kensington is also suspected of signing the petition on 

more than one occasion. 

Table 2.2: Exam11Ie of du11Iicate signing: McLaren family 

PETITION 1893 ELECTORAL ROLL 

sheet title forenmne surnmne street suburb forename surnmne occupation street suburb 
domestic 

34 I McLaren Tav St Isabella McLaren duties Tav st Kensington 

Agnes McLaren tailoress 
Ellen McLaren dressmaker 

37 Mrs JF McLiuen Kensington Jane Hamilton McLaren tailoress Tav st Kensington 

34 M McLaren Tav St Marv Beattie McLaren dressmaker Tav st Kensington 

116 Mary McLaren Tay St 

Table 2.3: Entry from St Matthew's Anglican Church Marriage Register 

Bride Bride Groom Groom Father Father Mother :Mother 
Church date forename surname forename surname forename surname forename maiden name 

Jane James 
St Matthew's 27 Oct 1897 Hamilton McLaren William Milner Fenton McLaren Isabella Currie 

The marnage register entry for Jane Han1ilton McLaren provides confirmation, in 

this instance, that Isabella McLaren was also Mrs J.F. McLaren. It appears, therefore, 

that Mrs McLaren signed nvo petition sheets, number 34 and also number 37. In contrast 

with the Boult example ,vhat is interesting here is that five female members of the 

McLaren family registered to vote ,x..fole only two appear to have signed the petition. 
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Increasing public debate on the issue of Yvoman suffrage would have ensured that the 

existence of the 1893 petition v,;as well knmvn to the women of Dunedin (more so than 

the preceding two petitions in any case). It would appear that any woman vvho had not 

signed ·would have either chosen not to or had been prevented from doing so. Partial 

representation of some families on the petition suggests that in some instances the mother 

may have signed on behalf of her daughters. Whether this was a deliberate decision or a 

matter of circumstance vvith all or some of the daughters being out of the house is purely 

speculative, but it certainly poses an interesting point of inquiry. 

The second exan1ple of multiple matching is ·when the information given on the 

petition is so limited that numerous, unrelated people could be linked. Unfortunately 

these \vomen often had to be excluded from the analysis. One example of this is Mrs 

Brown from Caversham who signed sheet 41. 

Table 2.4: Example of multiple matches on the electoral roll 

I PETITION 1893 ELECTORAL ROLL STONES 
I sheet I title I sumame I suburb forename surnaine occupation street suburb Stones - 1892 

Agnes StHeliers l'vfrs Emily Brmm, 
Anderson Brown tailoress Cou1t Caversham Grosvenor st. Caversham 

41 Mrs Brown Cavershruu South 
Emma Brown housewife Melboume st Dunedin 
Lilley 
Lambert Brown domestic College st C,iversham 

From the electoral roll two possible matches \Vere discovered, with a third added 

from South Dunedin because of the listed occupation being housewife. Consulting Stones 

Directory for 1892 highlighted a fourth possibility. Without any further information 

concerning \Vhich woman had signed the petition, Mrs Brown had to be excluded from 

analysis. 

Another problem when linking the t\vo sources was an apparent change in address 

from the time of signing the petition to registration on the Electoral Roll. Two immediate 

explanations are possible. First, the assumption that some women recorded their address 

as being where they were \vhen they signed rather than their residential address, could 

account for some differences. Second, a legitimate shifting in residential location could 

have occurred in the intervening months. Sarah Coatsworth provided one example of a 

woman ,vho changed address - for she signed as Cargill Road but was registered on the 

1893 Electoral Roll as living in Alexandra Street. In this instance matching Yvas relatively 
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straightforward, aided by the fact that the surname was relatively m1common. In a more 

complex example, Laura M Dickson gave her address when signing as Main road, 

Kensington, while Laura S Dickson signed Main Street, South Dunedin. On the Electoral 

Roll both women appeared as living in Nelson Street, but Laura Matilda Jane resided in 

Nelson Street, Kew, while Laura Susannah lived in Nelson Street, South Dunedin. Once 

again, the appearance of identifying features of their middle names meant that the match 

was accepted. More interestingly, these two women were later confirmed as belonging to 

the same family when a marriage entry for St Peters Anglican Church in Caversham 

shmved Laura M to be the daughter of Laura S, while the vvitness, Elizabeth Dickson, 

signed as residing in Nelson Street, South Dunedin. T11e discrepancy in suburb-affiliation 

in the Electoral Roll is interesting. It can only be surmised that the address recorded on 

the Electoral Roll was that given by the elector, rather than the official designation by the 

Election Commission. 

In some instances a vvoman who had signed within the study area was fotmd to be 

registered at an address outside of the study area. For example, Maud Fox ,vas listed on 

the petition at St Clair, ·while on the Electoral Roll she vvas recorded as living at 

Shamrock Hotel, Rattray Street, Dtmedin. It was decided to include these in the analysis. 

While it may be possible that Maud Fox was visiting friends or family in St Clair when 

someone brought the petition to the door, this can only be surmised. It is equally feasible 

that any move in residential location could have occurred after the petition was signed, 

meaning that the influences and patterns in the petition are still relevant to the study. 

The use of shortened versions of names in the petition did provide some 

complications in linking to the Electoral Roll. While a proportionately small number of 

v,;omen are affected, there are examples of some ,vomen who had obviously used 

shortened versions or nicknames not being linked. The main issue here was whether to 

accept that shortened versions ,vere recorded on the petition or whether to talrn each name 

at face value and accept only exact matches. It was decided that vvhere appropriate, 

,vomen recorded in the electoral roll were matched with ,vomen using an acceptable 

shortened version of that name could be linked if the last nan1e and street address ,vere 

identical. Many of these were easily resolved, with many shortened versions being 

immediately obvious ,vhen looking through the petition, for example, Lizzie or Eliz. for 

Elizabeth. Hmvever, it is possible that names such as Eliza could be either the given 

name or a shortened version of Elizabeth. In one example Isabella Louden Austin of 
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William Street, South Dunedin, signed as Bella Austin from South Dunedin. The 

assumption that Bella was actually Isabella was fairly easy in this instance as no other 

possible matches ,vere found. Ultimately a lot of time ,vas spent pouring through the 

Electoral Rolls attempting to ascertain whether any vmiations of these names existed 

v,'hich could provide a match. Such inconsistencies have, I am sure, meant that some 

woman ,vere missed. · 

Nowadays the legality of petitions can also be questioned if it is discovered that 

persons under the age of 18 have signed them. Only those "'ivomen over the age of 21, in 

other vv·ords, of voting age, were invited to sign the women's suffrage petition. I have 

found at least two (which makes one suspect even more) signatories who were younger 

than this at the time they signed. These \Vere only discovered after linking to marriage 

registers which lists ages of both the bride and groom. In one case Jemima Harrison. of 

Phillip Street, Hillside ,:vho signed sheet 64 was linked to a marriage register entry for All 

Saints Church, North Dunedin, recording her marriage on 18 September 1901. Her age at 

the time of marriage ,vas 23 years old, meaning that she was only 15 at the time the 

suffrage petition was signed. This v,,ould also account for her exclusion from the electoral 

roll which required a minimum age of 21. 33 

Misspelling of names in the petition has also played a factor. Several names ,vere XI 

linked after the initial search had been completed and were found to have been missed the 

first time because of misspelling. For example, Chrisitina Rowe, whose husband "'iVas 

found on the electoral roll ,:i,,as listed on the petition as Christina Bowe. In another 

example Miss B.J. Mouat, postmistress in Macandrew Road, South Dunedin, had been 

transcribed as Monat. This error was eventually identified after a street directory search 

of Macandrew Road was undertaken in Stones. Time prevented a thorough re

investigation of Stones street index but had this been completed a few more positive 

matches may have been identified. The transcribers of the petition also noted the problem 

of misspelling during transcription, stating in the introduction to the transcribed version 

that "given that the original documents contains some badly faded and obscured vvriting, a 

proportionally small number of names on this transcript can only be, at best, educated 

guesses."34 Signatures on the original petition vvhich were particularly obscure and 

33 l'kw Zealand Statutes, 1893, no.18, 57 Viet., p.39 
34 Transcript of 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition. Le 1. 1893/7a, Archives New Zealand Head Office. 
Wellington. 
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difficult to discern were entered on the transcribed version in italics so as to alert 

researchers of the confusion. It should be noted however that the examples mentioned 

above did not appear in italics so future researchers should be aware that the problem with 

misspelling of names in the transcribed version of the petition may be slightly more 

extensive than previously thought. 

"To count or not to count?" asks Miles Fairburn, as he grapples with the 

methodological problems facing modern social historians.35 His answer is largely non

committal, his interest lays in examining the debate rather than contributing to it, but his 

personal view is clear. "If the method is useful for solving a social historical problem" he 

states "we should use it; if it is not, we should overlook it."36 Record linking is, in its 

very nature, a complicated exercise. The method and problems encountered in this study 

have been described in some detail, primarily to allow insight into the research process, 

but also, in accordance with Fairburn, to demonstrate how it has been possible to utilise 

genealogical sources, not traditionally used in historical inquiry, to contribute to one of 

New Zealand's most contentious political campaigns. 

Despite the attention,they have received, the cumulative effect of these problems has 

been minimal. For example, while it was acknowledg~d that the manual search of the 

petition sheets may not have identified all of the local signatories, a substantially larger 

proportion of southern women were found on the petition than expected nationwide. We 

can confidently assume that the vast majority of southern signatories were identified and 

included in the suffrage spreadsheet. Further, by linking the sources manually it was also 

possible to incorporate minor variations in the spelling of names and other personal 

details, to ensure a maximum number of possible linkages were made. While fewer 

signatories were successfully linked to the electoral roll than initially hoped, the 682 

women who were identified on both sources did provide a large enough sample 

population to warrant further investigation. The priority in this thesis has been to provide 

access to the signatories, and to facilitate an investigation·. into the nature of suffrage 

support in southern Dunedin, and ultimately New Zealand. Many of the uncertainties 

encountered here could be resolved given more time to consult a wider range of sources. 

35 Miles Fairburn, Social History: Problems, Strategies and Methods, New York, 1999, p.145. 
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Obviously the necessary limits of a Masters thesis has meant that this has not been done, 

but the suffrage spreadsheet provides the opportunity. 

36 Miles Fairburn, Social History, p.149. 
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Figure 3.1: Sheet 36, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 3.2: Sheet 38, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 3.3: Sheet 41, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 1893/7a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

· Wellington. 



Dunedin, N . .z:. 

Illustration 1: Caversham Township in the early 1900s. This photograph looks down the Valley across Calderville towards St Clair. The houses of Kew are up on 
the hill to the right. Hocken Library c/nE3805/13 
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Illustration 2: Caversham in 1902, looking from the Township across Caversham's Middle Ward and Kensington to the harbour. Hocken Library c/n E2612/40. 
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931 P. "KENSINGTON" FROM HILLSIDE, DUNEDIN S. Muir & Moodie 

THE MAIN ROAD. 

Illustration 3: A view down Hillside Road, Kensington toward South Dunedin. This photograph taken by Muir and Moodie in the early 1900s was part of their 
popular postcard series. Boeken Library c/n E5489/25. 
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St. K il da - Dunedin, N . Z . 

Illustration 4: The Flat, c.1905. The title of this photograph is slightly misleading. St Kilda can only just been seen on the right hand side of the photograph. The 
market gardens and densely settled streets of South Dunedin and Kensington dominate the photograph. Hocken Library c/n E2039/22A 
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Illustration 5: Taken by F.A. Coxhead in 1888 this photograph of St Clair captures the horse drawn tram which travelled daily into the city. Several large 
mansions, built by some of St Clair's wealthier families, can be seen in the background. Boeken Library c/n E1958/15A. 
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3. Location analysis 

While this is a study that deals primarily with issues that affected the wh_ole country, 

it is a work which focuses on a particular community in New Zealand. Its purpose is to 

analyse those women known to have supported women's suffrage by first signing the 

1893 petition and then by registering their claim to vote in the 1893 General Election. 

This is achieved by presenting a case study for women's suffrage in New Zealand based 

on the population of the three boroughs of southern Dunedin, Caversham, South Dunedin 

and St Kilda. The results, presented in Chapters four through six, evaluate patterns in the 

residential location and socio-economic status of the adult female population. In so doing 

it is necessary to first examine the total southern Dunedin population to gain insight into 

the social fabric of the community. This chapter sets out to explore the southern Dunedin 

population as presented in the 1891 Census. It provides a demographical sketch of its 

inhabitants comparing trends for southern Dunedin with those of Dunedin City and the 

'wider New Zealand population. Although there are difficulties in using the Census data 

in explaining support for the petition - to be discussed later - some of the demographic 

information will also prove relevant. 

Erik Olssen, in Building the New World, provides an in-depth account 9f both the 

geographic and demographic features of the area, and especially Caversham Borough the 

most complex of the three southern Boroughs, including, as it did, at least four distinct 

modern suburbs. This study, while encompassing Caversham Borough, also includes 

South Dunedin and St Kilda. To add to his description some comparison between the 

1891 census results for the three boroughs, and those of Dunedin City, and relevant 

national trends will be given. This places the study area within a national context thus 

enabling some understanding of the population trends and social developments which 

preceded the suffrage victory. The reason this area was chosen was twofold. First, as one 

of the older parts of the city it was well established by the 1890s. The stability this 

implies is important. The population in southern Dunedin had developed an important 

sense of community and it appears that it typified many other communities throughout 

New Zealand.1 This allows some generalisations to be made about the national effects of 

the suffrage campaign on the New Zealand population. Second, it offers a reasonably 

varied mix of people. While South Dunedin and certain suburbs in Caversham in 

1 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.261. 
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particular were predominantly w·orking class, the suburbs closer to the beach had become 

a "respectable residential area". St Clair especially, housed many of Dunedin's more 

genteel residents.2 

The 1870s brought a major influx of people into southern Dunedin.3 As Dunedin 

City grew, responding to the burgeoning populations brought on first by the Gold Rush, 

and then Vogel's immigration schemes, the high living standards once enjoyed by many 

of the city's residents began to decline. Houses constructed quickly to cope with the 

demands of itinerant miners were beginning to fall into disrepair, the water-supply had 

become inadequate, and poor sewerage meant that many parts of the city were dirty, and 

undesirable. Attracted by promises of fresh air, cheap, flat spaces on which to build, local 

employment opportunities, whilst still maintaining close proximity with the city, many 

people made the move into the southern boroughs.4 One striking feature of the southern 

Dunedin population is the variation in the population between each borough. Each 

borough seems to have attracted different types of residents, providing a unique 

opportunity to investigate the strongholds of suffrage support in southern Dunedin. 

2 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.30. 
3 Pamela J Wood, 'Constructing Colonial Dirt: A Cultural History of Dirt in the Nineteenth Century 
Colonial Settlement of Dunedin, New Zealand', PhD, University of Otago, 1997, p.24. Close to 18,000 
people arrived in Otago in the early 1870s as a result of the Governments immigration and public work 
policies. 
4 G.N. Stedman, 'The South Dunedin Flat: A Study in Urbanisation, 1849-1965', MA (Geography), 
University of Otago, 1966, p.113-114; Pamela J Wood, 'Constructing Colonial Diit', pp.61- 70. 
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Map 3: N2i.ghJ:x:mhxd3 .in ~ Pom.tjl, 1893 



Table3.1: Population of wards in southern Dunedin, 1891 

Persons Males Females 
. Borough of Caversh.a111 4690 2339 2351 

North Ward 1194 593 601 
Middle Ward 1375 709 666 ,. ... . ' . 

South Ward 1392 655 737 
Kesington Ward 792 382 347 

Boroueh of South Dunedin 4222 2007 2215 
North Ward 2239 1050 1189 

,, .. 

South Ward 546 274 272 
East Ward 1437 683 754 

Borou2:h of St Kilda 1153 584 569 
Park Ward 751 385 366 

Musselburgh Ward 402 199 203 
Totals 10065 4930 5135 

Source: 1891 Census, Part I, Population and Houses, Table XVIII, Population of 
Wards in Boroughs, p.21. 
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The 1891 Census breaks the study area into three boroughs, Caversham, South 

Dunedin and St Kilda.5 Table 3.1 presents the population of wards in each of the three 

boroughs. Slightly over 10,000 persons were living in southern Dunedin in 1891. 

Caversham and South Dunedin, with over 4,000 residents each, were the two largest 

Dunedin boroughs outside of the city centre. Population growth in the southern boroughs 

had temporarily slowed, however. Appendix 3 shows the recorded growth in each of the 

southern boroughs at successive censuses between 1881 and 1901, and compares them to 

growth rates in Dunedin City and New Zealand generally. The southern Dunedin 

population increased just 6.8 per cent in the six years between 1886 and 1891, one-quarter 

of the growth experienced in the early 1880s.6 It continued to slow until the end of the 

1890s, with just 4.4 per cent growth recorded in 1896, before a quick recovery saw a 17.3 

per cent increase by 1901. The growth in southern Dunedin, whilst slow, was still greater 

than that experienced in. Dunedin City. Having sustained a decrease in population 

throughout the 1881 and 1891 period, the city's population stabilised in 1896, recording a 

slight 2 per cent increase, continuing to grow over the next six years recording 9 per cent 

growth in 1901. The trends experienced in the southern boroughs more closely reflect 

national trends, where an 18.1 per cent growth in the early 1880s was followed by a much 

weaker 8.3 per cent increase between 1886 and 1891. The lull experienced throughout 

the 1890s in southern Dunedin was not, however, evident in national trends, where the 

population continued to fluctuate throughout the two decades with a 12.2 per cent 

5 See Map 2. 
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increase between 1891 and 1896 followed by 10 per cent growth in 1901.7 

Caversham, the most populated of the three boroughs, was geographically, also the 

largest. Settlement was very unevenly distributed, and fell easily into four wards, North, 

Middle, Kensington and South. North Ward encompassed the two residential 

neighbourhoods, Caversham Township and Rockyside, situated on both sides of 

Caversham Valley. One of the earliest parts of Caversham to be systematically settled, 

this region was favoured because of its proximity to the Swamp Road (later Main South 

Road), which provided a direct route between the Taieri Plain and Dunedin City, and 

because it skirted the swampy areas (which were eventually reclaimed and used for 

further settlement) extending up the hill behind allowing slightly better drainage.8 

Caversham Township was the commercial centre of Caversham. Small businesses and 

factories spread along Main South Road, which bisected the Township, with many shop 

owners living above their business on the road front. A way from the main thoroughfare, 

sections were slightly larger, especially on the eastern side close to the Playfair Street 

gully, where the advantages of a sunny section prompted many families of suitable means 

to erect large houses, with extensive gardens.9 Despite it's notorious reputation for being 

the coldest area in the district, Rockyside, situated further up the slopes on the shady side 

of the valley, also attracted a number of reasonably wealthy residents. In general, 

however, sections were small and Rockyside was populated by families who wanted the 

freedom of property ownership but had little excess capital. 10 

Below Caversham Township, following Main South Road towards the City, were the 

five neighbourhoods which made up Middle Ward. Darley, Parkside, Caversham Rise, 

Caversham East and Kensington South, were all small residential areas surrounded by 

industrial activity. The Railway Workshops in Caversham East was the largest workshop 

in the area, but many others, smaller in scale, also existed. Cheap residential allotments 

allowed many working-class families, unable to purchase their own properties in other 

suburbs, the opportunity to become landowners. The cheap land combined with the 

proliferation of what Clyde Griffin termed "noxious producers" made the middle Ward an 

undesirable location for Dunedin's wealthier residents. Instead the philanthropists among 

6 The population of the southern Dunedin boroughs increased by 24. 7 per cent between 1881 and 1886. 
7 Results of a Census of the Colony a/New Zealand, 1881, 1886, 1891, 1896, 1901, Part I, Population 
and Houses. 
8 G. Stedman, 'Urbanisation on the South Dunedin Flat', p.54. 
9 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.29. 
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them chose 'The Flat' on which to establish several charitable institutions for Dunedin's 

less fortunate residents. Towering over Parkside stood the Benevolent Institution, a home . 

for Dunedin's elderly and destitute population, and the Caversham Industrial School for 

orphans and wards of the state was built on Main South Road, close to the North Ward 

boundary. Despite the existence of these institutions and the numerous factories their 

scattered distribution throughout the ward ensured that their presence was not as over

bearing as might have been had Caversham been more crowded. 11 Generally the houses 

in Middle Ward were much smaller than the houses on the upper slopes, and tended to 

house the poorer working-class residents. 12 Clyde Griffen has recently discussed the high 

degree of social mixing and intermingling that occurred in Caversham.13 This is reflected 

in the housing of Middle Ward where there seemed to be no distinct geographical 

boundary between the two groups; the wealthier residents in their double-storeyed brick 

residences, and the poorer working-class residents in their simple wooden villas, often 

lived side by side on the same streets. 14 

Kensington Ward, the smallest of the Caversham wards was situated on flat 

reclaimed land close to the harbour. The industrial environment was also evident in 

Kensington; the Railway Workshops were close-by, as were the engine sheds and several 

engineering workshops and foundries. 15 Conditions were cramped, and the air was often 

polluted with the black smoke belching out of the various factories. Old Caversham 

residents have reflected on the undesirable nature of Kensington, often describing it as 

'"dirty', 'cheap' and 'rough"'. 16 Despite these conditions, one Kensington street, Park 

Street, overlooking the Oval, boasted several large houses, such as the home of the 

Shad:lock's, of Orion oven fame. To many outsiders the boundaries between Caversham 

Township, The Flat, Kensington and South Dunedin were blurred; the differences 

between these neighbourhoods were indeed less than Caversham Township and her other, 

10 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.29. 
11 Clyde Griffin, 'The New World Working-Class Suburb Revisited: Residential Differentiation in 
Caversham, New Zealand', Journal of Urban History, forthcoming, pp.16-17. 
12 David Hamer explains that while New Zealand was heralded as a relatively classless society by many 
contemporary observers, social segregation did exist on a small scale, highlighted by topographical 
residential patterns which saw the wealthy build on the ridges and upper slopes of a town, while the 
working-classes tended to settle on the flat land and valleys below. See David Hamer, 'The Making of 
Urban New Zealand', Journal of Urban History, 22(1) 1995, pp.31-32. 
13 Clyde Griffen, 'The New World Working-Class Suburb Revisited: Residential Differentiation in 
Caversham, New Zealand', Journal of Urban History, forthcoming, p.5. 
14 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.29; Clyde Griffin, 'The New World Working-Class Suburb 
Revisited', p.11. 
15 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.27. 
16 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.3 l. 
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much wealthier neighbours, St Clair and Kew. 17 

St Clair, close to the sea and beaches, was slow to be settled, mainly because of its 

distance to the city. Once access was improved, however, St Clair became home to many 

of Dunedin's wealthy residents. This distinctive socio-economic character coupled with a 

regular horse-drawn tram service into the city beginning in the 1880s, and separate school 

and shopping areas, tended to foster an independent identity. 18 Unlike the majority of 

southern communities, St Clair was not dominated by residential housing. In stark 

contrast to Kensington, St Clair was· conspicuous for luxurious residences, with ornate 

facades and large balconies, many of which overlooked extensive gardens. 19 While sunny 

weekends brought many local families to the beach and pools, temporarily boosting the 

population, the residential population in St Clair was still relatively small at the time of 

the women's suffrage campaign. Huge areas of recreational land, beaches, parks, and of 

course the hot salt water pool lent it a far more relaxed atmosphere than other southern 

neighbourhoods. 

South Dunedin, at the geographical centre of the study area, was the commercial and 

industrial hub of southern Dunedin. Also situated on the flat land close to the harbour, 

South Dunedin along with Kensington and the Middle Ward of Caversham was dubbed 

'The Flat'. South Dunedin was an eclectic mix of large industrial workplaces, such as the 

Gasworks, smaller businesses which emerged along the main thoroughfares and low 

quality residential dwellings.2° Cheap housing, much of it constructed as rental 

properties, commanded this dense, urban landscape. Sections were notoriously small -

many lots were less than an eight of an acre in size.2 1 The conditions in South Dunedin, 

were however, preferable to the city's slum areas, such as the Devils Half Acre on the 

slopes of City Rise only about 20 minutes walk away. South Dunedin itself was never 

considered a slum and the population swelled in the last decades of the nineteenth 

century. By 1901 it was the largest of Dunedin's satellite boroughs.22 

St Kilda was the last of the boroughs to be developed for residential purposes and 

17 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.19; Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham 
Conspirator: A Report on the State of the Caversham Project', Caversham Working Paper, 1982, p.41. 
18 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', p.60. 
19 W.A.V. Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn of the Century', New Zealand Geographer, 18, 1962, p.108. 
20 G.N. Stedman, 'The South Dunedin Flat', p.106. 
21 W.A.V. Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn of the Century', p.107. 
22 W.A.V. Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn ofthe Century', p.105. 
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had by far the smallest population in 1891. Without any commercial centre and with few 

employment opportunities, the desirability of St Kilda was limited. Situated a 

considerable distance from the city, St Kilda was damp and swampy and public amenities 

such as water and drainage were slow in being established.23 While St Kilda shared with 

St Clair many similar features - they were both primarily residential areas, attracting 

many visitors for their recreational facilities (especially their beaches),24 St Kilda did not 

attract the same number of wealthy residents as St Clair. Indeed it was reported that St 

Kilda was "capable of providing poorer men with freehold land and unhealthy residents 

with a place for resting their health."25 In the early years St Kilda relied heavily on South 

Dunedin and Caversham for resource; and employment26 and it was in the streets closest 

to the South Dunedin boundary that the dwellings were concentrated at this time.27 

Age of the Population 

Table 3.2: Population in age groups, 1891 

Southern Dunedin Caversham South Dunedin St Kilda Dunedin City New Zealand 

Under 15 43.6 40.3 45.9 48.8 33.9 40.0 
15 - 20 12.9 13.3 12.9 11.4 14.9 12.4 
21 - 29 12.1 12.7 12.2 9.2 18.2 14.6 
30 - 49 20.4 20.5 19.6 23.1 

' 
19.9 21.7 

50 - 64 8.2 9.0 7.8 6.1 10.4 8.9 ... . -, .... . ....... .- ,. ---~----·-·· ... .... 

Over 64 2.8 4.2 1.5 1.4 2.6 2.3 
Unspecified 0.02 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.1 
Total over 21 43.5 46.4 41.1 39.8 51.1 47.5 

The population of southern Dunedin was a young one, with only 43.5 per cent over 

the age of 21. This was considerably fewer than the expected 47.5 per cent evident in 

national statistics. New Zealand's population was gradually aging at this time, although 

this does not seem to have affected southern Dunedin by 1891.28 St Kilda had the 

youngest population of the three boroughs, with approximately 60 per cent under 21, 

indeed some 48.8 per cent were under 15 years. The population of South Dunedin was 

only marginally older with 41 per cent over 21 years, while Caversham, with 46.7 per 

23 G.N. Stedman, 'The South Dunedin Flat', p.142. 
24 W.A.V. Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn of the Century', p.107 
25 Saturday Review, 19 March 1864, p.18, cited in Pamela J Wood, 'Constructing Colonial Dirt', p.67. 
26 G.N. Stedman, 'The South Dunedin Flat' p.145. 
27 G.N. Stedman, 'The South Dunedin Flat' p.163. 
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cent, was relatively close to the expected national proportion. In comparison, Dunedin 

City had a much older population with over 50 per cent above 21 years. Table 3.2 

illustrates the residential patterns of certain groups of people between the city and her 

outlying suburbs, more specifically of young people into the city, and families out. For 

example, that Dunedin City is So under-represented by young children under 15 years, 

indicates the absence of significant numbers of family groups. The subsequent over

representation of children in the southern boroughs merely confirms the trend. Dunedin 

City did have a high proportion of young adults, however, especially those aged between 

21 and 29. Young people, looking for greater employment opportunities, were leaving 

the suburbs and filling the houses vacated by young families. This is better illustrated in 

Table 3.3 which considers both the age and gender division of the population. 

Table 3.3: Age-sex structure, 1891 

Under 15 15-20 21-29 30-49 50-64 Over 65 Total over 21 
Southern Dunedin Male 45.4 12.1 10.4 19.8 8.6 3.7 42.5 ... I······· .. 

Female 41.9 13.6 13.8 21.1 7.8 1.8 44.5 
Cavers ham Male 41.9 11.8 11.2 19.8 9.4 5.9 46.3 ... ., .... .. ·" .. , . ,,,1,..,, 

Female 38.7 14.8 14.1 21.3 8.6 2.5 46.5 
South Dunedin Male 48.3 13.0 10.0 18.9 8.1 ........ 1.7 .. 38.7 . ., ,., ... ,. ,,,. ,._,,., 1., ... , '·'" .. , ..... ,, . .,,. 

Female 43.9 12.8 14.3 20.1 7.6 1.3 43.3 
St Kilda Male ,,,1 ..... 

50.2 10.5 8.2 22.4 7.0 ······· J,7 ... 39.3 
, ,, ,,.,,,, . . ,.. ~ , """"'"'' ,,_,.,,,. .. ,..,,,,,,. .. ,.,. .. ·.,. .. ··-----~-

Female 47.4 12.3 10.2 23.7 5.3 1.1 40.3 
Dunedin C::ity Male 35.9 13.5 16.0 20.3 11.5 2.8 50.6 

Female 32.2 16.3 20.1 19.6 9.4 2.4 51.5 
New Zealand Male 38.1 11.6 13.9 23.3 10.6 2.5 50.3 ... 

Female 42.2 13.4 15.5 19.9 7.0 2.0 44.4 

Table 3 .3 highlights several distinctive features within the population. The most 

noticeable characteristic, which is shared by all three boroughs, is the under

representation of young adults, most notably young males, aged between 21 and 29 years. 

Overall only 10.4 per cent of males in southern Dunedin ·were aged between 21 and 29 

years, considerably lower than the 13.9 per cent expected in the national population. This 

would suggest that young males were leaving for employment opportunities elsewhere.29 

This trend is most pronounced (but perhaps most expected) in St Kilda, where 

employment opportunities were few. Commuting between St Kilda and Dunedin City 

was difficult until a tram service was provided in 1905 .30 While limited employment 

28 Erik Olssen 'The New Society', in Rice (ed.), The Oxford History of New Zealand, p.257 
29 Similar patterns were also apparent in Caversham in 1901 see Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a 
Caversham Conspirator', p.34. 
30 H Aitken, St Kilda: the First Hundred Years, a Short History of the Borough of St Kilda 1875-1975, 
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opportunities were available in South Dunedin and Caversham, mostly in industry and 

retail, the majority of young professionals and white-collar workers had to look toward 

the City for employment. The over-representation of similarly aged men in Dunedin City 

(16 per cent) reinforces this claim. 

A similar, if weaker, trend is evident amongst southern Dunedin's female population, 

with St Kilda, once again the most under-represented in the 21 to 29 cohort. While the , 

numbers of young girls, under 15 years, was greater in the southern Dunedin boroughs as 

compared with Dunedin City, working-aged women (between 15-29) were more 

prominent in the city than the suburbs. Employment opportunities for women in the 

1890s, while far more limited than those available to their male counterparts, were greatly 

increased in c0mparison with the previous decade. Domestic service still dominated the 

market and would continue to do so right up to World War I. In 1891, some 42.7 per cent 

of all working women were employed as domestic servants.31 The impact of 

industrialisation and the subsequent mechanisation of the textile industry on women's 

employment was profound. Providing employers with an enthusiastic and much cheaper 

source of labour, women entered the workforce in increasing numbers destined for a 

variety of occupations.32 Many women were employed as machinists, dressmakers, and 

milliners, all jobs which complemented the tasks expected of them within the home. In 

1886 just 3.6 per cent of women were classified in the Census with an industrial 

occupation. This had increased to 3.9 per cent in 1891 and 4.5 per cent in 1901. The 

figures for Otago were even higher. In 1896, the first year the Census recorded provincial 

occupational information some 4.9 per cent of women were employed in ·industrial 

occupations. By 1901 this had increased to 5.5 per cent. Whilst inconsistencies with the 

classification of occupations in the Census throughout this period prevent a 

comprehensive review of the female workforce, it is nonetheless evident, that although 

just 13 per cent of women had entered the workforce in 1886 this had increased to 15 per 

cent in 18 91, 18 per cent by 1901 and 24 per cent by 193 6. 33 Once again provincial 

information indicates that the proportion of working women in Otago was higher than 

The Borough of St Kilda, 1975, p.106. 
31 Census, 1891, Part VII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations, classes with proportions 
per cent, p.257. 
32 See for example Jane Malthus, 'Dressmakers in Nineteenth Century New Zealand' in B Brookes, C 
Macdonald and M Tennant, Women in History: 2, Wellington, 1992, pp.76-97. 
33 Census, 1886, Part VII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations, Classes with proportions 
per cent, p.257; Census, 1891, Part VII Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, 
p.281; Census, 1901, Part VII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, pp.301-302; 
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national proportions, especially in the late nineteenth century. In 1896 16.6 per cent of 

women were gainfully employed, the gap had reduced considerably by 1901 when the 

proportion of Otago working women was just 0.4 per cent higher than national figures, at 

18.4 per cent. 

A burgeoning female population is also evident within southern Dunedin, as was 

common with many urban areas (see Table 3.1). The colonial dominance of the young 

male pioneer was waning and the sex ratio was becoming more balanced, especially in 

younger age groups. This shift in the population dynamic may have greatly assisted those 

fighting for women's suffrage. That the suffrage victory was achieved at a time when the 

urban woman was becoming a dominant figure within the population can hardly be seen 

as mere coincidence. Of the nine wards within the study area, five had a surplus of 

women in 1891, and as can be seen in Table 3 .1, the difference between the numbers of 

men and women among the remaining four wards was less than 50. The higher number 

of males in the Middle and Kensington wards of Caversham may in part be due to their 

proximity to a large number of industrial workplaces, such as the Hillside railway 

workshops and sheds and the Gasworks, which employed large numbers of males. Many 

of the younger single men might have obtained lodgings close by. 

Marital Status of the Population 

Table 3.4: Marital status of adult women over 21 years, 1891 

Total over Unmarried Married Widowed 
21 vears Number Percentage Number Percentage Number Percentagel 

Southern Dunedir Male 2092 593 28.3 1375 65.7 124 5.9 
Female 2280 476 20.9 1544 67.7 260 11.4 

Caversham Male 1083 376 34.7 629 58.1 78 7.2 
Female 1093 263 24.1 692 63.3 138 12.6 

South Dunedin Male 779 160 20.5 582 74.7 37 4.7 
Female 958 175 18.3 676 70.6 107 11.2 

St Kilda Male 230 57 24.8 164 71.3 9 3.9 
Female 229 38 16.6 176 76.9 15 6.6 

f)un~lli11 <=itY .. Male 5282 2059 39.0 2964 ,.,.,, .,,, ,5<5) ,. is~ ' 4.9 ....... 

Female 6154 2076 33.7 3267 53.1 810 13.2 
New Zealand Male 162778 64301 39.5 90264 55.5 7757 4.8 

'' 

Female 130412 29161 22.4 89100 68.3 12069 9.3 

Census, 1936, Part. X, Industries and Occupations, Age - Constitution in Industries, p.iii. 
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The youthfulness of the southern Dunedin population implies an area dominated by 

families. Some 27.9 per cent of men and 30.5 per cent of women in southern Dunedin 

were married; the majority of them were over 21 years. This is fairly close to the 

expected national levels, but unmarried persons, both male and female, over 21 years 

were under-represented in the southern Dunedin boroughs. This is linked to the migration 

of young people into the City as discussed in relation with Table 3.2 and Table 3.3, but it 

is now evident that the majority of transients were single, while similarly aged married 

couples were more likely to remain in the suburbs.35 Also evident in all three boroughs, 

consistent with national expectations, is a slightly higher marriage rate for women. The 

mean age of first marriage for a woman in New Zealand in the 1891 to 1896 period was 

25.3 years (New Zealand men married slightly later at 28.7 years).36 Caversham women 

were slightly younger. A study of the intention to marry certificates in Caversham in 

1893 has revealed that on average, local women were just 23 at the time of their first 

marriage. 37 As the proportion of women within the population increased, balancing and 

in some places dominating the population, this trend became less marked. 

The New Zealand family underwent a transformation in the late nineteenth century, 

as colonial society became more urban oriented. We have learned how this process 

fostered a strong woman's movement in New Zealand, out of which grew the women's 

suffrage movement. Whereas women were previously required to assist their husbands in 

shaping New Zealand society, supplying both their own labour and the next generation of 

34 Source: Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', Table 2, n.p. 
35 Results from studies on the transience of the Caversham population in the early 1900s also show that 
persistence was higher among married-couple than single adults. See Tom Brooking, Dick Martin, 
David Thomson & Hamish James, 'The Ties that Bind: Persistence in a New World Industrial Suburb, 
1902-1922', Social History, 24(1), January 1999, p.68. 
36 Miriam Vosburgh, The New Zealand Family and Social Change: A Trend Analysis, p.32a. 
37 Rachel McDermott and Lucy Arthur, 'The Young and the Penniless, Tying the Knot in Caversham, 
1893-1912: a Study of the Relationship Between Occupation and Age at First Marriage in Caversham' 
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New Zealand workers, from the 1880s on the roles of men and women diverged; a 

woman was expected to remain in the home where status was defined by her husband and 

her family, while men assumed the place at the head of the household, participating in the 

economic and political affairs of the country.38 While the most forward-thinking 

members of society embraced the women's movement, insisting on improvements in the 

education of girls and political and economic reform for women, among other advances, 

many women accepted their position in society and strove for more personal 

improvements. Erik Olssen and Andree Levesque suggest that the declining birth rate 

over this period is evidence of these desires.39 Miriam Vosburgh also makes the 

important link between the economic depression of the 1880s and the declining birth rate, 

suggesting that while the decrease in family size began as a form of financial control it 

continued as a means of achieving a higher standard of living.40 Southern Dunedin was 

more resistant to these changes than other Dunedin boroughs. Table 3.5 presents the 

general fertility rate of Dunedin boroughs in 1896. With the exception of North East 

Valley, the southern Dunedin boroughs, South Dunedin, St Kilda and Caversham had the 

highest rates in the Dunedin area. By 1901, all three boroughs had surpassed North East 

Valley, with an increase in the general fertility rate for both Caversham and South 

Dunedin. Caversham's rate had increased to 124.82, while South Dunedin's increased to 

122.49. St Kilda had dropped only slightly to 90.51.41 The reason for the higher fertility 

rates in the southern boroughs is closely linked to the earlier findings which highlighted 

the lower proportion of young single adults in the area, and higher proportion of children 

and families. 

History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, 1997, p.9. 
38 Erik Olssen & Andree Levesque, 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', 
pp.1,7. 
39 Erik Olssen & Andree Levesque, 'Towards a History of the European Family in New Zealand', p.10. 
40 Miriam Vosburgh, The New Zealand Family and Social Change, p.61. 
41 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', Table 3, n.p. 



Birthplaces of the Population 

Table 3.6: Birthplaces of the Population, 1891 

Southern Dunedi Caversham South Dunedi St Kilda Dunedin Ci 
New Zealand 56.0 54.1 57.0 59.8 55.2 
British Possessions 42.4 43.6 41.9 39.2 42.4 

Australi 3.2 3.6 2.9 2.9 4.9 

.E::ngl~11 ... 17.6 18.5 15.7 20.5 14.4 . ...................... 
Scotlan 13.6 13.9 14.2 9.8 16.0 

7.3 6.5 8.7 5.0 6.2 
0.8 1.1 0.5 1.0 0.9 

Forei n Countries 1.3 1.9 0.9 0.8 2.2 
..... European .... 0.8 1.1 

Chin 0.02 0.1 0.7 
Other 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.4 

At Sea 0.3 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 

New Zealand 
58.6 
38.1 
2.6 
18.7 
8.3 
7.6 
0.9 
3.1 
2.0 
0.7 
0.3 
0.2 
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The majority of southern Dunedin residents were New Zealand born.42 Indeed over 

half of the nation's population at this time were born in New Zealand.43 It is, however, 

necessary to view the high proportion of New Zealand born residents in conjunction with 

what we know of the age of the population. Many of these 'New Zealanders' would have 

been young children born to migrant parents. Of the southern boroughs only St Kilda had 

a higher than expected proportion of New Zealand born residents. The pre-dominance of 

young people in this borough, as discovered in Table 3.2, provides part of the 

explanation, but it is also important to consider the relatively recent settlement history of 

St Kilda compared to its immediate neighbours. Rapid growth . in the early 1880s 

provided St Kilda with a small but stable population base. Insufficiencies with the 

infrastructure saw this growth slow throughout the next decade before it exploded in the 

late 1890s with a 43.5 per cent increase between 1896 and 1901. The growth in St Kilda's 

population in the decade prior to the circulation of the women's suffrage petition, as 

displayed in Appendix 3, far exceeded any growth in Caversham, South Dunedin and 

Dunedin City. As the southern Dunedin population increased, older settlements such as 

Caversham, began to reach their potential capacity, alternative residential areas were 

established and subsequently settled. Many of the people looking to move into suburbs 
C 

such as St Kilda could have been these second generation New Zealanders, moving out of 

their parents' home to start families of their own. 

42 Appendix 4 displays the actual numbers of residents born in each country. 
43 It is important to note that the Census results did not include Maori populations in their calculations. 
Little is known of Maori living in southern Dunedin at this time, but the numbers would have been very 
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Source: Results of a Census of the Colony of New Zealand, 1891, Part II, Birthplaces of the People 

One of the most interesting facets of the southern Dunedin population was the 

dominance of English born over Scottish, reversing the strong Scottish bias of 

Dunedin City. All three boroughs in the study area had higher proportions ofEnglish

born migrants than Dunedin City, while St Kilda, with 20.5 per cent of English born 

residents, surpassed expected national proportions. That Caversham's English born 

population was also close to national expectations signifies an important demographic 

difference between southern Dunedin and Dunedin City populations and one that may 

be of significance with regards to women's suffrage. This issue will be considered 

more thoroughly later when the denominational allegiances of the population are 

examined. There was still a significant Scottish presence in the southern boroughs, 

however. Some 13.6 per cent of the population were Scottish born, only 2.4 per cent 

below the proportion in Dunedin. National figures were, as expected, significantly 

lower again with just 8.3 per cent Scottish born. Irish born immigrants are another 

nationality with representation in southern Dunedin. While Irish nationals were 

under-represented in Caversham, St Kilda and Dunedin City, South Dunedin, with 8.7 

per cent Irish born, had a slightly larger than expected population. The birthplaces of 

a population can be closely linked to denominational affiliations. As with the issue of 

small. See Tom Brooking, 'Confessions', p.35. 
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English born residents, this will be discussed in more detail below, but it suffices here to 

point out that while southern Dunedin was dominated by the same nationalities that 

dominated the country as a whole, the different proportions within each borough indicate 

that important demographic differences did exist within the southern Dunedin population. 

Southern Dunedin was a very homogenous society; only 1.3 per cent (137 people) of 

the total population were foreign nationals. This is considerably lower than both Dunedin 

City (2.2 per cent) and New Zealand (3.1 per cent). Caversham had the highest 

representation with 1.9 per cent (South Dunedin and St Kilda both had less than I per cent 

in their populations) which reflects the age of this settlement compared to suburbs on the 

Flat. The majority of foreign nationals in Caversham were Chinese ( 1 per cent of the total 

population), many of whom arrived in the 1860s attracted by the prospect of gold. The 

Otago goldfields were largely exhausted by the 1890s. Those Chinese emigrants without 

sufficient savings to return home moved to various parts of the country to try their luck at 

other ventures. The relatively empty, flat land available along Forbury Road in 

Caversham, attracted many Chinese migrants to establish market gardens. Self

employment was, for many Chinese emigrants, the most secure type of employment 

available in New Zealand. Like many foreign nationals, the Chinese population in New 

Zealand often congregated in the same areas; a combination of poor English skills, a lack 

of capital and racial prejudice frequeritly dictated that these areas had low rent and were 

often sub-standard.44 St Kilda and South Dunedin enjoyed a much more even 

representation of foreign nationals, with South Dunedin having a higher number of 

German nationals than Chinese. Other ethnic minorities living in southern Dunedin were 

Danish, Swedish, Norwegian, French, Austrian, Italian, Swiss, Russian and American. 

Just 21 of the foreign nationals in southern Dunedin were female (0.4 per cent of the total 

female population). Many of the men who came in search of work came without families. 

Those who were married would have tried to send money back to support families left 

behind with the intention of one day returning home or maybe bringing their family out 

here. 

Occupation 

Skill was highly admired in southern Dunedin, as reflected most strikingly in Figure 

44 Susan Chivers, 'Religion, Ethnicity and Race: The Mission of the Otago Church to the Chinese, 
1860-1950', MA, University ofOtago, 1992, p.60. 
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3.2. Some 38 per cent of men on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll were skilled 

tradesmen - predominantly in the handicraft trades. Carpentry and boot-making were the 

principal areas of employment for local skilled men, with 114 carpenters and 81 

bootmakers registering on the 1896 electoral roll. Skilled men dominated in almost every 

southern community, and indeed only the wealthy St Clair streets had a minority of 

skilled male workers. In St Clair small employers (many of whom had risen from the 

ranks of the skilled to become a Master of their trade), and white-collar employees were 

more numerous. Unfortunately the occupational analysis carried out in the Census does 

not use the same scheme as utilised in this study so a direct comparison between local 

men and the national population is impossible. It is evident, however, that the industrial 

category used in the Census to describe "all persons ... connected with the construction, 

modification or alteration of materials, so as to render them more available for the use of 

man", would include the majority of skilled occupations identified in the electoral roll.45 

In 1896 some 28 per cent of adult men (over 20 years) in the national population were 

employed in industrial occupations, considerably lower than the 38 per cent of local 

skilled men - especially when consideration is paid to the fact that the census results 

probably include the majority of Masters, or self-employed workers, when the figures for 

southern Dunedin do not. 

Table 3.7: Occupational structure by suburb, 1896 (Males) 

LE PR SP SE PO WC SK ss us TOTAL 
Caversham 0.2 1.8 1.6 12.9 3.4 15.0 .}4,6 4.7 25.8 100.0 

!<;<::~i1:1gt9n 0.5 1.6 0.5 9.0 , ..... 1.6 18.0 39.7 7.4 21.7 100.0 ...... .. ···I··· 

~(?l,!th P1:1nedin 0.1 .. 9,~ 1.3 11.6 2.1, 8.9 4L8 6.9 27.0 100.0 
St Clair 6.4 7,4 .. 7'.'4 ... 29.8 6.4 22.3 1ro. 0.0 .. 3.2 100.0 
StKilda 0.9 1.1 2.6 13.7 3.7 9.2 40.6 10.~ 17.7 100.0 
TOTAL 0.5 1.3 1.7 12.8 2.9 12.3 38.0 6.3 24.4 100.0 

45 Census, 1896, part VII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.40. 
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The unskilled male worker also constituted a large proportion of the southern 

workforce (24.4 per cent), with the majority preferring to live in South Dunedin's East 

Ward ( a highly industrial and densely populated area renown for its dingy streets and 

tough character), and Caversham's Middle Ward (the long strip of flat land running 

alongside the railway track). The proportion of semi-skilled workers was remarkably 

small in comparison to the skilled and unskilled workers, with just 6.3 per cent of workers 

registering with a semi-skilled occupation. By far the largest proportion of semi-skilled 

workers were living in St Kilda, an area which appealed to many young families looking 

for a quasi middle-class lifestyle but who did not have the necessary capital to move into 

the wealthier suburbs. Indeed there were greater numbers of self-employed and white

collar workers in southern Dunedin than there were semi-skilled workmen Some 12.8 

per cent of men in southern Dunedin had taken the step away from the wage earners and 

set up on the own account. As already mentioned the vast majority of these were living in 

St Clair, although it should be noted that only half the self-employed men in St Clair (14 

men in total) had mastered their trade, making up 14 per cent of the male workforce in the 

suburb. The remaining 14 men were registered as settlers. While many of these self

employed men obviously took pride in their achievements and were keen to raise their 

families in the comfortable St Clair surroundings, the work done by Erik Olssen on the 

workers of Caversham suggests that Masters still retained strong links with the working-
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classes.46 It seems that the self-employed skilled men living in St Clair would have 

identified much more readily with other skilled working-class men on the Flat than the 

middle-class families which surrounded them. 

Far fewer southern men worked in middle-class occupations (LE, PR, SP, PO and 

WC) - indeed just 17.7 per cent of local men were included in these five categories, and 

once again St Clair dominated all five categories (some 64 per cent of St Clair's male 

electors were employed in middle-class occupations, excluding the skilled Masters, as 

compared 22 per cent from Kensington and 13 per cent from South Dunedin). The 

majority of middle-class workers in southern Dunedin were employed in white-collar 

occupations. Clerks and storeman predominated, with Kensington and Caversham 

joining St Clair as popular residential areas for white-collar employees. It is significant to 

note, however, that storeman were completely absent from St Clair preferring instead the 

more working-class suburbs of Caversham, Kensington and South Dunedin. Petty

officials were few in southern Dunedin, and large employers were almost absent. It is 

also apparent that the proportion of professional men in southern Dunedin was somewhat 

lower than was expected within the national populace. In total some 3 .0 per cent of local 

men registered on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll citing professional occupations 

(including PR and SP), compared to the 3 .8 per cent of adult men throughout New 

Zealand who indicated as such to the census enumerator in 1896.47 

Table 3.8: Occupational situation of women by suburb, 1896 
(Percentages) 

De endent % Em lo ed % Total % 
Caversham 75.8 24.2 100 
Kensington 66.8 33.2 100 
South Dunedin 71.7 28.3 100 
St Clair 79.7 20.3 100 
St Kilda 80.9 19.1 100 
New Zealand 77.6 22.4 100 

46 See Erik Olssen, Building the New World. It is evident in Chapter 7, 'From Apathy to Politics', 
which describes the process of politicisation in southern Dunedin throughout the 1880s and early 
1890s, that skilled Masters were at the fore of the unionisation and protective leagues which established 
in the area. See also, Judi Boyd and Erik Olssen, 'The Skilled Workers: Journeymen and Masters in 
Caversham, 1880-1914', New Zealand Journal of History, 22(2), October 1988, pp.131-132; and Judi 
Boyd, 'Urban Radicals: A Study of the Radical Movement in Dunedin, 1887-1893', BA(Hons), 
University ofOtago, 1984, pp.72-73. 
47 Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.28 l. 
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The occupational structure of local females is considered in detail in chapter five, 

the analysis of women on the 1893 and 1896 electoral rolls, so will not be discussed 

here. It suffices to say however, that women in southern Dunedin closely followed 

the norm, approximately 7 4 per cent of local women were fully occupied in the family 

home and did not participate in the paid workforce. Working women were over

represented in southern Dunedin (26 per cent of local women were gainfully 

employed compared to 22.4 per c~nt nation wide), and when the electoral roll was 

compiled in 1896, some 683 women left the house each day to partake in the labour 

force. Skill was admired among local women workers as well. Some 9.2 per cent of 

women on the 1896 electoral roll were employed in skilled positions, only marginally 

lower than the 9.8 per cent of women employed in domestic service, the main 

employment category for women in New Zealand at the time. The proportions of 

women employed in the skill-based occupations in southern Dunedin were greater 

;than the expected national figures, confirming the 'working-class' nature of the local 

community. 

Housing 

A total of 1888 inhabited dwellings existed in the southern Dunedin area. They were 

not evenly spaced, however, and both the population and residential densities and average 

house size varied between each borough, much in accordance with the socio-economic 
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circumstances of each area. South Dunedin had the highest population density. Many of 

the sections in this borough were less than one eighth of an acre. By 1900 South Dunedin 

had a population density of 12.9 persons per acre compared to Caversham's 4.4 persons. 

St Kilda, like Caversham, enjoyed a much lower population density, with the majority of 

sections over one quarter of an acre. With much of Musselburgh Ward owned by one 

family estate, crowding in St Kilda was minimal. 48 Population density considers the 

number of residents per acre, and can tell us how crowded or spacious any given street, or 

block, may have been The statistics given above tell us that South Dunedin streets had 

three times more people, per acre, than Caversham did. Residential density calculates the 

average number of persons per household, illustrating typical family size in an area. St 

Kilda had the highest residential density in southern Dunedin, with an average of seven 

persons per dwelling. Obviously the lure of larger sections, attractive recreational areas 

and a clean environment, free from industry, attracted many larger families into the area. 

Caversham and South Dunedin both had residential densities comparable to Dunedin 

City, with an average of slightly over five people per dwelling. 

House Sizes in Southern Dunedin 1891 
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48 W.A.V Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn of the Century' , pp.107-108. 
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There was more variation in house size between the boroughs. While three and four 

room houses dominated each borough, South Dunedin had a higher percentage of smaller 

houses. Some 60.5 per cent of houses in South Dunedin were three and four bedrooms 

with another 10 per cent just two rooms or less. Fewer than 50 per cent of.the houses in 

both Caversham and St Kilda were three and four rooms. Instead 16 per cent of houses in 

Caversham and 13 per cent in St Kilda were over 6 rooms. This compares to just 5 per 

cent in South Dunedin. The cramped conditions on The Flat, most notably in South 

Dunedin and Caversham's Middle Ward, were obvious. Conditions did not improve and 

in 1901 it was noted that approximately 90 per cent of the area's houses were of very low 

value.49 Unfortunately, St Clair is not independently represented in the Census for it 

would have been in this ward that the majority of Caversham's larger and more solidly 

constructed houses were built. Had the different wards been assessed separately the 

disparity in housing conditions between St Clair, Caversham Township and Kensington 

would have been obvious. Dunedin City, in comparison, had a higher number of very 

small houses (10.5 per cent two rooms or smaller) but had a more even distribution of 

medium and larger houses. Just 38 per cent were three and four rooms but 28 per cent 

were between five and six rooms and 23 per cent over six rooms. This would have 

reflected much more closely the houses in St Clair. Kensington, by comparison, would 

have more closely resembled South Dunedin's conditions. 

When combined with what we already know about house sizes in southern Dunedin, 

construction materials can all also tell us a lot about a population. Construction materials 

were uniform for residents in all three boroughs. Some 88 per cent of all houses were 

wooden, or plaster with another 9 per cent brick, stone or concrete. The higher number of 

wooden houses in southern Dunedin, especially in St Kilda and South Dunedin when 

compared to Dunedin, where just 79 .6 per cent if houses were wooden, demonstrates the 

higher number of low-cost houses that commanded much of the southern landscape. St 

Kilda had the highest proportion of wooden houses at 90 per cent compared to 89 .5 per 

cent for South Dunedin and 86 per cent for Caversham. Dunedin's proportion was 80 per 

cent. Stone, brick or concrete houses were most common in Caversham where 11 per 

cent were constructed from these more durable materials. South Dunedin was just behind 

with 10 per cent and St Kilda 8 per cent. Dunedin City, with some 20 per cent, had a 

much higher proportion of stone houses. 

49 W.A.V. Clark, 'Dunedin at the Turn of the Century', p.107. 
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This examination of residential conditions of southern Dunedin inhabitants clearly 

defines the socio-economic character of the three boroughs. The appeal of St Kilda lay in 

the flat, open recreational areas and spacious sections, and it is these that attracted the 

large families. Cost of living was a consideration to many St Kilda residents and the 

medium sized houses, with some larger five to six room houses, which dominated the 

landscape, were constructed with cheaper and less durable wooden materials. South 

Dunedin was populated by some of the poorest families in the area and the small to 

medium sized houses they occupied were squeezed into tiny sections. While the families 

in South Dunedin were, on average, slightly smaller, than those in St Kilda, the conditions 

they lived in where much harsher. The parks and beaches available to children from St 

Kilda, for example, were not so handy to the children of South Dunedin. Caversham, on 

the other hand, which had similarly sized families as South Dunedin, lived in medium to 

large houses, with a slightly higher proportion of large houses than in St Kilda. On 

average the sections were of similar size to those in St Kilda, but a higher proportion of 

the houses were constructed out of stone or brick. Many of these would have the 
,t 

mansions that had been built along Forbury Road and in St Clair. 

Denominational Affiliation of the Population 

Table 3.9: Denominational affiliation of the population, 1891 

Southern 
Dunedin 

f\I1glic:an 28.9 
f,'r<!~byteri,1:1n 29.5 
\V<!sleyan]\1ethqtjist 6.5 
Qtiler Methodists 1.4 

1?1:1ptt~t 
C:ongregatignaJist 0.9 

C:llurc:11 gfC:hri§t l . 6 
Salvation An11y 1.4 
Other Protestants 1. 0 
Catholic 14.6 
Other Denominations 0.9 
No D<!nornination 1.5 
N"o R,eligiq11 0.2 
Unspecified 0.04 
Ob· ect to state 1.8 

South 
Caversham Dunedin 
.. 29,0 25.4 

29.9 30.4 
6.9 6.6 
1.9 1.0 
12.2 
1.5 

1.0 
1.5 
9.9 
1.7 
1.2 

,., Q}' 
. o_.02 

1.8 

2.1 
0.6 

20.3 
0.2 
2.1 

o.,Q?. 
0.02 
1.7 

Dunedin 
St Kilda Cit 

42.1 

2,4.? 
4.8 
0.5 
10.2 
0.6 
0.5 
0.1 
0.3 
12.6 
0.5 
1.0 
0.0 

0.00 
2.0 

30.2 
34,9. 
4.2 
1.0 
4.3 
3.4 

'2,Q 
1.4 
1.5 

11.5 
2.0 

'1,3 
0.2 
0.1 
2.0 

New Zealand 
40.3 
2_2.!J 
8.5 
1.7 
2.4 

··v c ......... ••• •• .-••••••••• .-. 

1.1 
0.8 
1.5 
3.1 
14.0 
1.0 
1.3 

Q)L .. 
0.0 
2.5 

An examination of nominal church membership, such as that offered in Table 3.9, 

reveals a community dominated by the same major denominational groupings as found in 

the wider New Zealand society. The strength of the various denominations was not 
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identical, however. While Dunedin City boasted a proud Scottish Presbyterian 

population, southern Dunedin had an equally strong Anglican population as well as a 

comparatively large number of Baptist and Catholic adherents. Indeed small distinct 

denomination,~! clusters appear to have existed in each borough, confirming the 

relationship between religion and socio-economic status. This link, explored in many 

essays on the Caversham population, and summarised by Tom Brooking in his working 

paper on the same population, has found that skilled workmen dominated church 

membership for the Protestants, especially Baptists and Methodist. Presbyterian, 

Anglican and Baptist adherents were commonly self-employed or white-collar workers, 

while Presbyterians and Anglicans were the most likely to be employed in higher 

managerial and professional occupations. Semi-skilled and unskilled were relatively 

under-represented by these four churches, though a higher proportion of Methodists were 

employed in this occupational bracket than the other three denominations. Instead it has 

been found that the semi-skilled and unskilled occupations were more likely to have been 

filled by Catholic adherents. 50 This explanation, while initially applied to active 

churchgoers, can also be used to explain the residential distribution and the apparent 

clustering of denominations within the three southern boroughs. Such statements must, 

however, be applied with some caution. The classification of communicants offered here 

focuses on the most common occupations within each denomination. But it should be 

noted that certain members within each denomination were also employed in other 

occupational groups. F. W. Petre provides one example. A member of the South Dunedin 

Catholic Church, Petre was, unlike many of his fellow church goers, a well-known 

Dunedin architect living in the affluent suburb of St Clair. 

The Presbyterian population was the largest denominational group living in southern 

Dunedin, but only marginally. None of the southern boroughs matched the dominance 

shown in Dunedin City, yet all three exceeded national expectations. South Dunedin and 

Caversham had the largest Presbyterian populations with 30.4 per cent and 29.9 per cent 

50 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', p.57. For the original studies see T. 
Toomey, 'St Peter's Anglican Church, Parish of Caversham', History 452 Class Essay, University of 
Otago, 1982; L Vickerman, 'A Study of the Caversham Marriage Records, 1899-1913, in order to 
discern Occupational and Social Mobility Trends', History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, l 982; 
Elizabeth Sinclair, 'The Catholics of Caversham, 1890-1920' History 452 Class Essay, University of 
Otago, 1982; M Wallis, 'The Methodists of Caversham: Kew Primitive Methodist Church, 1900-1914, 
and Caversham Methodist Church, 1914-1920', History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, 1982; 
for a more recent study on Caversham Presbyterians see Justine Smith and Ali Clarke, 'Caversham 
Presbyterian Church, 1911: An Analysis of the Gender, Marital Status and Class of Communicant 
Members', History 452 Class Essay, 1998. 
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respectively, while St Kilda was much closer to national proportions with 24.8 per cent. 

Anglican adherents in Southern Dunedin ,vere only slightly fe,ver in number. St Kilda 

had a very strong Anglican community with 42.1 per cent of the population affiliated with 

the Church of England, surpassing even national figures. It has been suggested that the 

concentration of Anglicans in St Kilda may have reflected an attempt to escape the 

congested settlements of Presbyterians in Roslyn and other hill suburbs. 51 The numbers 

of Anglicans in South Dunedin and Caversham were much lower; both boroughs recorded 

fe,ver than 30 per cent of Anglican adherents. These figures were considerably less than 

national proportions, and even below that of Dunedin City. 

Catholic adherents formed the next largest denominational group in Southern 

Dunedin. The borough of South Dunedin had by far the largest population with over 20 

per cent reporting a Catholic faith, significantly larger than any other census group 

included in Table 3.9. Many of these would have been the Irish-born migrants discussed 

earlier. By ,vay of comparison, Caversham's Catholic population ·was less than half this 

size, just 9.9 per cent. The reasons for the concentration of Catholics in South Dunedin 

are t,vofold, but are closely inter-related. On the one hand, the southern Catholic 

population congregated in the South Dunedin streets to be close to their local church and 

school, the Basilica and St Patrick's School. However, the typical socio-economic 

characteristics of the Catholic population, as discussed earlier in relation to their 

occupational groupings, also dictated that many Catl10lic families lived in the 10\v-cost 

residential housing associated ,vith South Dunedin. So while socio-economic conditions 

first attracted a Catholic population to the area, the community spirit inspired by the 

Basilica and school, confirmed their continuing presence. A study of Caversham's 

Catholic population, v.foch found very few Catholics living in the far wealthier St Clair 

suburb, substantiates this argument. The bulk of Caversham's Catholic population would 

probably have lived in eastern Kensington, close to the Basilica. 52 

Baptists and Wesleyan Methodists were also well represented in the southern 

boroughs. Baptists had slightly larger representation, ·with over four times the expected 

national proportions and well over t\vice as many in Dunedin City. With 6.5 per cent 

representation, the Wesleyan Methodists in southern Dunedin were under-represented by 

national standards. but were above Dunedin City figures. Once again a socio-economic 

51 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', p.32. 
o:: Elizabeth Sinclair, 'The Catholics of Caversham, 1890-1920'. 452 class essay. 1982, p.14. 
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approach can be used to explafn the distribution of Baptist and Methodist populations. 

Baptist and Methodist adherents tended to be employed in skilled occupations, with 

significant proportions of Baptists also self-employed and in white-collar occupations. 

Methodists, on the other hand, tended to occupy the middle to lower occupations 

groupings with a higher representation in semi-skilled and unskilled positions. This is 

reflected in their residential distribution with Baptists concentrated in Caversham and St 

Kilda, while Methodists were found to live mainly in Caversham and South Dunedin. 

Minor religions were also evident in the southern boroughs, but proportions were all 

fairly close to national expectations. Appendix 5 provides a complete list of 

denominations represented in southern boroughs, revealing that Caversham borough had 

the greatest variety of denominational representation. Salvation Army had followers in 

all three of the boroughs (the majority of whom were in South Dunedin), as did the 

fashionable Spiritualists (the majority lived in Caversham). Church of Christ disciples 

and Brethren had broad representation, while pockets of Christadelphians and Lutherans 

were also evident. Some 1.5 per cent of southern Dunedin residents did not adhere to any 

denomination, while 0.2 per cent professed no religion whatsoever. 

Stones Otago and Southland Directory lists 11 churches, with all the main 

denominations represented, which residents could have attended. Despite this, initial 

investigations of Caversham churches have revealed that attendance was poor. In a 

working paper on Caversham borough for the period 1900 to 1915 communicant numbers 

for each of the main Protestant churches were reported to have been below 20 per cent. 53 

Hugh Jackson addresses the religiosity of New Zealanders in a paper entitled 

'Churchgoing in Nineteenth Century New Zealand'. Based on statistics included in the 

New Zealand Census, Jackson has calculated the proportion of adult adherents from each 

denomination who regularly attended services. In 1891, some 28 per cent of the Otago 

and Southland population regularly attended church. Canterbury had the highest rates at 

this time with 32.4 per cent, and Auckland was second with 28.3 per cent. Westland 

returned the same proportion as Otago and Southland with 28 per cent. Taranaki had the 

lowest rates of the provincial centres with 24.1 per cent.54 Attendance rates for the 

different denominations varied considerably. When considering the proportions of usual 

attenders compared to the total number of adult adherents for the whole of New Zealand, 

53 Tom Brooking. 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', Table 14. 
54 Hugh Jackson, 'Churchgoing in Nineteenth Century New Zealand', New Zealand Journal of History, 
17(1), April 1983, p.49. 
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Jackson found that a staggering.93.5 per cent of Methodists attended church on a regular 

basis. Congregationalists had a similarly impressive return; 92.3 per cent were regular 

attenders. Catholic adherents were the next most consistent group with 58.3 per cent, 

followed closely by Baptist adherents with 56.3 per cent. Some 48 per cent of 

Presbyterians were usual attenders, while of these main denominations, Anglicans had the 

lowest attendance rates with just 24.5 per cent.55 Accurate rates for southern Dunedin are, 

unfortunately, not available. While some effort has been made to collect membership 

rolls for the various Caversham churches, these are patchy for the 1890s. However, there 

is no reason to believe that local attendance rates would be vastly different to national 

figures. Given this, coupled with the high proportion of evangelicals, and Catholics, 

living within southern Dunedin (both of whom recorded high attendance rates on the 

census), the religiosity of the southern inhabitants may not be so poor as first predicted. 

Much of the research carried out on the churches in Caversham has focused on the 

gender balance of church membership. These studies have revealed that female 

communicant members far outnumbered male members. Rather than something 

extraordinary for Caversham, this was apparent throughout New Zealand.56 There were 

more than twice as many women attending the Caversham Methodist Church in both 

1915 and 1920, and single women made up approximately one-fifth of all 

communicants.57 The Caversham Presbyterian Church membership rolls in 1911 revealed 

a similar bias. Women made up 66.9 per cent of communicants compared to 33.1 per 

cent men, and single females made up 45.6 per cent of all members, despite totalling only 

28.9 per cent of the total female population. 58 The difference was even greater among St 

Peters Anglican Church communicant members; 76 per cent were women compared to 

just 24 per cent male. Approximately half of all St Peter's communicant members were 

single females. 59 Besides worship, women were the major contributors to church fund 

raising, organising many fetes, and coordinating many baking and sewing bees. Religious 

virtue aside, Church provided women with a respectable avenue through which they could 

make a meaningful, public, contribution to society. It may also be possible that church 

55 Hugh Jackson, 'Churchgoing in Nineteenth Century New Zealand', pp.50-51. 
56 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', p.55. 
57 M Wallis, 'The Methodists of Caversham: Kew Primitive Methodist Church, 1900-1914, and 
Caversham Methodist Church, 1914-1920', History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, 1982, p.8. 
58 Justine Smith and Ali Clarke, 'Caversham Presbyterian Church, 1911: an Analysis of the Gender, 
Marital Status and Class of Communicant Members', History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, 
1998, pp.8-11. 
59 T Toomey, 'St Peter's Anglican Church, Parish of Caversham', History 452 Class Essay, University 
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provided an opportunity for many women to discuss some of the recent events in their 

lives and to also exchange views on the current affairs. It is quite possible that the 

women's suffrage campaign may have featured in some of the discussions! 

School Attendance 

Table 3.10: School attendance of children aged 5 -15 years, 1891 

Total aged 
Public School Private School Home Schooling 

Total receiving 

between 5 regular schooling 
. 15 years Numbers Percentage Numbers Percentage Numbers Percentage Numbers , Percentage 

Southern Du_nedin 3059 2364 77.3 361 1 I_J 88 2.9 2813 92.0 
Caversham 1374 1120 81.5 123 9,0 43 3.1 1286 93.6 
South Dunedin 1297 952 73.4 189 
""''' ... '"' ·i·""" ....... 14,6 35 2.7 1176 90.7 

St Kilda 388 292 75.3 49 12.6 10 2.6 351 90.5 
Dunedin City 5282 4069 77.0 844 16.0 · 162 3.1 5075 96.1 
New Zealand 167 157 124 063 74.2 17047 10.2 8178 4.9 149288 89.3 

Considering the high proportion of residents under fifteen years, many southern 

Dunedin families would have been involved, or at least have children attending, the local 

schools. Over 90 per cent of all children aged between 5-15 were receiving some form of 

education in 1891, slightly higher than the 89 .3 per cent expected nationally. Public 

schools were most prominent, and some four schools, Forbury, Macandrew Road, 

Kensington and Caversham were available for classes. In 1891 compulsory attendance at 

school was not strictly enforced. The 1877 New Zealand Education Act provided for 

compulsory schooling in New Zealand, but left the decision to implement this particular 

clause to the discretion of the individual school committees' .60 As a result many schools 

initially voted against its implementation. By 1893, however, the majority of Dunedin 

City and suburban school committees had adopted it into their educational framework.61 

Caversham recorded an extraordinarily high number of pupils attending a public school in 

1891 with 81.5 per cent of school aged children represented. This is considerably higher 

than the 77 per cent attending· public schools in the city, as well as the 75.3 per cent in St 

Kilda and 73.4 per cent in South Dunedin. Numbers attending private schools were 

slightly lower than in the city, but overall were once again higher than national 

expectations. South Dunedin had the greatest number of privately schooled students, 

many of whom would have been the local Catholic children attending St Patrick's. 

Established in 1878 in an building adjacent to the Basilica on Anderson's Bay Road, St 

Patrick's was built to serve the large Irish-Catholic population living in South Dunedin, 

of Otago, 1982, p.8. 
60 Howard F. Lee, 'Playing the Wag: the Anatomy of Truancy', MEd, University ofOtago, 1983, p.55. 
61 Howard F. Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.90. 
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and quickly became a focal point for the local community. 

Caversham had the highest rate of school attendance with close to 94 per cent 

receiving some form of education, whether public, private or home schooling. While this 

was slightly lower than Dunedin City it is approximately 3 per cent higher than the 

number recorded for both South Dunedin and St Kilda. Home schooling was also 

apparent in southern Dunedin with a handful of children in each borough receiving this 

form of education. Caversham was, however, the only borough to have a similar 

proportion of home schooled children to Dunedin City (3 per cent). This is probably due 

to the fact that St Clair was without a local school at this period. Many of the more 

genteel families of St Clair may have been hesitant about sending their children to one of 

the other local state schools, opting instead to employ a private tutor. Kensington, 

Forbury and Macandrew Road schools in particular were considered rough and were 

more likely to have truants. 62 Once St Clair School was established in 1896 it was 

considered by many in the area as providing a better environment - one with a better type 

of child and where punishment was not as hard.63 

While education was obviously an important factor in the lives of most of southern 

Dunedin's children, there was still a significant proportion in the 5-15 year cohort that 

were not receiving any kind of education. Most striking was that the rate of non

schooling was higher in all of the three boroughs in southern Dunedin than it was in 

Dunedin City. While just 4 per cent of Dunedin children were not receiving an education 

in 1891, approximately 8 per cent of children in southern Dunedin were missing out.64 

Caversham had the lowest non-attendance record in southern Dunedin with 6 per cent 

non-attendance, suggesting that while families there may have placed greater emphasis on 

the benefits of an education, many of its residents were also, in a better financial position 

to allow their children to remain at school. South Dunedin and St Kilda had much higher 

non-attendance rates at 9 per cent and 9.5 per cent respectively. Economic necessity 

62 In 1904 Caversham, Forbury, Kensington and Macandrew Road Schools contributed some 39.8 per 
cent of the total Dunedin truancy cases. Kensington and Macandrew Road Schools had the worst 
attendance records with 17.8 per cent and 15.2 per cent of truant students respectively, keeping in mind 
that repeat offenders are counted more than once. Some 7.1 per cent of Forbury School students were 
truants, while Cavers ham reported just l. 7 per cent. See Helen Brownlie, 'Truancy: Factors Affecting 
Regular School Attendance', History 452 Class Essay, University of Otago, 1982, pp.4-5. 
63 T Brooking, 'Confessions of a Caversham Conspirator', p.50. 
64 This is, however, consistent with the finding of Howard Lee who studied the patterns of truancy in 
Otago public schools between 1901 and 1917. He found that while some 5.05 per cent of city children 
were persistent truants, some 9.1 of suburban children and 9.6 per cent of country children were 
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would have forced many South· Dunedin children out of school and into the workforce, 

accounting for their higher non-attendance rate. There may have been similar examples 

in St Kilda, but the fact that St Kilda was without a local school, and the children had a 

considerable distance to travel to get to the local school would have undoubtedly also 

affected attendance rates. 

In his study on truancy in public schools in Otago, Howard Lee found that the main 

excuses for irregular attendance were "'illness', 'death in the family', 'child working' or 

child 'out of control' ."65 While the truancy officer, John E. Ryan, reported that some of 

these excuses were genuine, he did feel that he was being "hoodwinked" on a number of 

occasions.66 Lee found that poverty was closely linked to truancy, with many absences 

being explained by either a lack of suitable clothing and footwear, the need for older 

children to remain at home to mind their younger siblings enabling both parents to work, 

or older children working themselves to supplement the family income.67 Several Truant 

Officers throughout the country noted in 1901 that elder girls in particular were required 

to stay home to mind younger children.68 Some 67.2 per cent of truants in Otago between 

1902 and 1917 had parents employed in skilled, semi-skilled or unskilled occupations, 

although just 41.2 per cent of the New Zealand population were employed in such 

occupations. In comparison just 9.4 per cent of truants came from large-scale employers, 

professionals, semi-professionals or petty proprietors, whereas 16.3 of the total New 

Zealand population were employed as such. That the skill-based, working-class 

occupations were so grossly over-represented in this study suggests that economic 

hardship was crucial to the quality, and quantity of education received.69 Lee goes so far 

as to suggest that "while presumably possessing little knowledge about the value of 

education themselves, [the working-classes] were largely hostile, or at least indifferent to 

the education of their children."70 

As this study is concerned more with the women of southern Dunedin it is 

appropriate to summarise the characteristics found within the population, highlighting the 

regularly absent from school. See Howard F. Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p. l O I. 
65 Howard Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.74. 
66 Howard Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.74. 
67 Howard Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.76. 
68 Howard Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.80. 
69 Brownlie had similar results. In her study of truancy in Caversham, parents of truants were most 
likely to be either solo mothers, or fathers employed in skilled and unskilled occupations. Helen 
Brownlie, 'Trunacy: Factors Affecting Regular School Attendance', pp.12-13. 
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1_ features of the 'typical' woman for each borough. Women were becoming more visible 

in public life during the 1890s in many urban areas of New Zealand and this is certainly 

evident in southern Dunedin. Numerically speaking women dominated the majority of 

the southern neighbourhoods, and this trend was set to continue throughout the decade. 

An increasingly large number of urban women were seeking paid employment, especially 

during their early adult years before marriage, and concerns about the moral standards of 

New Zealand society led many women to take more interest in the development of New 

Zealand society. Of local adult women an under-representation of women in the 20 to 30 

year cohort in each of the boroughs suggests that these women would have had little 

influence in boosting numbers for suffrage support. Instead middle-aged women were 

most common. These women, more settled than their younger counterparts, placed great 

importance on the family (the average age of marriage was 25 years) and the birth rate for 

all three boroughs, while declining, was still comparatively high. Colonial New Zealand 

society placed great emphasis on the promise of future generations and this is reflected in 

the demographics of southern Dunedin. Young children dominated the southern 

boroughs with some 43 per cent of the local population under 15 years of age. 

A sense of national pride may have been developing as an overwhelming majority of 

local residents were New Zealand born, a trend which may have assisted the early 

victories of radical social movements such as the women's suffrage campaign. While 

English born Anglicans had a strong presence in each of the southern boroughs, 

Presbyterians still had a slight majority (though less so than Dunedin City). Other 

denominations had strongholds in certain areas. Most notable is the strong evangelical 

presence in the southern boroughs, with the Baptist population in particular far exceeding 

national expectations. The strength of the Irish Catholic population in South Dunedin is 

another key feature of the local population. Together these characteristics provide a 

suitable platform from which to explore the denominational affiliation of suffrage 

supporters. Despite the strength of the major denominations, the influence of the 

churches and the religious adherence of the local population does not seem to have been 

extraordinary. The research so far indicates that church attendance was similar to 

national expectations; frequent attenders were the minority, and this rate was declining. 

The social characteristics of the various suburbs did vary. The wealth of St Clair 

70 Howard F. Lee, 'Playing the Wag', p.185. 
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residents, as seen in their large and more luxurious houses, set them apart from the rest of 

the population. St Clair provided southern Dunedin with a class equal to many of the 

exclusive Dunedin suburbs. In comparison Kensington and South Dunedin provided the 

area with the lower skilled and less wealthy residents. The cramped conditions and low 

quality housing in these suburbs were in stark contrast to the more spacious suburbs 

surrounding them. St Kilda and Caversham Township provided a middle ground. Houses 

were bigger, to cope with larger families and, in St Kilda, recreational areas were close by 

providing a much more family oriented atmosphere. 

The occupational structure of males in southern Dunedin clearly demonstrates these 

variations in socio-economic status. Potential signatories from St Clair were more likely 

to come from households of middle-class men than working-class,71 even when the 

successful Masters are included with the other skilled occupation groups. Moreover, a 

greater proportion of these same women were dependent and not participating in the paid 

workforce than expected in southern Dunedin, and indeed in the national population. 

Only St Kilda had a higher proportion of dependent women in I 896, a consequence, one 

would assume, of the small number of young adult women living in the area rather than 

an indication of its' high socio-economic status.72 In comparison only a small minority of 

men in Kensington and South Dunedin earned middle-class wages. 73 These areas were 

predominantly working-class, and as the occupational structure of males revealed, skilled 

tradesmen ruled. Considerably more women on the Flat were gainfully employed; indeed 

the 33 per cent of employed women in Kensington are substantially more than the 22 per 

cent expected nation wide. 

It is evident that while southern Dunedin closely followed trends apparent at both 

local and national levels, each borough also demonstrates unique characteristics. It is 

these characteristics which will be focussed upon in the following chapters to determine 

more exactly the nature of suffrage support. Despite the systematic destruction of all 

individual census transcripts it is possible to conduct a demographic analysis of petition 

signatories in southern Dunedin. Drawing on the various sources presented in the 

71 Close to 64 per cent of men on the 1896 Electoral Roll from St Clair were employed in middle-class 
occupations. 
72 Considerably fewer men in St Kilda were employed in middle-class occupations (just 17.5 per cent) 
suggesting that the socio-economic status of the majority of its residents was lower than its wealthier 
neighbour. 
73 Just 22 per cent of men from Kensington and 13 per cent of men from South Dunedin were employed 
in middle-class occupations. 

s 
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previous chapter this thesis begins the long process of recreating the lives of local women. 

The socio-economic status of residents provides the focal point of difference in southern 

Dunedin as recorded in the 1891 Census, for in large it determined where you lived, the 

size of your house, and as will be investigated in this thesis, maybe even your political 

outlook. It presents the obvious starting point for such a study and together with 

residential location, the socio-economic status of signatories provides the analytical focus 

of this thesis. Other analyses are possible, however. Based on what we have just learned 

about the population inferences can also be made about the demographic make-up of 

signatories. Furthermore, the causal relationships derived at by previous suffrage 

historians can also be tested. By their very nature, these historians have linked variables 

in the national population with the success of the suffrage campaign. Patricia Grimshaw 

for example, has causally linked the proportion of working women in a given population 

with the success of the petition, while Phillida Bunkie has linked the efficacy of the 

WCTU with the strength of the local Presbyterian population. By basing this local study 

of suffrage support on census information, it is possible to assess the validity of these 

relationships. These conclusions await us, however, for now it is time to turn to the 

petition itself and begin the analysis of petition signatories. 
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~ to retQrd their vote& tor Members of •the Howse of Representatives at the ensuing General ·Ei~ii~-;,~ 
. I 

HEY further l)l:'ay that your HOi'i'oum.ble House will pass no Electoral BiU which shall fail to secure 
to Women thiwprlvilege. ' ' 

And your petitionexs, a& in duty bound, will ever pray, &c. 

Figure 4.1: Sheet 62, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 
Wellington. 
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Figure 4.2: Sheet 41b, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 
Wellington. 
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Figure 4.3: Sheet 43, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 1893/7a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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4. From the Petition ... 

The thesis thus far has described the national setting for the suffrage campaign, the 

methodological basis of the research and the background to the research population. The 

remainder of the thesis ,vill concentrate on the results. TI1e analysis is divided into three 

chapters - the analysis of petition signatories, the analysis of female electors on the 1893 

and 1896 electoral rolls, and finally a comparison of the tvvo. The petition and the 

electoral rolls are assessed independently to allovv the group of women who signed the 

petition to be vieyved separately from the group of \.Vomen vvho went on to the electoral 

roll. Similarities and characteristics found within each group can be highlighted before 

going on to compare the two groups to see just which women were actively involved at 

both levels. One may assume that there is a reason ·why a ,voman did not have an 

opportunity to, may have abstained from, or failed to sign the petition but nevertheless 

ensured they ,vere on the roll, and vice versa. The following chapters aim to examine 

,vhether these reasons can be determined by looking at the residential locations and 

occupations of the signatories. 

The availability and accessibility of source material determines the focus on these 

t\vo factors. Their inclusion does not preclude the existence of other, equally important 

factors, but merely represents the limits of this particular research thesis. Alternative 

areas of research, such as the denominational affiliation of signatories, 1 the marital status, 

the age, and also the educational achievements of signatories, ,vould also have played a 

key pai1 in the politicisation of Ne,v Zealand women in 1893. Much can still be learned 

about v,'oman suffq1ge from residential and socio-economic infonnation. Questions can 

be asked about the overall types of communities ,vhich supported the petition. Further 

issues concern whether or not specific groups of residents were more supportive than 

others. These groups can then be analysed to see ,vhat socio-economic similarities 

existed bet\veen signatories within a specific community, and also within a wider 

residential area. Obviously the correlation bet\veen the residential location of a signatory 

and their socio-economic status cannot be overlooked. 

The residential analysis is divided into three stages, with each stage providing a more 

detailed examination. Beginning with a broad suburban analysis, the proportions of 

1 A brief examination of the denominational affiliation of signatories begins this analysis. 
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signatories from the area, relative to the adult female population, are calculated to 

determine which area had the strongest level of support. The analysis then progresses to 

an intra-suburban examination. Here the study ru·ea is divided into nine wards, the 

boundaries of which were set by the New Zealand electoral commission and once again, 

the proportion of signatories, relative to the adult female population are determined. By ,..... -
placing signatories into residential wru·ds it becomes possible to not only get ru1 overall 

picture of suffrage support in southern Dunedin, but also allows the levels of support 1 

within any one borough to be compared. The last stage of the residential analysis 

attempts a street analysis vvhere a selection of streets are examined to determine the 

proportion of households within that street to appear on the petition. In this analysis the 

total number of signatures from a specific street are divided into family groups. This 

information is compared to the total number of households in the street, as recorded in the 

1894 volume of Stone's. As with the ward analysis, this stage allows a greater insight 

into the overall support from southern Dunedin ,:vhilst also considering the different levels 

of support within small street-based residential communities. 

The socio-economic analysis utilises occupational information about signatories, or 

their husbands, as recorded on the 1893 Electoral Roll, to ascertain whether the overall 

socio-economic status of a community may have influenced the proportion of women 

who signed the petition. Social historians have previously used occupational information 

to comment on income possibilities, educational attainment and the types of dwellings 

and neighbourhoods selected by individuals Yvithin specific communities. Quite simply it 

"remains the most accessible detail concerning everybody living in New Zealand society 

in a previous period".2 Tiie majority of women living in southern Dunedin in the 1890s 

did not participate in the paid vvorkforce. Only 29 per cent of women from the study area 

,vere gainfully employed. Hmvever by studying the occupations of signatories within the 

different neighbourhoods and comparing these to what is known of national trends, it is 

possible to get an indication of the level of support generated within certain occupational 

and socio-economical groups. It is also possible in some cases to identify a husband's or 

father's occupation to assist in evaluating the socio-economic characteristics of 

signatories. 

2 Erik Olssen and Hamish James, 'Social Mobility and Class Fonnation: The Worklife Social Mobility 
of Men in a Nevv Zealand Suburb, 1902-1928 ', International Journal of Social Historv, 44 (1999), 
p.427. 
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The analysis begins, however, with a brief examination of the religious aspect of 

,vomen's suffrage and the role local churches may have played in the success of the 

petition. The denominational aspect of suffrage support is instrumental to Phillida 

Bunkle's explanation of the women's suffrage movement in New Zealand, and also forms 

part of Grimshaw's thesis, so consideration of the denominational affiliation of southern 

Dunedin signatories seemed crucial if a thorough investigation of local support was 

planned. A comprehensive analysis of the religious motives of suffrage supporters could 

,:vell sustain another research thesis, however, so the denominational analysis in this thesis 

is offered only as a provisional exploration in this area. The analysis investigates the 

denominational affiliation of southern signatories by assessing active church members, 

from various local churches, who signed the petition. The results of this analysis are still 

in the preliminary stages. The data has not yet been re-checked and verified, and a 

comparative analysis of non-signatories has not yet been completed. Some caution must 

be taken when considering the results of the denominational analysis, but the results were 

such that even at this early stage it \Vas felt they warranted inclusion in the thesis. 

1893 Women's Suffrage Petition 

The 1893 Suffrage Petition provides the first glimpse of political activity amongst the 

women of New Zealand. For the 2424 women over the age of 21 living in the southern 

Dunedin area, the opportunity was met with great enthusiasm. A total of 1382 \vomen 

from the area were identified as signing the petition. This represents a staggering 57 per 

cent support rate for women's suffrage! In comparison, the national support rate was just 

under 25 per cent, while a South Australian suffrage petition, presented in 1894, attracted 

just 7 per cent of the total adult population, males included.3 

As the information proyided on the petition varied from person to person it was 

necessary to standardise each category to enable more rigorous analysis. A maximum of 

five categories of personal infom1ation existed on the petition: title, forename, suman1e, 

street name and suburb. A very small minority of signatories, just 43, provided 

information in all five categories. Some 386 \Yomen signed with a street name only, 

3 Patricia Grimshaw, Women's Suffrage in 1Ve.P Zealand, 1987, p.87. Grimshaw reported that 11.,000 
signatures were collected in the 1894 South Australian Suffrage Petition. Some 158,742 persons over 
the age of 20 were listed in the 1891 South Australian Census. See Wray Vumplew (eel.). 'Australia's 
Historical Statistics·, Australians, a Historical Librmy, vol. I 0, New South Wales, 1987, p34 for 
population figures. 
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whereas 682 women provided only suburb detail. Another 1 O women did not offer any 

information as to their address. As a rule, however, enough information was given to 

allow a reasonable inference about the missing information. For example, if a street was 

given it was easy to work out the suburb. If, hmvever, only suburb infonnation was 

provided by the signatory, and they were unable to be linked to either the electoral roll or 

Stone's Directory, it ,vas impossible to deduce the particular street. Where possible, 

catego1ies which were not provided by the signatory were assigned. The assigned 

category was based on information given on the electoral rolls and Stone's Directory. All 

1382 women were assigned a suburb. There were, ho,vever, some 273 women for whom 

a street name could not be assigned safely. It ,vas felt that as this ,vas a relatively small 

number of the total sample, it would not significantly affect the results. 

There are examples where the address given on the petition differed from address 

information given in other sources. For instance Sarah Coatsworth indicated on the 

petition that she lived in Cargill Road but \Vas registered on the electoral roll as living in 

Alexandra Street. It Yvas established in chapter tvvo, \vhen outlining the methodology of 

the research, that these differences could account for either an actual change of address, 

or a mism1derstanding of the information required, where the signatory recorded where 

the were when they signed the petition as opposed to their residential address. In many 

cases is not possible to be sure whether the address given was ,vhere they signed or where 

they normally resided, especially if the woman did not register on the electoral roll. TI1e 

only other available source which records residential address is Stones and women were 

usually absent from the directories. It was decided, therefore, in light of the difficulties of 

proving a residential address, that the information recorded on the petition be used in 

preference to the information recorded in the other sources. This also worked to 

accommodate the transciency of the population, as some local families were noted to have ./ 

moved at least three times in as many years! 4 

There were few exceptions to this. Florence Jarvis was one anomaly, however. 

While she signed and gave her address as SmTey Street Kew, both the 1893 and 1896 

electoral rolls list her, and her mother. as Surrey Street, South Dunedin. Ke\.v, as it 

existed in 1893 ,vas a small settlement, on the slopes above Forbury Corner and to the 

4 For example the McMuirny family of South Dunedin ,vere listed in the 1892 volume of Stone's as 
living in Caledonian Street however in 1893 it \Vas noted that they were in Waverley Street and by 
l 894 they had again moved, to Rankeillor Street. 
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south of Playfair Street gully and creek. Surrey Street, on the flat ground at the bottom of 

the hill, was not normally included in Ke·w as it was situated within the confines of South 

Dunedin (see Map 1). Priscilla Grimmett provides another example. Priscilla signed the 

petition, noting her address alongside her signature as Kensington. The existence of a 

personal diary of Priscilla's mother-in-law·, Charlotte Rachel Grimmett, ensured that this 

family was easily linked to an address in Leckhampton Court, Caversham Rise. The 

electoral rolls and street directory were especially important in detemrining more precise 

locations for persons who lived in streets which crossed borough boundaries, and also for 

the few examples where the duplication of street names, such as Cutten Street, St Kilda 

and Cutten Street, South Dunedin, meant that further clarification vvas necessary. 

Because the aim of this study is to evaluate the socio-economic and residential 

propinquity of suffrage supporters, it was necessary, where possible, to place signatories . 

as closely as possible ,vithin their actual residential communities. 

Denomination analysis 

The denominational affiliation of signatories is an area of considerable interest when 

studying the motives of those w·ho supported the women's suffrage petition, especially 

given the attention afforded it by Bunkle, and to a lesser extent Grimshaw. Recent forays 

into the religiosity of the southern population have meant that a number of local church 

membership and conummicant rolls have been entered onto the Caversha.rn database. 

Several of these sources have been linked to the list of petition signatories from southern 

Dunedin in an attempt to explore the role .religion played in the success of the local 

suffrage petition. 5 The churches represented on the Caversham database which were 

active in the 1890s include St Pete.r's Anglican Church, the Caversham and South 

Dunedin Baptist Churches, the Caversham Brethren Assembly, the Caversha.rn 

Presbyterian and St James Presbyterian Churches, and St Patrick's Roman Catholic 

Church in South Dunedin. Unfo1iunately only a small proportion of signatories have 

been successfully linked to church membership lists. Once again problems with the 

brevity of personal information offered by signatories on the petition has meant that some 

families, especially those with conunon surnames, had to be dismissed from this 

investigation. In total some 114 signatories were linked to church membership lists, and 

another 199 women were identified as possible matches, pending verification of names 

5 I would like to thank John Stenhouse for encouraging me to look at the local church sources and 
Shaun Broadley for sharing his expe1iise in this area and for also working with me on the linking 
process. 
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and addresses. As already mentioned none of the matches have been checked, so some 

caution must be taken when considering these results. 

The comprehensiveness of source material for these churches varies considerably and 

must also be taken into account when considering the numbers of signatories in each 

denomination. 6 The Brethren material, for example was limited to a list of names 

gathered from church photos, jubilee pamphlets, published histories and oral interviews 

from current members, whereas the Caversham Presbyterian Church has preserved a 

·wealth of source material for the period, including the 1890 Communion Roll and the 

1892 to 1894 Sustentation Fund Rolls which lists the names, addresses and the amount 

donated by members for general church maintenance. When combined with what we 

know about the denominations of the southern population, as discussed in the previous 

chapter, some comment can be made about the role the church may have had in the local 

campaign, whilst also offering some insight into the nature of suffrage support in New 

Zealand. 

The Census statistics indicate that the southern Dunedin population nurtured several 

idiosyncrasies which set it apart from the rest of the national populace. 7 In particular over 

four times as many people in southern DlUledin aligned themselves ·with the Baptist 

church as compared to the national population, and in Caversham and St Kilda, the tvvo 

suburbs with the largest Baptist populations this disprop01iion was closer to fives times. 

Even the South Dunedin Baptists, the smallest population in the southern area, were three 

times larger than the national Baptist population. Indeed the southern Dunedin population 

fostered a strong evangelical spirit; the Church of Christ congregation was twice as large 

as that ·within the national populace, while the Salvation Army equalled national 

6 The sources held for St Peter's include the 1893 and 1894 Communicant rolls and the 1892 and 1893 
Confirmation class lists. A conglomerate of sources have been entered onto one spreadsheet for the 
Caversham Baptist Church including members rolls for 1892 and 1895, and Sunday school registers for 
1890-1896 and 1898-1899. The South Dunedin Baptist Church records include the 1894 and 1895 
members rolls, the names of church officers from 1893 to 1895, the 1894 Sunday school annual 
examinations list, and the material recorded in the Ings Bible. The Brethren material is limited to a list 
of names gathered from various scattered sources, such as jubilee pamphlets and church photos, and 
published histories of Dunedin Brethren Assembly. The 1890 Comrmmion roll and the 1892 to 1894 
sustentation fund rolls have been entered for the Caversham Presbyterian Church, while the 1891 and 
1896 Communion rolls were the only sources from St James Presbyterian Church which covered the 
period. Lastly the 1893 -1895 baptismal registers proved the most useful for material relating to St 
Patrick's Roman Catholic Church in South Dunedin, although the 1891 confirmation roll supplemented 
these. For futiher infonnation on these sources see Shaun Broadley, 'The Churches of southern 
Dunedin', Caversham Working Paper, CWP2000-l. 
7 See Table 2.7 for the denominational affiliations of the southern population as compared that for 
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expectations. The local Methodist and Congregationalist populations were the only 

evangelical denominations in southern Dunedin smaller than national expectations, and 

both \Vere only slightly under-represented. 

Table 4.1: Religious affiliation of signatories 

• ~f ii4·~~t~h~s=··· 
Anglican 1 7 
Baptist 37 

)?..r.elt~lt:(')1.1... . . ........ : ) . 
Presbyterian 40 
Roman Catholic • 18 
Salvation Anny l 

Table 4.2: Religious affiliation of signatories 

of 199 maybes: 
Anglican 24 
Baptist 100 
Brethren 5 
Presbyierian 3 5 
Roman Catholic 35 

By all accounts the Evangelical churches played an important part in the success of 

the national campaign. A large majority of suffrage leaders in this country hailed from a 

non-confonnist or evangelical church background. For instance, Kate Sheppard was an 

active Congregationalist, and of local suffrage leaders, Harriet Morison vvas a lay 

preacher for the Bible Christian Church and Marion Hatton was associated with the Band 

of Hope Union before coming to New Zealand. 8 It is generally considered that support 

from evangelical and non-conformist churches, and subsequently the involvement of 

many of their members in the national movement, was prompted by the fact that they had 

already accepted many elements of women's equal rights. 9 Some 37 southern signatories 

were linked to the Baptist churches, while a fmiher 100 women ,vere identified as 

possible Baptist Church members, forming by far the strongest representation by any 

denomination on the petition. When considering tlrnt the southern Baptist population was 

comparatively small (approximately 10.5 per cent of local female residents identified 

themselves as Baptist on the 1891 Census, as compared 28 per cent Anglican and 30 per 

cent Presbyterian) this do1ninance is even more striking. It is possible, therefore, that the 

pro1ninence of the Evangelical Churches in southern Dunedin contributed to the 

ovenvhelming support received by the suffrage campaign in the area, but I doubt ,vhether 

this ,vould be the only explanation. It seems erroneous, at this stage in our understanding 

of the suffrage movement, to focus solely on the denominational aspect of suffrage 

support. Taking the Baptist population as an example, only 2.4 per cent of the national 

Dunedin Citv and New Zealand. 
8 The biogr;phies of these women are published in the Dictionary 1?( New Zealand Biography. A 
collection of these essays was also published in 1993 to mark the centenary of women's suffrage. See 
The Suffragists: iVomen TVho Worked for the T'ote, Wellington. 1993. 
9 Patricia Grimshaw, Women's 5'ujfrage in New Zealand, 1987, p.55. 
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population identified themselves as Baptists in the 1891 Census, only a fraction of the 25 

per cent of v.romen within the country vvho supported the petition. While we can not 

discount the influence of the liberal attitudes associated with the evangelical churches in 

contributing to the local petition success, it seems more likely that it is one example of the 

liberalist ideology which had developed amongst the southern population. Before 

commenting further on this it is necessary to consider the impact of the other local 

churches on the suffrage petition. 

The dominance of Presbyterian over Anglican in the greater Dunedin area is the most 

well knov,m local denominational characteristic. Some 40 per cent of New Zealanders 

identified themselves as Anglican . in the 1891 Census, and a further 23 per cent as 

Presbyterian. In Dunedin City, ho,vever, this relationship was reversed, and Presbyterians 

were the m~jority. The three southern boroughs each had unique distributions of 

Anglicans and Presbyterians; Caversham had roughly equal proportions, South Dunedin 

was most similar to Dunedin City ,vith a slight dominance of Presbyterians, while St 

Kilda duplicated national proportions, with almost nvice as many Anglicans as 

Presbyterians. When combined with what we have learned about the residential location 

of petition signatories this is a very interesting phenomenon. We have established that 

many southern signatories were linked to the Baptist churches, suggesting that the 

strength of the Evangelical churches in southern Dunedin may have contributed to the 

overall success of the petition, but it must be pointed out the 39 per cent of women from 

St Kilda who signed the petition, whilst considerably higher than the 25 per cent achieved 

nationally, was markedly lower than the 61 per cent expected in the southern region. The 

strength of the Anglican population in St Kilda may well contribute to the lower rate of 

success with the petition in this suburb. Local studies have revealed that a sizeable 

proportion of Caversham' s Anglican population resided in St Clair, also an area of 

modest suffrage support, further strengthening this assertion. 10 Indeed. only seventeen 

signatories were found to be active members of St Peter's Anglican Church, and 

interestingly none of these women hailed from St Kilda, although they were distributed 

fairly evenly tlu·oughout South Dunedin and Caversham boroughs. It is also important to 

note that the available sources for St Peter's were among the most complete set for this 

period when compared ,vith the other local churches, so their absence from the petition 

can not be attributed to lack of church infom1ation. It is clear in this example that the 

10 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions', p.60; T. Toomey, 'St Peter's Anglican Church, Parish of Caversham', 
History 452 Class Essay, 1982, p.10. 
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areas of most intense suffrage support were also areas with a minority of Anglicans. 

This is not to say that the success of the petition necessarily depended on a large 

Presbyterian population. Phillida Bunkle's conclusions, linking the WCTU and the 

strength of the Presbyterian church to local suffrage success do not seem to fit in the case 

of the southern Dunedin population as overall the proportion of Presbyterians in the 

southern boroughs (29.5 per cent) was not dissimilar to national proportions (22.6 per 

cent) and ,vas certainly not as large as Dunedin City's (35 per cent). Besides we have 

already discovered that Baptist members ,vere the most likely denomination to have 

signed the southern petition sheets. It is evident that Presbyterian church members were 

more supportive of the suffrage campaign than Anglican communicants, however, as 

some 40 signatories were fotmd to belong to either St James or the Caversham 

Presbyterian Church. and a further 35 women were identified as possible members. 

Grimshaw's assessment of the Christian churches 1 responses towards the campaign 

revealed that both the Anglican and Presbyterian churches ,vere divided over the issue of 

women's suffrage. ,vith neither church outrightly supporting the campaign. She goes on 

to note that individual ministers from both denominations became well-knovvn supporters, 

and it is apparent in the southern Dunedin example that many Presbyterian women also 

believed in their right to political freedom. 11 

The presence of a strong Catholic community in the southern boroughs pro"ides an 

intriguing characteristic for examining suffrage support. The Catholic Church was 

vehemently opposed to the enfranchisement of New Zealand women, and given the often 

ferocious comments made by the Catholic Clergy against suffrage leaders, one would 

certainly have expected Catholic vvornen to refrain from supporting the petition. The 

subsequent realisation that the majority of local Catholic families lived in South Dunedin 

and Kensington, the two areas of most intense suffrage support, prompted questions 

regarding the possible influence the Catholic clergy had at a grass-roots level and also 

about the actual influence of the various churches on individual signatories. Some 

eighteen signato1ies ,vere linked to St Patrick's Roman Catholic Church in South Dunedin 

- clearly the most significant discovery of this investigation. It is apparent that the claim 

from Dr Grimes, the Roman Catholic Bishop of Christchurch, that "Catholic ,vomen ... had 

11 Patricia Grimshaw, FVomen 's Snfjrage in J'..few Zealand, 1987, pp.55-56. It ,vould be interesting to 
conduct a denominational analysis of signatories from throughout Dunedin City, a city with strong a 
Presbyterian tradition, to test whether Presbyterian women did dominate the petition. 
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had the franchise thrust upon them against their wishes" was not entirely accurate. 12 

Local southern women ,vere obviously able to reconcile their religious beliefs with 

political emancipation, and the views of the Bishops, and maybe even local clergy, did 

little to sway their desires. 

One must now question, especially in light of the results from Catholic women, just 

what role religion may have played in the success of the ,vomen's suffrage petition in 

southern Du11.edin, and also what implications this may have had for the national 

can1paign. It seems likely that the evangelical beliefs of many southern Dunedin women 

aided the task of local canvassers in gathering signatures for the petition as a large 

number of signatories who regularly attended church belonged to either the Caversham or 

South Dunedin Baptist Churches. The work done on the national can1paign corresponds 

with such a conclusion. As Grimshmv points out "readiest sympathy came from those 

nonconformist churches where elements of vvoman's equal rights had already been 

accepted,,i3, and the biographies of prominent female supporters reveal the majority came 

from nonconformist and evangelical backgrounds. 14 The Presbyterian Church is also 

strongly represented amongst southern signatories, a trait also reflected in the national 

leadership. Despite there being serious divisions over the campaign in both the Anglican 

and Presbyterian Churches women from Presbyterian backgrounds Yvere far more likely to 

have supported the cause than those from Anglican families. That the greater Dunedin 

area produced consistently more signatures in all three petitions organised by the WCTU 

can also be viewed alongside a dominant Presbyterian population - a characteristic not 

shared by the majority of New Zealand towm. 

Whilst only small in number, the appearance of Catholic women on the suffrage 

petition is an important discovery, reminding us not only of the complexity of the issues 

surrounding the campaign, but also that the petition relied on individual choices made by 

individual ,vomen. It is also important to note that only 28 per cent of the Otago 

population were regularly attending church services, and a conservative estimate of 

church attendm1ce in southern Dunedin between 1900 m1d 1915 suggests that 

approximately 20 per cent of local people regularly ,vent to church, 15 so a large 

12 Lytre!ton Times, 2 October 1893, p.6. cited in Patricia Grimshaw, TVomen 's Suffrage in New Zealand. 
1987, p.98. 
13 Patricia Grimshmv, FVomen 's S14Ji·age in l'v'ew Zealand, 1987, p.55. 
14 Dorothy Page, 'Introduction', in The Suffragists: Women TVho FVorkedfor the T'ote, p.7. 
15 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions of a Cavcrsham Conspirator·, p.57. 
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proportion of local women would not have been directly influenced by any church. 

Indeed the 137 signatories associated with the Baptist chmch represent approximately 9.9 

per cent of signatories, 16 slightly fewer than the 10.5 per cent of Baptist women expected 

in the population, so it seems unlikely that actively religious women were over

represented on the petition. 

Instead of committing oneself to a single causal explanation of suffrage support, such 

as denominational support, it seems more likely that in supporting the 1893 ,vornen's 

suffrage petition the ,vomen of southern Dunedin were responding to a host of different 

factors, each one contributing in some way to the overall success. The evangelical 

ideology is just one aspect of society worth considering in this study, but issues of class 

and socio-economic character need also to be ack1mwledged. To investigate more 

thoroughly the motives behind the support of the suffrage petition in southern Dunedin 

,ve \Vill now· proceed to the locational and socio-economic analyses to see the part they 

played in the local campaign. 

Location analysis 

In turning to the results of the location analysis, the numerical dominance of South 

Dunedin and Caversham signatories is immediately obvious. 

•Caversham 
···············. 
_,l<.~:n.s.~gtClll 
• South Dunedin .................. , .. 
· St Clair/Kew 
>······· .. ·········· 
•st Kilda 

Total 

Table 4.3: Petition signatories b:r suburb 

Number of 
signatories 

432 
.. , ·············· 
127 

Percentage of 
total number (%) 

31.3 
9.2 

635 45.9 ....................... 

99 .. ., ........... .. 7.2 
6.4 89 

1382 100.0 

Adult female 
population * 

711 
161 
961 
211 
229 

2273 

Percentage of total 
females over 21 (%) 

60.8 
78.9 
66.l 
46.9 
38.9 
60.8 

* The adult female populations for Caversham, Kensington and St Clair are estimations only, based on 
statistics given in the 1891 census. 

Well over half of the women in southern Dunedin in 1893 believed strongly enough 

in the principles of ,vomen suffrage to add their nan1e to the petition when presented with 

one of the many sheets v.rhich circulated in the area. Mrs Anna Henrietta Gibson of Laing 

Street in Rocl.-yside, Caversham heads sheet 62, the first of the three pages which 

16 Given that the source material available for the Caversham and South Dunedin Baptist churches was 
reasonably comprehensive for the period under investigation one may assume that the vast majority of 
Baptist signatories have been identified. 
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preceded this chapter. Women from throughout the south.em region joined her in her 

pledge. Mrs Dalziel, a Baptist from Hillside Road in Kensington has added her signature 

three-quarters of the way down the page. Aside from these t\vo, signatures have been 

gathered from St Kilda, St Clair, and Kew. Many more signatures on sheet 63 have been 

collected from South Dunedin residents. The most accurate way to evaluate support for 

women's suffrage is to calculate the proportion of signatories per adult female population 

for each suburb. TI1is can be accomplished using the 1891 Census. 

As discussed in chapter two, the census reported a wide range of aggregate 

demographic infonnation for all boroughs and counties. Information regarding the ages 

of the population is provided for each borough, and has been used in this study to 

calculate the proportion of adult women, that is solely those women who were eligible to 

sign the petition, in each suburb. As the boroughs of South Dunedin and St Kilda also 

represent whole suburbs this information could be taken directly from the Census reports. 

To determine the number of adult \vomen in the three suburbs of Caversham Borough 

(Caversham Tovvnship, Kensington and St Clair), it \Vas necessary to utilise what we 

know about the relative age of the whole borough and estimate the adult population for 

each suburb. For example, it was calculated that 46 per cent of Caversham Borough's 

female population v.rere over the age of 21. 17 We are able to find the total female 

population of each \Vard (which roughly equate to suburb boundaries) from the census, 

and multiply that by 0.46 (the proportion of adult women in the whole borough) to 

estimate the adult female population. These estimations account for the differences in 

total adult female population for southern Dunedin, given as 2424 at the beginning of the 

chapter and recorded as 2273 in Table 4.3. 

What is most noticeable when looking at the results in Table 4.3 is that quite 

obviously, some areas of southern Dunedin were more supportive of women's suffrage 

than others. Overall some 60.8 per cent of adult women from the southern region signed 

the petition. Had these signatures been evenly distributed throughout the five suburbs we 

could quite simply conclude that location ,vas not a factor in explaining the nature of 

women's suffrage in New Zealand. TI1is is not the case; the results from Kensington 

stand out immediately as an obvious area of intense suffrage support, whereas St Kilda' s 

signatories represent only a small proportion of the eligible female population. The first 

17 see chapter 3, Tables 3.2 and 3.3 for tl1ese calculations. 
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question to be answered in relation to the locational analysis, however, is not which 

suburb demonstrated the most support, but rather, hm\' was each area canvassed? Were 

the populations in each suburb given equal opportunity to sign or was there a failure, for 

any reason, to canvass particular blocks and streets? 

The streets \vhich appeared on the petition are displayed in Map 3. It is apparent that 

the vast majority of streets in the study area \Vere represented on the petition, and from 

that ,ve can assume that the canvassing of southern Dunedin was consistently thorough. 

There are a number of streets within the St Kilda borough not represented on the petition, 

but it should not be assumed that canvassers in this area did not petition as vigorously as 

they did in the other southern boroughs. Of the seventeen streets from St Kilda without 

representation on the petition, four did not have any permanent residential dwellings in 

1893, discounting themselves from the analysis altogether, and of the thirteen re1naining 

streets, ten had only one or t\vo residences. Only three of these streets had four or more 

houses. It seems probable, given that the majority of streets ,vithin St Kilda's Park Ward 

,vere represented on the petition by one or more signatories, that the area was sufficiently 

canvassed. The fact that housing in St Kilda ,vas relatively sparse at this time and that 

many streets had only one or nvo houses on them has obviously resulted in some streets 

not appearing on the petition. Every street in Cavershmn and South Dunedin Boroughs, 

by contrast, is represented. 

An additional reason to believe that the canvassmg 111 southern Dunedin was 

consistent throughout the area can be seen in the St Clair example. The results in Table 

4.3 show that the petition only received modest support from St Clair. This is despite the 

fact that Marion Hatton, one of the most influential and well-known suffrage supporters 

in Dunedin, lived in Allandale Road, one of the roads leading up the hill overlooking the 

beach. One would assume, given her position within the WFL, that if Marion Hatton had 

not coordinated the canvassing in St Clair herself, she ,x..,ould have ensured that it ·was 

carried out. That the support shown in this suburb was so much 10\ver than the support 

shown in South Dunedin and Kensington, for example, surely reflects the low level of 

interest in the campaign in this area rather than canvassing style, as it seems unlikely that 

Marion Hatton' s m~m influence ,vould have been unduly biased to those areas outside of 

her ovm neighbourhood. 
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Map 4: Southern Dunedin streets which featured on the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition 
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The high proportion of signatories from Kensington, South Dunedin and Cavershan1 

indicates a stronghold of suffrage support in these areas. By comparison, support is 

modest in St Kilda and St Clair. Table 4. 3 reveals that some 61 per cent of women from 

the entire southern Dunedin region signed the petition. The figures from St Kilda and St 

Clair are well below· this expected level. The lack of support from St Kilda may in part be 

due to its status as a relatively young and still developing suburb. Adequate reading and 

· public transport, for instance, ,vere not established in St Kilda until the early 1900s, and 

the area lacked many of the necessary social institutions enjoyed by the other areas. 

Many of St Kilda' s residents would have travelled to. other boroughs to participate in 

clubs, activities and organisations. While it appears that the canvassers provided St Kilda 

women with the same opportunity to support the petition as other areas, ,vithout focal 

points such as a school or a church in 1893 St Kilda possibly lacked the community spirit 

to rn1dertake a successful petition. The women of St Kilda may not have generated the 

same camaraderie as other suburbs. 

St Clair attracted even fewer signatures. St Clair was well established by 1893 as 

one of the more affluent neighbourhoods in Dunedin. The horse-drawn trams had been 

nmning from the esplanade to the city since 1881, providing the residents of St Clair, and 

the rest of Caversham and South Dunedin, ,vith convenient transport to and from their 

homes. 18 Unlike St Kilda, St Clair had its own school and a scattering of shops, and 

enjoyed many of the social and organisational institutions not evident in the neighbouring 

suburb. While not as isolated as St Kilda, the residents of St Clair could enjoy a relative, 

self-imposed seclusion. Many of the services and facilities required in their day-to-day 

life were available within the suburb's boundaries, so travel beyond, for reasons other 

than work, ,vas not essential. This strong internal focus may have weakened the impact 

of the campaign in St Clair. Without a spirited group oflocal women to excite support St 

Kilda and St Clair may have missed the full intensity displayed in South Dunedin, . 

Caversham and Kensington. What these explanations overlook, ho\vever, is the argument 

which suggests that the middle-classes, which dominated St Clair, and to a lesser extent 

St Kilda, did not suppo1i the suffrage issue in as greater numbers as did the working

classes. As already noted, Marion Hatton, a most vociferous and influential local suffrage 

advocate, resided, along with her husband, in Allandale Road in St Clair. This will be 

investigated further in the occupation based socio-economic analysis. 

18 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.28. 
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The analysis so far has demonstrated that the main area of support for suffrage in 

southern Dunedin came from the predominantly working-class suburbs of Caversham,. 

Kensington and South Dunedin. By comparing the proportion of signatures collected 

from each suburb it has been possible to group signatories into five residential areas and 

evaluate the support shown in each of these suburbs. The data can be refined further to 

conduct an intra-suburban analysis. To do this the infonnation assigned to each signatory 

is evaluated and used to specify the ward each woman was living in. By dividing the 

suburbs into wards the analysis can focus more intently on specific groups within the 

population to investigate local support levels. The street directory section in Stone's 

includes ward information with the lists of street and residents. After a record-linkage 

exercise between the petition and Stone's, a total of 1161 women could be assigned 

wards. The results are included in Table 4.4. A number of women had insufficient 

information to be placed into appropriate wards. Those women were usually listed with 

suburb information only. Women who had indicated that they were from either St Clair 

or Kew ,vere, hm:vever, included in the analysis as these suburbs came within the 

boundaries of only one ward - South Ward, Caversham. There ,vere also some examples 

of women who had been linked to addresses in either Forbury, Macandrew or Hillside 

roads, but ov1ing to the fact that each of these roads passed through two or three wards, 

and the families were not identified in Stone's, these v,;omen were also excluded from the 

ward analysis. 

Some 221 women, 120 from Caversham and 101 from South Dunedin, were unable 

to be located in their ,vard, and had to be removed from this prut of the analysis. These 

exclusions seriously affected the results, \vith the proportions of signatories in each ward 

appearing much 10\ver than expected (see Appendix 6). To maintain accuracy it was 

necessary to alter the figures to account for the missing women. It was not sufficient, 

however, to simply remove equal numbers of women from each ,vard when in fact the 

wards themselves did not have even numbers of residents, or attract equal numbers of 

signatories. 19 The signatories unable to be assigned ,:vards ,vere assumed, therefore, to 

have been distributed amongst the wards according to the proportion of signatures already 

19 To completely remove these women from the analysis would also harm the results. Statistically, you 
cannot deny their existence simply because you do not know all of the details. For example 

4+2 4 
--;c--

8 8-2 
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assigned in each ward. In South Dunedin, for example. the population has been split into 

three wards of varying sizes - East, North and South (see Map?). South Ward was by far 

the smallest, both in tenns of its geographical and population size. Some 272 women 

were living South Ward at the time the 1891 Census ,vas recorded, living in just nine 

streets. In comparison the population of East Ward v.-as close to three times the size of 

South Ward with 754 women, crammed in to approximately 20 streets. South Dunedin's 

North Ward was the largest of the three Wards, ,vith 1189 female residents- over four 

times the si:Ze of South Ward. The geographical area of North Ward was also 

considerably larger than both East and South Ward. Given the variation in: population 

size one ,;i,,.ould automatically assume that the total number of signatories from South 

Ward would be fe,ver than East or North Wards. Indeed over twice as many \\,.omen from 

the eastern ward (who were able to be assigned ward information) were known to have 

signed the petition as compared to the southern ,vard. So it is necessary, to distribute 

twice as many of the unknown signatures to the eastern ·ward than the southern. 

Appendix 7 outlines the statistical equation employed to calculate the proportions of 

signatories within the southern Dunedin wards. 

Table 4.4: Proportion of signatories by ward compared to adult female population 

Borough 
Signatures with 

Ward 
Number of Estimated adult 

Percentage (%) 
unknown wards si natories female o ulation 

Caversham 111 North 122 280 55.1 
Middle 141 310 57.5 
South 157 343 57.9 
Kensington 118 161 78.9 
North 293 514 67.8 
South 70 118 70.5 ... 

East 171 327 62.2 
St Kilda 0 Park 79 148 53.4 

Musselbur h 10 82 12.2 

Looking at this table, the strength of supp01i shown in Kensington is immediately 

obvious. The ,vomen from this suburb obviously developed a keen interest in women's 

suffrage, with over three-quarters of the adult female population pledging their support, as 

against 61 per cent of women from southern Dunedin and 25 per cent nation wide. It may 

be possible that Kensington was home to some very persistent or charismatic canvassers. 

or alternatively the petition may have become the focus of a close-knit community. One 

of the aims of this thesis is to assess the socio-economic character of petition signatories. 

It may ,vell be possible that the skilled working-class nature of the Kensington population 
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was a significant factor in generating support for the petition. This possibility can be 

investigated more explicitly in conjunction with the results from South Dunedin. 

Support sho\vn in South Dunedin was consistently higher than the other boroughs, 

and like Kensington, all three of South Dm1edin's wards attracted a larger propo1iion of 

signatories than expected. Interestingly the strength of support within the three wards 

varied, with East Ward, the area closest to Kensington, attracting proportionately fe\ver 

v,;omen than both North and South Wards. This contradicted my initial assumptions, 

\Vhich expected the East Ward to dominate the South Dunedin region. A tabulation of the 

men on the 1896 electoral roll indicates that South Dunedin's East Ward was dominated 

by unskilled \'v-orkers, \Vhile the South Ward (and Cavershan1 Borough's Kensington 

Ward) had greater proportions of skilled workers. These preliminary results suggest that 

support ,vas not only divided bet,veen middle-class and working-class, but also within the 

,vorking classes. Women from communities with a high proportion of skilled males ,vere 

more likely to have supported the petition than unskilled communities. The 

comparatively loYv number of signatures from Cavershan1's Middle Ward can also be 

explained thus, as a high proportion of males living in Middle Ward were employed in 

unskilled occupations. 

Such an explanation can also be used to account for the apparent surge in support 

shown in Caversham's South Ward, the ward encompassing St Clair, Kevv and 

Calderville. When the five main suburbs in southern Dunedin ,vere analysed in Table 4.3 

it was discovered that the ,vomen from St Clair and Kew offered only modest suppo1i to 

the petition as compared to Kensington, South Dtmedin and the rest of Caversham. When 

the focus of the analysis changes to the wards (Table 4.4), and St Clair and Kew are 

joined by Calderville (being a sub-area of Caversham) to form South Ward, the overall 

support for the area increases dran1atically, becoming the most enthusiastic ward in 

Caversham Borough outside of Kensington. Even without the necessary population 

figures to conduct a separate analysis of signatories from these different communities,2° it 

is evident that the 58 women from Calderville who signed the petition played a major pmi 

in this increase.21 In many respects Calderville typified the southern Dunedin lifestyle. 

20 The 1893 Census provides population figures on wards and boroughs only. There are no available 
population figures on specific areas within the wards. 
21 The 58 signatories assigned to Calderville are a modest estimation of the actual support shown the 
petition from this neighbourhood. Its vicinity to two of southern Dunedin's main roads, Main South 
Road and Forbury Road made the task of correctly assigning signatories to Calderville all the more 
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Its residents were a highly skilled ,vorking-class population, though its unique position, 

bet,veen the more affluent suburb of Kew and Caversham To,vnship ensured a reasonably 

high degree of social mixing between the classes. 22 The men from Calderville were 

mainly skilled vvorking-class tradesmen. A survey of the 1893 Caversham Electoral roll 

reveals that the male occupational structure of Calderville was fairly similar to 

Kensington in particular, though Calderville had a larger proportion of self-employed 

men, and a smaller proportion of unskilled working men. The strength of suffrage 

support displayed in certain communities such as Calderville, Kensington, and the 

southern ward of South Dunedin certainly implies that women's suffrage in New Zeal.and 

appealed to the skilled ,,1orking-classes more than any other social group. 

The most interesting result in this table is the disparity in support between the two St 

Kilda \Yards, Park and Mussel.burgh. The extremely low number of signatories from 

Musselburgh Ward is hard to explain and accounts for St Kilda's overall lower rating in 

Table 4.3. It was established earlier in the chapter that the three southern Dunedin 

boroughs were canvassed consistently enough to conclude that local women were given 

equal opportunity to sign the petition. It was noted that several St Kilda streets were not 

represented on the petition but it was shovvn that the mc\_jority of these streets had only one 

or two residential houses, v,111.ile other streets did not have any residential properties. It 

does not seem likely that the small number of signatories from Musselburgh Ward was 

the result of lack of opportunity, nor does it seem likely that \vomen from this Ward were 

overtly more hostile to women's suffrage. Rather it may indicate a problem in the 

identification of signatures from the area. Possibly many of the signatories were unclear 

on the petition about the area they lived in and were subsequently not identified on the 

petition. 

The third part of the location analysis takes a selection of streets from southern 

Dunedin and examines the proportion of signatures from each street relative to the 

number of household residences as recorded in the 1894 edition of Stone's. In the 

analysis so far it has been established that South Dunedin and Kensington attracted more 

arduous. It is very difficult to identify precisely where individual signatories lived in these streets due 
to the fact that they ran through multiple suburbs and neighbourhoods and neither Stone 's nor the 
electoral rolls included street number information. Where possible Stone 's was consulted to gauge the 
relative position of signatories living on these streets but the possibility exists that some signatories 
have been incorrectly assigned to other suburbs. 
z:c Clyde Griffen, 'The New World Working-Class Suburb Revisited: Residential Differentiation m 
Caversham, New Zealand', Journal of Urban History, forthcoming, p. I I. 
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signatures than the other suburbs (although a handful of sub-areas, such as Calderville, 

achieved a similar level of support). It has also been established that the southern and 

northern wards dominated the distribution of signatures in South Dunedin. By 

concentrating on the support shown by women in a particular street it may be possible to 

identify the nature and intensity of suffrage support ,vithin a specific neighbourhood. The 

streets selected for this analysis came from four different areas of southern Dunedin. 

First, the streets in South Dunedin's East and North Wards were chosen to further the 

intra-suburban analysis of this borough. Within Caversham, the streets in St Clair were 

selected for comparison with the streets in Calderville as well as from the borough's 

commercial centre, Caversham Tm,vnship (see Map 1). 

The streets included in this analysis have not been selected randomly. The basis of 

selection was twofold. Firstly the suburbs included in the street analysis vvere selected to 

fit two criteria: to ensure a wide geographical scope of the study area was included in the 

analysis and more importantly to ensure the specifics of support in areas which attracted a 

large number of signatures could be compared ,vith less supportive areas. It was crucial 

therefore, to include certain communities. St Clair was chosen as representative of less 

supportive areas, while Calden1ille and South Dmiedin vvere selected as representative of 

more enthusiastic communities. Caversham To\vnship \Vas included to balance these two 

extremes. The results so far indicate that the support shown the petition from Caversham 

Township was typical of the overall support from southern Dunedin .. Secondly, to ensure 

that the results are as accurate as possible all of the streets within these four areas have 

been examined, although any long streets ,vhich either bisected boundaries or ran along 

boundary lines, such as Forbul)', Cargill, Hillside and Macandrew Roads, have been 

excluded. In these instances it was simply too difficult to identify precisely ,vhere the 

signatories lived in relation to one another, and which suburb they actually lived within. 

Any streets with fewer than five residences were also excluded as they are too small to be 

statistically relevant. 



Suburb 

'Caversham 

. Caldenrille 

St Clais 
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Table 4.5: Proportion of signatories by street 

Ward Street 
Number Number of Number of 

Percentage 
of families residences 

siunatures re resented in street 
North Warcl. liigh street 

.... ~yd11eystreet 
Lancefield street 
Peter street 
Clark street ................................ 

12 
25 
4 

12 
9 

..... _g~J~~g~-~-~~~~-~ 3 

........... ~a.iJ.°".vay.~t:re.e.t. .......... ...... 2 
Catherine street 4 ................... . .............................................. . 
Goodall street 7 

South Ward Manse Street 3 ........................................................................................ 
John Street 4 

Ct<!orge Street 
David Street 
Marion Street 
Smith Street 

South Ward Allandale road 
Edward street 
Albert st!~.et 
N01folk street 
Victoria street 
Beach street 

················ ·························· 
Cliffs road 

McBride street 
Braemar street 
Waverley street 
Broughton street 

.. $yn:cley str~c:t 

9 

10 
9 
18 
13 
7 

2 

6 

3 
1 

17 
3 

7 
17 

11 14 
22 21 
3 14 
9 24 
8 10 

11 
5 

3 12 . ................................ . 
6 18 
2 6 

10 
16 

9 31 
7 15 
17 27 

10 8 

3 
5 
2 
1 

15 
3 

7 
15 
10 
4 

5 

7 

10 
5 

11 
7 
8 

14 
8 
9 

.... 1.\1'.gyle.. strc:<!( 
Rankeillor street 
Melbourne street 

. ~t::gt::~1t. ~ti:1o.e.t. . .... 

18 15 

21 
14 
21 
25 
18 
25 
17 
8 Oxford street 

. J.3.~y.Y~e.~''..1:c:>.t1:~ ... 
Jones street 

North Ward Maria road 
Russell street 
Reid road 
Bathgate street 
Cutten street .................... . 

..................... 
21 19 
6 4 

21 20 ..................................... 
10 
26 
12 
34 
13 
17 

10 
19 
10 
26 
11 
16 

31 
19 
41 
20 
21 

36 30 35 

(%) 

78.6 
104.8 
21.4 
37.5 
80.0 
27.3 
40.0 

25.0 
33.3 

33.3 

40.0 

50.0 
29.0 
46.7 
63.0 

125.0 

12.5 
107.l 
37.5 
77.8 

71.4 
71.4 
19.0 
28.0 
27.8 
60.0 

111.8 
50.0 

69.0 
1111 
6L3 
52.6 
63.4 
55.0 
76.2 
85.7 Duncan street 

Osmond street 5 8 62.5 ......................... ·················· .................................... . 
5 12 41.7 ................. 

..... : 

William street 
Bradshaw street 31 24 

6 
38 6.~} . • 

Helena street 6 ················ ............................................. ., ........ . 
Brunswick street 2 ........................... 
Nelson street 3 
Richmond street 7 
Surrev street 4 

2 
5 
4 

29 20.7 . ....................................... . 
26 
20 
13 
12 
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The results shown in Table 4.5 are interesting. Looking first at the Caversham 

streets, no visible pattern is evident which would suggest that support in Caversham 

Township was focused into distinct neighbourhood groups. Instead support appears to 

have been relatively even throughout the Township. The majority of streets cluster at 

about the same point, with approximately 30 to 40 per cent of households in each street 

supporting the petition. There are signs of more intense support amongst the streets at the 

top of the Township, especially in Clark and High Streets, but the lmv return from 

Lancefield Street and the anomalous return from Sydney Street ,vhich saw more families 

represented on the petition than were listed in Stone's, prevents any firm conclusions. 

The results from the St Clair streets are similarly varied. The results of Calderville's 

street analysis suggest that suppo1i was relatively even throughout the suburb, and it 

should be noted consistently higher than the other Caversham communities. The majority 

of Calderville streets recorded over forty per cent of households on the petition. 

A more definite pattern has emerged in the South Dmiedin streets. Minor 

inconsistencies aside, the East Ward streets, particularly those bordering onto Kensington, 

had a higher representation on the petition than the North Ward streets. The level of 

support in the eastern ward streets closest to the St Kilda border is similar to those in the 

North Ward but overall, the level of representation ,vithin South Dunedin decreased the 

closer one progresses to Forbury Road. Obviously the low proportions from Sydney, 

Rankeillor, Argyle and McBride Streets, and the comparatively high level of suppo1i from 

Duncan Street remind the researcher that studies involving people will not al,vays fit into 

neat statistical hypotheses. 

More intriguing is the contradiction between the numbers offered in Table 4.4 and 

those in Table 4.5. A closer inspection of the differences in the number of signatures 

collected and number of families represented, reveals that the northern vvard streets 

enjoyed greater representation v,1ithin each family, but the eastern ward streets enjoyed 

support from an equal proportion, or in some instances an even greater number of 

families. For example Broughton Street in the East Ward attracted 13 signatures from 10 

families. T,vo families. the Wrights, and Tubmans, ,vere represented on the petition by 

more than one f arnily member. In comparison Maria Street in the north ward attracted 

multiple signatures from nine families. Unfortunately there is no available data on family 

size trends ,vithin South Dunedin, but it is assun1ed that family sizes would not have 

varied significantly bet\veen the eastern and northern v,rard streets in question. This 
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highlights, however, the contrasting patterns of support within a suburb. While a greater 

proportion of adult females from the northern ward signed the petition, a slightly ,0vider 

sample of families \vithin the eastern ward actually supported it. These results proffer an 

int1iguing development to the earlier statement which suggested that signatories were 

more heavily concentrated in highly skilled communities such as Kensington and South 

Ward, than in unskilled conununities such as East Ward. The results in Table 4.5 do not 

suggest that the principle of women's suffrage was more disagreeable to the unskilled 

East Ward residents, but it does appear that East Ward residents ,vere not as vigilant in 

getting all eligible women onto the petition, with many families offering one 

representative instead. Analysing the nature of familial support for the petition has been a 

worthv,fale exercise in the southern Dunedin example. It ,vould be interesting, hmvever, 

to see if these patterns were duplicated in other working-class communities around New 

Zealand, as the relatively small size of the study area in this thesis does not permit any 

firm conclusions. 

Location has proven to be an important factor ,\1th regards to women's suffrage in 
,..--

southern Dunedin. The residents of Kensington and South Dunedin were more likely to 

have signed the 1893 suffrage petition than those from Caversham (except Calderville) 

and St K.ilda. Indeed, it is evident that certain parts of the southern boroughs, particularly 

those ,vith a strong skilled male workforce yvere keener supporters than those vv"ith 

unskilled ,vorkers. It is important, however, to view the results of the residential analysis 

for southern Dunedin signatories Yvithin a national context. Just 25 per cent of New 

Zealand's adult female population signed the 1893 suffrage petition, significantly less 

than any southern Dunedin borough. 

In comp ans on, all three of the other mam centres, Auckland, Wellington and 

Christchurch, had much lower support than any of the boroughs in the study area. When 

calculating the proportion of support in these cities amongst adult women only, 

Christchurch came second to Dunedin \\1th 22.5 per cent. Wellington follows with 17.23 

per cent while Auckland recorded an extremely lmv level of support with just 8 per cent 

of the adult female population signing the 1893 Suffrage Petition. Using the results of a 

study of suffrage support in Gore it can be determined that this southern rural town 

enjoyed a level of support similar to that of Dunedin with 58 per cent of its adult female 
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population signing the petition.23 Without other comparative studies on some or all of the 

to\vns and cities ,:i.rithin New Zealand it is impossible to determine ·why some places were 

less likely to support women's suffrage than others. Whilst transport and inability to 

access a petition would have an impact on those to:vvns in the heart of rural New Zealand, 

the support shown in Auckland is known to have suffered from the effects of a weak 

WCTU. It suffices here to use this example that while St K:ilda and St Clair may in 

comparison to their immediate neighbours appear to have achieved considerably lower 

support, they were still extremely enthusiastic supporters of suffrage when rated against 

national results. 

An analysis based upon the residential location of signatories is not ,,;,,holly sufficient 

for the southern Dunedin population. The answers it provides are tempered by arguments 

·which propose that the distribution and density of petition signatories is closely tied to the 

accessibility of the petition within each borough, the level of enthusiasm shared by 

women at a community level and the proximity to commercial centres. The dominance of 

Kensington, South Dunedin, and indeed the small neighbourhood of Cavershan1 

Township ,vould seem to support such an argument. The research undertaken on 

women's suffrage in Nevv Zealand indicates, hovvever, that working-class women 

dominated women's suffrage, in the latter years at least. Originating in Dunedin, with 

long time temperance and suffrage supporters, Helen Nicol and Harriet Morison, the 

Secretary of the Tailoresses' Union of New Zealand, the crusade to attract the working

classes to vvomen's suffrage revitalised the campaign and catapulted it onto the national 

stage. The analysis of southern Dunedin signatories provides a perfect opportunity to test 

these claims. My investigations into the dynanlics of the southern Dunedin population, as 

detailed in Chapter Three, have demonstrated that the socio-economic characteristics of 

the suburbs varied, although a large proportion of communities displayed working-class 

characteristics. The next pa.ti of this chapter investigates the socio-economic character of 

the individual signatories and attempts to determine whether this can by used as a means 

of identifying suffrage support. 

Socio-economic analysis 

A socio-economic analysis can be undertaken by companng the occupations, as 

23 Rosmarie Smith, The Ladies are at it Again, p.57. Smith was able to identii\1 187 ·women from Gore . . 

\vho signed the 1893 Suffrage Petition. The 1891 Census records 322 women over the age of 21. 
Census, 1891., Part IV, Ages of the People, Table XII, Summary by Boroughs, p.168. 
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indicated on the 1893 electoral' roll, of the various women who sie,'lled the petition. A 

total of 689 women, slightly under half of those \vho signed the petition, were included in 

the occupational analysis. Unfortunately, only those women who were linked to the 

electoral roll could be included, as this is the only source which gives occupational 

information on the individuals ,vithin any given population. The Caversham Project's 

occupational coding scheme has been used.24 The scheme evaluates the workplace 

situation for occupations identified in the census and electoral rolls, and organises them 

into nine occupational classes or groups. A further t'wo groups have been included; one to 

describe the situation of dependent women and the other \.Vhich accommodates any 

occupations which require further clarification. The classes are set out as follows: 

Table 4.6: Occupational coding scheme 

) Number Occupational code Description 

1 LE Large Emplovers and the Higher Manageria( 
2 PR Professsionals 
3 SP Semi-professionals 
4 SE Small emplovers and self-employed 
5 PO Officials and petty-executives 
6 WC Whilte-collar 

; 7 SK Skilled ' 
8 ss Semi-skilled 
9 us Unskilled 

11 DD Dependent ,vomen, no occupation details 
90 UK Status unknmvn 

All occupations found in the electoral roll have been pre-assigned an occupation code 

by Caversham Project researchers, dependant on the status of the position and also the 

level of skill, responsibility and training required for the job. Appendix 9 lists each 

occupational code group with the individual occupations found on the 1893 electoral roll. 

Any occupations that could have been included in more than one of the categories was 

originally assigned an occupational code of 90, status m1lmown (UK). In most instances 

the ambiguity with code 90s lay in whether or not the person in question owned or 

managed the business or was an employee. All code 90s were examined further, m 

conjunction with the trades section of Stone's, to clarify exactly what the situation of the 

person \Vas and the appropriate code was then assigned. 25 

1' Sandy Brown and David Hood, 'Southern Dunedin 1893-1938: a Preliminary Survey', Caversham 
Working Paper, CWP2000-2, pp.20-21. 
15 Only persons who mvned a business were included in the trades section of Stone's. Employees were 
not listed. For fmiher discussion on hovv these ambiguities have been addressed see, Erik Olssen and 
Shaun Ryan, 'The Local and the National: an Occupational Classification for Caversham', Caversham 
Working Paper, CWP 1998-4. 
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Any socio-economic ru1al)'Sis of women in the nineteenth century, based on 

occupations, is complicated by contemporary societal restrictions which insisted that a 

vvoman's place vvas \vithin the home. The working-vvomru1 was the exception in New 

Zealand in 1893. A woman's socio-economic standing was typically derived from her 

husband or father. In many instances a woman's occupation was recorded simply as 

domestic duties, housekeeper, or similru· variants. The difficulty remains for the historian 

to separate these ·women into domestics who \Vere employed outside of the home, 

domestics \vho carried out their duties as a ,vife and mother, and domestics who may have 

played a role, unpaid, in a family business. Those women who were assumed to have 

stayed within the home were accorded ru1 occupational code 11. The issues surrounding 

women ·with code 11 occupations remain complex. The socio-economic character of the 

women who shared this code may have been very different. The lifestyle of a woman 

married to a St Clair merchru1t ·would have been very different, for example, from that of 

a wife of an itinerant labourer raising her family in a crowded South Dunedin street. Both 

women may have been listed, however, with their occupation as domestic duties. 

Similarly, there may be examples of women who have been coded 11 who did m1dertake 

some form of paid employment, such as sewing and washing, but were able to fulfil these 

duties ·within the familial home, where the daily chores of the house, including children 

and meals ,vere also undertaken. Where possible the occupations of the women have 

been used. In those instances Yvhere a woman ,vas fom1d to be a non-participant in the 

paid ·workforce, the occupations of her husband/father, where a link was established, have 

also been assessed. 26 

16 The analysis of husbands/fathers linked to dependent \.Vo men ( 
Table 4.10) has been kept separate from the analyses of dependent \Vrnnen ( 
Table 4.7) and employed women (Table 4.8 and Table 4.9) to appreciate their actual position within the 
community, and also to facilitate an assessment of the occupational structure of local ,:vomen. 
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Table 4.7: Proportion of women within each neighbourhoo<l not participating in the paid 
workforce. 

Number of Total number Percentage of 
Suburb N eighhourhood dependent women ofwomenon dependent women 

on petition petition on petition 

• Caversham Calderville 30 44 68.2 
Caversham Township 44 60 73.3 
Caversham East 9 11 81.8 
Caversham Rise 11 14 78.6 
Darley 8 10 80.0 
Parkside 16 20 80.0 
Rockyside 11 16 68.8 

Kensington Kensington 48 70 68.6 
Kensington South 13 17 76.5 

.st Clair St Clair 17 34 50.0 
Kew 12 15 80.0 

• South Dunedin South Dunedin 236 333 70.9 
•st Ki.Ida St Ki.Ida 32 41 78.0 
··················· 

Musselburgh 5 5 100.0 
Totals 492 690 71.3 

The majority of the southern Dunedin signatories, some 71 per cent, were fully 

occupied within the familial home and were not participating in the paid vvorkforce. This 

is slightly belo\.V the national figure of 77.6 per cent, as recorded in the 1896 Census 

report.17 When the occupational statistics are presented in provincial districts for the first 

time in 1896, some 83.2 per cent of Otago women \Vere recorded as dependents (figures 

for the other main centres ,vere equally as high). 28 An Malysis of proportionality 

indicates that no correlation between the number of 11011-,vorking ,vomen and the socio

economic character of a neighbourhood can be identified in southern Dunedin. 29 

Dependent v,'omen were under-represented in such socio-economically diverse areas as St 

Clair, Rockyside, Calderville, Kensington Md South Dunedin. The signatories from St 

Clair demand fmiher consideration. Just half of St Clair's signatories were fully occupied 

in the familial home, thus raising some interesting questions about the kind of v.'omen 

from St Clair attracted to the petition. St Clair presided over southern Dunedin as a \Vell

established middle-class neighbourhood, attracting many wealthy settlers, businessmen, 

and ·white-collar employees and their families (also some skilled and unskilled families), 

27 Census, 1896, Pati VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281. 
28 Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table VI, Occupations in Provincial Districts, 
p.288. These figures do not distinguish by age, so include total female population. The proportion of 
adult women from Otago gainfully employed ,vould be even higher. 
19 An m1alys1s of propotiionality evaluates whether a given population, in this case dependent women 
in specific suburbs of southern Dunedin, ·were more or less likely to have signed the petition as. 

: 
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to its streets. It follows that the inajority of these middle-class wives and daughters would 

have remained in the family home, managing the household, raising a family, and 

undertaking church and charity work, as befitted a respectable woman. That so few of the 

signatories were dependents suggests moreover, that the signatures from St Clair were 

generated from those Ivorkers ,vho, serving the wealthier households, lived in St Clair to 

be close to their place of work. The signatures from the wives and families of the 

characteristic middle-class population are noticeably absent. An analysis of the 

remaining 52. 9 per cent of St Clair signatories, women who ,vere involved in the labour 

market, forms part of the investigation of women in the paid workforce below and will 

clarify whether the signatures can1e from the domestic servants, as is proposed, or an 

alternative group of workers. 

Table 4.8: Occupational group analysis of women in paid workforce by neighbourhood 
(actual numbers)3° 

Suburb Nehi;hbourhood SP SE PO WC SK ss us Totals( 
Caversham Calderville 1 2 I 10 14 

-C::<1:y<:!~sll_::111.1_.':f.<:,.~v11sl:li.1 1 2 l 4 10 18 ............ . ....... ............. 
Cavershrun East 1 I 2 
Cavershrun Rise 1 2 3 

.. Pa.r.Ie,y. 2 2 ................. 

Parkside 1 l 2 4 
Rockyside 4 4 

-_ :r<.(:11~i.11gtCll1 _ ~e,ll5.i1~gt<?I~ ___ 2 l 6 1 12 22 J ....... '······· 
Kensington South 2 2 4 

St Clair St Clair I 1 3 13 18 
--- ....... 

Kew 3 3 
South Dunedin South Dunedin 3 5 2 2 30 10 45 97 
St Kilda St Kilda I I 7 9 

••• 
Mussel burgh 0 
Totals 10 8 2 5 49 13 113 200 • 

,o Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 include only those women who signed the petition for whom an occupation 
has been found. The occupational analysis of husbands and fathers linked to dependent women is 
presented m 
Table 4.10. 
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Table 4.9: Occupational group analysis of women in paid workforce by neighbourhood 
(percentages) 

Suburb Nei!!hbourhood SP (%) SE(%) PO (%)WC(%) SK(%) SS (%) US(%) Totals (%) I 

Caversham Caldl!ry_ige...................... .}}. ..... ............... .................. 4.7 ..... 2.} .. . )}} .... ...... .:3.2.:.6. ...... . 
_<::c1 :v.fl1:sh,'1J'.Il Jt1 \'\'l'.l~lli p 1.5 3.1 1.5 6.2 15.4 27.7 .. . . .. ........... .... 

_<::c1 :V,fl1:sh,ar:r1 g.ast .......... 9. 1 9.1 18.2 ....... ... ..... ............ ............. ........... ........ . ....................... 

Caversham Rise 14.3 21.4 
"'""' ...... ......................... ........... ........... ... ............. ······················ 

pai:lflY ........................ 20.0 20.0 . . . . . ' ' ' . . .... ....................... 

Parkside 5.0 5.0 10.0 20.0 
Rockvside 33.3 33.3 

Kensington Kensington 2.9 1.4 8.8 1.4 17.4 31.9 
Kensington South 11.1 11.1 22.2 

St Clair St Clair 2.9 2.9 8.8 38.3 52.9 
Kew 21.4 21.4 

South Dunedin South Dunedin 0.9 1.5 0.6 0.6 9.0 3.0 13.5 29.1 
St Kilda St Kilda 2.4 2.4 17.2 22.0 .. .. , .. 1-.-

Musselbunzh 0.0 
:Totals 1.5 1.2 0.3 0.7 7.1 1.9 16.4 29.1 

Some 29 per cent of southern Dunedin signatories included in the occupational 

analysis were gainfully employed, that is, were receiving payment for their labour. By 

national standards, the figure from southern Dunedin was relatively high. Just 22.4 per 

cent of adult women in the 1896 Census were engaged in paid \Vork.31 In 1901 some 18.4 

per cent of the total female population in Otago ,vere gainfully employed, and the figures 

in other urban areas ·were similar. Approximately 19.5 per cent of the total female 

population in Canterbury were employed and 16.6 per cent in Auckland.32 While 

employment opportunities \Vere beginning to open up to ,vomen throughout this decade, 

most women's ultimate career objective was marriage and raising a fanuly. Employment 

was undertalcen primarily in a woman's early adult life and was inevitably abandoned 

once married. The ,vomen included in the occupational analysis can be assumed, 

therefore, to have fallen into one of three categories. First they were in their pre-marriage 

years, secondly, they were abandoned wives or widows or thirdly; circumstances v\rithin 

the home were such that the family was unable to live solely on the husband's wage. In 

these circumstances the Yvages earned by a daughter were a si&'llificant contribution to the 

family income. Unfortunately there is no quick method of determining the marital status 

of signatories - very few of them offered this information on the petition and nor was it 

included on the electoral roll - but it is suggested that a significant proportion of 

dependent women ,vould have been married while many of the \Vomen \Vith an 

occupation outside of the family home would have been young unmarried women. 

31 Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281. 
32 Census, 1901, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table VI, Occupations in Provincial Districts_ 
p.313. These figures do not distinguish by age, so include total female population. 
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Maude Hooper's signature is on sheet 32 of the petition. Maude M Hooper, St Clair, 

she ,vrote. A clerk, one of only a small number of women to be employed as such, 

Maude was only 23 \vhen the suffrage debate caught her attention. Her hand,:vriting is 

firm, neat and precise. Maude is accompanied on the petition by ·working women from 

throughout southern Dunedin. There are no indications that working women were 

concentrated in specific residential neighbourhoods. Ellen Hopkinson, a machinist from 

South Dunedin signed the petition, as did Agnes Berwick, a housekeeper from St Kilda, 

and Mary Ellen Burgess, a tailoress from Calderville. That working women were 

relatively evenly spread throughout southern Dunedin (as seen in Table 4.9, between 20 

and 32 per cent of women in almost all southern wards were gainfully employed) tends to 

suggest that occupation vvas an important factor in attracting suffrage support, though the 

significance of this can be evaluated by looking more closely at the overall occupational 

structure of southern signatories. 

Before doing so, let us return briefly to St Clair signatories, ·who once again featured 

prominently in tl1e results, this time returning a much higher proportion of wwking

women than any other suburb, thereby balancing out the low proportion of women from 

St Clair found to be occupied \Vith familial duties. Slightly over half of the signatories 

from St Clair were employed, with a small percentage of semi-professional women, 

white-collar workers and skilled workers. The majority of women signatories were, 

however, employed as unskilled domestics, no doubt assisting in the homes of the 

wealthier St Clair residents, as suggested earlier. That these m1skilled domestics, atypical 

of St Clair's middle-class population, were so over-represented in the petition strengthens 

claims that the petition, and women's suffrage in general ,vas not as well supported by the 

middle-classes. There is some uncertainty, however, in the accuracy of the unskilled 

classification, which may have resulted in an over-estimation of unskilled workers on the 

electoral roll, as ,vill be seen below. 

The above analysis of St Clair is strengthened by virtue of tl1e fact that tlie majority 

of the working women in southern Dunedin who signed the petition - 16.4 per cent of all 

signatories - were employed in the unskilled occupations. Almost all of these women, 

110 in total, were employed in domestic service (see Appendix 8). That Kew, St Clair 

and Rockyside, communities with a comparatively high proportion of middle-class 

families, were all over-represented by tmskilled female signatories supports claims ,vhich 
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suggest that women from ,vorking-class backgrounds were more likely to have supported 

women's suffrage than those from middle-class families. The unskilled signatories from 

these communities stand out because their support contrasts with the absence of their 

middle-class employers. In comparison the unskilled signatories in working-class 

communities such as South Dunedin, Kensington and the other neighbourhoods on the 

Flat, are less noticeable because they represent just one group within a largely supportive 

population. 

As already noted, however, there are many ambiguities within this occupational 

group, primarily due to the fact that many of the unskilled \Vomen had occupations similar 

to those of dependent women, such as housekeeper, domestic, domestic help, domestic 

servant and maid. The decision was made ,,ihen the original coding was canied. out that 

these occupations, in preference to occupations such as domestic duties and household 

duties, indicated some form of involvement in the paid workforce. In particular domestic 

servant and maid would not have been used to indicate a wife or mother carrying out the 

duties expected of her in the home, even though the duties would have been very similar. 

The same can not be assumed of a housekeeper. I have found that some confusion exists 

over the assignment of housekeepers (and to a lesser extent domestics) to the unskilled. 

The Caversham project research staff have assumed, somewhat tentatively, that the term 

housekeeper implies, as it does today, that payment w·as received for services rendered. 

Ho\vever, the large number of women listed with this paiticular occupation (80 of the 113 

unskilled ,vorkers), and the fact that some of these women have been linked to husbands 

of considerable earning potential, has led me to believe that many were in fact ·keeping 

their own house' and should have been assigned to code 11. 33 

Mrs Gibson of Laing Street, Rockyside provides one example. Listed on the .1893 

electoral roll as Anna Henrietta Gibson, housekeeper, Mrs Gibson's husband, Sainuel was 

an accountant.34 It seems very unlikely, in this instance, that Mrs Gibson would have had 

to enter the domestic service whilst married to a professional. This is also backed up by 

33 Some 42 males \Vere linked to unskilled working \vomen. Of these 7 were employed in the top 6 
occupational groups and another 16 in occupational group seven. The majority of men in these types of 
occupations could have supported their families as the sole bread,.vinner. Just l O men linked to 
unskilled working women were employed in either semi-skilled or unskilled position, the occupations 
which 1vould most likely require a supplementary income. Some 9 men were unable to be placed 
within any one group. In comparison the men linked to 'domestics', the other main group of unskilled 
worker, were all found to be employed in occupational groups 6-8. 
34 The relationship between Samuel and Anna Yvas confirmed with record of their marriage at St Paul· s 
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statistics given in the 1896 cen'sus, ·where 8.7 per cent of adult females (that is, over 21 

years old) ,vere employed as domestics. This is notably lower than the 16.4 per cent 

discovered in southern Dunedin. The proportion of unskilled domestics in southern 

Dunedin, once the housekeepers have been removed, falls to 4.8 per cent, considerably 

lm,ver than the national figures. Obviously the distinction between domestics who 

received payment for their services and women who were not paid is more complicated 

than initially thought. 35 These difficulties will persist vvhen assumptions about the 

intentions, thoughts and actions of past generations are made. 

Women employed in skilled occupations (SK), as tailoresses, dressmakers, milliners, 

bootmakers and laundresses for example, combined to make the third largest occupational 

group in southern Dunedin although they made up only seven percent of the total number 

included in the analysis. Erik Olssen has discovered that the skilled trades were very 

important to the southern Dunedin population, offering reasonable financial security once 

an apprenticeship had been served.36 The mechanisation of industry opened up similar 

benefits for ,vomen, not only in the years before marriage, for the skills learned as a 

tailoress, for example, could be utilised later in life if a woman forn1d herself in a position 

where she needed to support her family. The relationship between petition signatories 

and the working-classes is further strengthened by the distribution of skilled \.Vorkers 

throughout the southern regions. That Kensington and St Clair (among others), nvo 

communities at polar ends of the socio-economic spectrum, were over-represented with 

skilled female signatories is particularly significant. Unfortunately the statistics reported 

in the 1896 Census are not directly comparable to the occupational analysis attempted 

here, with the Census employing a seven stage model based upon the industrial sector, 

rather than explicitly organising it around occupational standing. However, the Census 

category including industrial employees clearly encompasses all textile factory workers, 

the main area of employment for skilled women.· Some 4. 9 per cent of women on the 

1896 Census ·were employed in industrial occupations, considerably lmver than the 

figures for southern Dunedin signatories.37 In 1901; ,vhen figures are supplied for 

provincial districts, the proportion of Otago women employed in industrial occupations 

had risen, only slightly_ to 5.5 per cent. 38 That the proportion of skilled signatories in 

Church, Dunedin. in 1872. 
35 Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281. 
36 Erik Olssen, Building the 1Vew vVorfd, p 94. 
37 Census. 1896, Pai1 VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281 
38 Census, 1901, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table VI, Occupations in Provincial Distncts. 
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southern Dunedin is significantly higher than provincial and national figures suggests that 

the success of the petition in the southern boroughs may in prut be due to the strength .of 

the local working-class community. 

Very few semi-skilled worrien workers ·were living in the southern Dunedin area at 

the time of the suffrage crunpaign. Just thirteen women, ten of whom were from the 

suburb of South Dunedin, were assigned a semi-skilled classification. All thirteen were 

machinists. This Imv munber of semi-skilled women ,,,.orkers parallels a similar trend 

among male workers. Southern Dunedin residents, it has been fom1d, strove for the 

respectability of a skilled trade whenever possible.39 Those who were unable to gain 

entry into the skilled classes were more likely to enter the workforce as fill unskilled 

"vorker than semi-skilled. Just 2.7 per cent of all residents on the 1893 Caversham 

electoral roll were employed in semi-skilled occupations. Approximately 1.2 per cent of 

female electors ,vere serni-sldlled employees. In 1896, once the boundaries of the 

electorate had been expanded, the total number had increased only slightly to 3.8 per cent, 

and the proportion of females to 2.3 per cent. The 1.9 per cent of semi-skilled signatories 

from southern Dunedin are, therefore, a significant group. 

The ten women who make up the semi-skilled workers in South Dunedin were all 

employed as machinists, presumably in nearby factories. Elizabeth White of Hillside 

Road was a stocking machinist, while Margaret McMurray of Rankeillor Street, Agnes 

Poulter of Cargill Road and Maggie Ste,vart of Argyle Street were boot machinists. The 

remaining six women did not specify which trade they ,,vere employed in. Interestingly, 

all ten women lived in the same general area close to the Caversham boundary in the 

vicinity of the Raihvay workshops on Cargill Road. 40 The proximity of these streets to 

the ,vorkshops, as well as the crmvded streets typical of this area, meant that frunilies here 

were generally unskilled \vorking-class. There ,vas also a concentration of semi-skilled 

workers in the eastern ,vard, in Broughton and Rankeillor streets and in Andersons Bay 

Road. These streets ,vere much closer to the Gas works on the corner of Andersons Bay 

Road and Cargill Road than the \Vorkshops, although the streetscape vvas much the same. 

The comparatively high number of semi-skilled women on the 1893 suffrage petition 

indicates a strong desire from women of these classes for the vote. Recent events such as 

p.3 l3. These figures do not distinguish by age, so include total female population. 
39 Erik Olssen, Building the New FVorld, pp.2, 47. 
40 Bradshaw and Duncan streets. and Maria Road, in the northern ward, and Broughton and Rankeillor 
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the s,veating 'c1isis' of 1888-90, the subsequent unionisation of women tailoresses as ,vell 

as increasing employment opportunities for w·omen ,vottld have fuelled working-class 

support. Over the past decade women had realised that a political voice would ensure 

their working needs ,vould be listened to. The semi-skilled machinists and skilled female 

workers were particularly affected by this situation. The unskilled domestics ,vere 

isolated from each other, tmable to form nny central organisation and conditions were 

largely dependent on individual employers. As a result the number of ,vomen prepared to 

enter the domestic market ,,,as beginning to decline. Instead women ,vere looking to the 

factories and the trades for a more stable occupation. Skilled women workers faced many 

of the same problems as the semi-skilled, but had the security that a skilled trade could, if 

they decided, develop into self-employment and relative financial security. The many 

machinists who made up the semi-skilled trades did not, however, have such promising 

prospects. Conditions ,vere. in the early years, largely unregulated. Women ,vere forced 

to work long hours, for decidedly less remuneration thnn their male counterparts. The 

1893 suffrage petition offered these women a much louder political voice, and ,vith it a 

more promising future. 

The four remammg occupational groups (semi-professional, self-employed, petty 

official and ,vhite collar) returned only small numbers of workers. combining to make a 

total of 3.7 per cent of signatories. As a predominantly working-class area these figures 

,vere expected. The occupational strncture of local males also demonstrates that 

comparatively few men were employed in these middle-class occupations, although the 

numbers of men in these classes ·were larger than the numbers of local women. In 

Caversham Borough in 1902 some 58.2 per cent of males were employed in one of three 

skill-based occupational groups (codes SK, SS and US). Very fow men, just 25.8 per cent 

of the adult male population, ,vere employed in the middle-class occupational groups. 41 It 

follo,vs, therefore, that the women from this community also had small numbers in these 

occupations. The proportion of women included in the first six occupational groups are 

so much lower than their male counterparts for the simple reason that these occupations 

were generally not open to ,vomen in the nineteenth century. Those occupations that 

were, such as teaching and nursing, required a level of education and further training not 

usually considered necessary for a woman. The numbers of signatories included in these 

occupations are, however, considerably lovver than local and national trends. In 1896, 3. 7 

streets and Andersons Bay Road, in the eastern ward, were also represented. 
41 Erik Olssen, Building the iVew World. p.33. 
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per cent of New Zealand women, and 2.0 per cent of women registered on the 1896 

Caversham Electoral Roll, \Vere employed in semi-professional occupations, noticeably 

higher than the 1.2 per cent ,vho signed the petition from southern Dunedin. The ten 

semi-professional ,vomen ,vere spread throughout the region, with representation in 

Calderville, Caversharn Tovvn.ship, Caversham East, Parkside, Kensington, South 

Dunedin and St Clair, discounting the possibility that highly trained women would be 

confined to specific residential neighbourhoods. 

Only two women included in the occupational analysis were employed as officials or 

petty-executives (PO). Mrs Jane Ball, a janitress and Barbara Joanna Mouat, 

postmistress, both lived in Macandrew Road, South Dtmedin. The occupations which 

mal..:e up this group were still lru·gely restricted to women. The organisation of 

occupational statistics in the Census prevents comparison \.Vith national figures,42 but only 

0.2 per cent of women on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll were employed as officials. 

This is marginally lower than the proportion of petition signatories, but the total number 

is very small. Just 0.7 per cent of signatories \.Vere employed in ·white-collar occupations, 

significantly less than the 1.5 per cent listed on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll. The 

under-representation of ,vhite-collar signatories provides yet another indication that 

middle-class vvomen ,vere not as enthusiastic in their support of the petition as their 

,vorking-class sisters. 

41 The Census an-anged all occupations into six categories, Professional, Domestic, Commercial, 
Industrial, Primruy Producers and Indefinite, with dependent \Vornen included in a seventh category. 
The occupational groups used in the Census emphasised the overall nature of the work, rather than the 
skill based distinction used in this analysis. 
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Table 4.10: Occupational group analysis of husbands/fathers of dependent women signatories 

. Suburb Nei!!hbourhood LP PR SP SE PO WC SK SS US Totals 
Caversham Calderville 7 1 4 11 6 29 ................ 

G_.iye;:rs.4.a.:rrt.T<?\YPc~J:iiJJ... ... 1 ............... 5.. .. 7 .. )4 ............... P. ......... ..3..8 . 
. G..iye;:rs.4.~~ .. ;E,.~~t. ... . .. ............................... ..1. .................. J. ........ } ...... .1. ............................ ~ .. 
. 9~Y~!.S.4.~1)l,i~e, .................................... ....... ) . .......... ....... ) . ......... ~ ....... 1. . ....... ) . .............. .7. . 

.. .... .... ... .. ..... Parley 1 l 2 4 
Parkside 3 l 1 3 2 10 
Rockvside 2 3 1 3 2 11 

.:E<:<e.11:s.iµ,gtp1:1 ....... ~e.11:~i.11:g.~9.11: ............................. "" .2. ................... 4 ..... J ...... .1.9. ..... )4 ....... 2. ......... § ........ }~. 
Kensington South 1 1 3 l 2 8 

St Clair St Clair l 2 4 7 3 17 . I· 

Kew 1 1 1 1 2 6 
South Dunedin South Dunedin 4 24 1 19 92 17 52 209 

2 2 1 17 5 ......... .......... .......... '""""'"' ........... .S..t.Jfqci.~ ............ ~r:c<:nc:1~....... ... .. ..... 5. ............. 3. .. . 
2 1 Mussel burgh 2 , 

Totals 2 6 6 57 6 54 170 29 91 421 
Percentae:e (%) 0.5 1.4 1.4 13.5 1.4 12.8 40.4 6.9 21.6 100.0 

: .. ~1t1~,11 .. llllll~.t1~~t1pa~ic,11~i1.s~t1~tt1i:eJ~9.15 .(~•).. 9.}. )} J.?. )}.} ... 2.} .. J.?} .. }~:9.. §.} .. 2..4:.i .................. J 

Table 4.10 evaluates the occupations of those men, presumably husbands and fathers, 

linked to dependent ,vomen ,vho signed the 1893 suffrage petition. By way of 

comparison, the known occupational strncture of all men registered on the 1896 

Caversham electoral roll is provided at the bottom of the table. The men included in 

Table 4. l O were identified after being successfully linked to either the 1893 Caversham 

Electoral Roll or the 1894 edition of Stone's. Local marriage registers also proved useful, 

confinning the relationships of many signatories. The vast majority of these men, slightly 

over 40 per cent, were skilled tradesmen. This is slightly higher than the expected rate 

amongst Caversham's male electors. Some 38 per cent of males on the 1893 Caversham 

Electoral Roll were classified as skilled workers. That so many dependent women were 

linked to skilled men reinforces the statement made earlier in the chapter in relation to the 

locational distribution of signatories. In Table 4.4 ,ve found that neighbourhoods ,vith a 

high proportion of skilled males, such as Kensington, South Dunedin's South Ward, and 

Calderville, vvere all areas 'vvhere the suffrage petition was enthusiastically supported. It 

is now evident that skilled working-class \vomen, whether they ,vere employed 

themselves, or we infer their social standing from the occupation of the husband or father, 

were enthusiastic supporters of the women's suffrage petition. 

The enthusiastic response from skilled families does not preclude a significant level 

of support from other ,vorking-class families, however. Some 22 per cent of men 
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included in Table 4.1 O were categorised as unskilled working men, although this is 

slightly fe'l..ver than the 24.4 per cent of men classified as such on the 1896 Caversham 

Electoral Roll. It is important to remember, however, that the wages earned by an 

unskilled male vv'0tlld have been lmver than many men in the other occupational groups, 

so one may expect a greater proportion of wives of unskilled men contributing to the 

family income than wives of, for example, skilled men or white-collar workers. TI1e 22 

per cent of unskilled working men are, therefore, a significant group. Similarly 6.9 per 

cent of dependent signatories were linked to semi-skilled men, slightly higher than the 6.3 

per cent registered on the electoral roll. Semi-skilled workers in Caversham have already 

been discussed in some detail. It suffices here to reiterate that the appearance of such a 

large number of signatories linked to men in the three skill-based occupational groups 

substantiates claims that working-class women were the main force behind tl1e successful 

1893 Women's Suffrage Petition. 

The 57 self-employed men represented in Table 4.10 provide further evidence of this 

claim. Some 13.5 per cent of men in Table 4.10 ,vere self-employed or small employers, 

assigned to occupational group four, when only 12.8 per cent were expected. ~aving 

begun their working lives serving an apprenticeship and then working as a journeyman in 

one of the skilled trades, these men had succeeded in becoming Masters of their trade. In 

Building the New World, Erik Olssen demonstrates how Masters ,vere still considered to 

be part of the working-classes, and indeed ho,v many Masters retained their union 

membership, even though they had crossed the boundary from employee to employer.43 

It follows then that the aspirations and beliefs of wives and daughters of these successful 

skilled employers would have been more closely aligned with those of working-class 

families Jhan with those of the middle-classes. The ,vives of skilled Masters in southern 

Dunedin joined other skilled women in demanding women's suffrage. 

The remaining five occupational groups - large employers, professional and semi

professional, petty-official and white-collar employees - provide some unexpected results. 

The actual numbers of men assigned to each of these occupational groups is very small, 

so some caution needs to be taken ,vhen assessing the validity of these results. It is 

apparent, however, that the wives of these middle-class men were fairly ,vell represented 

on the petition, when compared to the proportions expected in the population at large. 

43 Erik. Olssen, Building the New World. See especially Chapter 7, 'From Apathy to Politics'. 
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The numbers of large employers are really too small to conunent on, and proportions of 

women associated with professional men, taking occ-groups two and three together are 

slightly under-represented, as are the proportions of public officials. 

The 54 white-collar employees are perhaps more worthy of conunent. Some 12.8 per 

cent of dependent \Vomen who signed the petition vvere linked to white-collar workers, 

slightly more than expected. There does not seem to be an obvious explanation for this, 

although it is worth\:v-hile to note that over half of these \Vomen ,vere from the keenly 

supportive commm1ities of Kensington and south Dunedin. At this stage it provides an 

avenue in ·which to speculate about the division of support ,vithin urban communities such 

as southern Dunedin. The broad results of this socio-economic analysis of petition 

signatories have revealed that women from specific skilled working-class communities 

were particularly supportive of the petition. The over-representation of dependent women 

from white-collar backgrounds serves to remind us that the division is not that simple. It 

may be possible with more work on the personal backgrounds of certain groups of 

suffrage supporters to clarify exactly the nature of the class split. 

This final analysis, which places dependent women into the occupational framework, 

provides a useful conclusion to the socio-economic analysis. In this chapter we have seen 

a comprehensive investigation of the residential location and socio-economic status of 

petition signatories from information drawn from both the petition and the electoral roll. 

Primary results suggest that both factors were important in detennining the success of the 

petition. First, southern Dunedin has been shown to have been a hotbed of suffrage 

support. Over nvice as many ,vomen from the study area signed the petition as compared 

to ,,,omen from elsevvhere in the country. Even among the middle-class suburb of St 

Clair the level of suppo1t for the petition Yvas significantly greater than national 

expectations. In itself, this is an impo1tant discovery. Suffrage commentators, usually 

quoting the results of the petition count-up as printed by the WCTU in the Prohibitionist, 

have always regarded Dunedin as the primary centre for suffrage agitation (especially in 

the latter years, when Ha1Tiet M01ison, president of the New Zealand Tailoresses' Union, 

and resident of the southern city, stirred the local working-class women into action), but 

have done so without any detailed investigation into the exact nature of this support. 

Second, it is apparent that the overall socio-econmnic character of southern Dunedin 

residents also contributed to the success of the petition. Southern Dunedin women ,vere 
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enthusiastic supporters of the petition, and in particular a large number of working 

,vomen were found to have added their signatures. At this stage hO\vever, any 

conclusions drawn must be done so cautiously. For as the analysis of ,vomen registered 

on the 1893 Caversham electoral roll vvill show, a large number of ,vomen living in the 

study area ·were gainfully employed w·hen compared to national statistics. Until the non

signatories are analysed later, it is impossible to say whether working women were the 

key to the petition's success in southern Dunedin. It is plainly obvious that the working 

population which had amassed in the area throughout the 1880s and 1890s ,vas 

nonetheless instrumental in the success of the petition in southern Dunedin. The results 

of the socio-economic analysis have raised some interesting questions about the exact 

nature of suffrage support within any given population. Support from the skilled ranks 

(SK, SS and US) has been remarkably strong, while in comparison women employed in 

middle-class occupations (SP, PO and WC) were under-represented on the petition. 

Further, it has been proposed that support for women's suffrage varied within the working 

classes. It is apparent in southern Dw1edin that ce1tain neighbourhoods, more specifically 

those with a high proportion of skilled males, returned a higher proportion of signatures 

than those neighbourhoods ,vith a greater proportion of unskilled males. The tentative 

conclusions of the street analysis suggest, however, that unskilled families did not 

necessarily oppose the women's suffrage petition in any greater numbers than skilled 

families, but they simply \Vere not as vigilant in ensuring that all eligible females signed 

the petition as were families from skilled conununities. 

It is perhaps timely to stop here and reflect on ,vhat we have already learned about 

the petition signatories from southern Dunedin and apply this newfow1d knowledge to 

what we already know about the population. For instance, the results so far indicate that 

the most intense support originated in Kensington, the small suburb on the eastern reaches 

of Caversham borough. Besides Kensington, women from South Dunedin were also keen 

supporters. Figures taken from the 1891 Census can be used to formulate a broad picture 

of the southern Dunedin population, as ,vas presented in Chapter Three. In tum these can 

be utilised to see if the supporters from South Dunedin, Caversham, or St Kilda, 

demonstrated any distinguishing features when compared to the New Zealand population 

as a ,vhole, Yvhich may have stimulated their interest in the women's suffrage campaign to 

a greater extent than women from elseYvhere in the country. Unfortunately the social 

statistics as presented in the 1891 Census are limited to borough information only. While 

the Boroughs of South Dunedin and St Kilda included just one suburb the specific 
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infonnation on the individual st1burbs vdthin Caversham Borough is unavailable, thereby 

limiting our understandings of the eccentricities of particular communities within the 

population. These comments are, therefore, limited to general discussions on the wider 

southern Dunedin population. 

It has already been established that the southern Dunedin population was 

considerably younger than national expectations. Large families were obviously dra1-\-n 

into the southern suburbs throughout the 1880s and 1890s, attracted by the large open 

spaces for their children to explore, relatively large sections on which to establish a 

family home, and the health benefits that both of these would bring. Of significance to 

this thesis, however, is the fact that young women, in their pre-marriage years, bet\veen 

21 and 30, were under-represented in the general population in all three boroughs, while 

middle-aged \J/Omen (aged between 30 and 49), the vast majority of whom ·were married 

and presumably raising a family, were represented in greater numbers than expected in 

the national population. Coupled with what we have just learned about.the occupational 

structures of petition signatories these preliminary results ,vould suggest that the success 

of the petition depended not on the young working ,voman, fresh with new ideas of what 

society should offer her, but instead relied on the suppo1t of middle-aged women, many 

of ·whom would have been contributing to the family income in some way, who may have 

been looking for a positive advancement of their o,vn political rights, and those of their 

daughters. One is immediately reminded of Dalziel's argun1ent that the women who 

fought for and supported the suffrage campaign were fighting to protect the traditional 

Victorian ideals which celebrated the differences between men and women, and sought to 

maintain a clear division of labour between the t\vo sexes. It is premature to comment on 

the spe~ifics of this argument, and the fact remains that many southern Dunedin women 

w·ere gainfully employed and ,:vere already living outside of the traditional ideals, but it is 

interesting to note that the majority of adult women living in the area were at an age 

where family and the security of one's family ,vould have been a major issue in their 

lives. 

When Harriet Morison claimed in 1891 that "she was the mouthpiece ... of a very 

large number of working women, "44 she could well have been talking about the \VOmen of 

southern Dunedin. Working women featured prominently on the petition, but as has been 

44 Evening Star, 11 July 1891, supplement, p. l, cited in Patricia Grimshaw, TVomen 's Suffrage in New 
Zealand, p.49. 
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shovm, they represent just one faction of an extremely supportive population. This 

analysis began with a survey of the denominational affiliations of petition signatories. I 

end with it now, not to heighten its importance in the argument, but rather to incorporate 

it into the discussion. An investigation primarily based on residential location and socio

economic factors, such as this study, is advantageous because it focuses on information 

common to all signatories. In contrast the denominational analysis reminds us of the 

social aspect of the campaign, but includes only the small proportion of women who ,;,,,,ere 

active in church activities (local studies suggest approximately 20 per cent of the 

population frequently attended church45). At the close of the denominational analysis I 

cautioned against a single causal explanation. The large number of Baptist women on the 

petition indicates that some churches, or denominational ideologies at least, may have 

been influential in arousing support for women's suffrage, but the appearance of Catholic 

,vomen questions the degree of this influence. Similarly the enthusiastic support shown 

by the southern ,vorking-class community, whether they ,;,,,ere living ,vithin a working

class neighbourhood, or ,ve infer their position through their occupation, suggests that 

class vvas an important factor, but not exclusively so. A significant number of middle

class women, many from St Clair, also appeared on the petition. 

Southern Dunedin vvas a chan1pion of the petition's success, and the image of the 

Catholic women who signed the petition suggests to me that the reasons for this cuts 

across religious lines and to some extent, also across class lines to incorporate the beliefs 

and values of an urban population, confronted with political opportunity as well as the 

rapid social upheavals discussed in the introductory chapter. The Catholic ,vomen would 

not have signed to de:(v their Church, but rather because women's suffrage ,vas amenable 

to the ideology of their society. These issues will be discussed in greater detail in the 

final two chapters of this thesis, but now we must turn to the ,vomen who registered for 

the election to investigate more fully the relationship between the petition and the 

electoral roll. 

45 Tom Brooking, 'Confessions', p.57. 
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Figure 5.1: Sheet 64, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 5.2: Sheet 65, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 5.3: Sheet 65b, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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5 . ... To the Voting Booth 

Enrolment on the 1893 electoral roll was the realisation of a long struggle for the 

many vvomen within the country, and as we have seen, within southern Dunedin, who 

fought for and promoted women's suffrage. Their plea had been answered and the 

women of New Zealand \Vere finally given a chance to silence their critics who claimed 

that the ma,j ority of women had not wanted the vote. There was just ten weeks between 

the franchise act being passed and Election Day; ten ·weeks for the ,vomen of the country 

to register for the 1893 Election. What ensued during those few weeks was a concerted 

campaign by political parties, interest groups such as the WCTU, the liquor groups, and 

churches, and by individual politicians to encourage women to enrol - in many instances 

in the hope that ,vomen would suppo1i whatever platform they were putting forward. 

The aim of this chapter is to discover just which women registered for the 1893 and 

1896 elections. 1 Such an analysis will not only broaden our understanding of the women 

\Vho were living in the area, but will also facilitate a comparison between the women who 

were lmown to have signed the petition and the total female population as recorded on the 

electoral roll. Attention will be given to the women who appeared on either the 1893 or 

1896 electoral roll, ,vhilst also investigating those who appeared on both. Part of the 

attraction of studying the southern Dtmedin area was that it was typical of many other 

urban centres around Nelv Zealand. This assertion first voiced by Olssen in his recent 

publication on the workers of Caversham, 2 and upheld in previous chapters, is once again 

confirmed in this preliminary glance at the number of women from southern Dunedin 

,vho registered for the 1893 election. The results of this study could well form the 

beginnings of a national model of ,vomen's political activity in Ne,v Zealand. The two 

electoral rolls are looked at concurrently in this chapter, so as to create an overall 

impression of the women from southern Dunedin who participated in the two elections. 

In doing this it is hoped that any trends in electoral participation between the two 

1 Both the 1893 and 1896 elections have been studied to accommodate the changing electoral 
boundaries between the two elections. The 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll onlv covers the noithem 
and southern Caversham ,vards drastically reducing our understanding of the political participation of 
southern Dunedin women. The electoral boundaries were changed in time for the 1896 election, 
however. The 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll covers what has been previously defined as the study 
area, including all of Caversham Borough, South Dunedin and St Kilda. It was necessary, therefore, to 
cover both electoral rolls to ensure that the patterns in residential location and socio-economic 
characteristics of the entire southern Dunedin population are considered. 
2 Olssen, Building the 1Vew World, 1995, p 261. 
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elections will be more immediately obvious than if one electoral roll ·was analysed after 

the other. The residential location and socio-economic status of electors on both rolls are 

investigated, follo,ving the same format as that applied to chapter four. References to the 

analysis of petition signatories also frequent this analysis. 

1893 and 1896 Caversham Electoral Rolls 

By Election Day on 28 November 1893 well over 100 000 \Vomen., close to 80 per 

cent of New Zealand's total adult female population, had registered for the election. The 

women in southern Dunedin closely mirrored this trend. A total of 489 women from the 

Cavershan1 electorate, approximately 79.5 per cent of the adult female population, ·were 

registered on the 1893 Caversham electoral roll. The Dunedin City electorate recorded a 

similar rate with 79 per cent of the adult female population registering. Many of these 

,yomen registered only days before the election; the supplementary rolls, v,;hich closed 

later than the main rolls, list names of ·women from all over the country. Caroline and 

Dorcas Schofield are two of the last names to appear on the second supplementary roll for 

the Caversham electorate. It seems that despite the relatively short an1ount of time 

available to the women of New Zealand to organise for the General Election, the majority 

of women, and indeed many more than who had initially signed the petition, felt that the 

time for women to enter national politics had arrived. 

To be able to conduct a study on the women who registered for the 1893 Election the 

focus must be narrowed, temporarily, to include only the Caversham electorate. This is 

required because the data we have for the 1893 election is very partial. TI1e southern 

Dunedin population at this time was divided into two electorates, with South Dunedin. St 

Kilda and Kensington being subsumed in to the much larger Dunedin electoral roll. By 

concentrating solely on the Caversham electorate, only the northern and southern wards 

of Caversham are included. The 1893 Caversham electorate spread from St Clair in the 

south, to Rock-yside in the north, reaching east to the boundary of the Middle Ward [see 

Map 4]. A fe,v stray electors, who should have been listed on the Dunedin electoral roll 

,vere, however, included in the Caversham electoral roll. These people, one each from 

Kensington, Mornington and South Dunedin, as well as three from Parkside, have been 

excluded from further analysis. 
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Map 5: Electoral Boundaries, 1892-1922. Source: Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.156; 

The Caversham electorate underwent frequent changes in the late nineteenth and early twentieth 
century as shown in this map. The 1893 boundary begins at the bottom of the map, in St Clair, 
and runs up Forbury Road extending to the corner of Caversham Township. The area west of 
this line (St Clair, Kew, Calderville, Township and Rockyside) was included in the Caversham 
electorate. The 1896 boundary runs east along the top of the study area and encompasses all of 

the southern Dunedin area. 

By the 1896 General Election, the South Island Electoral Representation Committee 

had changed the boundaries of the Caversham electorate.3 Caversham, in a political 

sense, was now much larger, encompassing all of southern Dunedin. As the second 

election open to the female population, the women of southern Dunedin had had three 

years to come to terms with their political voice. The 1893 election had seen a huge 

response from women all around the country. The 1896 election would be one in which 

the women could consolidate their right and once again participate in the political 

process. Women who had eagerly enrolled in 1893 can be followed up to see if 1896 
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proved equally as compelling. · Altematively, patterns in the residential distribution of 

electors in 1893 can be compared to 1896 to evaluate ,vhether any significant changes 

occurred. 

Location Analysis 

Table 5.1: Percentage of women on 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll by neighbourhoo<l 

Ward Neighbourhood 
N11mber on Estimated adult 
electoral roll female popluation 

No1th Ward 1 209 276 
. . . . . . . g.oc1',-ysi<ie 51 

Caversham To,,nship 158 
/south Ward: 280 339 

Calderville 123 .......... .................... ........ ........... . .................. . 
Kew 47 ...................................................... 
St Clair 110 

'TOTAL 489 615 

Percentage of 
adult females on 
electoral roll(%) 

75.i 

........................ 1 

82.61 

79.5= 

Mrs Alice Gertrnde Adam, a housewife from Goodall Street in Caversham Township 

,vas the first woman listed on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll from the study area. 

Her husband, George, a paper ruler, is just nvo names below her. Mrs Adam is just one 

of 615 women in the area who were faced with the decision of whether to register for the 

election or not. Some 489 of these ,vomen decided in the affim1ative. Table 5.1 . 

calculates the proportion of adult women, in the northern and southern Caversham wards, 

,vho registered their intention to vote in the 1893 election. As with the petition analysis 

these calculations utilise infonnation on the relative ages of the Caversham population, as 

given in the 1891 Census, to estimate the adult female population in each ward.4 

Close to 80 per cent of eligible females registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral 

Roll. The results in Table 5.1 tell us that to a small extent residential location did affect 

these numbers ·with more women from the South Ward communities deciding to register 

than ,vomen from the t'\vo North Ward communities. Closer scrutiny of the demographics 

is of course required. In South Ward, for example it should be noted that almost half of 

electors, some 128 women, were from Caldervilk the small community at the base of the 

valley. In the previous chapter we found that Calderville ,vomen were very responsi,.-e to 

the idea of women's suffrage, with mm1y women from this neighbourhood appearing on 

3 A McRobie, New Zealand Electoral Atlas, Wellington, 1989, p.64. 
4 This is discussed in more detail in chapter four, the petition analysis. 
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the petition. This desire for political empowerment obviously transfeITed itself into action 

when these ·women were given a chance to participate in the election. Having said that 

the number of women on the electoral roll from St Clair and Kew is also considerably 

larger than those on the petition. It ·will be interesting to see if later on in the thesis \Ve 

can identify those women \Vho had not signed the petition, who just a few months later, 

were prepared (or permitted) to participate in the election. 

A similar disproportion of electors is apparent in the two North Ward communities, 

where almost three-quarters of electors, some 153 women, hailed from the busy streets of 

Cavershan1 township, as compared ,,rith the 51 vvomen from Rockyside. Even 

acknowledging the higher density of residents in the To\vnship, their dominance on the 

roll is remarkable. In the previous chapter the lack of signatures in St Kilda was partially 

explained by the effects of an isolated conununity. Such an explanation is also applicable 

here. Potential electors were required to travel to either the local post office, or other 

official venues, to lodge their claims for the election. Families from Rockyside had to 

travel a considerable distance down the valley to get to these venues. For example, the 

Caversham Public Hall was situated on the comer of Main South Road and Clark Street in 

the middle of the Township, a long, steep \Valk for many Rockyside residents. Likewise 

Cavershan1's local post office v,;as also in the Tm;ynship, at the Rai.hvay Station, in 

Rail way Street. 
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Table 5.2: Percentage of women on 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll by street 

Suburb Street 
Number of Number of 

Number on 
families residences Percentage 

electoral roll 
re resented in street 

Rockyside Hill Place Street 2 2 3 
11 
11 
4 

66.7 

)9.9./J. ........ 
54.5 

.l.-:.aj.11:g .. ~~tc,~L ........... ............. )'.? ........... .U ... . 

.I.-:i:t1<:l~~Y.Rc011<:l .................... 7...... 6 ······················· 

View Street 2 I 25.0 

Jg~~~1ip .. fl.igl,1§tr.~~t_ 9 8 14 
21 

57.1 
~y¢.:i~y $tr,~et 22 15 71.4 

............................ 1.-:.EtP:'?~fi:~.l.ci .. ?.~~~.clt, ................ .1 . .1 ............................. ?............. . ..... ~.4: ................... .<5.4:.3. ........... . 
16 12 24 50.0 Peter Street 

Clark Street 10 8 10 80.0 ............................ ··············· ............................................... , ...... . 
. . .... . . ..... C::,o,llt!gc, ·~-t,rc,t;)t .. ..... .. . .. J 4 11 90.9 ................... 

Jlailvv-cty $tr~et . 2 
Catherine Street 16 .................................................... 

Goodall Street 
Calder Street ........................ 
Maria Road 

Calderville Manse Street 
John Street 
Creorge_ Street 
David Street ....... .. . . . ...... . 

Smith Street 
Marion Street 

• St Clair ....... Q<:rr1,eyJiill R.pctd 
Allandale Road ................. . ......... . 

Arthur Street 
Edward Street 

19 
5 
5 
5 
7 

21 
26 ..................... 

.......... , 

2 
11 
1 
12 
11 Albert Street .................................. 

Norfolk Street 
Victoria Street .................................................. 

Beach Street 
Cliffs Road 

8 
6 

5 40.0 

................... ).2.......... . 12 ............... .J.9(\Q ........ . 
15 18 83.3 
3 3 100.0 ................................................................................................. 

4 3 133.3 
5 83.3 .......................... 

70.0 
93.8 
71.0 

.... ····················· 

92.6 
73.3 

2 2 100.0 ..... ········· ............................................... . 

10 8 125.0 . ............................... , .... . 

1 1 100.0 
8 7 114.3 

1 Q . . ......... J.99.:Q ..... , 
5 100.0 

11 100.0 
8 7 11~3 ........................................................... ····-····· 

3 8 .... .............................. ............ .... . ........................ . ............... . 37.5 
0.0 Es lanade Street 0 () 4 

Table 5.2 provides an analysis of electors by street in an attempt to evaluate whether 

women in certain groups of streets, or blocks, facilitated mass voting. As ,vith the 

petition analysis all streets within the four suburbs were incorporated into this analysis to 

ensure that the results were as accurate as possible. Any streets vvhich transgressed 

suburb boundruies or which bordered two suburbs were not included simply because it 

has been too difficult, with the sources available, to accurately pinpoint electors to precise 

residential locations. The streets have been arrru1ged in the above table in their 

geographical order. In Caversham Tmvnship, for example, High, Sydney and Lancefielcl 
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Streets are situated further up the valley than Maria and Calder Streets which are 

positioned closer to the Calderville border. Unfortunately some 50 women (from a total 

of 498) who registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll did not provide any street 

infonnation with their registration and have thus been excluded from this analysis. 

An analysis of electors by street has produced some varied results. There are no 

visible patterns vvhich would suggest ,vomen within certain blocks of streets in a suburb 

,vere more likely to have registered for the election than other streets. Of the four suburbs 

included in this analysis Calderville had the most even distribution of electors with 

benveen 70 and 93 per cent of households in each street represented by at least one 

female on the 1893 electoral roll. In comparison the results from St Clair are curious. 

Three of the ten streets from this suburb had more families registered on the electoral roll 

than were recorded in the 1894 volume of Stones, vvhile another five streets recorded 

perfect representation. The two remaining streets, Cliffs Road and Esplanade Street had 

very poor representation, and in fact 1io \Vomen from Esplanade Street registered on the 

electoral roll. The results from Rock--yside were similarly varied. Electors from 

Caversham Tmvnship were slightly more consistent, between 60 and 90 per cent of 

households from most streets within the Township were represented on the 1893 

Cavershan1 Electoral Roll, though the result from Maria Street is obviously exaggerated. 

It certainly appears that a street analysis of electors' is not feasible in this instance, and any 

comment on the residential location of female electors in 1893 should focus on larger 

residential groupings. 

The residential location of potential female electors did influence the decision to 

participate in the 1893 general election, though perhaps the most important observation is 

that this bias was not as conspicuous as with the residential analysis of petition signatories 

discovered in the previous chapter. The numbers of women in all five suburbs who 

registered on the electoral roll had increased exponentially from the number who had 

earlier signed the petition. In particular tl1e 58 women from Calderville ,vho had signed 

the petition more than doubled at election time as 123 ,vomen from this area registered 

their intention to vote. Similarly only 99 vvomen from St Clair and Kew supported the 

petition, yet 157 Yvomen from these two suburbs felt confident enough to participate in the 

election. The brevity of infonnation on the different suburbs ,vithin the electorate has 

hampered this investigation. The 1891 Census statistics are limited to ·ward populations 

only and as such it is impossible to compare the level of participation benveen the 
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different conununities within those wards. The other m'1ior limitation with the analysis of 

the 1893 electoral roll is that only ,vomen from Caversham electorate have been 

identified. Let us now move on to consider the residential distribution of women on the 

1896 electoral roll. 

Table 5.3: Percentage of women on 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll by ward 
: 

Number of Estimated adult 
Borough Ward 

electors female population 
Percentage (%) 

•caversham 994 1109 89.6 
• 

North 232 326 71.2 : 

........ ··( 

Middle 361 376 96.0 . . . . . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . ' . . . ' . '""" ..................... ..... ..... '"'""'"'"'""" .............. ....................... ............ 
South 401 406 98.8 

. Kensington 210 200 105.0 
South Dunedin 1 1147 1122 102.2 

North 679 614 110.6 . . ' . . . . . . . . . ..... . ' . . . . . ' . ' . . . ' . . ' . . ' ' ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . . ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . .................... . ...... . ....... ••............. ··········= 
South 129 159 81.1 
East 339 349 97.1 

St Kilda 282 269 104.8 
Park 183 180 101.7 
Mussel burgh 99 89 111.2 

Totals 2633 2700 97.5 

The 1896 General Election ,vas a political success ,vithin southern Dunedin, but not, 

it should be noted, quite such the success that the results of Table 5.3 suggest. Results 

from several of the southern wards give an anomalous return whereby more electors 

registered on the electoral roll than were estimated to have been living in the area. In fact, 

while the 1896 Census counted 5414 adults above the age of 21 living within the 

boundaries of the Caversha.m electorate,5 some 5632 electors, an additional 218 people, 

registered on the electoral roll. The reason for this small discrepancy ,vas, quite simply, 

that the census was taken on the evening of 12 April 1896, while the general election was 

held some eight months later on December 4. The small increase of population that 

occurred in the intervening months has not been accounted for in the above table. 

The complications with the figures in the above table prevents a detailed discussion 

on the proportions of women from each ward who registered for the 1896 general 

election, although an examination of the general trends is still worthv,fale. As ,:vas 

apparent ,vith the 1893 electoral roll, however, the residential location of potential 

5 Census, 1896. Part IV, Ages of the People, Table XIII, Electorates for European Representation -
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electors does not seem to have unduly influenced their decision to register. The result 

from Caversham borough is somewhat lower than the other boroughs, and this is mainly 

due to the result from Caversham's North Ward. Only 71 per cent of eligible females 

from this ward registered on the 1896 electoral roll as compared 96 per cent from Middle 

Ward and slightly few·er than 99 per cent in the South Ward. The reason for this poor 

result is m1clear, and while it is possible that the remote Rock.,.yside residents may have 

contributed to a slightly lower tum-out., as was noticed in the analysis of the 1893 

electoral roll, (the number of women from Rockyside to register on the electoral roll 

increased from 51 in 18 93 to just 64 in 1896) the discrepancy between the North Ward 

and the other southern wards is too large for such a simple explanation. 

The primary reason for looking at the 1896 roll, however, is to enable an exploration 

of the political participation of the entire southern Dunedin community rather than just the 

northern and southern Caversham wards that ,vere studied in 1893. Given that these 

suburbs - Kensington, South Dunedin and St Kilda - had similar proportions of female 

electors on the 1896 electoral roll as the suburbs included in the earlier analysis we can 

infer that the distribution of electors in 1893 would also have been relatively even. 

Further it is now apparent that significantly more southern vvomen, regardless of their 

residential address, participated in the electoral process than were prepared to sign the 

petition. It should be noted, for example, that St Kilda, which lagged behind the other 

suburbs in the analysis of petition signatories, had one the highest tum-outs on the 

electoral roll. 

The residential analysis of female electors on both tl1e 1893 and 1896 electoral rolls 

complements the conclusions dravvn in the earlier residential analysis of petition 

signatories. Residential location was shown to have been an important factor ,vith 

regards the women's suffrage petition in southern Dunedin. In particular, the residents of 

skilled Vlorking-class communities such as Kensington and South Dunedin were more 

likely to have signed the petition than women living in communities with a more 

pronounced middle-class background. Women from communities with a high proportion 

of unskilled residents were also less likely to have signed the petition tha11 their skilled 

counterparts. By the time enrolments began for the 1893 General Election (which Vv·as 

only a matter of a fevv ,veeks) the tensions surrounding the campaign had obviously eased 

September 1896, p.165. 
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and significantly more local ,vomen were prepared (or permitted) to register for the 

election. Residential location does not seem to have been such a significant explanatory 

factor Yvhen discussing the electoral process as relatively similar propo1tions of women 

from all three boroughs tumed out to register. Its irrelevance in this instance, however, 

merely strengthens its earlier significance with regards the petition. 

Socio-economic analysis 

The techniques employed in the socio-economic analysis of female electors are the 

same as those used in the earlier socio-economic analysis of petition signatories. In sho1t 

the occupations accompanying the ,vomen on the electoral rolls have been pre-assigned 

occupational codes by Caversham Project researchers, based primarily on the status of the 

position and the level of skill, responsibility and training required to carry out the job. 

The coding scheme and ambiguities associated with some of the occupations have already 

been described in the previous chapter, and as such ,;,,,ill not be discussed again. 

Table 5.4: Percentage of dependent women registered on the 1893 Caversham 
Electoral Roll by neighbourhood 

Suburb Neighbourhood 

<:::aver~f1fl.~~ .. ~<?().1-:y~i.de ..... . 

Number of T I b ota num er 
dependent women 

29 51 ..................... 1...... c: ................. 1. 

Percentage 

56.9 

...... . . 9.t1Y.~~J,lan1)'ow11sl1ip .... 106 153 69.3 

St Clair 

Totals 

Calderville 
St Clair 
Kew 

84 
54 
29 
302 

128 65.6 
llO 49.1 ......................................................... 

47 61. 7 
489 61.8 

Table 5.4 examines the numbers of female electors in each neighbourhood, who were 

not participating in the paid workforce, that is \.Vere dependent on other family members 

for an income. Almost 62 per cent of all female electors in southern Dunedin were fully 

occupied within the family home. This is a somewhat smaller proportion than exp~cted. 

As reported in the previous chapter, some 77.6 per cent of women recorded in the 1896 

New Zealand Census remained in the home. This had increased by 1901 when 81 . 6 per 

cent of Otago ,vomen were classed as dependents. That fewer dependent \.Yomen ,vere 

found on the electoral roll than would have normally been expected does not necessarily 

mean that these middle-class, or upper working-class women did not register for the 1893 

election. Rather it is more likely that the southern Dunedin population had fewer of these 

,vomen than expected in the wider national populace. This will be considered in 
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co11junction with the analysis of the 1896 Electoral Roll, ,vhen it will be possible to 

compare the n.vo rolls to see if the number of dependent women on the electoral roll 

increased benveen the two elections, thereby suggesting that they were absent from the 

earlier election. 

Dependent women were distributed . fairly evenly across the Caversham 

neighbourhoods on the 1893 Electoral Roll although a significantly lmver proportion of 

·women were assigned to this category from St Clair. I assume that wealth would be 

closely linked to the higher occurrence of dependent women, and St Clair, with some of 

the v;,ealthiest families in the area ·would have had a large proportion of such women. As 

was seen with the petition analysis, it appears that a disproportionate number of married 

women from St Clair did not register for the election. Once again, these findings indicate 

that middle-class ·women ,;vere far slO\ver to support their political advancement than the 

,;vorking-classes. If the ,vomen of St Clair had reservations regarding the political 

empmverment of their sex before the suffrage victory, the possibility exists that these 

same reservations also kept them from registering for the election. Female franchise was 

important, contemporaries claimed, to assist the gwwing numbers of working women to 

attain political s,vay. This would not have concerned many of the married women of St 

Clair. Before commenting on the differences betvveen the number of dependent women 

on the electoral roll and the proportions ,vho signed the petition ,ve shall look briefly at 

the results of the 1896 analysis. 

Table 5.5: Percentage of dependent women registered on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll by 
neighbourhood 

I Suburb 
I 

Neighbourhood 
Number of 

Index of over
dependent Total number Percentage 

representation 

Cavershmn Calderville 

... <;:<lY.t!!~,.~~~11 .'I ()~V~~if 
Caversham East 
Caversham Rise 

........ Pa.rlc:y ... 
Parkside 

women 
111 .................... 
114 
16 
25 
48 

61 
Rocky side 13 8 

1,;~11si11gtClll. . .. r-;~1:15.i~1gt()ll , . ...... . ...1.3.?.. 
Kensington South 56 

St Clair St Clair 121 
Kew 52 

South Dunedin S011th Dunedin 822 

79.3 1.07 
························· 

74.0 1.00 
28 
35 
62 

57.1 0.77 
71.4 0.97 
77.4 

78 78.2 
180 76.7 
210 65.2 . ' . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' ' ' . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . ' . ' . 
79 70.9 
157 77.1 
60 86.7 

1147 71.7 

I.OS 
1.06 
1.04 
0.88 
0.96 
1.04 
1.17 
0.97 

St Kilda St Kilda ............................. ).?9. ............... )83 82.0 
78.8 

1.11 
1.07 Musselbumh 78 99 

Totals 1929 2612 73.9 
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Quite obviously the results in Table 5.5, the proportion of dependent women on the 

1896 electoral roll, reflect much more closely the expected number of dependent women 

in New Zealand society than the results displayed in Table 5.4, the proportions on the 

1893 electoral roll. 6 All five neighbourhoods represented in both tables increased 

markedly ben.veen the "tlvo elections, with St Clair, Ke,,, and Rockyside, under

represented by dependent women in the earlier election now returning a higher than 

expected number of such women. Indeed only two neighbourhoods, Caversham East, 

with 57 per cent, and Kensington, vvith 65 per cent, had fewer than 70 per cent of 

dependent women on the roll, a significant difference from the earlier roll. 

Of particular interest here is the index of over-representation vvhich shows that five 

neighbourhoods - Caversham East, Caversham Rise, Kensington, Kensington South and 

South Dunedin, were under-represented by dependent vv·omen while the remaining nine 

neighbourhoods had either the expected proportion or were over-represented by 

dependent women on the electoral roll.7 All five of these neighbourhoods were typically 

from the lower socio-economic end of the scale, ,vith Caversham East, Kensington and 

South Dunedin, in particular, being known in contemporary local circles as areas of low 

incomes and poor housing. Such a result was, therefore, expected, as areas of low income 

potential ,vould be more likely to have a higher incidence of working ,vomen. The result 

from Caversham East is particularly low, however, suggesting that the level of poverty in 

this neighbourhood may have been greater than previously thought. Just 5 7 per cent of 

women in Caversham East ·were classified as dependent, suggesting that the remaining 43 

per cent were gainfully employed. We will return to Caversham East later in connection 

with the occupational group analysis of employed women, when ·we will be able to 

identity ,;vhich occupation groups these ,vomen were employed in. 

6 Just 62 per cent of vvomen registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll were listed as dependent 
,vomen. \Vhile close to 78 per cent of Ne\v Zealand women recorded in the 1896 Census \Vere listed as 
dependent on another for lli1 income. 
7 An index of over-representation evaluates whether a given population, in this case female electors in 
southern Dunedin, were more or less likely to have registered for the election than expected within the 
entire population. A result of 1.0 indicates pe1fect representation, while an index smaller than 1.0 
means the popµlation was under-represented by dependent \vomen. A figure greater than 1.0 means 
that a greater proportion of dependent women were found to have registered in that suburb than 
expected in the \Vider population. For further inf01mation on the index of over-representation see 
Donald R. Matthews, U.S'. Senators and their TVorld, New York:. 1960, pp.273-274. 
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Looking back at the results of the 1893 electoral roll one immediately realises that 

the distribution of dependent ,vomen was aberrant. Two explanations exist to account for 

the earlier results. First, if we take the figures at face value, it is evident that a far greater 

proportion of dependent vvmnen did abstain from participating in their inaugural election, 

especially those women from the well-known middle-class neighbourhoods of St Clair 

and Kew. These women may well have harboured reservations about being seen to 

support a campaign which may still have been considered by some of their peers as 

radical and umvomanly, or alternatively, these women may have been restrained by their 

husbands who objected to their participation in the campaign, despite it now being passed 

into law. Either way the period benveen the nvo elections obviously afforded many 

dependent women with a heightened opportunity to participate in the political affairs of 

the country. 

The second possible explanation is actually more of a cautionary statement about the 

results. Throughout this research thesis I have harboured reservations about the accuracy 

of the occupational classifications scheme, in particular about the large number of women 

assigned to the unskilled category and relatively modest number assigned to a dependent 

role. I would contend that a greater proportion of dependent \,VOmen who registered on 

the 1896 electoral roll \.Vere classified into the correct occupational group Yvhereas in the 

earlier election they were incorrectly assigned to an unskilled occupation, thereby 

distorting the numbers in each group. This is not to say that the inconsistencies were 

entirely the fault of modern interpretations, for it is equally possible that the ,vomen who 

registered for the 1893 elections, and also those officials who authorised their claims, did 

not clearly distinguish between the type of occupations for which money \.Vas received 

and those fulfilled as part of a wife's duties. Three years later, \.Vith more time to prepare 

and the benefit of previous experience, the occupational groupings which accompanied 

women on the electoral roll may have reflected much more accurately the actual position 

of many women. 

Using the results of the 1896 electoral roll analysis as an indicative representation of 

the southern Dunedin female population at the time of the women's suffrage campaign, iL 

is apparent that relatively similar proportions of dependent women both signed the 

petition and enrolled on the general election. A very small increase in the proportion of 

dependent women on the electoral roll underlies the fact that the dramatic increase in 

numbers from the petition to the electoral roll as discussed in the first part of this chapter, 
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was obviously derived from aci;oss the total population. It is not evident that dependent 

,vomen were proportionality more interested in the electoral roll than they were in the 

petition. There are tvvo significant points of interest in Table 5.5, however, which belie 

this explanation and which need further discussion. 

First is the dramatic increase shown by dependent women in St Clair towards the 

election as compared the petition. Dependent ,vomen made up just 50 per cent of 

signatories from St Clair,8 while some 77 per cent of electors were classified as such. 

Based on the fact that so few of St Clair's signatories were dependent I concluded earlier 

that the signatures from the wives and daughters of the characteristic middle-class St Clair 

family were noticeably absent from the petition. The results of this analysis of dependent 

women on the electoral roll seem to verify this claim. It is now quite clear that a 

significant proportion of these women did withhold, or at least were encouraged to 

,vithhold, their public support of the suffrage petition. Once the franchise act had passed 

through as la,v, however, the political conscience of these women ensured their 

participation in the election. 

The other note,vorthy result in Table 5.5 is from Caversham East, which reveals a 

substantially smaller proportion of dependent ,vomen registered on the electoral roll than 

had signed the petition. The dependent women from Caversham East were among the 

most enthusiastic supporters of the petition from throughout the area, with close to 82 per 

cent of signatories classified as such. This figure was drastically reduced '"hen the 

electoral roll closed a fe,~,; months later; just 57 per cent of female electors in Caversharn 

East were dependent. Rather than a poor reflection on the electoral participation of 

dependent ,vomen from Caversham East, this analysis highlights the tremendous support 

shO\vn by these women to the petition. The reasons why dependent women from this 

particular neighbourhood were so supportive of the petition as compared to the 

surrounding communities is hard to ascertain, but it does suggest that working women 

may not have been the key to the petition's success as previously assumed. At the end of 

chapter four I cautioned against drawing too many correlations between the high number 

of working ,vomen on the petition and its local success, and no,v, in light of what ,ve 

know about the nature of support from Caversham East it appears that this may 1,vell 

represent an ecological fallacy. Several issues have been raised in the course of this 

8 see Table 4. 7, an analysis of the propmiion of signatories within each neighbourhood not pmiicipating 
in the paid \Vorkforce. 
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electoral roll analysis regarding the specific occupations of those local women who were 

gainfully employed. It seems timely to move on to a closer examination of the 

occupational structure of employed women. 

Table 5.6: Number of employed women registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll 
by occupation group 

Suburb Nehzhbourhood SP SE PO WC SK ss us Totals 

Cavershrun R.:()c~y~i4~ .. , .. 2 15 22 
. . . . . . . ' ................ ..... ........ ... , ............. . ... . ................. 

Caversham TownshiJ 3 1 3 14 2 24 47 
Calderville 5 2 3 8 2 24 44 

St Clair St Clair 6 2 3 4 1 40 56 ....... ······················· ... ......... ....... ..... ........ ............. ..... ... ..... ....... .... """' ............. ............. .,., ............ 
Ke,v 1 I 16 18 

Totals 17 5 0 9 31 6 119 187 

Table 5.7: Percentage of employed women registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll 
by occupation group 

Suburb Neiuh bourl1ood SP(%) SE(%) PO(%) WC(%) SK(%) SS (%) US(%) Total~(%) 

..................... C::11y()t~lJ..cltl1.JC)\Vt1Sl1ip .. 

St Clair 

Totals 

Calderville 
St Clair 
Kew 

3.9 9.8 29.4 43.1 .......................................................... 

1.7 9.2 ... 1.,3 .... 1.5.:7 30.6 2.0 .. 0.7 
3.9 1.6 2.3 6.3 1.6 18.8 34.5 
5.5 1.8 2.7 3.6 0.9 36.4. 50.9 
2.2 2.2 33.9 38.3 
3.5 1.0 0.0 1.8 6.3 1.2 24.3 38.2 

Statistics gathered shortly after the 1893 general election shovv that just 22.4 per cent 

of adult New Zealand women ,vere gainfully employed. Regional statistics in 1901 show 

that 18.4 per cent of Otago's total female population were gainfully employed. The 

figures for the other main centres are comparable, just 19.5 per cent of Canterbury's total 

female population and 16.6 per cent from Auckland were similarly employed in 1901.9 In 

comp~ison, 38.2 per cent of Caversham's female electors ,,vere involved in some type of 

paid employment in 1893, considerably higher than both the national and regional 

figures, 10 and it should also be noted, considerably higher than tl1e proportions of working 

women ·who signed the petition. A thorough investigation of the occupational structure of 

southern Dunedin women will have to wait until the analysis of the 1896 electoral roll, as 

already mentioned the 1893 electoral roll, by excluding much of the study area, is 

unrepresentative of the entire population. Before embarking on this we will briefly 

examine the proportions of employed women as recorded on the 1893 electoral roll to 

9 Cens11s. 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I. Occupations - Classes. p.28 L Regional 
statistics are included in Table VL Occupations in Provincial district - Classes, p.313. 
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exact some understanding of the female occupational structure at the time of the petition. 

The occupational analysis offered here follm:vs the format already used in the petition 

analysis; the actual· number of women in each group are presented in Table 5.6, while 

Table 5. 7 calculates the percentage of all electors in each occupational group. 

Mary Pedlow's day \vould have begun around 6am. Her first task was to prepare for 

breakfast. Her employer, William Barron and his family, vvith ,vhom she lived on 

Forbury Road, would be up shortly after this to prepare for \.Vork and there was a lot to be 

done. In Caversham some 24.3 per cent of electors \.Vere engaged, like Mary, in domestic 

service, classified as unskilled work. St · Clair had by far the highest incidence of 

unskilled female workers, with 36.4 per cent of women on the 1893 Caversham Electoral 

Roll registering as such. This trend was first discovered in the petition analysis, where 

signatories from St Clair ,vere under-represented amongst dependent women and over

represented amongst unskilled working women. A similar finding is now evident 

amongst electors. Once again, it is important to view the proportions of women assigned 

to the unskilled occupations \vith some caution as there is some uncertainty whether the 

occupational categories employed in this thesis, and in the \Vider Caversham prq_ject, have 

accurately distinguished bet,veen the types of jobs that ,vould normally be undertaken by 

a house,vife, and those that were applied to a domestic worker. 11 The issue surrounding 

unskilled female workers ,vill be investigated further in conjunction w-ith the 1896 

analysis. Having said that, however, the trends evident in Table 5.7 can still be used as an 

indication of the occupational structure of Caversham's female electors. 

Women's participation in the paid workforce \Vas so dominated by the domestic 

realm that only 13.8 per cent of all women listed on the 1893 Caversham electoral roll 

indicated employment in the first eight occupational groups, that is employment clearly 

outside of the home environment. To pursue briefly the example of unskilled working 

women, just three electors, Lizzie Fox, who vvas employed as a knitter, Alice Muir, a 

retoucher, and printer Olive Prosser Watson ,vere employed in unskilled occupations 

which did not involved domestic duties. 12 In the case of Olive Watson, her employment 

as a printer ,vas most likely to have been in her father's printery, Watson & Sons, in 

10 Appendix 8 lists occupations of female electors on the 1893 Caversharn Electoral Roll. 
11 This is discussed in more detail in chapter four, the analvsis of petition signatories. 
i::: Once again the occupational analysis is based on the ~)ccupational coding scheme as devised by the 
Caversharn Project research staff. The occupations of the above women were assigned codes prior to 
this study 
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Dunedin. Outside of the unskiiled workers, there are two occupational groups in Table 

5.6 and Table 5.7 which w·arrant further comment - skilled vv·omen workers and semi

professional women. The numbers employed in the remaining groups are too small to be 

statistically reliable. Indeed, Caversham's women were completely without 

representation in three of the possible occupational groupings; large employers, 

professionals and petty officials. The occupations which made up these three groups 

were highly managerial and supervisory in nature., well outside the accepted ambitions for 

a woman whose ultimate career was to become a \Vife and mother. 

Skilled women "vorkers represent the largest group of Caversham's employed 

women outside of the domestic market Rockyside and Caversham Township in 

particular had a large proportion of skilled women workers with 9.8 and 9.2 per cent 

respectively classed as such. Calderville achieved the expected 6.3 per cent, while St 

Clair, with 3.6 per cent, and Kew, without representation in this group, fall below the 

expected level. Many of these skilled women were dressmal(ers, including the three 

Bates sisters, Mary, Rosa and Sarah, as well as EnJily and Louisa Briggs (daughters of 

one of Caversham's t\:vo brewers). It appears to be quite common for sisters to gain 

employment in the same occupation. Obviously members of the same family could enter 

a fan1ily business, or alternatively, sisters already employed in factories and large 

businesses could facilitate employment opportunities for younger siblings. 

While only small numbers of women ,vere found to be employed in these skilled 

occupations comparative to domestics, their preponderance in the subtrrbs of Roc1..1 side, 

Caversham Tovv11ship, and also Calderville reflects the dominance in these suburbs of 

skilled men. Sufficient evidence exists to contend that daughters of skilled parents were 

more likely to follow their parents into similar occupations, with skills often passed from 

generation to generation. Mary Mullin, a presser from Playfair Street, on the slopes 

betv,1een the Tovvnship and Kew, followed her father George (a bootmaker) into the 

skilled trades. For many parents the years a daughter spent learning the trade, as an 

apprentice and maybe then as a joumeywoman ,votdd ensure independence and self

respect should circumstances arise, ,vhich vvould see a woman supporting herself, or her 

family .13 The absence of skilled ,vorkers in Kew, and the small proportion in St Clair 

reinforces the middle-class status of these communities. The vvomen of St Clair and Kevv 

13 Erik Olssen., Building the New TYorfd, pp.92-93. 
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would have been less concerned about the financial security of employment, thus 

allowing greater freedom in what little choice there was. While the women of the 

working-class suburbs valued the self-respect gained from a skilled trade, the women of 

St Clair could afford to be less concerned with possible future misfortunes and 

concentrate more on immediate interests and benefits. 

As explained in the previous chapter, the categorisation of occupations in the Census 

prevents a direct comparison to all of the occupational groups as presented in this thesis. 

However, as many of the skilled workers would have been employed in an industrial 

setting, as dressmakers, tailoresses, milliners and manufacturers for example, a 

comparison betlveen these tlvo is possible. The national census figures indicate that just 

4.9 per cent of adult women \Vere employed in industrial occupations in 1896, 

considerably lower than the 6.3 per cent of skilled ,:vomen from the Caversham electorate. 

This comparison highlights the strength of the skilled commmiity in Caversharn, an 

important feature of the entire southern Dunedin population. Even discounting the huge 

numbers of skilled families living on the Flat, the proportions in Caversham far outweigh 

national figures. Erik Olssen has found that the skilled (male) workers of Caversham, 

most notably those in the handicraft trades, can1e to define social relations and culture in 

Caversham throughout this period. 14 The high level of union mobilisation, emanating in 

large from skilled workers, ,vhich occurred in the southern boroughs at the end of the 

nineteenth century, ensured a high level of political interest amongst this population. 

That so many of Caversham's female electors ,vere skilled vvorkers (and once again I 

think it is important to stress that these figures represent some of the wealthier suburbs, 

and do not include the skilled working-class strongholds on the Flat), when compared to 

national figures, coupled with the fact that such a large proportions of the adult female 

population registered for the election (79.5 per cent) seems to reinforce the political 

commitment of this community. 

Small pockets of women employed in semi-professional occupations, such as 

nursing, midwifery and teaching \vere found in each suburb. With an overall total of 3.5 

per cent this figure, achieved amongst Caversham electors, is only slightly below the 

expected national figure of 3. 7 per cent. 15 This ,vas an intriguing result one not initially 

expected. The majority of these women \Vere from St Clair (5.5 per cent). Calderville 

14 Erik Olssen, Building the New ·world, p.226. 
15 Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281. 
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(3.9 per cent) and Rock.·yside (3.9 per cent). Indeed the 6 semi-professional women from 

St Clair represent the largest group of workers outside domestic service in that 

neighbourhood. Semi-professional women represented every Caversham neighbourhood 

on the 1893 electoral roU, without exception, a finding only matched by unskilled women 

w·orkers and dependent women. Harriet Chitty, a nurse from Laing Street, was one of t\vo 

women in the semi-professions from Rockyside. Her husband, Leonard, a shoemaker, 

owned and operated his own business, and \Vas passing on his trade to his son, Robert. 

That Leonard had set up on his own account would normally indicate that the family 

enjoyed a reasonable level of financial security. That Harriet was ,vorking would suggest 

othenvise, however. Obviously the family income needed supplementing. Some skilled 

trades were rapidly changing during the latter part of the nineteenth centrny as the factory 

started to dominate the market. 16 Small businesses such as the Chitty's may have found 

the competition stiff. 

Emily Salmond's circumstances, ·whilst also from Rockyside, were somewhat 

different. A closer look at the Salmond fan1ily suggests that Emily did not need to worry 

about the financial aspect of employment and was able to follow a passion - as an artist. 

Emily's father, William Salmond vvas listed on the electoral roll as a Professor, while her 

brother was an architect, both prestigious occupations requiring tertiary education. This 

in itself ,vould require wealth beyond that of a normal \Vorking class family. Tuition fees 

aside, any time spent studying for a career would be a \vaste of valuable wage-eaming 

years to a family \Vithout sufficient means. Emily's mother Jane Salmond was listed on 

the electoral roll as a domestic and was thus classified as an unskilled worker, suggesting 

employment rather than familial duties. This is one example of an error in coding as the 

chance of the wife of a Professor in the 1890s participating in the paid \Vorkforce would 

have been very slim. 17 

Without concentrating on the specific numbers of semi-professional women on the 

electoral roll as compared \Vith the petition, an examination of which forms part of the 

following chapter, the wide residential distribution of female electors provides an 

compelling point of further inquiry. The petition analysis revealed that semi-professional 

16 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p. I 61. 
17 The Salmond family dynamic was ve1ified by a marriage register entry at Knox Church in May 1916. 
Mabel Salmond was the bride and Emily (under her married name of Allen, although it \Vas noted that 
she was already a ,vidow) was ,vitness. William - a retired Professor and Jane were listed as parents. 
Stones directory shmvecl that the William Salmond in the marriage register, noted to be living in Queen 
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women formed only a small minority of signatories, well below the proportion of semi

professional ,vomen expected within the ,11..-ider populace. It is now evident that a great c:: 

deal more semi-professional women were living in the Caversham area. A comparative 

analysis of signatories and electors will reveal whether semi-professional women were 

uniformly under-represented on the petition or whether residential location was a more 

important factor, whereby women from this occupational group featured more 

prominently on the petition from certain communities than others. 

The occupational analysis of Caversham's female electors has provided a clear 

indication of the strength of the local ,vorking population. Even accounting for what 

seems to be an over-estimation of unskilled employees, the proportions in Caversham far 

exceed national expectations. The overwhelming force of the local skilled women and 

the solid representation by semi-professional women certainly encourage further 

investigation. More particularly this analysis tempts one into a comparative analysis with 

the vvomen who signed the petition, as 1s presented in the following chapter. By studying 

the occupational structure of local ,vomen we are getting more of a general sense about 

the local women, and in parallel a general sense about which elements, or cliques, within 

this community supported the petition. First things first, ho,vever: before the comparative 

analysis we must complete our investigation of the southern electors by turning now to 

the 1896 electoral roll. 

Table 5.8: Number of employed women registered on the 1896 Caversham Electoral 
Roll by occupation group 

Suburb Nefa:hbourhood SP SE PO WC SK ss us Totals 
Caversham Calderville 3 3 9 3 11 29 .... ._ ...... .. ········ ... 

. Gay~~s.I~~ . .I.C)~,'.~S.~J . 5 2 2 9 4 18 40 ........ . ...... . ............. ................ 

Caversham East l l 1 2 1 6 12 
Caversham Rise 1 3 1 5 10 

.P..~rI~Y ......... 4 1 2 7 14 ........ . ................ 

Parkside 2 l 2 7 5 17 ........... ············· 
Rockvside 5 3 5 14 2 13 42 

~~11:sit.1gt?.I~ ........ Kensin <Tton 7 4 1 31 9 21 73 .............•.• /::! ...........•..... . .... ............. ................ 
Kensington South l 2 14 1 5 23 

St Clair St Clair 8 3 5 3 1 16 36 ... 

Kew l 6 8 
South Dunedin South Dunedin 14 17 I 12 131 34 116 325 
St Kilda St Kilda 2 2 4 8 1 16 33 

Musselburgh 1 8 12 21 
Totals 53 31 4 38 240 60 257 683 

Street at the time of the marriage, was the same William Salmond living in Rocky side in 1893. 
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Table 5.9: Percentages of employed women on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll by 
occupation group 

Suburb Nei hbourhood SP %) SE% PO(%) WC % SK% SS % US(%) Totals%• 
Cavershmn Calderville 2.1 2.1 6.4 2.1 7.9 20.6 

<:;ay<e~'.S!1~!1.Ic>~v1;1s,llip .. . }} ... .... J} ..... ...................... .1.:.3 ............ 5.:~ .... ..... }:? ..... .... ..1.1.:7. .......... ~~ •. ~ ....... . 
Caversha.m East 3.6 3.6 3.6 7.1 3.6 21.4 42.9 ' 

.9.~y~r~l~.111_11}ljS,f:J. .. .. .. . ...... 2. Y .... ......................................................... ~:.? ..... .... .. 2.:.9...... . .1.1} .... ..... ..2.~:.7 ....... , 
pa,i)~y. . ......... ~ ... s.. ............ .. ................. 1.6 . }J ...... Jl,.3 .... .... ~:i.~~ .... .. : 
Parkside . 2.6 1.3 2.6 9.0 6.4 21.9 : R~~k·:~id.~ ..... ................ is ........................... 15 ......... i's' ..... ... ii .... ....... i-:i ........... ii ........... ii~i"' .... , 

I{,t!x:is.i11gt():n, .... ,l<,t!i:tsi,!1g1()!1 ............... .... }}. 1.9. ......................... 9.·.5. ....... ):l:J ... ...... 1} ........ ..1.9:. 
Kensin ton South 1.3 2.5 17.7 1.3 6 . 

: St Clair ... ~t .. C::.l~i! ..................... ...... ?:.l.... 1.9 ............. . }:~ . . .... ):? .. ....... .O.:~ .... . 
Kew 1.7 1.7 

South Dunedi.!1 South Dunedi.!1 I. 2 l. 5 0.1 1.0 11.4 3.0 28.3 
2.2 . 1,4 .. 0.5 .. 8.:7,., .. 18.0 ...... . . . . . ' . ' ----. . . . . . -. 

St Kilda St Kilda 1.1 1.1 ..... ,.. .. .. '. " 

Musselbuuh 1.0 8.1 12.l 21.2 
'Totals 2.0 1.2 0.2 1.5 9.2 2.3 9.8 26.1 

As with Table 5.5 above, the proportion of ,:vorking women who appeared on the 

1896 Electoral Roll was considerably closer to the figures recorded in the 1896 Census 

and expected within \vider New Zealand society,18 than those discovered on the 1893 

Electoral Roll. The most significant difference between the t\vo elections can be fotllld 

amongst the group of unskilled women vvorkers within the population, with the 24 per 

cent of women classified as such in 1893 dropping to just 9. 8 per cent in 1896. The 

earlier suggestion that this may reflect more consistent occupational naming of female 

electors seems more convincing. Even in 1896, however, the total proportion of unskilled 

women electors in southern Dunedin was greater than the 8. 7 per cent expected in the 

vv·ider national populace,19 just as the proportion of workers in the area still outnumbered 

national expectations. Once again the proportions of unskilled workers assigned to each 

of the five communities changed significm1tly. St Clair, Kew and Rockyside, the three 

suburbs ,vhich displayed such large numbers of unskilled workers in 1893 are now, in the 

1896 analysis, considerably closer to the expected proportions. In fact Roc1..1 side with 

7.2 per cent of unskilled female electors on the 1896 electoral roll was some 2.6 per cent 

below the expected level of 9. 8 per cent. 

The other noticeable differences between the hvo elections ,:vere in the skilled, semi-

18 Some 22.4 per cent of New Zealand women above 20 years of age were engaged in paid work as 
recorded in the Census of the Colony of New Zealand, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People. 
Table I.. Occupations - Classes. p.281 
19 Census. 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People. Table I, Occupations - Classes. p.281. 
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skilled and the semi-professional categories. Both the skilled and semi-skilled groups 

increased over this time, with skilled women increasing from 6.3 per cent of female 

electors in 1893 to 9.2 per cent in 1896, and semi-skilled women from 1.2 per cent to 2.3 

per cent. In the same period semi-professional \VOrn.en decreased from 3.5 per cent to 2.0 

per cent. Rather than perceptible shifts in electoral support all three of these changes 

result from the 1896 electoral redistribution which extended the Caversham electorate to 

include the \Vhole southern Dunedin area. By increasing the overall population and 

including historically working-class suburbs, such as South Dunedin and Kensington, 

within the Caversham electorate, the proportions of skilled and semi-skilled \vould have 

increased, while the total proportion of semi-professional ,vomen, who tended to be most 

heavily concentrated in St Clair, would have decreased slightly. The inferences made in 

reference to the 1893 roll, suggesting that the strength of skilled female electors emulates 

the political commitment shown throughout this period by the skilled working-classes in 

the area, seem even more relevant when referring to the large proportion of skilled 

women on the 1896 roll. 

The advantage the 1896 Electoral Roll has over the 1893 roll is that the occupational 

structures of all the southern neighbourhoods can be explored rather than just the small 

fraction of the Caversham area which v,1as analysed earlier. We can now get a much 

better sense of the individual positions of southern Dunedin women at the time of their 

inaugural election. A closer inspection of the five neighbourhoods represented on both 

rolls reveals that, dependent and unskilled women aside, the occupational strncture within 

any particular community did not alter, to any significant extent, between 1893 and 1896. 

The proportions assigned to each category remained relatively stable throughout the 

period, \,'Ith the skilled ,vomen from Caversham Township, Rockyside and St Clair 

proving the only exception. The numbers of skilled working-,vomen dropped 

considerably in these three communities (in the Township 9.2 per cent of skilled women 

in 1893 decreased to 5.8 per cent in 1896, the numbers in Rockyside dropped from 9.8 per 

ce.nt to 7.8 per cent, and in St Clair from 3.6 per cent to 1.9 per cent) leaving all three 

under-represented by skilled working-Yvomen on the 1896 electoral roll. The reasons for 

this sudden decrease are hard to pinpoint though it may well be related to the end of the 

Long Depression, a period of economic downturn which gripped the southern boroughs, 

as ,vell as the rest of Dunedin for much of the two decades prior to 1896. Many vvomen 

forced to supplement the family income may have been able to return to the household, 
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leaving the husband once again t~ become the sole provider. 20 

Knowing that, minor inconsistencies aside, the occupational stmcture of southern 

Dunedin did not differ between the two elections we can now look more closely at those 

communities not included in the 1893 analysis, namely the Middle Ward of Caversham, 

Kensington and Kensington South, South Dunedin, and St Kilda. Immediately apparent 

are the high proportions of skilled workers in Kensington, Kensington South and South 

Dtmedin, and the equally low proportions of skilled women in St Kilda. In fact 

Kensington and South Dunedin ,vere strong in all three skill-based occupational 

categories, as well as in the self-employed category stressing the working-class nature of 

these suburbs. St Kilda, on the other hand, was under-represented in all but one of the 

seven employment categories, and ,:vith just 18 per cent of females from the suburb 

gainfully employed had considerably fower working ,vomen overall than expected. Of all 

the areas in southern Dunedin St Kilda most closely follmved the traditional ideals, ,vith 

the majority of women at home, raising families and managing the household. 111ese 

specific characteristics ,vill naturally be very important in the next chapter when we 

compare the petition signatories to those on the electoral roll in an attempt to .establish 

whether there were any patterns to political participation. 

Of the remaining neighbourhoods most appear to fo1Io-w the expected occupational 

patterns. Dependent women dominate in all areas, followed by a substantial minority 

employed in either an unskilled or sometimes a skilled occupation. Those communities 

with a higher proportion of skilled v,1omen workers, Parkside, Rockyside, Kensington, 

Kensington South and South Dunedin are all areas with a matching dominant male skilled 

,vork force, reminding us once again of the earlier supposition that it may be possible to 

identify key area of support for ,vomen's suffrage amongst areas vvith a strong highly 

skilled ,vorking ethos. Instead of identifying small variations within each neighbourhood 

it ,vould be more useful, by way of conclusion, to briefly compare the total proportions in 

each occupational category ,vith what we know from the Census of the occupational 

stmcture of New Zealand society. By so doing we will be able to accurately place the 

southern Dunedin population into a wider national context, thus providing a framework 

which can be used in the follO\ving chapter ,vhen ,ve assess the political fervour of the 

southern woman. 

20 Erik Olssen, Building the ]v'ew ·world, p.72. 
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The scope of such a comparison is restricted to those occupational groups common to 

both the scheme used in this analysis and that employed in the Census. This involves the 

semi-professional women, the skilled women and the unskilled domestics. Some 

comparison can also be made v1.11th the \v'hite-collar ,vorking ·women, using the results of a 

study carried out by Bronwyn Karran on the feminisation of the clerical workforce in 

New Zealand. 21 As the groups included in the comparison cover the whole spectrum of 

the workforce - the semi-professional and ·white collar workers representing the middle

class occupations, and skilled and unskilled domestics the working-classes - they can be 

seen as a representative sample of southern women. 

When placed within a national context, southern Dunedin can be seen to be fairly 

typical of the wider urban population. Census figures for 1896 reveal that the proportion 

of employed women in each of the main urban centres, Aucldand, Wellington and 

Canterbury, were comparable to the Otago figures. 22 The southern Dm1edin population 

had a slightly higher proportion of employed ,vomen (26. l per cent) than expected 

nationally (22.4 per cent), but given that Dunedin was New Zealand's largest and most 

industralised city throughout much of the late nineteenth century, 23 and southern Dunedin 

one of Dunedin's most industralised suburbs, this ,,,as not unexpected. Skilled women 

formed the most significant group of employed women in the southern Boroughs, ,vith 

approximately twice as many local women employed in the skilled trades (9.2 per cent) as 

expected in the national population (4.9 per cent). TI1e unskilled domestics were slightly 

more numerous, but their presence was not nearly as visible; representing 9.8 per cent of 

all female electors, the proportion of unskilled domestics in southern Dunedin was only 

slightly larger than the 8. 7 per cent as expected from Census figures. Given that many 

domestics would have ·worked in private homes, their physical presence would also not 

have been as marked as the large numbers of skilled women who worked in workshops, 

factories and other public industry. 

Southern ·women ,:vere also well represented in the two middle-class occupations 

included in this comparison, especially in wfote-collar occupations. While white-collar 

zi Bronwyn Karran, 'She Stoops to Conquer; the Feminisation of Clerical Workforce in New Zealand'. 
BA(Hons), University ofOtago, 1991. 
z: Census, 1896, Part VIII, Occupations of the People, Table VI, Occupations in Provincial District -
Classes, p.313. 
23 Clyde Griffen, 'The New World Working-Class Suburb Revisited', p.3. 
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occupations did not form a separate catego1y at the time of the 1896 Census, Bromvyn 

Karran has worked through the individual occupational lists provided therein to calculate 

the size of the Nevv Zealand clerical workforce.24 Based on her calculations I have 

estimated that 470 women \Vere employed in clerical positions ,vhen the 1896 Census was 

collected, fonning just 0.6 per cent of the female labour force. Karran does not indicate 

whether she has base.d her calculations of the total female population or just adult women, 

but either way it is obvious that very few New Zealand women had ventured into office 

jobs by the late nineteenth century. The 1.5 per cent of southern Dunedin's female 

workforce employed in white-collar occupations is, therefore, a significant group. Such a 

result was unexpected, as white-collar employees have not stood out in any previous 

occupational studies carried out on the southern population - primarily because, one 

suspects, they form such a small proportion of the local workforce. It is also possible that 

southern Dunedin's white-collar employees appear over-inflated ·when compared to the 

national statistics because this type of office work was largely restricted to urban 

populations, while Census figures incorporate the much larger rural populations, thereby 

drastically reducing the impact in national figures. 

Semi-professional women, the last occupational group included here, were slightly 

under-represented when compared to the national populace - the 3.7 per cent of women 

expected nationally compares to just 2.0 per cent in southern Dunedin. St Clair and 

Darley did have significantly more vvomen employed in this occupational group tl1an 

expected nationally, hmvever, indicating that small concentrations of these highly 

educated women had infiltrated the largely working-class population. Semi-professional 

women were not expected to dominate the local female labour force. indeed the 

occupational breakdown of local males, as presented in chapter three, demonstrates that 

only a very small proportion of males in southern Dunedin ,:vere employed in semi

professional occupations, a finding consistent with other research on this population, most 

notably Erik Olssen's, BuUding the New World. The employed women living in southern 

Dunedin reinforced the occupational patterns established by their menfolk. Skilled 

v,romen were out in force, numbering almost as many as their unskilled domestic sisters. 

Having said that, this comparison has demonstrated that the local female labour force was 

not dissimilar to the national stmcture, and probably replicates that of the other urban 

2" Kmrnn 's results indicate that clerical employees made up just 2.8 per cent of the Ne,v Zealand 
-workforce in 1896. with women forming just a small proportion of this group, approximately 5_8 per 
cent. See Bronwyn Kamm., 'She Stoops to Conquer', p.6. 
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industrial areas in New Zealand. These results provide ,:v·ill provide a useful backdrop 

w·hen \Ve go on in the next chapter to investigate more thoroughly the motives behind the 

women who supported the women's suffrage petition in southern Dunedin, and ultimately 

New Zealand. 

Table 5.10: Occupational group analysis of husbands/fathers of dependent women 
registered on the 18.93 Caversham Electoral Roll 

Suburb Neie:hbourhood LE PR SP SE PO WC SK SS US Totals 

.9.a.Y.e.1:s.ll!l.t1\ ....... ~?.c.19'.~~~t:: .............................. 1... . . } .. ......... ..... i ............ .... ) ..... ..... ? ......... L .... .? .......... ~~ .... . 
....... C:ayersllit1T1,Ioyv11t,llip 1... 1 , ) ... 5 13 13 1 9 52 

Calde1Ville 2 16 1 4 17 4 7 51:' 

~t 9a.i.r .............. S.(qlair .J. ... ... i. 4 6 l ... !. ......... 2...... . ........ ..1. ... ... }8 
Kew 1 2 l l 9 4 

25 42 Totals 5 11 7 33 8 6 23 
15.6 26.3 Percentae:e (%) 3.1 6.9 4.4 20.6 5.0 3.8 14.4 
18.7 30.5 Knownmaleoccupationalstnicturel893(%) 3.1 4.2 3.3 20.0 2.8 5.4 13.4 

Table 5 .10 provides an analysis of men linked to dependent vvomen on the 1893 

electoral roll so as to illustrate more clearly the socio-economic backgrotmd of those 

female electors who were not gainfully employed. As with the petition analysis the 

known occupational structure of all men registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll 

is provided at the bottom of the table by way of comparison. The men included in Table 

5.10 were selected on the· basis of having the same surname and street address as a 

dependent female elector. As there was no easy way to verify the relationship between 

female and male electors the above table includes-only those husband/fathers whose links 

seemed fairly certain. If some confusion existed over the accuracy of the link then those 

men ,vere excluded from the investigation. This was especially important if the surname 

was a connnon one or if several possible men could be linked to one female elector. 

Given that many of the relationships between the male and female electors included in the 

above table have not been verified, it was decided to carry out this analysis with the 1893 

Cavershan1 Electoral Roll only. Obvious trends could then be obsen;ed, but until further 

work has been carried out on the relationships between the southern residents any 

conclusions must be treated svith caution. 

The results of this investigation demonstrate that the socio-economic status of men 

linked to dependent women closely mirrors the known occupational structure of 

Cavershan1 men at the time. The majority of occupational groups represented above are 
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,vithin one or two per cent of what ,vas expected in the wider Caversharn population: the 

variation bet\veen the professional males, public officials, ,;,,,hite-collar and skilled 

working men is slightly larger. This is a significant observation, especially in light of 

what ,ve learned about the husband/fathers of the petition signatories. Table 4.8 reveals 

that dependent signatories ,vere more likely to have come from skilled working class 

families, and I include skilled Masters in this statement, than any other occupational 

group. Of ,vider significance in this earlier analysis was the discovery that as a group 

dependent signatories were marginally under-represented in the middle-class occupations. 

These results are reversed in Table 5.10, however. The proportions of men assigned to 

the middle-class occupations (large-employers, professional and semi-professional and 

public officials) are all slightly larger than expected, while the proportion of skilled and 

unskilled workers are lower than expected. Such a result implies that a greater number of 

middle-class dependent women living in the southern Dunedin area who did not sign the 

petition ,vere convinced of the merits of political participation after the suffrage victory, 

and decided to register for the 1893 general election. 

The results of this last investigation provide some useful conclusions when placed in 

the context of the wider socio-economic analysis of the women who registered for the 

1893 election. Initial results indicate that the socio-economic status of female electors 

follmved much the same pattern as that revealed vvith petition signatories - a smaller 

propo1iion of dependent women from the middle-class suburb of St Clair registered on the 

1893 Caversha:m Electoral Roll as compared with the other Ca:versha:m suburbs. The 

months separating the t\;vo acts, that is the signing of the petition and the registration on 

the roll, had swayed a considerable proportion of middle-class dependent ,vomen, 

hovvever. Over nvice as many women in all five of the Caversharn suburbs who had 

signed the petition now registered for the election. In St Clair, for example, 17 dependent 

women were identified on the petition as compared 54 dependent women on the electoral 

roll. It is no,v evident, from the socio-economic analysis of husband/fathers linked to 

these dependent women, that the increase in dependent electors was primarily from 

middle-class families. 
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An advertisement placed in the Otago Daily Times by Marion Hatton, President of 

the Women's Franchise League, on 20 September 1893 read, 

The Governor's assent obtained ... In order that all women may be enabled to vote at the ensuing 
general election, the Executive \vill hold an enrolment convention on Thursday evening, 21st inst.. 
at 7 .30 when all women over 21 years of age (single or married) are earnestly invited to be present 
and make their claims ... Several Justices of the Peace and Electors from the several electorates 
qualified to ce1iify to claims etc. \Vill be in attendance to aid Enrolment. 

Before signing off Mrs Hatton added, "One day's delay may prevent you from 

exercising yom Franchise at the coming Election, and everyone is urgently requested to 

be present. "25 The immediacy of the 1893 General Election seemed to work in favour of 

those organisations, such as the WFL and WCTU, ,vhose task it ,vas to get New Zealand's 

,vomen on to the electoral roll. The momentum achieved by the campaign and petition 

was continued as women turned their thoughts tmvards registration and participating in 

the upcoming election. Approximately 80 per cent of adult ,:vomen in southern Dunedin, 

and indeed, throughout the country, registered for the 1893 election. An even higher 

propo1tion of local women registered in 1896, suggesting that Ne,v Zealand women were 

politically, very aware of their new found status. 

The analysis of female electors on the 1893 and 1896 Caversham Electoral Rolls 

serves nvo main purposes. Firstly it enables a comparison of vvomen from southern 

Dunedin with the wider national population, thus placing the southern women into a 

national context. Secondly, it constitutes the most accurate list of women living in the 

area at the time of the campaign, thus facilitating a critical assessment of the women who 

signed the women's suffrage petition and those ·who did not. 

Complimenting the investigation carried out in chapter three. ·where Census figures 

,,vere used to present the demographic make-up of the local population, this analysis has 

shown that the local southern female population ,vas fairly typical of many other urban 

populations. The large proportion of skilled vvorking women found to be living within the 

southern Boroughs is the primary characteristic which needs to be considered in the 

succeeding chapters and given the results of the analysis of petition signatories, which 

also highlighted the enthusiasm of local skilled communities, it seems likely that these 

skilled working-,vomen were pivotal to the local petition success. Having said that, 

hmvever, the results from some suburbs, Caversham East in particular, caution against an 

explanation centred on such a simple rationalisation. promoting instead a consideration of 
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the entire connnunity - men a11d women included. This examination of female electors 

has set an ample stage for the comparative analysis to be carried out in the next chapter. 

It is immediately apparent is that far more local ·women felt confident enough to register 

for the election, than had been prepared to publicly support the petition. What is left now 

is to ascertain just which vvomen this included. 

25 Otago Daily Times, 20 September 1893, p.3. 
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Figure 6.1: Sheet 66, The Women's Franchise Petition to the Hou~e of Representatives o_fNew 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 1893/7a, National Archives Head Office, Welhngton. 
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Figure 6.2: Sheet 67, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, National Archives Head Office, Wellington. 
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Figure 6.3: Sheet 67b, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, National Archives Head Office, Wellington. 
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6. Drawing the Threads together 

When Marion Hatton stepped out from her St Clair home on 28 November 1893 to 

cast her vote some 489 other Caversham women were preparing to do the same. 

Approximately eighty per cent of Caversham's adult female population had registered 

their claim to participate in the 1893 election. Each of these Vi'Omen were motivated by 

different reasons. For some it was a desire to have a voice in society's affairs, for others it 

stemmed from a belief in women's rights; and others still would have been motivated by 

novelty, by the chance to participate in the first election open to ·women. Neither can one 

overlook the possible interference from husbands or fathers, as encouraged by 'spinster', 

when she wrote to the editor of the Otago Daily Times on 21 September 1893, just days 

after the suffrage victory, to "remind all political bachelors that by marrying they obtain 

an extra vote - they double their political influence. 111 The study of women's suffrage in 

Nev,1 Zealand, and else\vhere in the ,vorld, provides a unique insight into the political 

motives of vvomen. This thesis extends our understanding of what influenced the women 

of New Zealand firstly in supporting the suffrage campaign and secondly, in participating 

in the 1893 general election. Marion Hatton's public commitment to women's suffrage 

surpassed many of her neighbours. Few \vomen v,1ould have welcomed the notoriety (or 

received the necessary support) which accompanied Marion Hatton during the early 

1890s, but the v,romen who joined her on 28 November 1893 as she cast her vote 

contributed to our political history. Whether they did so as supporters of women's 

suffrage or not had ceased to be an issue. 

This chapter is primarily concerned \Vith establishing which women who signed the 

petition went on to the electoral roll and ·who did not. An additional consideration is the 

group of "vomen on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll who were not linked to the 

petition. This chapter assumes a reflective tone. It examines ·what we have learned about 

the southern Dunedin population, about the signatories and the electors, and uses this to 

investigate the kind of women \vho appeared on both sources. Instead of separating the 

residential and socio-economic, as in the previous two chapters, the comparative analysis 

examines them simultaneously. The reasons are twofold. First, the socio-economic 

analysis offered here is the same as that used in chapter four, the analysis of petition 

1 Otago Daily Times, 21 September 1893, p.3. 
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signatories, and as such does not require the same depth of explanation as given earlier.2 

More importantly, this concatenation helps to create an overall impression of the south.em 

Dunedin women ·who \Vere actively involved in both stages of their politicisation. In 

presenting a thesis with an empirical focus it is easy to forget that it is primarily about 

people; about the women of southern Dunedin. 

Table 6.1: Percentage of total petition signatories on 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll by ward3 

Suburb Ward 
Number of signatories Total number of Percenrtage of total 

on Electoral Roll signatories signatories on 1893 
Electoral Roll (%) 

f CaYersham 246 531 46.3 
North 78 154 50.6 , ................................................. ' ..................................................................................... '''''' ............... , ............................... : 
Middle 74 178 41.6 . ... 
South 

• Kensin!!ton 
• South Dunedin 

......... 

•st Kilda 

No1th 
South 
East 

1 .... ~!l!~".. . ........ . 
·1 Musselbur_gh 

:Total 

94 
70 

337 
190 
34 
105 
47 

700 

. ........................... . 

199 
127 
635 
348 
83 

203 

47.2 
55.1 
53.1 
54.6 
41.0 
51.7 

89 52.8 
79 53.2 
10 50.0 

1382 50.7 

The Grimmett house stood proudly on Smith Street (later Fitzroy Street). The 

brickwork ,vas solid; Richard Grimmett had made sure of that when he built it. His skills, 

accumulated after years in the trade, had ensured that Faringdon Villa (so named after the 

place where he and his ,vife were married) would be admired for centuries to come. And 

so it has. Faringdon Villa is still standing today. 4 In an upstairs room Mrs Charlotte 

Rachel G1inunett prepared for the day. She fastened the top button of her Salvation Army 

uniform, gathered up the pile of War Cry as she left the room, and set off down the street, 

determined that this time she would not return until every copy had been distributed and 

she had collected a worthy amount of money from those that passed her by (especially 

those men who, having just left the local Waterloo Hotel, were forced to walk past her 

carefully planned vantage point). A staunch prohibitionist and advocate of women's 

rights, Mrs Grimmett had only recently joined the Salvation Army when the petition 

::: As the electoral roll is the only available source which comments on an individual's occupation, those 
women who were linked to the electoral roll ,vere the only group of signatories able to be included in 
the socio-economic analysis. 
3 The total number of signatories used in Table 6.1 employs the equation outlined in Appendix 7 to 
include both the signatories with known wards and also those who could not be assigned to ,vards. 
4 Erik Olssen, Building the New FVorlcl_, p.111. 
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circulated in 1893.5 Attracted by the progressive ideals afforded female Army members, 

Mrs Grimmett typified many local women who yearned for a more pro-active role in 

society. The progression from the petition to the electoral roll would have been a duty 

fulfilled for Mrs Grimmett. Given what I had learned of this fonnidable woman her 

appearance on both was not a surprise. 

Approximately half of all petition signatories identified from the southern Dunedin 

area were successfully linked to the 1893 electoral roll, constituting 31 per cent of the 

adult female population from the area. This is some·what lm:ver than may have been 

expected given the results offered in chapters four and five, ,vhere it was revealed that 

southern Dunedin had been a centre of intense suffrage support. We have learned that the 

petition sheets circulated in southern Dunedin attracted over t\vice as many signatures, per 

head of adult female population, as expected in New Zealand as a whole, while the 

proportion of female electors on the Caversham electoral roll equalled national 

expectations. One may have assumed that petition signatories, having already recorded 

their desire for the vote, would have been more interested in registering for the election 

than those women ,vho did not sign the petition. 

Consideration needs to be paid to the associated problems of linking individuals 

through historical sources, hmvever. The brevity of personal information offered by some 

signatories prevented accurate linkage to the electoral roll. For example Mrs Taylor from 

Caversham, who signed sheet 41, could have been linked to numerous \Vomen on the 

electoral roll, while three women, all named Mrs Thompson, all from Caversham, ,vere 

also attracted to the petition. None of these women ·were successfully linked to the 

electoral roll. The task ·was not assisted by the fact that only one of them offered a street 

address. To further emphasise this point, a record linking exercise of the 682 signatories 

not on the 1893 electoral roll, to the 1896 electoral roll produced only 84 matches, or in 

other words, only 12 per cent of signatories not linked to the 1893 electoral roll were 

successfully linked to the 1896 roll. This is despite the analysis of the 1896 electoral roll 

revealing that over 90 per cent of women registered for the election. 

Other factors ,vhich may have had a negative impact of the results, are, firstly, the 

reality that some women may have left the area between the two events, and secondly, the 

5 Erik Olssen, Building the 1Ve1v FVorld, p.229. 
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unknown number of women under the age of 21 who signed the petition. It is known for 

example that 98 of the 489 \Vomen on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll did not appear 

on the 1896 Caversham Electoral Roll, totalling 20 per cent of female electors. The 

proportion of 'leavers' in the months which separated the petition and the 1893 election 

,,,.ould not have been so marked as this, but it does need to be tal(en into consideration. 6 

Second, the methodological discussion presented in chapter two revealed that a small 

number of women are knovvn to have signed the petition despite being under the required 

age of 21. At this stage the full extent of this problem is unknown. The cases highlighted 

in this thesis were a chance discovery made when linking petition signatories to the local 

marriage registers. As the age of signatories has not formed a major part in this inquiry, 

and the two cases of underage signing were uncovered ·with minimal effort, it seems 

highly likely that more cases exist The figmes given in Table 6.1 are, therefore, 

conservative estimates of the proportions of petition signatories ,vho went on to register 

for the 1893 election; they represent only those women who could be linked ,vith some 

confidence to the electoral roll. 

Once the decision to support the petition was made, residential location did not seem 

to influence an individual's decision to go on and register for the election. The results in 

Table 6.1 show that approximately half of all signatories, regardless of where they were 

living, decided to register for the election. This makes a curious comparison with the 

varied result shown in Table 4.2, the location analysis of petition signatories only, where 

it ,vas evident that location did matter. In Table 4.2 women from certain communities, 

most notably Kensington and South Dunedin, were more likely to have signed the petition 

than women from St Clair and St Kilda In comparison, the variation between the same 

communities in Table 6.1 is only of minimal significance. An important distinction needs 

to be made, hO\vever, bet,;veen Table 6.1, which calculates the proportion of total 

signatories who progressed to the electoral roll and, Table 6.2 which calculates the 

proportion of adult females from the different areas ,vho both signed the petition and 

registered for the election. As can be seen in Table 6.2 below·, the communities ,vhich 

proved to be most supportive of the petition were also most prominent ,vhen the electoral 

roll is considered. 

6 David Hood, research assistant with the Caversham Project kindly supplied a list of all women 
registered on the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll who did not appear on the 1896 roll. 
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Table 6.2: Percentage of petition signatories who registered on the 1893 Canrsham Electoral 
Roll relative to the aclult female population 

Nwnber of signatories Adult female 
Percentage of adult 

Suburb Ward female signatories 011 
on Electoral Roll population 

Electoral Roll(%) 
•caversham 246 921 26.7 

No1th 78 276 28.3 . . . . . . . . . ' . ,, ............. .... ,. ................... 

Middle 74 306 24.2 
;,., ............ ........... ..................... . ... ' ....... ............................ ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ ..................................................... 

South 94 339 27.7 
. Kensington 70 160 43.8 
• South Dunedin 337 961 35.1 

North 190 511 37.2 ............. ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ·············· . ........... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............ .................... . ............ 

South 34 117 29.l ... 

East 105 324 32.4 
• St Kilda 47 227 20.7 

Park 42 146 28.8 .. .... ....... 

: Musselburgh 5 81 6.2 
•Total 700 2269 30.9 

. 

• 

A wander dovm Grosvenor Street and onto Hillside Road in Kensington would have 

left an indelible impression on an observer in 1893. Illustration 3 gives a sense of the 

streetscape. Grosvenor Street can just be seen, the second street entrance on the left. 

Over 60 houses were jammed into Grosvenor Street, many were just small cottages, like 

the home of Mrs Welsh, a local storekeeper, who commanded the comer section \Vhich 

can just be seen in the photograph. Kensington ,:vas often cited, and indeed still is, when 

talking of what was less desirable in southern Dunedin. Its streets were crowded, the 

majority of houses were of poor quality and its inhabitants \Vere often the poorest in the 

Caversham borough. Why would anyone else live there? many contemporary observers 

asked. Of all the wards in the area, hO\vever, Kensington has proven to be the most 

consistent suppo1ier of the \Vomen's suffrage campaign, both in signing the petition and 

in registering on the electoral roll. In this thesis Kensington takes pride of place as a rich 

community, one that is obviously pivotal in our understanding of women's suffrage in 

Ne,v Zealand, and an area which demands closer attention. 

As part of Caversham borough, our understanding of the demographics of 

Kensington is limited. General trends of the entire Caversham borough, as seen in the 

1891 Census can be used as long as it is noted that in so doing, certain idiosyncrasies in 

the Kensington population may be blurred. Kensington was a small suburb, its population 

the smallest in the Caversham borough. The south ,.vard of neighbouring South Dunedin 

was slightly smaller, as were the separate ,vards of St Kilda, but geographically at least 

the St Kilda wards were much larger than Kensington. The 792 inhabitants of Kensington 
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squeezed into just 11 streets, with Grosvenor Street and Park Street housing the majority. 

\Vhile males outnumbered females in Caversham, thereby reversing trends in surrounding 

suburbs. the Census figures suggest that this disproportion was strongest amongst the 

borough's children under 15 years. TI1e proportion of men and women above the age of 

21 was relatively even. Overall the population was a young one, with the majority of 

residents still at school age. The transition to adulthood was typically signalled by 

marriage: just 11 per cent of females and 16 per cent of males over 21 were still unwed. 

New Zealand born residents dominated in Caversham borough, and there is no 

reason to assume otherwise for Kensington. The genealogies of most residents could be 

traced back to either England or Scotland, with Caversham' s English born residents being 

slightly more numerous, reversing the trend for the city. Interestingly Anglicans and 

Presbyterians ·were equal in number, suggesting that a certain proportion of English born 

residents had taken on the predominantly Scottish faith. There ,vere a small minority of 

Irish Catholics living in Caversham, and local studies have suggested that the m~j ority of 

these ,vould have been living in Kensington. 7 The concentration of Catholics in this area 

has been attributed to their overall lower socio-economic status, although as already 

mentioned earlier, exceptions did exist. The proximity of eastern Kensington to the South 

Dunedin Catholic Basilica probably attracted Catholics into the area. 

The men of Kensington were most heavily concentrated in the skill-based trades. In 

1896 some 39.7 per cent of men ,vere employed as skilled tradesmen, many of ·whom 

were serving apprenticeships, ,vhile a further 21. 7 per cent ,vere employed in unskilled 

occupations. Skilled tradesmen were more prevalent in Kensington than in any other of 

Cavershan1's suburbs, and indeed, the North and South Wards in South Dunedin and Park 

Ward in St Kilda were the only Wards in the region ·with a higher proportion of skilled 

men. The majority of Caversham's unskilled men tended to live in the neighbouring 

middle ward; unskilled male \.Vorkers were under-represented in Kensington. After 

Middle Ward the next largest proportion of unskilled male workers actually lived on 

Kensington's doorstep, across the border in South Dunedin's East Ward. 

Semi-skilled vmrkmen did not favour the Caversham borough, preferring instead to 

live in St Kilda or South Dunedin. While Kensington recorded the highest proportion of 

7 See E. Sinclair, 'The Catholics of Caversham', 352 Class Essay, University of Otago, Department of 
History, 1982. 
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semi-skilled men ,vithin the Caversham borough, with 7.4 per cent, some 10.7 per cent of 

men in St Kilda were similarly employed. Indeed there ,vere more Masters in Kensington 

than there were semi-skilled \vorkmen. Some 9.1 per cent of men were either self

employed or small employers, and this figure \Vas set to almost double within the next ten 

years. Indeed by 1902, some 16 per cent of men were Masters of their trade. In 1896, 

however, Kensington was under-represented by skilled Masters, testimony perhaps to the 

nun1ber of young men who had moved into the area, with their families, to sen7e 

apprenticeships in the many surrounding factories and engineering shops. 

A surprisingly large proportion of Kensington's men were employed in ,vhite-collar 

occupations. More men in this suburb were classified as such (18 per cent) than 

anywhere in the southern Dunedin area (some 12.3 per cent of southern men were 

expected in this occupational group). Clerks and storeman predominated, and close to 

half of Kensington's white-collar employees lived on Park Street, a street which, set up a 

small rise ,,ith a pleasant view across the Oval towards the city,8 attfacted a number of 

families with middle-class wages. Of the 49 men on the 1896 electoral roll from Park 

Street, 22 ,vere employed in the first six occupational groups. Representation in the four 

remaining occupational groups was of minimal significance. Large employers were 

almost completely absent from Kensington, ,,folst men ,vith professional and official 

occupations were under-represented when compared ,vith both the surrounding 

Caversham borough, and wider southern Dunedin locale. 

An examination of the occupational structure of Kensington's female residents, as 

discussed in chapter five, reveals a community ,vhere the harsh realities of a decade of 

economic depression, and the increasing demands of an industrialising population, had 

compelled many married ,;vomen to seek paid employment. Their daughters, the young 

women of Kensington, \Vere also entering the workforce in increasing numbers, driven in 

many respects by women's advancing public role rather than economic necessity. In a 

country ·where over three-quarters of women remained within the family home9 just 65 

per cent of Kensington's adult female population could afford, or chose to do so. Close to 

35 per cent of Kensington ,vomen on the 1896 electoral roll were gainfully employed. 

second only to the neighbouring Caversham East population where a staggering 43 per 

cent of adult Yvomen were receiving a wage. Over 80 per cent of Kensington's ,vorking 

8 Erik Olssen, Building the New FVorld, p.28. 
9 Census, 1896, Part VIIL Occupations of the People, Table I, Occupations - Classes, p.281. 
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women ,vere employed in one of the three skill-based occupations, mirroring trends in the 

male occupational stmcture. Skilled \Yomen dominated, making up 14.8 per cent of 

electors. All were employed in the textile industry, the Cochrane sisters from Grosvenor 

Street for example, were employed as tailoresses, while Mary Anne Johnston \Vas a 

dressmaker, her sister Jemima, a milliner. Skilled women were a dominant force in 

Kensington, \vith proportions in this ward outstripping the other Caversham \vards ( only 

7.9 per cent of women from Caversham borough were employed in skilled occupations), 

and also South Dunedin and St Ki.Ida to a significant degree. 

Unskilled working women were also prevalent in Kensington, \vith 10 per cent of 

females so recorded. In fact significant numbers of unskilled women were spread 

throughout the southern region, vvith substantial proportions in Caversham's Middle 

Ward. South Dunedin's North Ward and Musselburgh Ward in St Ki.Ida. Domestic 

service was the largest employer of unskilled women. The fact that these women ,,vere so 

widely distributed throughout the area alludes to days, only recently past, when this 

traditional work ,vould have been the only realistic employment opportunity open to the 

majority of women. Indeed, only one \Yoman from Kensington, Jane Robertson, a 

waitress from Waverley Street, ,vas employed in unskilled work outside of the domestic 

sphere. Unlike their male counterparts, the majority of southern Dunedin's semi-skilled 

\"lorking v,1omen ,vere living in Kensington. Some 4.3 per cent of women in this suburb 

were categorised as semi-skilled (some 88 per cent of whom were machinists), compared 

to 2.3 per cent in the ,vhole Caversham borough, 3.1 per cent in South Dunedin, and a 

mere 0.4 per cent in St Ki.Ida. Kensington women \Vere obviously keenly aware of the 

political environment in which they lived and worked. That the women from this 

borough belonged to a highly skilled community with a strong handicraft tradition is 

obviously a key factor in m1derstanding why they were also so passionate about . their 

political future. 

The diversity of Kensington's population must also be considered. Some 3.3 per 

cent of female electors ,vere employed in semi-professional occupations. Ma.I)· Franklin 

Lambert, of Wain Street, was a photo artist, while two women ,vere trained nurses, and 

the remaining four women teachers. Only Caversham's northern (3.4 per cent) and 

southern. (3.8 per cent) wards had greater proportions of semi-professional women on the 

electoral roll. The semi-professional ·women of southern Dunedin fonn an important part 

of the following analysis. It suffices here to comment however, that semi-professional 
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women were usually more hea,;ily concentrated in middle-class communities where the 

costs associated with training were not such a burden. Only four women from 

Kensington operated small businesses, totalling just 1. 9 per cent of female electors. 

Whilst small, this was still the largest proportion of self-employed women in any of the 

southern suburbs. Once again, the costs involved in establishment precluded many 

women from establishing a small business. Indeed a study on self-employed women in 

Caversham in 1908 found that the majority of women inherited the business from a 

master of the trade, possibly a father or husband. 10 

Working class families thus dominated the suburb of Kensington. One might 

immediately assume, as indeed I initially did, that the key to Kensington's success was 

that it had fostered a highly motivated vvorking female population who ,vere obviously 

ready to assume some political responsibility and join their husbands in having a say in 

the political affairs of their country. It seemed that in turn this could be easily transferred 

to form the basis of an explanation for the success of the women's suffrage petition, and 

later the electoral roll in southern Dunedin, and ultimately to explain the nature of support 

throughout the entire country. We knov,1 from the surviving literature that Harriet 

Morison (herself the unmarried daughter of a skilled father), President of the New 

Zealand Tailoresses' Union, and other local suffrage leaders ,vere instrumental in 

securing support from the working women throughout Dunedin; they often claimed that 

suffrage \vould revolutionise the lives of working-women around the country. 11 

Kensington and South Dunedin, the two most enthusiastic areas, would have been prime 

sites in w-hich to rally. 

Reflecting briefly on hov,1 this explanation would transfer to the other suburbs I 

realised that it did not provide all of the ans,vers. Something extra was needed, for 

instance, to explain why the area surrounding St Clair, a fundan1entally middle-class 

location where the majority of women lived within the traditional ideals and did not 

undertake paid employment once married, proved to have generated substantially more 

support for the petition than expected nationally, but still did not even compare to the 

results generated within Kensington. Even more obvious was that this explanation simply 

did not resolve my questions about the large number of ,vorking women within southern 

10 Erik Olssen, Building the New FVorld, p.7 L 
11 Evening Star, 11 July 1891, supplement, p.L cited in Patricia Grimshaw, TFomen 's Suffrage in New 
Zealand, 1987, p.49: see also The Globe, 3 October 1891, p3, cited in Patricia Grimshm.v. Women's 
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Dunedin who had not signed tl1e petition. Skilled women ,vere represented on the 1896 

electoral roll in virtually every neighbourhood in the southern Dunedin area, yet just over 

half of these neighbourhoods were represented on the petition by skilled women. The 

divide between the middle-class communities and vvorking-class conununities, at the most 

basic level, must also be explored, for it ,vould seem that the women of southern Dm1edin 

were also responding to their personal situations, the views of their menfolk, and their 

daily experiences, when such political decisions were being made. Let us begin by taking 

a closer look at the individual Kensington vvomen who appeared on both the petition and 

electoral roll before moving on to other areas, in an attempt to resolve these issues. 

Mrs Clara Matilda Prebble lived on Grosvenor Street. Just 26 years of age, Mrs 

Prebble had been married for almost six years when the petition circulated in 1893. Both 

she and her husband, Richard, had been long time Kensington residents. Richard Prebble, 

a skilled tradesman, ,vas serving a bootmaker's apprentkeship, no doubt in the hope of 

one day bettering his lot, and maybe even ovvning his own business. Mrs Prebble typified 

many of the Kensington women who supported vvomen's suffrage. Like many of her 

contemporaries, Mrs Prebble did not ,vork outside the family home. Maybe there w·ere 

young children to look after. Her family existed on her husband's wage and her 

budgeting skills would have ensured that the fan1ily afforded at least the essential items. 

Conditions in Kensington were hard, however, and she must have been waiting patiently 

for the day when his apprenticeship was over, and the family could enjoy the increased 

pay packet that this would bring. Not surprisingly, Mrs Prebble's signature on the 

petition was follovv·ed up with registration on the 1893 electoral roll and the 1896 

electoral roll after that. 

Close to 44 per cent of Kensington's adult female population were represented, like 

Mrs Prebble, on both the petition and the electoral roll. As suggested the majority of 

these women (some 69.6 per cent) were dependents, relying on a husband or father for 

financial support. In itself, this observation is not extraordinary. As explained in 

previous chapters, the working woman ,vas tl1e exception in nineteenth century New 

Zealand. In fact Kensington vvas under-represented by dependent ·women. 

Approximately 73 per cent of the women from southern Dunedin under investigation in 

this chapter ,vere fully occupied in the family home, v,hile close to 78 per cent of the 

Suffrage in New Zealand, p.49. 
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nation's adult female population were similarly employed. HO\vever, a tabulation of the 

1896 electoral roll reveals that only 65 per cent of Kensington vvomen ,vere dependent. 

The suppo1i shown by dependent women from Kensington firstly towards the petition, 

and then the 1893 election, was therefore, in keeping with the proportionality expected 

three years later in the 1896 election. Kensington, along with South Dunedin's North and 

East Wards, which combine to make up the three areas with the highest proportion of 

signatories on the electoral roll, had comparatively large proportions of gainfully 

employed women and, therefore, not dependent. It should be noted, however, that 

Caversham's South Ward, encompassing St Clair, Kew and Calderville also had an 

under-representation of dependent women, but did not experience the same surge of 

political activity amongst its signatories. In this instance, the reason for the absence of 

dependent women can not be attributed to a large working female population, because St 

Clair and Kew simply did not have one. Their absence from the petition is, quite literally, 

that: a lack of support for the petition. The supposition made earlier that the socio

economic status of a conununity also affected the commitment of an individual to 

·women's suffrage is strengthened by this result. 

The analysis of signatories vvho did not progress to the electoral roll is more telling. 

As a group these signatories have been noticeably silent. What little is known about them 

is limited to the information they offered on the petition. Unfortunately, for the majority, 

we will not kno,v any more. However, of the small nun1ber of Kensington women vvho 

did not sign but ,vere linked to the 1896 electoral roll, 83 per cent of them were 

dependent. While a number of these women may have changed occupations in the 

intervening years (one vvould expect a number of the younger women to get married), one 

can not ignore such a large proportion. Some 76 per cent of southern signatories ,vho did 

not register on the 1893 electoral roll were listed as dependent women on the 1896 roll. 

Caversham's Nortl1 Ward, South Dunedin's East Ward, and Park Ward in St Kilda had 

much larger numbers of dependent women than expected, and indeed all five women 

from South Dunedin's South Ward w·ho did not register for the 1893 electoral roll ,vere 

dependents. Such a result would suggest that the traditional women of Dalziel's suffrage 

campaign, ,vere not, as she claimed, the key political players in fue campaign for the vote. 

The question remains - who opposed. The individual women who abstained from 

any form of political participation, vvho neither signed fue petition nor registered for the 

election, have been eternally silenced. As a group their names have disappeared. While 
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most of them will appear in various sources, most probably in a record of a birth, a death 

or a marriage, or maybe even a later electoral roll, they appear as individuals only. Their 

collective significance can not be realised. In a study like this, \Vhich concentrates on 

individuals_, \Ve must focus on those women we can identify. In this thesis, therefore, in 

seeking to identify ·which women did not support the petition, we need to utilise the 

information ·we do have and scrutinise those women who enrolled but who did not sign. 

At this stage these women have been identified from most areas of Caversham borough. 

Both the South and North Wards of Caversham, the area included within the 1893 

Caversham electoral bom1daries, have been included in this part of the analysis. 

Unfortunately our opponents are still absent from the rest of southern Dunedin. The 

Dunedin electoral roll, in which many of the southern Dunedin residents were registered, 

was too large to be searched. An examination of non-signatories, it is hoped, will clarify 

some of the issues raised innnediately above, as ·well as in the previous two chapters. To 

do this ,ve must begin in St Clair. 

Table 6.3: Comparison of the numbers of women who signed the petition against the numbers 
who <lid not sign the petition by occupation 

SP SE PO WC SK ss us DD Total 

St Clair/Ke\v Signed_petition 1 0 0 1 3 0 16 28 49 .... .. . .. .. .... , .......... . .... , ........ 
Did not sign petition 6 2 0 2 l 2 40 56 109 

Calderville _S.ig1~~4 p('!t~tjo:n _____ I 0 0 0 2 1 10 30 .... 45. ... 
Did not si2n petition 3 1 0 3 6 l 15 61 90 

Caversham Township/ .. S.~g11~~--P~~it.i<:>11 ... _____ ...... 0 1 0 1 3 0 13 . ..5..0..,. f .... 6-~: .... ...... . ..... ..... . .......... 
Rockvside Did not sign petition 5 0 0 2 17 2 26 76 128 

Table 6.4: Ratio of signatories to non-signatories by occupation compared to the proportion on 
the 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll 

• 

SP SE PO WC SK ss us DD TOTAL 

• St Clair/Kew 0.4 0.0 0.0 1.1 6.8 0.0 0.9 1.1 1.0 
• Calder-ville 0.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 2.1 1.4 1.0 1.0 
Caversham Township/ 0.0 1.5 0.0 0.9 0.3 0.0 0.9 1.2 1.0 
Rockyside 

A ,valk along Forbury Road, from the bottom of Kew into St Clair presents a 

different vista from that seen in Kensington. Here the houses are much larger, their solid 

construction, commanding vie,vs, and equally impressive gardens are tangible signs of the 

wealth of their inhabitants. As observers we have passed an important boundary, a 

geographical and administrative one, where an examination of petition signatories can 

now be compared with those women who did not sign the petition. Table 6.3 and Table 
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6.4 compare the occupational structures of these hvo groups. Although the numbers in 

some cells are too small to warrant analysis, enough women worked to make the exercise 

worthwhile. Table 6.3 presents the actual numbers of petition signatories and non

signatories in each occupational category, while Table 6.4 calculates the ratio of 

signatories to non-signatories. A ratio smaller than 1.0 means that the number of 

signatories in that particular occupational category was under-represented on the petition 

and over-represented on the electoral roll, a ratio of 1.0 means perfect representation, 

vvhile a figure larger than 1.0 means that the ratio of signatories to non-signatories was 

inclined in favour of suffrage supporters. 

Approximately 80 per cent of eligible 'iVOmen 111 the Caversham electorate were 

registered on the 1893 Electoral Roll. Altogether, some 327 ,vomen listed on the roll 

,vere not identified on the suffrage petition, constituting close to 53 per cent of the adult 

female population. In chapter four, it ,vas found that approximately 353 ,vomen (57.4 per 

cent) from the 1101ihern and southern ,vards of Caversham, the area included in the 1893 

Caversham electoral roll, did sign the petition. Obviously one, or possibly both of these 

figures, is slightly inflated, as together they exceed the known population in Caversham. 

This can be easily explained. First, and as briefly mentioned at the beginning of this 

chapter, many signatories simply did not provide sufficient or accurate, personal 

information on signing the petition to be successfully linked to the electoral roll. There 

are almost certainly some women who did sign, but because of these difficulties, have 

also been included in the group of non-signatories examined in Table 6.3. Second, the 

exact population of Caversham in 1893 is unknown. The figures used in tllis thesis have 

been taken from the 1891 census, and do not account for any population grmvth between 

the time the census ,vas taken and when the suffrage petition ,vas circulated in 1893. 

Compounding this problem is the fact that to analyse only the adult female population 

within a suburb, it 1,,vas necessary to utilise census figures on the relative age of the whole 

borough and estimate the adult population for each suburb. These calculations will have 

created small inconsistencies in the data. 

Some 49 women from the suburbs of St Clair and Kew who signed the petition went 

on to register for the 1893 election. We have already established that Marion Hatton was 

among them. She was joined by a small number of her neighbours, including Mrs Lucy 

Annie Fotheringham, who, ,vith her husband, James, a grain merchant, had recently 

moved into Allandale Road from nearby Ravens,vood Road. Mrs Annie Macildowie was 
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on both, as were Elizabeth and ieanie Beck. All five of these ,,1omen enjoyed a leisured 

lifestyle. None worked for money outside of their homes, and that they were living in one 

of Dunedin's most exclusive suburbs suggests that some may have also received 

assistance with the daily chores inside their homes. For each of these leisured women 

who had signed the petition, arid registered on the electoral roll, however, there were 

equal numbers ,vho did not. 12 Winifred Philp, another neighbour from Allandale Road, 

had sie,'lled the petition, but was not linked to the electoral roll. Slightly further afield, in 

Forbury Road, was Mrs Mary Jane Speight, the matriarch of one of Dunedin's best

k11°'"11 fan1ilies. Her name is not so recognisable as that of her late husband (whose 

signature adorns the cans and bottles of Dunedin's favourite beer), but Mary Jane, along 

,vith her three daughters Alice, Emma and Eliza Mary, joined the throngs of other New 

Zealand women when they registered their claim for the 1893 general election. None of 

the women from this family signed the 1893 suffrage petition, however. Their resistance 

may have stemmed from the hostility of most brewers, and (presumably) by association, 

their families, to ,vomen's suffrage. 

The personal motives of signatories and non-signatories are difficult to determine. 

Dependent women ,vere almost perfectly represented as can be seen in Table 6.4, with 

only a slightly higher proportion of signatories than non-signatories. In relation to other 

suburbs, however, comparatively few of St Clair's signatories were dependent women. 

Some 71 per cent of signatories throughout the southern Dunedin region ,vere dependent 

·women, considerably more than the 47 per cent in St Clair alone. National figures were 

even higher; some 77 per cent of New Zealand's ,vomen ,vere, in 1896, fully occupied in 

the family home. This raises some interesting questions about tl1e kind of women from St 

Clair attracted to the petition. St Clair presided over southern Dunedin as a well

established middle-class neighbourhood, where many ,veal thy businessmen, and . their 

families, lived. It follows that the majority of tl1ese middle-class wives and daughters 

would have remained in the family home, managing the household, raising a fan-rily, and 

undertaking church and charity work, as befi:tted respectable women of substance. Their 

signatures are noticeably absent. Even those that did support women's suffrage by 

signing the petition were less likely to progress to the electoral rpll than ,vomen from 

other areas. Only 45 per cent of St Clair signatories progressed to the 1893 electoral roll 

12 Some 47 per cent of St Clair signatories, \vho ,vent on to the electoral roll, were dependent vvomen. 
In comparison, 51 per cent of such women did not sign the petition, ,vhile a total of 49 per cent of 
female electors from St Clair were dependent \Vomen. 
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compared to 51 per cent in the whole southern Dunedin area. This implies that middle

class women were not only reluctant supporters of ,vomen's suffrage, but they were also 

far more hesitant about participating in any form of political activity in this period. 

It is from the workers that most can be learned about suffrage support in St Clair. 

Margaret Wilson's day differed from many of her neighbours, and indeed her life would 

have been significantly different from many of the girls she \Vorked with. Despite her 

family's considerable wealth (her father, William, had established one of the first Iron 

Foundries in the province back in the 1860s13), Margaret spent her pre-marriage years 

·working as a milliner. No doubt her father, who began his working life as a builder (but 

who now ,vorked as a mechanical engineer), had wanted to instil a solid work ethic in his 

young daughter. Eugenie Dunn, a dressmaker, also of Forbury Road and Jessie 

McK.inlay, also a dressmaker, of Allandale Road, joined Margaret as suffrage supporters, 

and political participants. Both of these women had also grown up in families where hard 

work had been re\varded. Robert Dunn worked as a draper, while John McKinlay was a 

dairyman. Close to 9 per cent of signatories from this suburb who ,vent on to the 

electoral roll were skilled tradeswomen. By contrast, only one skilled working woman, 

Isabella Taylor, a dressmaker from Edward Street, vvas identified as a non-signatory. The 

incongruity between these tv,10 proportions is inunense, as can be seen in Table 6.4. This 

is further enhanced when it is remembered that only 4 per cent of skilled women workers 

were expected from St Clair on the 1893 electoral roll. Before continuing however, let us 

consider one other noticeable feature of St Clair's suffrage support. one ,vhich strengthens 

the argument even further. 

Frances Jane Turnbull, of Edv,'ard Street, St Clair, was the only semi-professional 

,voman from either St Clair, or Kew, to both sign the petition and register for the election. 

Two of her sisters, Thomasina and Jenny, both of ,vhom were also semi-professionals 

(TI1omasina a teacher, and Jenny, like Frances, a governess), did register on the electoral 

roll, but had not signed the petition. The third sister, known only through Stones as Miss 

AM. Turnbull, was not identified on either source. Three other ,vomen from Kew were 

similarly identified on the electoral roll but had not signed the petition. Professional 

careers ,vere only beginning to open up for women in the 1890s. Educational reform 

some 20 years previously had provided oppo11unities for young vvomen to further their 

13 Erik Olssen, Building the New rVorld, p.31. 
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schooling, but the expectation of a life \Vhich revolved around a husband and family 

prevented many women from doing so. In the early 1890s, the training required for a 

professional career demanded money and time which fe,v families could afford, nor 

would many families deem such training necessary for their daughter. Those that entered 

the semi-professions ,vere typically from the middle-classes. Statistically, Frances, and 

her semi-professional qualification ,vas in a minority. The ratio of signatories to non

signatories within the semi-professional group in St Clair was just 0.4, meaning that semi

professional women from St Clair and Kew were two and a half times less likely to sign 

the petition than to just have enrolled for the election. 

It seems, therefore, that Frances Turnbull was something of an anomaly and Marion 

Hatton a rarity. Both women signed the 1893 women's suffrage petition as it circulated 

the southern streets, and both women registered their intention to participate in the 1893 

election. Neither woman really fits the mould for the typical St Clair suffrage supporter, 

ho,:vever (demonstrating quite explicitly that one can never predict the dictates of human 

nature). Suffrage supporters in St Clair can be most readily identified by their connection 

to the skilled classes, both their o,vn involvement in the industry, but also more 

importantly it seems, the involvement of their father or perhaps husband. The link 

between the politicisation of women in Nevv Zealand and the .skilled trades is becoming 

more visible as ,ve proceed through the suburbs. 

Well, so much for Kensington and St Clair, but do these results transfer easily to the 

other southern suburbs? There is an overall theme which connects the suffrage supporters 

in both Kensington and St Clair, but each also displays wlique traits. While I ,vould 

hesitate now to describe the support for ·women's suffrage in working-class versus middle

class terms, (the obvious success of the petition in certain middle-class households in St 

Clair would exclude such a statement) there is a clear relationship between the petition, 

one's decision to vote and the handicraft trades so prevalent in the southern communities. 

Calderville, provides a good comparison to both of these suburbs. Besides, 

geographically spealdng, Calderville is the next suburb on our journey as ,ve leave St 

Clair and Kev,'. 

Situated at the juncture of Forbury and Main South Roads, Calderville provided a 

convenient stopping place for the horse-dra,;,,-11 tran1, as it transported people to and from 

work. Many small businesses and an occasional factory had set up along the main 
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thoroughfare, often intenningling with residential houses, to serve the passing commuters. 

Its residents. were tempted on one side by the Waterloo Hotel, and the Parkside, just over 

the bm.mdary, on the other, all the while being under the watchful eye of three churches -

the Presbyterian Church high up on Manse Street, the Baptist Church in the northem 

corner on Main South Road, and the Primitive Methodist Church in the southern comer, 

on Forbury Road, not to mention St Peter's Anglican Church, just five minutes walk away 

down Cargill Road. Calderville ,vas, by and large, a working class community. Its 

proximity to Kew and the Playfair Street gully ,vould have ensured, howeve~, that there 

were some residents in Calderville who either had aspirations to move onwards - and 

upwards, or perhaps felt that near enough ,vas good enough. As it ·was, labourers lived 

next door to managers, and domestic servants to teachers. 14 It ,vas, thus, more socially 

mixed than any of the other southern communities in this study. 

Calderville's women were obviously a politically minded group, for the signatories 

from this suburb were almost tvvice as iikely as ,vomen from the rest of southern Dunedin 

to register for the 1893 election. Maybe Mrs Grinnnett's talent for 'spreading the word' 

extended beyond the drunkards from the Waterloo. Some 77 per cent of Calderville 

signatories were successfully linked to the 1893 electoral roll when only 49 per cent were 

expected. 15 In fact the political activism of Kensington's signatories was a distant second 

to Calderville, with only 59 per cent of Kensington signatories linked to the electoral roll. 

Incidentally, we learned in Chapter four, the analysis of petition signatories, that the 58 

signatories from Calderville were largely responsible for the success of the petition in 

Caversham's south ,vard, as the other south v;,,'ard communities, St Clair and Kew, were 

seen to have received only modest support from their female inhabitants. 16 This 

statement can never be verified, as the Census does not report on the populations of 

individual neighbourhoods, meaning we can never know the exact proportion of 

Calderville women who signed the petition. Combined with what we have just learned 

about the political desires of these women, ho·wever, the presumption in Chapter four, that 

Calderville women vvere ardent supporters of the ,vomen's suffrage petition, seems a safe 

one. 

14 Clyde Griffin. 'The New World Working-Class Suburb Revisited', pp.11-12. 
15 See Table 6.1 for the propmiions of signatories in each ward Yvho progressed to the 1893 electoral 
roll. 
16 Table 4.2 presents the analysis of petition signatories by ward, while St Clair and Ke,v are included 
in Table 4.1, which considers the support shown in the different suburbs. 
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The vast majority of signatories from Calderville who registered for the 1893 

election \.Vere dependent women, although once again the proportion of dependent women 

who were politically active (who either signed the petition or registered for the election) 

was less than both regional (71 per cent) and national (77 per cent) expectations. Frances 

Thorn was one woman ,vho did appear on both sources. The Thorns, Charles J., Frances 

and their seven children, lived on Marion Street (though this street would later be 

renamed Thom Street in their honour). In the early days their household would have been 

frantic. With seven children to organise, Frances' time v.rould have been efficiently 

divided between her children, her husband, and her church. The Thorns were 

instrumental in the establishment of the Primitive Methodist Church in Forbu:ry Road, and 

continued to be some of the most enthusiastic members. 

The Thoms typii)· our classic suffrage supporters. Naturally Mrs Thom did not 

undertake paid employment outside of the family home: her hands were ,vell full enough 

with duties inside. However, Mr Thorn, a speculative builder and undertaker, who 

established his ovm business in the late 1870s, was a keen union man and his interest in 

radical politics would have no doubt influenced his wife's political ideas. Thom joined 

the Amalgamated Society of Carpenters and Joiners (ASC&J) in 1876, soon after his 

arrival in the country. He flourished in his new home, and initially his business ventures 

were overwhelmingly successful. By the 1880s he was President of the Otago Trades and 

Labour Council and it was during his era the first national trade union conference was 

held. Thom presided over the first conference in 1885. Even after his reign ,\.1th the 

Council had ended (,vith seven children to care for Thom eventually turned his energies 

back to his o·wn, temporarily :flailing, business) he remained a strong suppmter of the 

union movement. 17 

I digress slightly with the Thom's to introduce one important element which, as we 

move through the southern suburbs, I think seems crucial to the overall success of the 

petition, and then electoral registration, in southern Dunedin. This thesis focuses on the 

similarities and differences between women who signed the petition and went on to the 

electoral roll. In so doing ,ve have considered only half of the population. The women's 

suffrage petition circulated New Zealand at a time of considerable social and political 

change. Economic depression, industrial disputes, and social unrest dominated current 

17 Erik Olssen, Building the 1'/ew ·world, pp.101-102. 
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affairs in the 1880s and 1890s and prompted many New Zealand citizens to reassess their 

country's social and political position. While our histories have tended to emphasise the 

role men played in the political mobilisation of society, our women, while not playing 

such an active public role, were also responding to their political and social environment. 

The women's suffrage campaign is testimony to that. Charles Thom was an instrumental 

figure in the local union scene, and his political life \Vould have undoubtedly influenced 

his wife's political actions. It is important at this point to reconsider the issues raised in 

the introduction, where ,ve discussed the social setting behind the suffrage campaign and 

begin to reconcile the results of this analysis ,vith contemporary social discourse. We will 

return to these issues in the conclusion but first we need to complete our comparative 

analysis of Calderville's residents. 

The Wilby family, who lived just around the comer from the Thoms, represent the 

archetypal Calderville family. Three ,vomen from this family have been identified: Mrs 

Georgina Wilby, and her daughters, Alice, a machinist (semi-skilled) and Pleasant, a 

tailoress (skilled). Mr Thomas Wilby, a labourer, headed the household. The canvasser 

who called in to their house in Smith Street, with sheet 57 in hand, had already secured a 

number of signatures from the Wilby' s neighbours; sheet 57 is filled with the names of 

many Calderville residents. Indeed Mrs Grimmett's signature is one of the last. About 

half ,vay do,vn the page, at the end of a group of Smith Street residents, Mrs Wilby has 

carefully written her name. Just above her are the names of her daughters, Alice and 

Pleasant. In this instance the canvasser obviously circulated the petition when the 

majority of people, working ,vomen included, were at home. Perhaps she made her visits 

one \Yeekend, or alternatively in the early evening when people had arrived home from 

work. 

Pleasant represents one of only a small minority of skilled vvorkers from this suburb 

who signed the petition. In contrast with the results from St Clair, skilled workers in 

Calderville were less likely to sign the petition than they were to just register on the roll. 

Whilst, taken superficially, this result may seem to contradict the argun1ent that political 

activism was greater an1ong those associated ,vith the skill-based (especially the 

handicraft) trades, it actually serves to elucidate one important point: that support for 

,vomen's suffrage was strongest an1ongst working-class communities, not necessarily 

amongst working ,vomen. The comparatively small number of skilled signatories from 

Calderville must be viewed in conjunction with the much larger turnout from the 
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dependent wives and mothers from the area, and of course the fact that Calderville' s 

population, much the same as Kensington's, were pre-dominantly employed in the 

handicraft trades and overall, would have been much more sympathetic to the cause than 

was St Clair's population. St Clair's skilled ,vomen workers stood out as champions of 

suffrage because ,vithin their community they were distinctive. In Calderville (and 

Kensington too for that matter) the skilled women workers ,vere just one small group 

within a collective population pushing for the right of \Voman to suffrage. That so many 

signatories from Calderville went on to register for the election is of far greater 

significance than the occupational distribution of the individuals involved. It is irnpo1tant 

to note, ho,vever, that fe,ver semi-professional women from Calderville signed the 

petition than registered forthe election. 

Similar results are evident in the remaining two suburbs, Caversham Township and 

Rockyside. In both suburbs skilled working women were noticeably lacking on the 

petition. Perhaps we will discuss these t,,.,,o suburbs together. The Bates', just slightly 

further up the hill, on the other side of the raihvay, include both signatories and non

signatories within their family. There ,vere two Bates' households on Sydney Street, Mr 

Charles Bates, his wife Elizabeth, and their family in one, Joseph, Annie and their family 

in the other. Both \Vives supported the petition; they appear together, along ,vith 

Elizabeth's daughter Rosa, on sheet 41. In St Clair and Calderville we found that 

dependent women, like Marion Hatton, like Mrs Wilby, and here like Mesdames Bates, 

·who supported ,vomen's suffrage \Vere matched in equal numbers by women who had not 

signed the petition. This is also evident in both Caversham Township and Rockyside, 

with a slightly higher representation of dependent women on the petition. 

If then, the dependent ,vomen from these two suburbs were generally supportive of 

women's suffrage, and in turn their political development, which group failed to sign the 

petition? Which portion of the population had not demanded their political 

emancipation? Quite obviously it was the ,vorking woman. What of Mary and Sarah 

Bates (daughters of either Elizabeth or Annie), for exan1ple? These two women were 

both employed as skilled tailoresses, and, while they registered for the 1893 general 

election, neither was identified on the petition. This trend, which has emerged in 

Calderville and the Tmvnship and Rockyside, is an unexpected discovery. Assuming, 

therefore, that the majority of vvorking women in southern Dunedin in 1893 ,vere young, 

unmarried ,vomen, it is plausible to suggest that age was a contributing factor in support 
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for women's suffrage. Did the ongoing security of a parent's home, together "'ith the 

sudden independence of earning a small wage, convince many of these young women, in 

their pre-marriage years, that there ,,ras no need for political freedom? Was this 

something learned only after they had established their ovvn home? At this stage such a 

comment is offered only to elicit a response, for there is no evidence to either support or 

refute such a claim. TI1e ages of southern Dunedin signatories have not been established, 

and Yvithout considerably more research, primarily with birth, death and marriage records, 

they will never be knO\vn. It serves here, hm,vever, to suggest a new line of enquiry, 

perhaps even to challenge a ne1.-v interest. It would also be interesting if one day an 

analysis of non-signatories in Kensington could be undertaken, for while the working 

,vomen in this suburb ,vere instmmental in the overall success of the petition, we can 

already deduce from the 1896 electoral roll that there were also a sizeable proportion of 

skilled women who registered for the election but who did not appear on the petition. 

Once again the relative ages of both of these groups could be illuminating. 

So, with the Bates' of Caversham Tovvnship, our journey ends. 18 We have seen that 

the political participation of women in the southern Dunedin boroughs was clearly 

affected by the socio-economic status of its inhabitants. The local skilled working-class 

population has featured prominently in every aspect of this study. Women :from skilled 

communities dominated the petition, over twice as many skilled working-women 

registered on the electoral roll in southern Dunedin as compared the national population, 

and now here in the comparative analysis, a closer examination of support from St Clair, 

for example, has revealed that local skilled working-women were over six times more 

likely to have signed the petition than not have signed. 

In 1890 Helen Nichol proclaimed that "No man can be a friend of labour and against 

the \vomen's franchise." She went on, "Women's franchise will do more for the working 

class than any combinations of unions will ever manage. Let working men instruct their 

,,vives to ,vork for the ,vomen's franchise; let every working man's wife come to our next 

18 Neither South Dunedin or St Kilda have been independently discussed in this chapter. As the non- ? 
signatories from both of these suburbs have yet to be identified from the 1893 electoral roll it ,vas felt 
that it would be more illuminating in this study to compare the results from Kensington with the 
Caversham communities where non-signatories are known. It is evident in Table 6.2, in \Vhich South 
Dunedin and St Kilda are included, that the political activism of southern women followed much the 
same pattern as that previously discussed in accordance with the petition analysis in Chapter Four. It 
\Vas felt, therefore, that fill independent discussion of South Dunedin and St Kilda at this stage would 
not offer any new information to the thesis. 
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public meeting."19 This call was certainly heeded by many southern Dunedin families. 

Nichol's quote reflects the results of this comparative analysis which suggest that any 

discussion of the political activism of New Zealand women in the late nineteenth century 

must also consider the community environment in ,vhich they lived. This conclusion was 

arrived at after a detailed examination of both signatories and non-signatories in 

Caversham Borough revealed that the socio-economic status of the entire neighbourhood 

was of greater political persuasion than the personal situation of individual women. To 

pursue the St Clair example briefly, it was found that suffrage supporters in this middle

class suburb could be most readily identified by their association with the skilled 

,vorking-classes: as just mentioned, skilled working women, often daughters of skilled 

fathers predominated. Skilled working women did not feature as prominently in the 

results from Calderville and the other Caversham suburbs, simply because the traditional 

working-class roots evident in these populations had ensured greater overall support. 

The primary aim of the women's suffrage campaign ,vas to advance the political 

position of New Zealand women, but in accordance with the results presented here. its 

motives must also be viewed in conjunction with the concurrent political and social 

developments in New Zealand society. The combined effects of depression and 

industrialisation. as discussed in the introduction, had disrupted the prosperous visions 

many immigrants had arrived ,vith. Erik Olssen's research on the local Caversham 

population has found that skilled working men were deeply affected by the rapid social 

upheavals wrought by the Depression. 20 Nichol's request for support was adeptly pitched 

to a skilled population desperately seeking to stabilise the economy, and their position 

within it It is not surprising, therefore, to find that women from skilled backgrounds 

were among the most politically active at this time. 

19 Evening Star. 2 October 1890, p.3, letter from H.L.N. (Helen Nichol), cited in Patricia Grimshaw, 
Women's Suffrage in New Zealand, 1987, p.47. 
~0 Erik Olssen. Building the Nen· TYorld. p.168. 
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And your pet!tiooers, Ill! ln dllty bouud, mll eve.r ;ptay, &c. ,. · 

Figure 7.1: Sheet 140, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 7.2: Sheet 145, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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Figure 7.3: Sheet 147, The Women's Franchise Petition to the House of Representatives of New 
Zealand, Public Petition No. 293, 1893, Le, 189317a, Archives New Zealand Head Office, 

Wellington. 
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7. Conclusion 

"I shall require a little assistance here,'· he said, presently as the um·olled loops of paper began to 
emban·ass him. A messenger stepped forward, and soon the solid roll was bowling along the floor 
to the other end of the chamber, which it reached without being apparently at all diminished in 
size by the dozen yards which had been unwound from it. Members looked on silently. in some 
cases sullenly. during the operation, which absorbed some minutes. The length of the petition is, I 

. l 
believe,. close to three hundred yards. 

Sir John Hall's theatrical talents were gloriously exposed vvhen he presented the 

1893 Women's Suffrage Petition to Parliament, a task he obviously took much pleasure 

in. The three hundred yards of paper incorporated a total of 25,519 signatures. Amongst 

those signatures were Mrs Charlotte Rachel Grimmett, the formidable Salvation Anny 

Officer from Calderville, Miss Margaret Wilson, a milliner from St Clair, Jane Chamber a 

charwoman from South Dunedin, Mrs Marion Hatton, staunch suffrage spokesperson 

from St Clair, Lizzie Fox a knitter from Caversham Tovvnship and Eliza, Rachel and 

Elizabeth Boult, all tailoresses from Percy Avenue in Kensington. The signatures of 

these women (just some of the local women we have met in the course of this thesis) are a 

sign, not only of a collective desire for political freedom, but also of an individual stand 

in support of ,vomen's rights. Their very act of signing, contemporary evidence of both 

these aspirations is now, over a century later, the basis of this study into the cliometiics of 

suffrage suppo1i in southern Dunedin. 

In the course of this thesis we have established that southern Dunedin was a hotbed 

of suffrage support. Indeed, local women were almost twice as likely to have signed and 

supported the petition as women from the wider populace. Further, it has been shown 

that the motives behind this decision were complex; no single causal factor can be 

attributed to the success of the petition in southern Dunedin, nor, one ml1st now contend, 

in Ne,v Zealand. The primary focus of this study has been the residential location and 

socio-economic status of local women and the effect these had on the decision to support 

the petition. Supplementing these have been brief investigations into the denominational 

affiliation of signatories, as well as the age and marital status of local women. These 

analyses reveal that while some broad trends in suffrage support can be identified ,vithin 

the southern Dunedin population - for example women from certain skilled working-class 

commm1ities, most notably Kensington, South Dunedin and Calderville, were more likely 

to have supported the petition than women from typically middle-class conununities such 
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as St Clair and Kew· - the h1.gh level of support received throughout the southern 

population suggests that vvomen's suffrage was agreeable to individuals of divergent 

backgrounds. 

This thesis also set out to explore the relationship bet,veen the petition and the 

electoral roll. Contemporary media reports indicate that the suffrage question polarised 

the New Zealand population, and it is certainly evident that southern Dunedin women 

,vere divided on the issue. It has been shown that far more local women registered on the 

electoral roll than had been prepared to sign the petition. Given the short period of time 

separating the t\:vo events, the dramatic increase suggests that fow local southern women 

,vere overtly hostile to the suffrage cause, but were instead reluctant to be seen publicly 

supporting such a radical movement. While all three Boroughs experienced an increase 

in electors, the final investigation in Chapter Five reveals that a larger proportion of 

dependent ,vomen from middle-class families registered on the electoral roll than had 

signed the petition. The results from St Clair are the most dramatic: dependent women in 

St Clair were less likely to have signed the petition than registered for the election, and 

signatories from this suburb were less likely to have proceeded to the electoral roll than 

signatories from any other suburb. It is evident that middle-class ,vomen, like those in St 

Clair, ,vere cautious participants in early political events. 

This study reinforces the need for a new phase in suffrage history; one ,vith a 

particular emphasis on local rather than national. The research strategy employed is in 

essence, as important to the overall conclusion as the statistical results. In contrast to 

other studies this thesis has utilised a range of contemporary sources not normally 

associated with the suffrage question, to extend our understanding of the motives of 

grass-roots support. Movement from the specific to the general replaces the current 

supposition that what is evident within a macro environment must also be duplicated at a 

local level. This is not to say that such a strategy provides all of the answers. The 

complexity of the issues surrounding the suffrage campaign has meant that a number of 

possible explanatory factors remain unexplored. Besides it vvould be naive to discount 

the influence the national suffrage leaders and their highly effective campaign had on the 

general population. It is apparent, however, that until similar investigations are carried 

out on other New Zealand conununities, and comparative studies completed, the true 

1 :Vew Zealand Graphic, 5 August 1893, p.63, cited in Sandra Coney, Standing in the Sunshine, p.29. 
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nature and full effect of suffrage support in New Zealand cannot be definitely stated. 

What has been left out of this thesis is also significant, for this written report is the 

tangible result of the substantial work which went into the compilation of the suffrage 

spreadsheet. The record linking process is a laborious and time-consuming task and 

posed certain difficulties for the researcher. The limited personal information offered by 

some w·omen ,vhen they signed the petition for example, prevented accurate linkage to the 

electoral roll. and other sources. But in constructing a spreadsheet of local women who 

signed the petition a unique resource has been created, useful not only for further 

investigations into the suffrage can1paign of southern Dunedin, but also as an extension of 

any social history of local women. Further, the suffrage spreadsheet, together v.rith its 

limitations, could also provide guidelines for similar research projects. 

It is clear from this examination of signatories to the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition 

that nvo issues are prominent. First, hmv the results of this study impact on the current 

explanations for ,vhy Ne,v Zealand ,vomen v,,anted the vote, as presented in existing 

suffrage literature, and secondly, hO\v the data gathered can be used to promote the 

beginnings of a national model of support for women's suffrage in New Zealand. 

Parallels can be drawn bet,veen the results of this thesis and the current theories for 

,vomen's suffrage in New Zealand, as presented by Grirnshmv, Dalziel and Bunkle, in 

spite of significant differences of opinion bet\veen the three historians. Their 

explanations, based as they are on the national campaign, tend to assume that support was 

universal, and as such have focused on some of the more obvious features of the suffrage 

movement and general aspects of female life in nineteenth century New Zealand society. 

With the success of the Dunedin canvassers in mind, Patricia Grimshaw suggests that 

the drive for women's suffrage appealed to working ,vomen especially: she draws a direct 

correlation between the numbers of signatures gathered in each area and the strength of 

the local ,vomen's trade union.2 Her argument is a persuasive one, especially when 

considering the claims of Miss Helen Nichol that over two-thirds of the signatures to the 

1891 petition from Dunedin had come from working ,vomen.3 The results of this study 

also highlight the important role working women played in the petition success. Working 

,vomen featured strongly on the petition Yvhen compared to the expected national 

2 Patricia Grimshaw, Women's S11jfrage in New Zealand, 1987, p.49. 
3 The Globe, 3 October 1891, p.3 
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proportions of working ,:v·omen as shovvri in chapter four but not, it needs to be stressed, 

when compared with the number of working ·women k.now·n to have been living in 

southern Dunedin. Quite simply, a higher percentage of women in southern Dunedin 

were gainfully employed and this is reflected in the petition. 

Grimshaw's argument focuses solely on the \Vomen who signed the petition, without 

considering their relationship to the many women in the area who did not sign the 

petition. It is here that her argument is ,veakest, for it has been shown in southern 

Dunedin (an area whose ,vorking-class population, we have already established, upheld 

the broad facets of her argument), that a considerable proportion of neighbourhoods 

known to have working women amongst their residents ,vere not represented by these 

women on the petition. The example used in chapter six demonstrated that of the thi1teen 

neighbourhoods in southern Dunedin represented on the 1896 electoral roll by skilled 

,vomen only eight ,vere similarly represented on the petition. Furthermore, semi

professional women from twelve neighbourhoods registered on the 1896 electoral roll, yet 

just seven of these neighbourhoods ,vere represented on the petition by semi-professional 

,vomen. A similar pattern emerges with all seven occupational groups: unskilled workers 

being the only exception. Tiie comparative analysis of signatories and non-signatories in 

Calderville, presented in chapter six, provides the best example. It has been shown that 

skilled working women in this community were noticeably absent from the petition when 

compared to their dependent mothers; skilled ,vorkers in Calderville were less likely to 

have signed the petition than they were to have just registered on the 1893 electoral roll. 

A simple division between working and non-\vorking does not suffice in examining the 

southern Dunedin example. 

An even more general distinction emphasising ,vorking-class support over middle

class support fails to explain the subtleties of the southern Dunedin campaign. Chapter 

six considers the variations in support ·within the different suburbs and neighbourhoods 

and found that communities with traditional middle-class ideals such as St Clair, Kew and 

St Kilda excited considerably more support for the petition than that achieved nationally. 

Indeed St Clair was one of Dunedin's most desirable areas: the occupational structure 

analysis carried out by Erik Olssen in Building the New World indicates that St Clair 

appealed to a substantial number of families from the higher-status occupational groups. 4 

4 Erik Olssen, Building the Ne11, FVorld. p.34. 
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The subsequent discovery that. 46 per cent of the adult female population living in the St 

Clair/Kew area had signed the petition when only 25 per cent were expected nationally, 

confirms that a simple class division is inconclusive. This is not to discount the 

significance of class altogether as it is equally obvious that while the level of support 

generated in St Clair, Kew and St Kilda was greater than elsewhere in the country, it did 

not match the enthusiasm of women from the skilled working-class communities on the 

Flat. Furthermore, it needs to be acknowledged that the results of this study imply that 

support also varied within the working-classes. Communities with large proportions of 

skilled males, such as Kensington, Calderville and the South Ward of South Dunedin, 

generated a higher level of support than communities where unskilled men dominated, 

such as Caversham's Middle Ward and the East Ward of South Dunedin. 

The degree of involvement from local women's trade unions, in particular the 

Tailoresses' Union, is harder to test systematically, so only limited comment can be made 

on this part of Grimshaw' s thesis. Some inferences may be drawn when consideration is 

given to Penelope Harper's thesis on the Dunedin Tailoresses' Union,5 in light of what we 

have learned about the social structure of southern Dunedin signatories. It is highly 

probable, especially given the energy of local suffrage leader and secretary to the 

Tailoresses' Union, Miss Harriet Morison, that the women's trade unions were prime 

arenas for mobilising support for women's suffrage, and Harper confirms this when she 

reveals that members did participate in the women's suffrage campaign.6 The Dunedin 

Tailoresses' Union passed a resolution in favour of women's suffrage in 1891, and Harper 

agrees with Grimshaw when she links the success of the Dunedin petition sheets with the 

strength of the Union.7 

Whether this had a direct influence on petition results is a moot point. While the 

original membership lists of the Tailoresses' Union have long since disappeared, Harper 

was able to gain the overall impression, from the content and tone of numerous paper 

articles and speeches to the Union, that the majority of members were young single 

women, with many still living within their parents' homes. Members were commonly 

referred to as 'girls' and as "future wives and mothers of the nation"; indeed an attempt to 

register the Union under the Trades Union Act failed because there were members under 

5 Penelope Harper, 'The Dunedin Tailoresses' Union, 1889-1914', PG(Dip), University of Otago, 
1988. 
6 Penelope Harper, p.29. 
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16 years of age.8 It seems probable, therefore, that many Union members would have 

been too young to sign the petition, though of course they may have encouraged their 

mothers and older sisters to sign. The women of southern Dunedin who were eligible to 

· sign the petition did not fit the typical Union demographic. Statistics given in the 1891 

Census show that adult women living in southern Dunedin were most likely to be middle

aged, between 30 and 49 years old, and the majority ofthose were married. Notions of 

equality and co-operation, as espoused by local unions such as the Tailoresses', did 

permeate society, however, and it seems certain that these liberal views aided the suffrage 

victory. 

Dalziel's thesis challenges Grimshaw's liberal assumptions and argues that the 

suffrage victory depended on the traditional beliefs of New Zealand women, and society 

in general. The rhetoric is hard to dispute. Many of the speeches, pamphlets and articles 

circulated by suffrage leaders argued that enfranchisement would restore social 

responsibility to politics and usher in an era of moral accountability. As with the 

influence of women's trade unions previously discussed, it is difficult here to discount the 

fact that many women may have agreed with this general ideology. The majority. of 

southern Dunedin women certainly ascribed to the norm and gave up any paid work to 

care for their home and family when they married.9 

The evidence suggests, however, that a large proportion of signatories from southern 

Dunedin were already living outside of the traditional sphere in so far as they were 

gainfully employed. As demonstrated in chapter four, the areas of strongest support such 

as Kensington and South Dunedin were also over-represented by working women on the 

electoral roll, while in comparison, the communities which most closely resembled the 

traditional ideal, such as St Kilda and St Clair, had a much smaller proportion of working 

women and offered only modest support for the petition. Further, if Dalziel's traditional 

convictions of women were the primary motive for signing the petition one would assume 

that signatories would have been more evenly spread throughout the three boroughs. No 

logical reason exists, given this argument, to explain why signatories are most heavily 

concentrated in skilled working class communities - the same communities with the 

highest proportion of working women. Even the comparative analysis of St Clair women, 

7 Penelope Harper, p.33. 
8 Penelope Harper, p.27. 
9 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.77. 
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which differentiated behveen signatories and non-signatories demonstrated that skilled 

,vorking ,vomen were more likely to have supported suffrage prior to the election than 

any other occupational group. In fact St Clair's traditional dependent women were not 

only under-represented on the petition, they \Vere also noticeably absent from the 

electoral roll. The middle-class women from St Clair appear to have been cautious about 

any form of political involvement. 

Phillida Bunkle's views on ,vomen's suffrage in New Zealand are closely related to 

Dalziel's, but Bunk.le uses the ideology of the WCTU to demonstrate the traditional 

motives of the suffrage campaign. The specific nature of WCTU involvement in the 

southern Dunedin campaign remain unclear (the earliest surviving archive from the 

Dunedin branch dates two years after the suffrage victory in 1895, and the South Dunedin 

branch was not formed until the early 19i0s), so it is difficult to comment on the details 

of this part of Bunkle's thesis. A local study on voting trends in Caversham in the 1919, 

1928 and 1935 elections, in \Vhich the population was also polled for their view on 

prohibition has revealed, however, that a negative relationship between the Labour vote 

and Prohibition did exist. The authors demonstrate that non-Labour areas such as St Clair 

and St Kilda, conununities with a comparatively high proportion of electors in the high

status occupational groups, were consistently more supportive of Prohibition than the 

Labour supporting working-class conmmnities. 10 In accordance with the results of this 

study it seems highly plausible that the areas which advocated the restriction of alcohol 

consumption, the basic tenet of the Union, were not keen supporters of the women's 

suffrage movement. One is immediately reminded of the \York done on the W anganui 

WCTU by Brom"yn Labrum indicating that WCTU branch activity ,vas not necessarily 

inclined towards women's sights and social reform. The W anganui branch, for instance, 

sustained a vigorous temperance campaign, but afforded women's issues only scant 

attention. 11 The implications these results have on Bunkie' s thesis, and on our 

understanding of support for \vomen's suffrage, warrants further investigation. The 

significance of the WCTU's involvement in shaping public attitudes is questioned in the 

southern Dunedin example. 

It is the denominational aspect of Bunkle's thesis w'hich has more relevance in this 

10 Fanaafi Aiono-Le Tagaloa, Jenny Officer and Frances Steele, 'Voting Trends in Caversham, 1919, 
1928, 1935 ', Histmy 351 Class Essay, University of Otago, 1999. 
11 Bromvyn Labrum, 'For the Better Discharge of Our Duties', p.137. 
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study. Bunkie traces the WCTU' s origins back to the evangelical protestant crusade 

which swept through England and America in the nineteenth century. In the New 

Zealand context, however, she stresses that "the Union flourished wherever the 

Presbyterian Church vvas strong."12 In relation to her claims about the role of the WCTU 

in the suffrage campaign such a statement becomes an interesting point of inquiry, 

prompting two further questions. First, how prominently did Presbyterian women feature 

on the petition and second, just vvhat role did religion play in the women's suffrage 

campaign? The denominational analysis of signatories, as discussed in chapter four, 

considers the religious motives of suffrage support in southern Dunedin and has found 

that Presbyterian signatories did feature strongly on the petition, although the evangelical 

presence v,,-as more noticeable. A significant proportion of signatories ,vho regularly 

attended church belonged to one of the two local Baptist churches. A strong evangelical 

spirit had certainly emerged within the southern community - the census statistics indicate 

that over four times as many Baptists ,vere living in southern Dunedin, as one might 

expect given their strength in the national population - and this seems to be a more 

significant feature of the local populace than the Presbyterian population. The 

Presbyterian population in the southern suburbs ,vas not dissimilar to the expected 

national population and was certainly not as strong as in Dunedin City and some of the 

other surrounding suburbs. 

The tendency so far has been to list the responses of various churches, as if on a 

scale, ·with (following Grimshaw's suggestion) the Methodists, Baptists and other non

conformist denominations at the top, the Presbyterians and Anglicans fluctuating 

somewhere around the middle, and Catholics in strong opposition to the campaign, at the 

bottom. 13 It has largely been assumed that this list, and the churches' position on it, is 

relatively static, ,vi.th only limited movement between the various groups. At a national 

level church sympathies seems to fit the model advocated by Grimshaw, but the results of 

this study have shm~11 that the religious motives of individual signatories is not so clear 

cut. The eighteen Catholic signatories, whilst only small in number, are a significant 

discovery, and go some way to question the influence the churches had over a woman's 

decision to support the petition. Moreover, a comparatively small proportion of local 

southern residents regularly attended church, indicating that many local ,vomen ,vould not 

have been directly influenced by any church. 

12 Phillida Bunkle, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.58. 
13 Patricia Grimshav..-, TVomen 's Si1;ffi·age in New Zealand, pp.55-56. 
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In proposing a national model of support for women's suffrage in New Zealand it is 

necessary to move away from explanations which concentrate solely on· the motives of 

women, as each of these three historians have done, to incorporate an understanding of 

the society from which the campaign emerged. In her examination of the women's 

movement Phillida Bunkle wrote that "to treat the franchise as a single issue campaign is 

a distortion which prevents an m1derstanding of the \Vomen's experience.''14 That is so, 

but it must also be recognised that to vie,:1,1 the franchise distinct from the social and 

political upheavals which paralleled the can1paign's progress, limits our understanding of 

the women's experience. In particular the rise of Labour and notions of equality and 

cooperation, which accompanied the unionisation of the working-classes, were important 

precursors to suffrage victory. 

Our recollections of New Zealand society in the last two decades of the nineteenth 

century are dominated by images of the 1890 Maritime Strike, political and social tmrest 

and the subsequent Liberal Party victory, which smv it sweep into Parlian1ent for a term 

which would last until 1912. When the suffrage campaign proper began in 1885, Ne,v 

Zealand was in the midst of a harsh economic depression ,vhich, compounded by the 

recent effects of industrialisation and urbanisation, transformed the political and social 

development of the young colony. 15 The women's movement sought to rid society of 

social evils and restore moral respectability. Concurrently, there emerged a working

class subculture which believed that a united political front would protect the colony from 

the greed of capitalism. 16 The increase in class consciousness was the most important 

development in urban Ne,v Zealand at this time, 17 and whether involved directly as 

workers, or as the wives and daughters of ,vorking-men, the local ,vomen vvho signed the 

petition would have certainly been influenced by tl1e growing political awareness which 

surrounded them. 

Of particular significance for the women who would sign the petition was the 

socialist discourse which supported the union movement. Union organisation in New 

Zealand originated in the skilled crafts where men, influenced by English nonconformity 

1~ Phillida Bunk.le, 'The Origins of the Women's Movement in New Zealand', p.54. 
D John Angus, 'City and Country, Change and Continuity: Electoral Politics and Society in Otago, 
1877-1893 ', PhD (History), University of Ota go, 1976, pp.660-661. 
16 Erik Olssen, Building the New TYorfd, p.160. 
17 Jolm Angus, 'City and Country, Change and Continuity', p.141. 
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and artisan radicalism, transported an ideology based on egalitarian traditions, mutual 

cooperation and the dignity of labour. 18 Notions of individual responsibility, thrift, 

sobriety and religious adherence also prevailed. 19 Women's personal experience of the 

political turmoil of these years was probably very limited (indeed fears of competition 

and the demise of artisan control, rather than unbiased concern, often motivated the 

skilled craftsmen to organise unskilled vvorkers and \'\1omen) but the drive for social 

justice which supported these developments has strong parallels in the women's suffrage 

movement as ,:vell as \Vithin educational reform. The desire to preserve the new society 

from industrial Old World evils was prominent in both movements. 

As ,ve have seen the petition triumphed in southern Dtmedin, largely as a result of 

the wide-scale support from women in the skilled working-classes. The model proposed 

here suggests that support for vvomen's suffrage was closely tied to the political and social 

environment which accompanied the campaign. Unionisation, originating among skilled 

men, became widespread in industrial tovvns and suburbs,20 and after the Maritime defeat 

union activity became more politically motivated.21 Women from skilled backgrounds 

obviously shared the concerns of their menfolk, with many realising that the franchise 

would provide them with the political power they needed to restore a respectable society. 

Dunedin trade unionists spearheaded national reform, and union mobilisation was much 

stronger in Dunedin than elsewhere in the country. 22 The overwhelming support sho,:vn 

all three suffrage petitions in Dunedin can be perceived alongside the advanced political 

aspirations of the Dunedin population. The work of Erik Olssen and others associated 

with the Caversham Project has demonstrated that southern Dunedin residents were 

keenly aware of their political position, and union mobilisation in southem Dunedin was 

particularly strong. Several local identities becanie key figures in national movements. 

Robert Slater, the founder of 'Labour Day' and a local presser: Charles Thom, a carpenter 

by trade and William "Plain Bill" Eamshaw, a brass-finisher at Hillside are just a few 

local men ,vho were prominent in labour and union organisations throughout the period. 23 

The public rhetoric of these men, espousing as they did ideas of equality and protection, 

encouraged local men to unite. In tum their socialist discourse appears also to have won 

18 Erik Olssen, Building the 1Vew FVorld, p.158. 
19 .Tolm Angus, 'City and Country, Change and Continuity', p.141. 
20 Erik Olssen, Building the New World, p.175. 
21 Erik Olssen and Len Richardson, 'The Ne,v Zealand Labour Movement, 1880-1920', in Eric Fry, 
(ed.), Common Cause: Essays in Australian and New Zealand Labour Histoty, Sydney, 1986, pp. 4-5. 
l'.: Erik Olssen and Len Richardson, 'The Ne,v Zealand Labour Movement, 1880-1920', p.5. 
23 Erik Olssen, Building the New H'orfd, pp.100-102, 177,181. 
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over a large proportion of local women. 

This thesis began with the hopes of Mrs Clegg, the first women in the Caversham 

electorate to cast her vote in the 1893 General Election. Unfortunately Mrs Clegg played 

no prut in the analysis ,vhich follO\ved. Her name is not listed on either the suffrage 

petition, or the electoral roll. With that Mrs Clegg disappears from my thesis. Her 

absence is striking. Primarily because it illustrates very succinctly the difficulties 

associated with tracing women through historical sources, and also because it 

encompasses all which I have learned. Historical investigation is about contributing to 

our understanding, and adding to our knO\,vledge. It is not about having the last word. 

Mrs Clegg has that 
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Appendix 1 

Suffrage Spreadsheet 

assigned 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER 
NO. sheet no. title forename surname street assigned street suburb suburb roll no. forename surname occupation occgroup prop. qual. 

1 28 Mrs Maceldower Allandale Rd Allandale road st Clair <.;av1,o, Anme Mac11aoW1e aomest1c l,J res1aent1a1 

2 28 Mrs Barham Prince Edward Road Prince Edward road St Kilda 

3 28 Mrs McDonald Regent st Regent street South Dunedin South Dunedin 

4 28 Mrs Adair Regent st Regent street South Dunedin South Dunedin 

5 28 Mrs AdairSnr Oxford st Oxford street South Dunedin South Dunedin SDn14503 Elizabeth Adair domestic duties 11 
6 28 Mary Hurly Regent st Regent street South Dunedin 

7 28 Mrs Booth ReQent st Regent street --- South Dunedin 

8 28 Mrs Bourk Hall st Hall street South Dunedin Dn1178 Catherine Bourke domestic duties 11 

9 28 Mrs Vincent Hall st Hall street South Dunedin 
10 28 Miss Booth Regent st Regent street South Dunedin .. 

11 28 MA Dunne Forbury road St Clair st Clair 

Elizabeth 
12 28 E.J Beck Allandale road St Clair st Clair Cav158 Jane Beck wife 11 

Jeanie household 
13 28 J.L Beck Allandale road st Clair st Clair Cav159 Lyall Beck duties 11 

Cav2862 Helen Wilson housekeeper 
14 28 Mrs Wilson Forbury road st Clair st Clair Cav2864 Hellen Wilson domestic 9 

15 28 E Wilson Forburv road st Clair st Clair 



Suffrage Spreadsheet Suffrage Spreadsheet 

18~.> 1::1( ·,o~,> t:lt 
1893 ER husband/m 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER 1893 ER husband's 1893 ER 1893 ER 1896 ER 

1893 ER 1893 ER assigned ale's ER husband's husband's husband's husband's property husband's husband's 1896 ER 1896 ER 1896 ER 1896 ER qualilicatio 1896 ER 1896 ER 1896 ER 
street name suburb street number name surname occupation occgroup qualification street name res.suburb Stone's directory surname forename occupation occgroup n st. name address2 suburb 

Allanaa1e roaa S1i..;1a1r Allandale roaa Cav 1100 vvuuam Mac1ldowie clerk 0 res1ctent1a1 Allanctale rd St Clair 1 l:S9:l-l:14: vvuuam, accountant... Macildowie Annie domestic duties 11 residential Allandale Caversham 
'""":Mrs James i::uwm t:1arnam, 
Chapman st, St Kilda; 1893: Mrs 
Rose Barham, Bay View Rd, Sth Dn 
1893: AllanJ. McDonald, iron 
turner.Regent st sth On 
1893: James Adair jnr .. pattern maker. 

Dn34 Robert Adair carpenter 7 residential Regent st Regent st, sth Dn 
, """: James Aaa1r. caomeunaKer, 

South Oxford st. sth On, 1893: Hillside Rd, 
Oxford street South Dunedin Oxford street Dn32 James Adair cabinet maker 7 residential Oxford street Dunedin Sth On Adair Elizabeth domestic duties 11 residential Jones street South Dunedin 

no name - maybe Hurtey 
1893: George Booth, bncKmaKer, 
Regent st, Sth On 

a11otmento, 
sub divisions of South 1893:David Bourke, platelayer, Hall 

Hall street South Dunedin Hall street On 1179 David Bourke labourer 9 freehold secs 10-14 Dunedin . st. Sth On Bourke Catheline Domestic duties 11 residential Hall street South Dunedin 

oniy one m area= Mrs .iane vmcem, 
Fox st. Sth On; 1894: Mrs Jane 
Vincent, Hall street, South Dunedin 
as abv 
no uunna s in area, no Dunn s in l::11 
clair 
'""": "'"ert James tsecK, conactor, 

James section 33, Allandala Rd, St Clair, caversham, Elizabeth 
Allandale road St Clair Allandale road son 16556 Albert Beck collector 6 freehold block4 St Clair 1893: Maitland st, On. Beck Jane domestic duties 11 residential Allandale road St Clair 

Allandale road St Clair Allandale road as abv Beck Jeanie Lyall household duties 11 residential Allendale road St Clair 
rwilham vv11son, mecnan1ca1 engineer, 

Forbury road St Clair Forbury road Forbury rd, Cav 
1 vv1111am vv1oson, mecnanlcal engineer, 
Forbury rd. Cav 



Appendix 2: List of canvassers from Dunedin-based petition sheets 

Back of sheet 45: "Mrs Hetton" 
Sheet 45 covers streets \Vithin the central city area including Moray Place, 
Filleul Street, Frederick Street, and Hanover Street. 

Right Margin of Sheet 48: "Jane Rankin - canvasser" 
Jane Rankin's nan1e appears on sheet 48 suggesting she lives in Great King 
Street, Dunedin City. 

Bottom of Sheet 55: "Signatures witnessed and collected by Mary Trainor" 
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Mary Trainer's name appears on Sheet 55 vvith an accompanying address in Elm 
Row, City Rise. 

Back of Sheet 60: "M. Broad" 
The signatmes on Sheet 60 come from North Dunedin, including Castle and 
Cumberland Streets. 

Back of Sheets 83 and 85: "Mrs McLeod, Knotts Cottege, Forth, Dunedin" 
Sheets 83 and 85 includes streets within the North Dunedin area including 
Dundas Street, Clyde Avenue, St David Street, Union Street and Forth Street. 

Bottom of Sheet 94: "Collected and witnessed by H.R. Nicol, Hon. Sec., W.F.L" 

Top of Sheet 128: "Kindly return to Miss Nicol, William Street, City Dunedin, by May." 

Back of Sheet 150: ·'Mrs South" 

Bottom of Sheet 157: "Signatures collected and witnessed by Mrs Alexander and Mrs 
Trainor." 

Back of Sheet 166: "Mrs Hatton" 
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Appendix3 

Table A.2: Population Growth, 1891-1901 

1881 1886 1891 1896 1901 
Pooulation Growth Pooulation Growth Pooulation Grov.1h Pooulation Growth Pooulation 

Caversham 3989 11.5 4448 5.4 4690 1.6 4763 10.6 5266 
South Dunedin 2796 2.9 3902 8.2 4222 8.1 4562 17.6 5363 
St Kilda 773 39.5 1078 7 1153 2.8 1185 43.5 1700 
Dunedin City 24372 -4.6 23.243 -3.7 22376 2 22815 9 24879 
New Zealand 489933 18. l 578482 8.3 626658 12.2 703360 9.9 772719 
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Appendix4 

Table A.3: Birthplaces of the Population, 1891 

Total southern 
Dunedin Caversham South Dunedin St Kilda Dunedin City New Zealand 

New Zealand 5634 2537 2408 689 12340 366716 
Australia 323 167 122 34 1,103 15.943 
England 1767 869 662 236 3228 11,070 
Scotland 1365 654 598 113 3574 51,916 
Ireland 731 307 366 58 1378 47,634 
Germany 26 11 14 1 117 4,663 
Demnark 11 7 4 0 30 2,053 
s,,.:eden 7 4 3 0 20 1,414 
Norway 4 2 2 0 13 1,288 
France 8 5 2 1 22 711 
Austria 2 2 0 0 7 564 
Italy 1 l 0 0 17 397 
Switzerland 2 l 0 1 4 362 
Russia 2 1 0 l 5 320 
Other Europeans 5 2 l 2 19 466 
USA 7 l 5 l 23 1,683 
China 48 46 I l 152 4,470 

Source: 1891 Census, Part II, Birthplaces of the People, Table VII, Summary by Borough, p.103. 
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Appendix5 

Table A.4: Denominational Affiliation of the Population, 1891: southern Dunedin compared to Dunedin City ancl New Zealan<l 

TOTAL SOUTilERN DUNEDIN CAVERSHAM SOUTH DUNEDIN STKILDA DUNEDIN CITY NEWZEALAND 
PERSONS 1,1ALE FEl-1J\LE PERSONS MALE FE!,fALE PERSONS MALE FE1,LA.LE PERSONS MALE FEMALE PERSONS MALE Ffil.fALE PERSONS l-1J\LE FEMALE 

TOTALS 10(165 4930 5135 4690 2339 2351 4222 2007 2215 1153 584 569 22,376 10.427 11,949 578.48'.! 312.221 266,261 
EPISCOPALIANS ' 

Church c;fEngl1111d 2913 1487 1426 L359 694 665 1069 532 537 485 261 224 6721 3194 3,527 279,757 123,077 106,680 
Protestants (undefined) 3 '.! l I 0 1 2 2 0 0 0 0 36 15 21 2~612 1,568 Ul44 
PRESBYTERIANS 2970 1416 1554 1401 687 714 1283 601 682 286 128 158 7813 3601 4,212 130,643 70,175 60 .. 468 
METHODISTS 
\Vesleyans 655 297 3S8 323 154 169 277 122 155 55 21 34 943 433 510 45,1(>4 22,802 22,362 
Methodi$ts (undefined) 25 9 8 24 9 7 1 0 1 0 I) 0 ?' _:, 11 12 2,089 1,085 1.044 
Primitive Methodists 60 24 36 37 15 22 17 6 11 6 3 3 126 48 78 5.173 2~558 2.615 
United Methodist Free Church 7 5 2 4 4 0 3 1 2 0 0 0 7 4 3 2.193 1,079 U14 
Bible Christians 39 20 19 22 13 9 17 7 IO 0 0 0 67 19 38 539 2S5 254 
Others 6 1 5 0 0 0 6 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 134 72 62 
OTHER PROTEST.ANTS 
Baptists 981 441 540 572 256 316 291 121 170 118 64 54 954 424 530 14.357 7.019 7,338 
Congregational Independents 89 49 40 68 36 32 14 9 5 7 4 3 754 332 422 7.787 3,875 3,912 
Lutherans 7 5 1 4 2 2 3 3 0 0 0 0 47 32 15 5,917 3,766 2,151 
Church of Christ (Disciples) 163 78 85 57 30 27 JOO 44 56 6 4 2 453 182 271 4.110 1,051 2,059 
Brethren 65 32 33 42 20 22 21 11 10 2 1 l 206 97 109 3,179 1.547 1,632 
Evangelists I 1 0 0 0 0 1 I 0 0 0 0 6 I 5 113. na na 
Chnstadelphian.s 23 12 lJ 23 12 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 27 11 16 635 318 317 
lfruta.rian.c;. I 0 I I 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 2 8 466 290 176 
Society ofFnends 6 2 4 5 2 3 0 0 0 l 0 J 9 6 3 282 189 93 
Swedenborgians 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 1 3 168 83 85 
Sal,·ation Anny 138 60 78 49 20 29 88 39 49 1 I 0 315 137 178 5,276 2,698 2,57& 
CATHOLIC 
Rom.an·Catholics 1460 7!0 750 459 233 226 856 405 451 145 72 73 2546 1047 1499 79,020 41,151 37,869 
Catholics (w1defined) 3 0 3 3 0 3 0 (I {) 0 0 0 18 4 14 1,647 897 750 
Greek Church 0 0 I) 0 0 0 0 (I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 48 46 2 
CATHOLIC APOSTOLIC I 0 I 1 0 I 0 0 {) 0 0 0 IO 6 4 122 61 61 
OTHER DENOMINATIONS 
Hebrews 7 4 3 6 3 3 I l 0 0 0 0 269 136 133 1,559 854 705 
Spiritualists 44 22 22 32 15 17 6 2 4 6 5 l 33 15 18 252 143 109 
Latter~day Saints or :t\1ormons 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 188 109 79 
Pagans 43 43 0 43 43 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 126 125 I 4,472 4,466 6 
NO DEN01vlINA TION 
Freethinkers 106 69 37 19 15 4 75 47 28 11 7 5 161 120 41 3,925 2,790 l.135 
Others 48 23 25 36 17 19 12 6 6 0 0 0 130 80 50 2,121 1.245 876 
NO RELIGION 16 15 1 15 14 I I l 0 0 0 0 40 22 18 973 684 289 
UNSPECIFIED 4 4 0 1 1 0 3 3 () 0 0 (J 2-1 IS 9 2869 2.182 687 
OBJECT TO STATE 181 99 82 83 44 39 75 42 . .:'>.'> 23 13 10 449 170 179 19.889 12,546 7.341 
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Appendix 6 

Table A.5: Percentage of women, for whom ward information is known, who signed the 
petition 

Number of Estimated adult Percentage(%) 
Borough Ward signatories female poptdation 
Caversham North 122 276 44.2 

Middle 140 306 45.8 
South 158 339 46.6 
Kensington 118 160 73.8 

South Dunedin No1th 293 511 57.3 
South 70 117 59.8 
East 171 324 52.8 

St Kilda Park 79 146 54.l 
Musselbure:h 10 81 12.3 

Appendix 4 demonstrates the problems associated with an analysis based upon an 

altered number of signatories and an estimated adult female population which did not 

accmmt for these changes. As can be seen the results for the north, south and middle 

wards of Caversham and all three wards of South Dunedin, once the signatories with 

unkl.10,\-n wards have been removed, appear much lower than the results giv\ ' in Table 

4.4, the analysis of petition signatories. 
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Appendix 7 

The signatories from unknown wards ( U) are assumed to be distributed amongst the 

wards according to the proportion of the total knmvn signatories in each ward. So the 

estimate of the number of signatories (N1) in ,vard i, ,vhere K 1 is the knovm number of 

signatories from ward i, is given by 

So the fraction of signatories per population (P,) for ward i is, 

N K. U 
-' ""'-' (l+-n-), 
~ P; 'vK 

LJ .I 
j=) 

where n is the number of ,-vards. 

For example, the proportion of signatures for Caversham's North Ward is calculated 

thus, 

N; 122 111 
~ ""'276 (l + (122 + 140 + 154)) 

= 0.44203(1 + 0.26428) 

= 0.559 
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AppendixB 

Table A.6: Occupations of women who signed the 1893 Women's Suffrage Petition 

OCCl!fOUl) occunation Caversham Kensin11:ton South Dunedin St Clair StKilda Totals 
3 governess 1 1 

midwife 1 1 
monthly nurse 1 I 
music teacher 1 1 2 
nurse 2 1 3 
public school teacher 1 1 
school teacher 1 1 

3 Total 4 2 3 l 0 10 
4 draper 1 I 

dress maker l 1 
shop keeper 1 1 2 
store keener l 3 4 

4 Total 2 1 5 0 0 8 
5 janitress 1 I 

oostmistress l 1 
5 Total 0 0 2 0 0 2 

6 clerk 1 l 
draper 1 l 
saleswoman I I 1 3 

6 Total l 0 2 1 1 5 
7 boot fitter 1 1 2 

dress maker 3 I 16 2 22 
laundress l 2 3 
milliner I l 
mg maker 2 2 
tailoress 3 5 11 19 

7 Total 7 8 30 3 1 49 
8 boot machinist 3 3 

machinist 2 1 6 9 
stocking machinist 1 l 

8 Total 2 1 10 0 0 13 
9 charwoman 1 1 

domestic 9 4 10 2 25 
domestic help 1 1 
domestic servant 1 1 
general servant I l 
housekeeper 21 13 36 5 5 80 
knitter I 1 
servant l l 
shirt manufacturer 1 1 
waitress I 1 

9 Total 31 14 45 16 7 113 
11 domestic duties 69 50 195 9 28 351 

household duties 14 1 13 8 2 38 
householder l 1 1 3 
house,vife 28 8 26 2 6 70 
spinster I 1 
,viclow 1 1 1 3 
wife 15 8 23 

11 Total 128 61 236 27 37 489 
Grand Total 175 87 333 48 46 689 
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Appendix9 

Table A.7: Occupations of Female Electors on 1893 Caversham Electoral Roll 

Caverslrnm 
occgroup occupation Rockvside Township Calderville St Clair Kew Totals 

SP atiist 1 1 
governess 2 2 
lady's nurse 1 1 2 
midwife 2 2 

music teacher 1 1 

nurse 1 l 1 3 
teacher 2 1 3 6 

SP Total 2 3 5 6 l 17 
SE boarding house keeper l l 

draper 1 l 

shopkeeper 1 1 
stationer 1 l 
storekeeoer l l 

SE Total 0 1 2 2 0 5 

WC clerk 1 1 2 
dental student 1 i 
lady's help 2 2 

saleswoman 1 1 2 
student 2 2 

WC Total 0 3 3 3 0 9 
SK bootfitter 1 1 

dressmaker 2 8 4 3 17 
laundress 1 l 1 3 
mantlenrnker 1 l 
manufacturer l l 
milliner 1 l 2 
presser 1 1 
tailoress l 2 2 5 

SK Total 5 14 8 4 0 31 
ss cook 1 1 2 

machinist 2 2 4 
SS Total 0 2 2 l 1 6 
us domestic 8 9 9 20 12 58 

domestic help l 1 
domestic servant l 3 1 5 
housekeeper 7 11 14 13 3 48 
housemaid 1 l 
knitter l l 
maid l I 
printer 1 1 
retoucher 1 1 
servant 2 2 

US Total 15 24 24 40 16 119 
DD domestic duties 18 62 35 23 17 155 

house duties 2 4 4 5 15 
household duties 4 7 5 4 20 
householder 1 2 3 
housewife 18 25 6 2 51 
spinster l 2 3 
widow 2 2 
wife 5 15 14 11 8 53 

DD Total 29 106 84 54 29 302 
Grand Total 51 153 128 110 47 489 




